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ABOUT THE BOOK
The book Universal Magic, is a twin book. The universal half
is named, UPLINE, DOWNLINE, while the magic half is named, MAI
‘JX.
Upline, downline is about parallel universes.
It is a story of a simian race of beings called the Golden, who
have a repressive government run by the Church of the Golden Way.
The Church has displaced the historical ruling family and forbidden its
citizens from learning anything concerning higher technology, while
using the knowledge accumulated by the Imperial Family to enslave
their own people.
One of these technological marvels is the cross-universe gate.
The gates are links to the linear universes that bind the cosmos, with
one line of worlds going upline and another in the direction known as
downline.
The last surviving member of the Imperial Family and her two
children are rescued by dissident scientists, and along with the
genetically similar simian natives of another world enslaved by the
Church, flee downline. It is during this cross-universe escape that they
encounter the world of humans on a farm in West Virginia.
In exchange for cross-universe technology, Mike Miller and
his family agree to help the golden and their former slaves and now
allies, the Gorr, defend their new Empire against the revenge of the
Church.
*
*
*
The second book, Mai ‘JX, is about energy beings who inhabit
the Oort cloud around Earth’s sun.
The Mai ‘JX have an affinity for carbon and can pack the
energy of their bodies within the spheres of carbon-60 molecules for
greater strength to their energy matrix. They can also tap into the
miniscule amounts of energy created by a biologic entity as a sort of
food source. This ability and affinity allows them to use what they call
‘mobile carbon’ as a suit of armor.
The Mai ‘JX of the double Centauri stars do not have this
source of mobile carbon and have raided the Sol system for hundreds of
millions of years for their own mobile carbon specimens. Every time

the specimens they obtain through periodic raids begin to wear out,
they again raid the sources of mobile carbon on the planets orbiting the
home star of the Sol Mai ‘JX, creating mass extinctions on the mobile
carbon nurseries of the Sol Mai ‘JX.
When the Sol Mai ‘JX begin to marshal their forces to repel
the latest raids from the Centauri Mai ‘JX, they find that one variation
of mobile carbon of the third world of their sun has developed a
primitive kind of sentience. Before long the Sol Mai ‘JX have entered
into an alliance with these solid matter beings to fight their millennia
long enemy.
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UPLINE, DOWNLINE
*

*

*

* ONE *
Mike Miller glanced to his left and caught the eye of his
sister’s boyfriend, then nodded toward a patch of shrubbery between
two old Sycamore trees beside the creek. He then shifted his shotgun to
the right as Jerry began to move down the small hill that led to the
creek.
As Jerry made his way down to the several yards wide, flood
plain, Mike glanced behind him at his brother Paul then back to the
creek to watch the undergrowth. When Jerry reached level ground,
Mike reversed his grip on his shotgun so that it pointed away from his
friend then made his own way down the small ridge. He had reached
the bottom and could hear Paul coming down behind him when the area
of the shrubbery closest to Jerry rustled fiercely.
Mike carefully shifted his orientation to bring his barrel more
to the left as Jerry raised his own weapon to a firing position. Being an
expert shot with either hand, Mike half raised his shotgun to a lefthanded firing position as he watched both his friend and the shrubbery.
Jerry trained his barrel in the general direction of the
disturbance for just a second before raising it toward the sky. Mike
smiled as a large golden shape burst from the shrubbery and bounded
toward Jerry just as Paul reached the bottom of the ridge behind Mike
and to his right.
They all lowered their weapons and Paul yelled out from
behind Mike. “Rufus! I thought I told you to stay home!” Rufus didn’t
acknowledge Paul’s comment, concentrating instead on marking his
presence before continuing toward them with a canine grin plastered
across his muzzle.
“He doesn’t usually come this far from home on his own.”
Said Mike as he ejected both the clip and the chambered round from his
shotgun. He put the ejected round back in the clip, then put the clip in
the upper left pocket of his vest. “If he left right after you and I left to
1
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meet Jerry over at the bridge, he’d have had plenty of time to get this
far. Or to the old Jones farm and back again.”
“That’s right” Said Paul as he broke open his single-shot and
withdrew the loaded cartridge. As he put the cartridge in an elastic loop
outside his upper left vest pocket, he added. “Didn’t mom say the
people who just moved in have a dog?”
“Male or female?” Asked Jerry as he pulled the key from the
trigger lock of his own shotgun and put the key back in the pouch on
his belt. Mike and Paul shrugged to indicate they didn’t know.
The three started to head back to their trucks and as they
walked out of the wooded patch into an open flood plain, they saw an
unusual sight. About fifty yards to their right, deep in a runoff cutback
in the hill bordering the small creek, was a group of… people.
In monkey suits.
As the three of them stopped in stunned silence, they noticed a
hole, in the air. About two yards high and one wide. They knew it was
a hole because what they could see through it didn’t match what was
behind the monkey-suited strangers. As they watched, a small person in
a golden colored fur suit stepped through the hole. Then another. Then
another of the wrestler sized guys in the darker, gorilla suits.
All of them wore clothes of varying design over their fur suits.
Most of the larger golden colored ones also wore backpacks while all
of the larger, darker brown ones had packs. In addition, most of the
gorilla guys carried large, oval shaped, metal objects strapped to their
backpacks. The oval objects looked just like the rim to the whole in the
air, but with solid interiors. He noticed that several of the smaller
monkey men carried a much smaller, circular ring of the same metal as
the larger objects.
Before any of the strangers saw them, Rufus came out of the
underbrush behind them and saw the fur-clad group. With a bounding
rush, Rufus went to investigate the curiosity.
“Hey!” Yelled Paul. “Come back here Rufus!”
The three of them rushed after the dog, as the fur-clad people
closest to them became aware of their presence.
As the dog with fur the same color of the smaller monkey suits
ran toward the group, the larger ones closed around the three most
ornately dressed of the group. They gripped their clubs and rocks but
made to move to raise their weapons. Rufus simply went from one to
the other, sniffing each before going to the next.
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Rufus apparently made up his mind about the threat posed by
the group cause he picked the largest of the gorilla looking guys and
put his feet up on the furred chest. He received a scratching behind the
ears for his efforts and, happy with that, dropped to the ground and
went back to stand by Paul.
As Mike, Paul, and Jerry walked toward the strangers, they
realized that the way they were carrying their weapons must appear
threatening and lowered their guns to seem less aggressive. Taking a
few slower quicksteps to cover the last few yards, Mike gave his
shotgun to Jerry as Paul grabbed Rufus by the collar with his own
empty hand.
Mike raised both hands, empty palms toward the strangers.
“Don’t be afraid folks. We don’t intend to hurt you. We were hunting
and our dog ran at you and we were just chasing him. Sorry.”
As Mike reached the group he noticed several of the golden
ones and one of the larger, darker ones showed signs of injury.
Then he noticed an odd smell. Not quite like an animal, but
not quite like a human either. He thought for a second that it was the
furred suits the strangers were wearing, when noises through the hole in
the air reminded him that things were weirder than a bunch of people
roaming around his family’s property wearing monkey suits.
Several of the furry… people… looked up at the sound at the
same time as Mike and his companions.
Mike was in a position to see directly into the hole, which was
only about five yards away.
What he saw was a group of five of the strangers… aliens?…
running towards the hole.
Behind them, there was not the peaceful flood plain meadow,
surrounded by the wooded hills of West Virginia that made up his
family’s property.
There was, instead, a nearly flat grasslands that showed a line
of beasts from side to side. The edges of the massive herd could not be
seen. The line was rushing toward the hole at an alarmingly rapid pace,
with a rising cloud of dust behind it hinting at many more animals than
could be seen.
At the front of the group fleeing toward the hole, a finely
dressed, golden furred form carried a squirming golden form that was
also dressed in very fine clothes. As the… adult?… approached the
hole, …he?… dove through it, spilling the youngster to the side as he
rolled and reversed to face the hole.
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Next came three of the larger, dark furred beings. They
stepped through one at a time and spun to face the hole in the air
brandishing leg sized sticks and rocks the size of softballs. The golden
furred being quickly stepped up to the hole in the air and began
punching at the rim of the silver gray border of the hole.
A massive head thrust through the scene pictured within the
borders of the ovoid just before the scene started to shimmer. The
blood-spurting head fell twitching to the ground as the scene dimmed to
resemble the picture in a television screen instead of real life.
The bison-like animals continued to rush past, but none came
through the two dimensional picture. The golden furred being tapped a
few more places on the silver gray ovoid and the picture itself
shimmered and disappeared. The interior of the circle now showed a
solid mass of the same silver-gray metal that made up the ring, and
recessed nearly an inch.
As the scene dissolved, the two closest, dark furred beings
dropped the weapons they held in one hand and gripped the ovoid at
either side. As the picture disappeared and the interior became solid,
the ovoid fell from its suspended position. It only fell a couple of
inches as the two gorilla guys caught its weight.
It had only taken a few seconds for all this to happen and the
sudden silence was broken by a noise from the center of the biggest
mass of dark furred beings.
Mike turned just in time to see a finely dressed golden form
dash from the center of the larger, darker beings, grab the finely
dressed child, and dash back into the safety of the wrestler sized beings.
At the same time, the largest of the gorilla guys, the one who
was last through the… gate?… stepped up to Mike with a leg sized club
in each hand. Both were bloody.
Paul let go of Rufus and raised his empty shotgun to the ready
position, not quite, but almost aimed at gorilla guy. At the same time,
Jerry had carefully placed Mike’s weapon on the ground and raised his
own to the ready position.
Mike wondered if gorilla guy could see the trigger lock in
place. Or if he knew what it was if he did see it. He made placating
motions, then turned to his brother and friend.
“No! It’s OK! Put your guns down! I think they’re more
scared than dangerous!”
Turning back to the hulking form that had approached to well
within arms reach, Mike held his open hands up to the massive being.
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“See! We mean you no harm! We want to help.” Mike waved a hand at
the group, then clutched both hands to his chest and looked the being
directly in the large being’s eyes, hoping that was not an aggressive
move in gorilla guy society.
The seven foot being looked down at Mike and opened his
mouth in a fang bearing grin. The massive being then also waved a
hand at the rest of the group of golden and dark furred beings and
clutched both hands to its chest.
Mike took that as a positive sign and vigorously shook his
head up and down.
Gorilla guy also imitated this move.
“Well, that went good.” Mike said, then asked his
companions. “Now what do I do?”
“I haven’t the faintest idea big brother.” Answered Paul. “But
you’re doing good. Don’t stop now.”
“Thanks bro.” Said Mike. “What about you Jerry, any
suggestions?”
“Nope! Not me! I think I’ve got a good chance to stay out of
this. I’ll just watch.” Came the firm reply from their friend. “I just wish
I hadn’t let you talk me out of bringing my camera.”
“Can’t hunt with a camera.” Paul muttered.
“Yes I can.” Jerry said in a mock-whiney voice.
Ignoring them, Mike turned back to the big being facing him.
It was as he scrutinized the being closer that he noticed the blood. The
gorilla-like being was covered with cuts and blood. It was as if he had
fought for his life with a grizzly bear.
Without thinking, Mike reached to touch a wound softly. “I
think we’ve got something for that, my friend.” He said softly with a
smile.
When his smile grew to show a few teeth, the dark furred
being responded with a full fanged grimace that made Mike take a step
backward.
The being immediately closed its massive mouth and dipped
its head down in a small bow. Pointing at Mike, it made a lip only
smile, then pointing at itself, it repeated the full tooth-bearing grimace.
Then it shrugged its shoulders and made a flipping motion with one
hand.
“I think he’s saying he was just smiling at you.” Paul said
from behind him.
“Yea.” Replied Mike. “I think you’re right.”
5
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Giving a full toothed grin and making the same hand motion,
Mike shook his head up and down emphatically.
Gorilla dude imitated the motion, then turned to his
companions and said something in gorilla guy talk to a smaller
individual who wore some sort of wire skullcap. While the darker
colored hulk was busy with that, Mike asked his brother. “What do you
think, Paul?”
“About what?” Came the noncommittal answer.
Mike didn’t have time to respond to the dry sarcasm as the
skull-capped, golden furred being came forward with palms up and
facing him. One of the more ornately dressed of the group began to
follow, only to be blocked by a gorilla guy.
Mike looked at the clothes worn by the one who had tried to
come forward, then at the one that now stood before him. This one
appeared male, while the other looked to be female.
The plainly dressed male spoke in a language that sounded
vaguely like the language of the old Cherokee who used to visit his
great grampa Miller. When the golden furred man finished speaking, he
bowed at the waist and crossed his hands in front of his forehead.
Raising from his bow and lowering his hands, the golden furred being
stood and smiled at Mike.
At that moment behind the line of gorilla guys, one of the
finely dressed goldens slumped to the ground. As individuals around
that one bent to help, Mike saw the bleeding wound on the stricken
one’s leg.
“Paul!” Mike commanded. “Get home as fast as you can and
bring something to carry these people back to where we can tend to
their wounds!”
“People! They sure don’t look like people to me.” Paul said as
he looked skeptically at the group of furred beings. “What if they’re the
first of an invading army?”
“Invading armies don’t usually bring children with them.”
Mike said pointing to the smaller shapes at the back of the group.
“Anyway, the only weapons I see besides rocks and clubs are a few
small knives, and those look more like kitchen knives than weapons.”
“Should I go with him?” Jerry said, holding his and Mike’s
shotguns as Rufus resumed sniffing at the golden furred beings. He
must have liked what he smelled cause his tail began to wag and he
licked the offered hand of the closest golden as Mike began to think of
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them. The bigger ones with the darker, almost brown fur, he mentally
assigned the name Gorr, short for gorilla.
Mike thought for a second, then said. “Yea, it’ll be OK.”
“You sure.” Paul said as he looked from his older brother to
the furred aliens.
Mike smiled hugely. “Of course I’m not sure!” He chuckled,
still smiling. “But I’d rather not let them get my gun while you’re gone
if they take a notion to change their attitude. And if they do, well,
there’s enough of them to take me even if I had time to fire once.”
Paul said. “OK, c’mon Jerry. Let’s get going. C’mon Rufus!”
The three took off at a trot.
Mike watched them leave, then turned back to the golden just
when they passed out of sight. He motioned toward the slumping
figure, then pointed to his eyes and toward the figure. The golden
looked at him, at the slumping figure, and back to Mike. Mike repeated
the gesture and smiled toothily as he shook his head up and down.
The golden repeated the gesture and motioned toward his
friend. When Mike hesitated, the golden repeated the gesture with a
toothy smile.
Mike went toward the group and motioned for those
supporting the bleeding golden to lower their burden to the ground. The
wound didn’t look so bad when Mike got a closer look. The blood was
nearly dry and had stopped flowing. Mike couldn’t tell if it was because
the wound had closed or if the blood had run out.
He was trying to decide what to do next when he felt a tap at
his shoulder. Looking back he saw the ornately clothed female standing
behind him. She motioned for him to rise.
He turned to face her as he rose and looked down at her from
his six-foot height. He estimated her height to be about five feet.
Standing beside her, the golden with the wire skullcap stood about a
half-foot taller. She pulled another wire skullcap from a bag slung at
her side and extended it to him.
Hesitantly, he took the bundle and inspected it more closely. It
had metallic nodules all along the length of each wire. He bent the
flexible structure to look on the inside and saw nothing to distinguish it
from the outside. He looked up to see the woman motioning for him to
put the cap over his head.
Suddenly suspicious, he shook his head no and tried to hand
the wire device back.
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She refused to take it and motioned more emphatically for him
to put the device over his head.
When he again refused, she said something to the gorilla guys
who silently closed around him. They stood at least a foot taller than he
and were heavily muscled.
He dropped the skullcap and started to move away from them
toward the widest opening in the closing ring, but they quickly blocked
him. As he dashed between the two biggest gorilla guys, they reached
out with massive arms that clamped onto him with hands of steel.
The woman made changed her stance to take on a more erect
posture. Although she wasn’t any taller, she gave the impression of
greater height. This time her gesture took the meaning of a command.
He tried to struggle in the grip of the two gorilla guys but they
easily held him still. Although their grip was gentle, it was still too
strong to break. He fought furiously for as long as he could, then rested
for a few seconds before suddenly struggling with desperate energy for
several seconds more.
It was to no avail. The two gorilla guys looked down at him
with their big brown eyes and unreadable expressions. He hung limp
between them.
When the woman picked the skullcap up from where he’d
dropped it and started to put it over his head he again struggled but a
huge hand clamped on his head from behind and held it still. As the cap
slid over his head he felt dozens of burning points all over his skull.
In seconds, blackness closed over him.
*
*
*
Opening his eyes, Mike looked up at the ring of faces above
him. He raised himself up on his elbows and looked around. One of the
golden furred beings reached out, removed the mindcap from Mike’s
head and donned it himself. The golden furred being’s eyes went
vacant for a moment then awareness of his surroundings returned to the
being’s eyes.
The ornately dressed golden looked at the one with the
skullcap and spoke in Golden. Mike was not surprised when he
understood her words. “Has the mindcap obtained enough
information?”
“Yes, My Lady. The beings call themselves Human. They are
more than capable of helping us if they so desire.” The mindcap
wearing golden turned to Mike and spoke in Golden.
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“Hello, my name is Taikyn.” The furred being motioned to the
ornately dressed golden. “This is the Princess Salyn.” The princess
bowed and waited for Mike’s response.
Mike rose from the ground and extending his hand toward the
golden, Taikyn, said. “Hello, my name is Michael Miller.” The
golden’s grip adjusted itself to equal Mike’s. He turned toward the
princess and bowed in her direction. “I am pleased to meet you Your
Highness.”
Taikyn then switched to Golden and introduced some of the
others as the rest encircled Mike. “This is the Royal Observer, Minou.”
Mike bowed in the direction of the golden indicated as the
words of the furred alien plucked memories from his mind. He found
that he understood every word the golden spoke. “Pleased to meet
you.” Mike said in Golden as he extended his hand. The grip was not as
firm as that of Taikyn at first, but immediately increased to equal that
of Mike’s grip. Minou wore another of the mindcaps and a memory
surfaced as Mike faced the golden.
The memory that surfaced in Mike’s mind labeled the golden
term of observer. Somehow, Mike knew that the golden Minou was the
main advisor to the princess as well as the Imperial historian. Another
memory surfaced and Mike knew that Minou wore his mindcap nearly
all of his waking hours.
The Imperial Observer, Minou, spoke in the golden language.
“I am honored to make your acquaintance.”
Mike then turned as one of the larger beings approached the
inner circle of furred aliens. Where the smaller aliens were of a color
that a surfacing memory labeled as both the name for the color gold as
well as the name for the golden colored beings, the larger being’s fur
was a darker color.
The fur of the larger being was a darker shade that was closer
to a golden brown and had streaks of both light and dark brown. The
fur of the face was also of a shorter length that did not cover the entire
face like the fur of the golden. The face of the larger alien was bare
around the eyes and nose and upper cheekbones.
The mental picture of a mountain gorilla of Earth surfaced in
Mike’s mind as Taikyn introduced the being. “This is Gybron, of the
Gorr species.” Somehow, Mike knew that the name Gorr was his own
mental translation of the being’s race name to the closest memory
comparison in the English language.
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Mike extended his hand cautiously and said in golden.
“Pleased to meet you Gybron.”
The massive hand engulfed his and the being looked down at
Mike from a seven foot height and spoke in golden with a deep bass
rumble. “I am also pleased to meet you.” The massive gorr gestured to
the hills around them. “This is a beautiful world. I hope we have not
committed an act of aggression by our uninvited arrival.”
Mike smiled without baring his teeth and replied with growing
confidence in his mastery of the golden language. The more he talked
with these beings, the more memories of their language surfaced. It was
as if he only needed to think of what to say and the golden words
overlay themselves over the English equivalent. He was quickly
becoming fluent in the alien language with every new sentence he
spoke or heard.
“Not at all.” He replied. “My father owns the land around this
area and as the oldest son of our family I welcome you to our property
and this world.”
Those around him murmured among themselves at Mike’s
words, smiling with what he interpreted as relief. Mike could feel the
release of the tension that had been unnoticed until it disappeared. As
he turned back to face Taikyn, he saw that one remove the mindcap and
hand it to the golden named Minou.
Mike watched as the Imperial Observer touched a point on the
mindcap to a corresponding point on the cap that he wore. A
momentary cloud crossed the observer’s eyes, then quickly passed. As
Taikyn began introducing others in the group surrounding Mike, Minou
handed the mindcap to Princess Salyn, who donned it without
hesitation. As Mike greeted each of the golden and gorr, he noticed the
mindcap being passed around to the other aliens.
Before long, Mike was talking to his new friends in both
Golden and English. Most of them spoke back to him in their newly
learned English. In a very short time, Mike learned all about the golden
and their gorr friends. Some of what he learned surfaced as memories
learned from his time under the cap, while other things he learned by
asking questions of those he met.
The princess and those with her were fleeing a repressive
government that called itself the Church of the Golden Way. The
Church had taken power from the Imperial Family through the will of
the people before the princess had been born and had slowly subjugated
the golden through the restriction of knowledge.
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Mike learned that the Golden Empire had lasted thousands of
years and prided itself on the freely shared knowledge it had
accumulated over the centuries. This knowledge was retained and
shared through the use of the technological marvel that was the
mindcap.
Mike found that just thinking of certain historical subjects he
talked about with his new friends caused memories of golden history to
surface. Even though he only covered small parts of golden history in
his conversations, his knowledge grew by leaps and bounds as mindcap
learned knowledge was ‘remembered’.
He was able to convert golden memories of their history to
human time scales and was impressed with what he now knew. The
Golden Empire had lasted longer than all of known human history, and
had encompassed their entire world as single government. Using the
mindcaps to teach any one of their citizens any subject of interest, the
Golden Empire flourished.
Till apathy and the resulting ignorance gave one of the many
religious organizations a way to gain power.
The Church of the Golden Way was a simple organization that
preached the perfection of the golden race. Its founders felt that the
golden race was destined to dominate the universe as the perfect end
result of evolution. As the use of mindcap learning became easier,
many golden grew procrastinate in their search for knowledge.
Many of these golden became so lax in their learning that they
tended to let others do their learning for them. Before long many of
these groups began to ask others what they wanted to know instead of
seeking the knowledge themselves through the use of the mindcaps.
This habit of letting others do their thinking for them was passed on to
their children and within a short period of time the golden homeworld
was full of groups that knew only what they were told by others.
The Church of the Golden Way took full advantage of this and
began to teach its followers variations of scientifically learned
knowledge. Before long the Church was teaching its followers that the
learning of higher knowledge was a burden that could destroy a
person’s mind with an excess of confusing ideas. The leaders of the
Church graciously consented to bear the burden of knowledge for their
followers.
They also agreed to bear this confusing burden for only a
small portion of what their followers earned. Other religious
organizations copied the Church’s methods and slowly merged their
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organizations with the Church of the Golden Way. As a result the
Church grew in size with each year and as the second generation grew
to adulthood, was a dominant factor in golden politics.
Eventually, the weight of caring for the slothful masses grew
too much for the Church and its adherents grew critical of the way their
lives were growing. The Church was ill prepared to deal with the
growing anger of its followers and looked for a way to divert the focus
of its people.
It found a target in the prosperous groups that still made use of
mindcap knowledge.
The Church pointed out that those who continued to use the
mindcaps had greater freedoms and more possessions than the Church’s
followers had. Totally ignoring the obvious fact that knowledge was the
key to success, the Church claimed that those who used the mindcaps
were stealing from the Church and its followers.
Soon followers of the Church were rioting for what they
perceived as wrongs committed by the upper classes, without
perceiving that the class distinctions were a result of their own actions.
Every time a riot spread to include the destruction and death of those of
the growing upper class, the Church would mediate. After a while the
followers of the Church became convinced that only the Church was
capable of governing equally.
Princess Salyn’s grandsire had made concessions to the
Church in an attempt to stop the destruction, only to find that the more
concessions he made, the more the Church demanded.
After a few more years, the Golden Emperor abdicated control
of the government to the Church. The first act of the new government
was to restrict the use of the few mindcaps it did not destroy. They then
reduced those who were the most knowledgeable to the lowest status
and forced them to restrict their association with the rest of the golden
citizens.
Kept in isolated enclaves for their own protection, the few
remaining scientists of golden society valiantly tried to keep the hightech machinery of their world in working condition. It was a task that
was impossible to perform and when it failed, so did the machinery that
ran the world. The scientists were blamed and the ignorant masses
rioted again, killing any scientist they could pry from the protection of
their isolated enclaves.
“Couldn’t the people of the time see what was happening?”
Mike asked Taikyn at one point.
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“They had long since lost the ability to think for themselves.”
Taikyn answered. “They had spent so long letting their church think for
them that they had no desire to, or experience in, thinking for
themselves. The Church told them that their problems were the fault of
the scientists. In their anger, they destroyed what scientists created and
killed the creators when they could find them. It was a terrible time.”
“So what happened to stop the destruction?” Mike asked.
“The Church allowed most of the higher technology to be
destroyed with only a few exceptions.” Taikyn replied. “They had use
for many of the old Empire’s marvels and kept only the minimum
amount of scientists needed to maintain those devices. For protection
from the rioting masses, scientists were kept in virtual slavery as long
as they obeyed the Church.”
“There were only a few who were allowed to delve into the
unknown sciences that the Church deemed of interest.” Taikyn
continued. “It was one of these paths of research that led to the
discovery of the cross-universe gates.”
Taikyn hung his head. “It was then that the Church proclaimed
the golden race as the dominant race of the universe.” He looked up at
Mike with eyes that misted in shame. “When the gorr were discovered
on the first world upline from Golden, they had only been in their
equivalent of an industrial age for a few generations. They did not have
the means to defend themselves against the ‘Righteous Army’ of the
Church of the Golden Way and fell quickly to the invading forces.”
“The Church has spread to many worlds since then.” Taikyn
looked around him at the new world he stood on. “If they discover this
world, the Church will do all in its power to duplicate what has been
done to the gorr and the avian pre’en of the world designated U-3.”
He looked at Mike. “I am afraid that our coming here as
refugees may have put your world and your people in grave danger.”
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* TWO *
Mike sat with his back to the tree and watched his new friends
make preparations. They had broken open packs that they carried and
tended the wounds of their injured. Staying out of the way, he watched
as he talked to the golden, Taikyn and the gorr, Gybron. Sitting at the
sunny edge of the trees, the three of them talked while Mike waited for
Paul and Jerry to return.
After a while he heard the sound of the hayride tractor. The
chugging of the antique engine was distinctive in the still autumn air.
He’d forgotten all about it when he’d sent Paul home, but it was
perfect.
The Miller’s had been preparing for the Halloween season by
setting up their yearly haunted hayride. It was a two-mile turning,
twisting path around the Miller property. On Friday and Saturday
nights every weekend in October, the massive Miller clan haunted that
path with secretly made tricks and visual displays. Every year hundreds
of people drove from all around Boone County to enjoy the ride.
The tractor that pulled the two flatbed trailers was the ancient
machine that Peter’s great grandfather had used to farm the flatter fields
when the property was new to the family. It had that distinctive pitch to
its motor that indicated it pulled a light load that meant empty trailers.
He turned his head and watched the spot where he knew the
tractor would appear. When it came into view he saw that Matthew and
Mark manned the rig. From this distance he couldn’t tell which drove
the tractor and which of his two younger twin brothers rode the two
trailers to make sure corners were turned smoothly.
He rose from his resting spot and walked toward where the
tractor would be closest to the Goldens when it arrived. He waved just
as the small, four-wheel drive van-truck used by the female set of twins
in Peter and Martha’s nine-member brood came around the corner
behind the second trailer.
Mary and Josephine used it in the amateur photography
business they ran on the side while in college at the University of West
Virginia. In October it made a good ambulance for any injuries
sustained on the hayride or the many camping parties the Miller
children had with their friends the rest of the year.
It wouldn’t be needed for medical care this time as the golden
had already taken care of that task. The injuries to the golden and their
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gorr friends were superficial, but at least two of the more bruised and
weary of the Princess’s entourage would welcome the smoother ride.
He looked toward the Princess and saw her smiling in his direction. He
waved and his smile grew warmer.
She had been through a lot. It was time she rested in comfort
and safety.
When the vehicles came to a stop in front of him, he called out
to the tractor driver. “Hey Mark! You guys sure made good time!”
Mark swung down from the tractor and looked at his older
brother. “Jerry had a cell phone and called as soon as they got to the
truck. He and Paul were pulling into the drive just as we passed out of
sight of the house. They’re going to get a few more things before they
come.”
When Mike looked back to the van, Josephine waved as she
shut the passenger side door. She carried her inevitable video recorder
and immediately began filming before Mike had time to wave back. He
saw the van bouncing slightly just as Mary’s feet and legs appeared
below the back of the van, behind the rear tires. She came around the
van wearing a harness with a motion dampener arm.
Mary walked up to Josephine as her twin kept filming the
golden who had begun to come toward the trailers. With practiced ease,
the two young women fastened the video camera to the mounting
platform on the end of the arm. Both girls talked into head mounted
microphones attached to an earpiece held on by a thin metal strap over
their heads.
Mike was familiar with the getup and the procedure. The
whole family had endured the twin’s filming passion ever since the two
had gotten their first video equipment for their thirteenth birthday. In
fact, they had ten years of documented family activities to show what
they had endured.
When the video twins went into filming mode, experienced
targets of their cameras had learned to follow directions or ignore them
completely. Mike ignored them as long as they didn’t speak first.
He began helping the golden while trying to answer his
younger, twin brother’s questions.
“These are some really good Halloween costumes, Mike.”
Said Mark. “How did you get these guys out here without anybody
noticing?”
“They’re not costumes Mark. They’re real. The golden are
from another world.”
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“Yea right!” Laughed Matthew. “Is this part of Mary and Jo’s
contribution to our hayride?”
“No really, Matt.” Mike replied. “Wait till Paul and Jerry get
here. They’ll tell you. These people came through a sort of gate
between dimensions. Sort of like a door between parallel universes.”
Matt and his twin, Mark laughed heartily, thinking their
brother was just getting into the spirit of the costumed rescue.
Josephine had retrieved another hand-held recorder and she
and Mary continued to film the loading of the golden onto the trailers
and in the back of the van. They described the scene with varying
emotions, from the displaced reporting of a neutral journalist to the
emotional wrenching description that portrayed great hardship and
strife. Both seemed to be enjoying themselves.
When Mary discovered the head of the bison-like beast, they
converged on Mike and went into interview mode. As Mary filmed, Jo
took on the role of reporter and began grilling Mike.
“We are at the scene of a mysterious event on the property of a
local resident. Sir, is this some sort of early Halloween prank taken too
far or is their something more sinister to this act of animal mutilation?”
Asked Jo.
“No sis.” Mike laughed. “It’s nothing like that at all.”
He pointed to the golden who had all taken seats on the two
trailers except for the three who were in the back of the van. “These
people are refugees from an oppressive government. They have
traveled from world to world by means of gates between parallel
worlds.”
He turned to point to the metal ovoid strapped to the nearest
pack. “You can see the gate there, tied to that pack. It is a device that
can open a door between the dimensions bordering our world. They
came to our world through one of those just ahead of a stampeding herd
of bison.”
Mike pointed to the bison head. “This one got that far through
the gate after them before they could turn it off. The rest of this guy is
still on the other world.”
Mary dutifully filmed the severed bison head as her sister
tilted her head and smiled at Mike. By the time the camera was again
aimed at them, Jo had resumed her professionally detached manner.
“And how exactly do you know all this? Do these golden speak
English?”
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Mike smiled himself. “As a matter of fact, yea. They taught
me their language and learned ours at the same time. I spent the time
while we waited for the tractor talking with a couple of them.”
As the truck with Paul and Jerry came out of the trees and
headed for the group Jo said. “It has only been a little over an hour
since the report of this event was received. How could they have taught
you their language so quickly?”
“That will have to wait till we get back to the house, Jo.” Mike
said. Without another word he jumped up on the lead trailer to sit with
the royally dressed golden surrounded by the biggest of the ones he
called gorr. “OK Mark, we’re ready. Let’s go back to the house.”
Paul and Jerry looked at the departing tractor and its load for
just a second before jumping back in their truck to follow. Mike saw
that they both now carried semi-automatic rifles instead of the shotguns
they’d had when they left earlier. He guessed they both had pistols
under their jackets as well.
As the tractor and truck pulled away, Mike saw Jo riding on
the top of the van, still filming. He didn’t worry about her cause he
knew both of his sisters were as safety conscious as they could be in the
risks they took. And at twenty-three they were also adult enough to not
have to listen to their older brother’s overprotective worries. Besides,
he’d had a chance to test the safety harness himself and knew how good
it was.
The ride back to the house was uneventful and quick. They
made the weaving, two-mile journey in less than fifteen minutes. When
they got to the house Mike helped carry the packs of the three who rode
in the van. The golden looked impressed when they entered the lounge
of the lodge-turned-home of the Millers.
Their late great grandfather and great grandmother had built
the lodge at the end of the 40’s with the help of money from the natural
gas and coal that had been found on their property. Originally intended
to be a hunting lodge, the Millers had used it more as a multi family
home over the nearly six decades since it had been built.
Mike ignored questions, giving directions instead until the
golden were transferred from the trailers to the lounge area of the
lodge. Not until everyone was situated did Mike consent to answer
more questions and by that time more of the extended family were
present. At this rate, it wouldn’t be long before the golden and their
gorr friends were outnumbered.
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There was himself, then the next oldest, Luke who had gotten
home just after they pulled the trailers into the drive. Mary and
Josephine both now wore motion-dampening harnesses and filmed in
silence. They were usually home on weekends and were only home
early to work on a film project for the last credits they needed to
graduate. Filling water glasses behind the bar, Paul talked quietly to
their cousin, Paul Jr., who stacked the glasses on a tray as he listened.
PJ and his siblings had lived at the lodge since the death of
their parents. His triplet sisters were in school and would be home in a
few hours.
Mathew and Mark were talking to the twin sons of their Aunt
Mary, who had died in the same storm as Uncle Paul and his wife.
Along with Mary’s husband, the four had been in a truck trying to
reach the horse barn before the tornado. The funnel had changed
direction, raking across the truck and missing the barn completely. All
four had died in that storm five years earlier.
James and John Stewart were both perfect images of their
dead father and could be easily picked out of a group of Millers. While
they had decided to help Matt and Mark run the family’s construction
business, their one-year younger, twin sisters, Tami and Trisha, were in
college majoring in genetic medicine. They wouldn’t be home till
Christmas.
His wife, Debra was at her parents house with the youngest of
his and her three children and Luke’s wife, Sharon was at her parents
with their son. The rest were at school and would start arriving at the
bus stop at the end of the drive after three PM. His parents would not
return till sometime after eight or nine tonight.
Jo’s boyfriend, Jerry, was out in the van running the tapes for
the remote feed that the girls were using. He was in the same class as
they and had never been fooled by the twin’s three attempts at
switching places on a date. The three of them were working on the
same graduation project.
That made eleven humans. There were nearly twice that many
of their alien guests. Of the eleven golden colored aliens, three were
female and two were children. The eight muscular gorr looked to be the
match of any three humans but had proven to be exceptionally gentile.
He could see the two sides examining each other and decided
it was time to make explanations. “I’m sure you all are wondering
what’s going on.”
“What was your first clue?” PJ called out with a laugh.
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Mike smiled at his cousin. Gesturing to the golden, he said. “I
would like to introduce the Golden Princess Salyn and her children,
Prince Dynon and Princess Meesa.” The Princess nodded her head
regally from her cushioned chair. Despite her disheveled appearance,
she still looked regal even to the humans who were just meeting her.
“The name Golden is an English word that is not the name her
people call themselves, but a literal translation from her language.”
Mike continued.
“How do you know!” Demanded Luke. As the second oldest,
he pushed the point that everyone else was thinking. Mike had made
too big a personality change since Paul and Jerry had left him alone
with the mysterious aliens for them to accept anything he said in the
alien’s favor without question. Others mumbled their support for
Luke’s question and more than one of the family gave the golden
suspicious glares.
Mike had known this moment was coming ever since he had
awakened from the unconsciousness that the mindcap had knocked him
into. He knew now that that was one of the least pleasant of the side
effects to being the first of any of an isolated mindset to wear the
device.
When the skullcap had been placed over Mike’s head, the
device had read his surface memories for any examples of his use of his
spoken and written language. The mindcap had received just enough of
the human language to recognize a language not held in its memory. It
then began matching golden and human concepts and learned English
as it taught Mike Golden.
That was why the some of the golden and gorr now
understood everything he said. They had donned the mindcap that he
had worn for about five minutes, absorbing the language skills that the
device had pulled from his mind.
He launched into the description of the mindcap. That it was a
technological device made by the scientists of the golden planet and
that it was originally built as a teaching device.
It could be set to read specific themes within an organic brain,
such as language, and could be used by the best golden minds to record
the research that took lifetimes. This total memory could then be
transferred to another mind. The person donning the mindcap could
then learn the copied contents of the device. Several of the golden and
gorr had worn the cap after he, and he had since talked to them.
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The questions had then quickly focussed on why the furred
aliens were here.
“The ruling government of the golden is based on a sort of
religion.” Mike said. “One of these religions disdained the use of the
mindcaps and its member’s children lost the ability to understand the
higher technology around them.
“The adults still maintained the infrastructure of their society,
but as they aged and retired, the equipment began to fail more often and
it took longer to repair each new failure. Soon the population was living
in growing poverty and social unrest. After a while, all the different
religions had to unite with the Church of the Golden Way to quell the
dissent of those they used to maintain their power, even to the point of
ousting the Imperial Family.”
“Like any unopposed power, they soon took over everything.
A couple of generations later, the tech groups that were allowed to
continue their research discovered parallel worlds.” Mike looked
around the room. Many of the golden and gorr in the lounge followed
his words with complete understanding. He smiled at them as he talked.
“The government spread to two worlds. No matter how they
tried, they couldn’t open gates to any more than two bordering worlds,
no matter what world they were on. For this reason, their scientists
postulated that the parallel worlds ran in a linear direction. One row of
worlds upline from the golden home world, and a row of worlds
downline.”
There were a few questions blurted out when he took a second
to organize his thoughts, but he forestalled them. “They have spread to
five worlds in the direction they call ‘upline’. Those worlds have been
colonized by serfs of the ruling church of the golden government. The
gorr are the natives of the first world upline from the golden home
world who have been enslaved by the golden government. The golden
and gorr serfs farm and hunt in the most primitive conditions and
deliver the results of their efforts to government collectors.”
“Two worlds downline from the home world is a planet that
has an over-abundance of CO2 and methane as well as some other toxic
gases.” Mike continued. “The golden government uses this world as a
prison planet. Being closer to their tree dwelling ancestors, the golden
think of down as an even more horrid hell than our own faith. The
world they know as D-2 is a living hell to the golden.”
“A group of golden techs…” Mike gestured toward the plainly
dressed golden. “… had just completed perfecting a new type of gate
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when the Princess…” He gestured toward the ornately dressed group.
“…and her children were banished to this toxic, prison planet.”
“They destroyed all of their data and equipment and took the
only examples of the new gates they had and rescued the Princess and
her two children.” He gestured to the group of furred aliens in the
human’s midst. “These are the refugees of that rescue attempt. They
have fled in the direction they call ‘downline’ for a total of twelve
worlds from their home world, ten from the prison hell they know as
Downline Two.”
“They ask for sanctuary and aid in the defense of their
Princess and the child Prince and Princess.” Mike smiled in a way that
they all knew as his victory grin. “The best part is that they offer the
sharing of gate technology with anyone who can guarantee their
protection.”
Luke spoke the words Mike knew the rest were thinking. He
knew because he’d thought them himself earlier. “How can we ensure
their protection? There’s, what, ten of us here. If we really pull in some
favors, we could get another ten or twenty. Against a government that
rules seven or eight planets? This is some kind of Halloween prank,
right?”
Mike faced the crowd instead of his next younger brother.
“The golden government is not near as lenient as the American
government. There is no such thing as a Declaration of Independence,
or a Bill of Rights. Especially, there is no such thing as a second
amendment. The golden are not allowed weapons. Of any kind.”
Mike looked around the room. “With just the weapons that we
usually use to hunt small and medium game, we could fight off the
most experienced squad of Golden Enforcers. If it comes to a fight, the
most unorganized human defense would be unexpectedly strong to an
ordinary, attacking Golden Enforcers.”
There were additional attempts to ask him questions, but Mike
shunted them aside and continued. “Earth is the twelfth world downline
from the golden home world so we are essentially out of reach of any
massive invasion.
“These people.” Mike gestured toward the golden and gorr
seated in the lounge. “Are just a few of the only free golden and gorr in
the linear universe. They have traveled through hell in search of allies. I
will aid them in any way I can, will you?”
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“What’s to stop the enforcers from following these guys?”
Yelled PJ. “If these guys can pop into our back yard, what about
anybody chasing them?”
Mike had asked the same thing of Minou when he was talking
to the golden tech and had an answer that he hoped was true. “The
golden restrict their technology to just a few specialized areas. The
techs that constructed the new gateways were kept away from all other
tech groups. No one else would even know what they did, much less
how they did it. The regular population is not allowed access to any but
the most basic tech knowledge.”
“When the banishment of their hereditary royalty became too
much, this group rebelled and used their invention to save their
princess. They know the propaganda that their government uses to
instill fear in downline travel to their population and used it to their
advantage. The planet they know as D-2 is their prison hell while the
one they know as D-1, is known to their people as a near hell or a sort
of purgatory. Where they go to be judged.”
“Instead, it is actually the playground of the elite. They use D1 as an exclusive club where they play with the unfortunate golden
masses who cross their path. When they get tired of their games, the
individual is sent to the toxic mines of D-2.”
“Anyway.” Mike continued. “After destroying their research
records, the rebel group jumped downline until they got to the prison
world of D-2. It was only because no one had ever conceived of
standing up to the government that the enforcers were caught so off
guard that the rebels succeeded.”
“They made their escape in such a way as to indicate that they
had escaped upline and not downline. You must remember, as far as the
rebels know, no one else in the golden universe knows of the portable
gates. All their other gates are big, stationary things big enough to drive
a train through, that look like shrines.”
“As I said, our new friends escaped in a way that indicated
they escaped upline from the prison world. Even if their government
suspected the truth, they would need months to set up gates to each
consecutive world downline from D-2.”
“Can’t they come straight from this prison world you’re
talking about, to here?” Asked his brother Mark as Mary stuck a
camera in his face.
“No.” Mike replied. “The parallel worlds are linear. To travel
to this Earth, they would have to travel to each world in succession.
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One world at a time with a new gate having to be assembled on each
world. Earth is ten worlds downline from the prison world of D-2.
They’ll search upline for months, or weeks at the least, before they
even think to look downline.”
“If they ever do start to search downline, they’ll have to build
a new gate on each world. They’ll have to do it the old way, testing
each new gate position for danger. The old way is to take the chance of
opening a gate underground on the next world, or under water.”
“No matter, it will take a while for them to get this far, and the
chances of them finding our farm if they do get this far is just as slim.
Either way we have plenty of time to prepare.”
“Prepare for what?” Asked Luke.
“Prepare to help them defend a free Golden Empire, of
course!” Mike answered.
“How is it that you know all this?” Luke asked. “And why are
you all of a sudden so eager to fight for these golden? What did they do
to you while Paul and Jerry were getting help to bring them here?”
Luke kept asking the questions that they all wondered about. “What
makes you so eager to raise weapons against these people’s legal
government?”
Mike made calming motions with his hands as the golden and
gorr grew restless in anticipation of his answer. “The way I know about
them is the same way they have learned English. When they placed the
mindcap on my head, it used the verbal input of my conversations with
Paul and Jerry before they left to get help as a base.”
“The cap used this base to read my mind and translate my
language memories. It then combined those memories with the golden
language in a sort of one-on-one comparison. As it did it, it transferred
the golden language to my mind in a sort of even trade. For everything
it copied from me, it gave me back a corresponding block of golden
knowledge.”
“In effect, to learn from me, the mindcap had to teach me
about the golden. What I’ve just told you is the basic history of the
golden people. In fact, what I told you about golden society is just
about all that any normal golden is allowed to know. Unlike Earth, in
golden society, knowledge is restricted to those with a need to know,
and not many have the need to know much of anything. Their
government rules by the edict that ignorance is bliss.”
“Anyway, when Paul and Jerry left to get help, I put on a
mindcap and learned about the golden at the same time that I taught
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them about us.” He opted to not say that the process was not actually
voluntary, as he picked one of the caps up from the nearest table with
the less ornately dressed golden.
“The mindcap is both a learning and teaching device.” He
continued as he turned the cap over in his hands, looking at it from
every angle.
“Didn’t you say knowledge is restricted on the golden
worlds?” James asked.
“Yes, I did, and it is.” Mike answered. “The golden
government doesn’t use them for their intended use. Instead, they use
them for interrogation and re-education.” He looked several of his
siblings and cousins in the eye. “They also use them for torture, mind
wiping, and brain washing.”
It didn’t take long for someone to ask the obvious.
“So there’s a chance you’re under their control right now?”
Luke asked.
“To be honest, I don’t know.” He answered turning the cap
over in his hands again as he looked down at it. “These things are pretty
sophisticated.”
“They can be adjusted to individual ideas such as language,
like what they set mine for. I now know as much of the golden
language as I do English. In fact, I now remember all the Spanish I
learned in high school and the little bit of Japanese, Tagalong, Chinese,
Samoan, and Hawaiian I picked up from when I was in the Navy.”
“I also got quite a bit of golden laws and recent history, so I
guess there is a chance there’s some hidden controls in there
somewhere. So, to answer your question. Yes. There is a chance that
I’m under their control.”
He held up the cap for all to see. “This mindcap is as advanced
as their cross-universe gateways. It can be set in such a way that I
would have no idea that I was being controlled. It would be real subtle
and I would have a hard time believing anyone who criticized the
golden.”
He smiled. “But that doesn’t seem to be the case. I was talking
to Minou on the ride back from the creek bed. He tells me that certain
compulsions induced in mindcap brain control must be reinforced
regularly or natural tendencies regain dominance.”
“Dewww whaaat?” PJ drawled.
“Basically, brain washing wears off, and in just a few days
unless the cap is re-worn.” Mike continued.
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“Now comes the part where all of you get to decide what you
want to do. The golden are forbidden weapons of any kind. Their
government even monitors things like kitchen knives and saws and any
other sharp tool. They’ve been like that so long, only hard core
criminals need to have their aversion to weapons reinforced by the
mindcaps.”
“What I plan to do is supply the golden with guns and
ammunition and I intend to return with them upline to the world they
have designated D-5. That’s where the biggest portion of the freed
prisoners from the toxic mines on D-2 stopped running. They’re there
now, and safe for the time being, but if the golden government decides
to search downline they’ll eventually be found. I would like to see them
able to defend themselves by then.”
“Why us?” Asked Luke. “Why not let our own government
handle it? It seems to me that they would be better able to do it right.”
Mike smiled at his brother. “Do you really think our
government will treat the golden or the gorr fairly? Especially since the
princess and her followers are not in a position to defend themselves.
Look at how much they’ve chopped the Constitution up buying votes
by making knee-jerk laws on every emotional issue that comes along. I
think it’s more likely that our government will go into some sort of
panic mode and suppress all gate technology until they can ensure
Earth is protected from an invasion, and just take over from the golden.
For their own good, of course.”
“Isn’t that a likely outcome if the golden government…” John
started, while James finished. “…finds out about Earth?” In an
extended family with six sets of twins and one set of triplets, no one
thought their speech pattern out of the ordinary.
“Yes it is, except that they will not expect any resistance. In
addition, any resistance that they are likely to encounter at home is so
mild that shock batons are all that the normal enforcer carries. And
once a trouble maker is identified the mindcap that that golden or gorr
wears during the mandatory, morning prayer is adjusted by the
attending priest to eliminate the problem.”
“You mean they all have to wear one of those things every
morning?” Mathew asked.
“Yea, but usually it’s just a lookalike cap. They’re not
something that just comes off a shelf. In fact, the five that this group
has are only a third of what they were able to take from the prison
facility where the Princess was being held.”
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“So they used a mindcap on you that was one of the ones they
used to brainwash their worst criminals?” Mark’s sarcasm was well
aimed.
Mike nodded his head. “Yes, but remember, they can be
adjusted every time they are used. The one that they used on me has
been completely wiped of its mind control programs. When I put it on,
it only held the Golden and Gorr languages, and a little bit of golden
laws and history. It now holds all my language knowledge and quite a
bit of American and Earth history.”
He pointed to the Princess, who sat regally in the cushioned
chair where she listened to Mike talk to his family. “Princess Salyn is
wearing that cap now and knows all the knowledge that the device took
from my mind to help it teach me their language.”
Luke interrupted. “I still think we should let the government
handle this. What if everything you’re saying is just what they told you
to say when they put that thing on your head.” He gestured toward the
cap in Mike’s hands, then toward the golden and gorr seated in the
lounge. “What if these really are the first of an invasion. The kids could
just be one way to fool us. Who’s to say they haven’t used the same
method to invade every world they come to. We have only your word
that their empire doesn’t stretch for dozens or more inhabited worlds.
That thing worked on you on the first try, doesn’t that make you
wonder if they’ve used it on humans before?”
The Princess rose from her chair and stood till everyone
looked in her direction. In perfect English with a soft voice that
sounded exhausted she said. “My ancestors ruled our world for
thousands of years. When the Church of the Golden Way came to
power, my great grandsire was forced to share that rule. Like your own
government’s chipping at the Way your Constitution promises, our rule
was slowly taken by the Church. In the name of protection for a few,
restrictions were slowly put in place for every citizen that took all the
freedoms our people used to possess.”
“My grandsire was forced by the use of a mindcap to
completely abdicate when my sire was a child, but by then most of my
people had been convinced that we were the source of their problems.
After our power was taken, the fear became the gorr when gate
technology was discovered. After the gorr were enslaved any who
questioned the Church were sent to the toxic mines of D-2.”
“When these…” She gestured to the gorr and plainly dressed
golden. “…freed me and my children, we fled downline. Not once in
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the nine other worlds we visited before arriving here did we see any
indication of sentience.”
She turned toward Luke. “During the thousands of years of
our leadership of our people, my family ruled with as few laws as
possible and held our own to the same laws as our people. The
government which displaced us does not. In the information I have
received from your brother, it appears that your government is at the
beginning of the same process. I will deal with your family but I will
NOT deal with your government.”
She pointed to the mindcap she wore. “Before the rule of the
Church of the Golden Way these were royal instruments used for
teaching all that anyone wanted to learn. Only in extreme
circumstances were they used to seek individual truths and motives to
ensure justice.”
“The knowledge I have gained from your brother is possible
only because of the similarity that our brain structures possess. We first
discovered this after the gorr were encountered when gate technology
was perfected. The unconsciousness that Michael suffered was the
result of small differences in the human mind that were new to the
mindcap. No other human using this particular mindcap will suffer the
same reaction and it will be a simple matter to transfer this knowledge
to other caps when we return to D-5 and our main refugee base.”
“How can our brains be so much alike if you’re from an
entirely different world?” Asked Paul as Mary moved to film the
princess from a better angle.
“You may have wondered why I continue to wear this
mindcap.” Came her reply. “After the abdication of my grandsire my
family was also no longer allowed to use mindcaps for learning. I have
been wearing this cap almost always since I was rescued. It is set to
feed me its entire data source in a trickle of knowledge.”
“I have learned that it will take me another few days to absorb
all the information stored within. Then I will wear another cap with a
different set of memories. In this cap resides the knowledge of gateway
devices and the findings of all the worlds my people have explored
since the discovery of parallel universes. That is why it was used to
obtain the language of humans. It also contains the gorr language that
has been forbidden to the gorr since the Church declared them to be an
inferior species.”
“In that information is the fact that the linear universe has
natural points where worlds overlap at times. Natural gates of varying
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sizes caused by conditions happening on bordering worlds that rip
holes between universes. Due to these rare, natural gates, genetic matter
is able to travel across to bordering worlds. This has been going on
since the creation of the linear universe and has resulted in all the
worlds we have explored having basically the same genetic structures.”
“The DNA of the gorr is essentially the same as that of my
people. There have even been rumors of successful matings between
our two species, but I can not confirm that as fact. But the facts I can
confirm are that the genetic structure of the worlds we have visited are
basically the same. The plant life is the same, the animal life is the
same, and the mental structure of all the creatures we have examined is
also the same.”
There was a loud grumble from the chair holding the most
gorr and they all looked to see the biggest of them put his hands over
his stomach. The toothy grin that broke the furred face showed
embarrassment despite the unfamiliar features.
The princess smiled and said. “And the food of all the worlds
we have visited is also basically the same.”
Mike got the hint and said. “I think that’s all for right now.
Let’s get these people some food and a place to rest for a while.
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* THREE *
Mike shook his father’s hand as Peter cautioned his oldest.
“You be careful! Hear? And for God’s sake, if any enforcers show up I
don’t want you to take any unnecessary chances! Especially if they
have more than shock batons.” He glanced at the weapons his son
wore.
Mike carried a 9mm pistol strapped low on his right hip with a
large knife at the same thigh level on the other side. A smaller pistol
protruded from a holster hanging under his left armpit while his right
calf sported a sixteen-inch bowie knife and his left calf, a golden shock
baton. Several canisters of pepper spray peeked out from the pouches
on the front of his son’s vest.
“I will dad. Don’t worry.” He nodded toward the line of
humans and golden that stood behind him and smiled. “Besides, I’ve
got plenty of backup.”
“I know…” His father tapped his temple meaningfully, then
put his hand over his heart. “…but I still can’t help but worry. Its not
like any of them have ever had to use, in anger, what they now know.
Real battle is not the same as safe competition. I’m not talking about
the technological battles we know about from our last few military
conflicts, or police actions, or whatever they’re called. I’m talking
about the face-to-face and hand-to-hand combat that you are likely to
have if you meet up with any of the Church’s enforcers.”
Mike’s father was referring to the martial arts and weapons
knowledge that the golden and gorr had learned over the past month. It
had taken only two days before some of his siblings and cousins had
donned the mindcap of the golden. Before the end of two more days the
princess had taught most of them how to use the device and presented
the Miller family with one as a gift. By the end of a week they had all
contributed memories to the device’s data storage, and had shared
memories
Mike and each of his family took turns wearing the device
when they practiced the martial arts Mike had brought back from his
four years in the Navy. He had continued the training and was one of
the instructors at the fitness club in nearby Madison. The golden and
the gorr had used the caps to learn the martial arts memories learned
from several of the Miller family during the regular sparring matches
that they engaged in.
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The same held true for the weapons they carried. When they
had decided on the weapons they would each use, Peter had made them
dismantle and reassemble each gun at least twice while Mary and
Josephine filmed the procedure. Then he did the same and watched all
the videos while wearing a mindcap. He had then made sure that all the
humans, golden, and gorr used the weapons teaching program before
they left on their upline journey.
Even though they all had a variety of weapons, any one of
those returning to D-5 could use and maintain any of the weapons that
anyone on the journey carried. That also included the extras in the cases
being carried in the gorr backpacks and in the crates being carried by
alternating pairs of humans and golden.
Strapped to their thighs, the gorr each carried sawed off
shotguns with the finger guards remade oversized, the triggers
extended, and pistol grips made by the Stewart twins in the woodshop.
Bandoleers of shotgun shells crisscrossed the chest of each of the
seven-plus foot, furred freedom fighters. In addition, each of the gorr
carried either a longbow or a big crossbow. The big aliens had fallen in
love with bow and arrows and had competed with each other at every
opportunity.
Thanks to the teaching abilities of the mindcap, everyone in
the expedition now carried the memories of that skill as well. Many of
the golden and human members of the group also carried a bow of
some sort or had one in the supply crates they were carrying.
Mike nodded to Princess Salyn and she motioned to her
advisor, the Royal Observer Minou, who had worn his mindcap since
the princess had been rescued. He walked to the back of the room and
tapped the control panel on the silver gray surface of the ovoid resting
in the brick niche at the back of the wall.
The recessed plating of the ovoid’s interior surface shimmered
and disappeared to reveal morning sunlight reaching almost to the
ground between two large rocks. There was nothing to be seen but rock
walled sides and a tree-shaded opening blocked by massive trunks. The
nearly undisturbed ground was covered with a thick layer of pine
needles.
Satisfied that there was no danger, the golden tapped at several
more spots on the ovoid ring. The peaceful scene shimmered and a
forest smelling breeze drifted through the gate. The gorr began to step
through the portal.
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Mike turned just as Deb brought the kids up to say goodbye.
Three-year old Joe gave him a quick wet kiss and went back to
watching the hole to another world. The five-year old twins, Anika and
Lillith forced themselves to be polite, taking turns hugging him and
wishing him good luck and to hurry back. Then they too went back to
enjoying the carnival atmosphere that gripped the large underground
storeroom in the hill behind the lodge.
While plans were being made and hurried training progressed,
a group of golden with Luke, Mathew, and Mark along, had explored
several worlds upline to find the quickest route for the group. It had not
taken them long to find that one of the lodge’s buried rooms opened
onto D-11 in a well protected spot.
One of the larger gates had been placed there and regular
forays had been made through it to the next world. They had even
begun to transfer supplies to the next gateway positions, building small
structures at each transfer point between Earth, its upline neighbor, and
D-10.
He turned from the children who were no longer paying
attention to him and looked down at his wife and smiled warmly. Deb
looked back with eyes glistening but no tears falling just yet. Mike
knew that she was trying to wait till he was out of sight. They had
already said everything that needed to be said so he simply bent down
to give her one more kiss. They broke apart, gazed into each other’s
eyes one last time and said goodbye at the same time.
He turned and took the few steps to the gate to where the
princess stood. She would follow later with her children and their gorr
guard, the other two females, Minou, and more of the Miller family led
by Paul. Taking his hands in hers, Princess Salyn wished him well. He
turned just as the last of the gorr squeezed through the hole in the wall.
He quickly stepped through and just as quickly moved
between the rock walls to get out of the way of those following behind
him. Passing the pair of gorr, who now stayed by the gate to protect
their escape route should escape be needed, he walked between the
rock walls toward the clearing. Unless they were needed in defense,
those two would help pass the heavy crates that would come behind
him through the gate. About half way, he turned and looked up at the
higher cliff behind the wide crack that held the transfer point, and saw
both Mary and Jo in the rocks above, filming.
He walked the dozen steps it took to get out of the rocks, past
the growing wall of stone for the transfer cabin, and into the trunks of
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the trees. A few hardwood leaves of this world’s fall season littered the
ground in patches among the evergreens that dominated this area of D11. He continued to follow the others away from the protection of the
jumble of rocks behind him and toward a small clearing. Turning to
look back, he could barely see the view of the path to the gate despite
the number of people who’d traveled it over the past month.
Turning back forward, he walked the few dozen more steps it
took to get out of the trees to the clearing. Coming out into the open he
looked out over the valley ahead from the height of fifty feet. The
jumble of rocks in front of him would have been slow, hard work, but
regular use by the scouts who’d gone before showed him a better path
to the left. No doubt the scouts had just commandeered an animal trail.
He stayed where he was and gazed out further across the small
valley just as the first of the crate carrying teams came out behind him.
As his carrying partner, Taikyn came to stand beside him, Mike raised
his binoculars to his eyes. About five hundred yards away stood the
rough shape of another wall of stone, in the side of the rock wall of the
far side of the valley. As he looked through the binoculars, somewhere
in the distance he heard the sound of a motorcycle or four-wheeler.
One of the gorr ran up to the door opening, in the partially
built wall and darted inside as Mike watched. That one returned to the
door and waved the OK just as a second gorr arrived to investigate the
rocks to one side. The first gorr selected one of the stones, picked it up,
and carried it to the other side of the wall. Seconds later, Mike saw the
rock being placed at the top of the growing wall from the inside.
The gorr came out and chose another stone from the pile as a
golden carrying a tray of concrete mix came out and slapped his load
around the outer side of the stone just placed. The gorr placed his
chosen stone from the pile onto the middle layer of the growing wall
while the golden filled his mixing tray with concrete from a portable,
MiCo concrete mixer nearby.
The sun was blotted out and Mike turned to look up at the
shading form of Gybron on the other side of Taikyn. The silent gorr
looked at the scene across the valley and when the third of his kind
reached the wall they exchanged arm signals. Mike recognized the
signals from his memories of Navy flag talkers.
“Enjoy it while you can, bro, you won’t have time to enjoy it
in a little bit.” Luke puffed as he and Torlon struggled past them with
their crate supported between them on its carry poles.
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Mike turned and watched his brother and Torlon turn down
the path down to the valley floor. “Little too heavy for you, Luke?”
Mike taunted.
“You’ll find out!” Luke laughed. “You get the uphill carry on
the other side.”
Mike knew that but had chosen the harder part of the labor on
this world to get the easy part on the next. He let his brother get away
with taunting him.
He and Taikyn stepped away from the cliff and took up
positions to each side of Luke and Torlon, flanking them and watching
for danger from both sides. There were plenty of large predators that
would think nothing of attacking them if they weren’t alert. When they
were halfway across the valley, the four switched places.
Mike was genuinely surprised at the weight of the load and
couldn’t respond when Luke chuckled as he grunted with the effort.
“What’d they do, double the load?” He barely got out as he and Taikyn
headed for the far side of the valley.
Luke laughed out loud and patted his teammate on the
shoulder. “Torlon and I thought it would be a nice gesture to the MiCo
team to bring them a little gift.” The two grinned at Mike as Luke
continued. “This crate is full of canned food and gas for the
snowmobiles. Supplies for the Igloo. Torlon and I took our crate over
yesterday.” When he said the last, he gestured at himself and Mike,
then the two golden.”
Mike didn’t say anything, saving his breath for the task of
carrying the crate. They trudged across the valley and looked in the
direction where the golden had entered the Earth universe. He could not
see the spot from here where the golden had crossed over to D-12 and
his family’s farm.
The spot now held the beginnings of a stone monolith that the
Miller kids had started just a couple of days after the arrival of their
new friends. A ring of stone was building up around the head of the
bison that had almost followed them through the gate. A similar ring of
stone currently marked the same geographical spot here on D-11 with
the headless body of the bison within. Looking that way he could see
the edge of the section of hills that ended here with this valley and
spread out to the plains beyond.
He could see thousands of animals in his field of view. There
were mostly bison of a size matching the one whose divided body was
enshrined on Earth and D-11, but he also saw several members of a
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camel like animal and even a couple of mammoth. The camels were in
two smaller groups of fifteen to twenty, while the bison counted in the
hundreds in a scattered mass across the valley floor.
Closer, there were a few isolated bison, who looked to be
young males, and one of the camels. There was also a small herd of
deer like animals the size of moose, but those stayed closer to the trees.
An immense buck with antlers spreading a good ten feet stood between
the herd and the line of humans, golden, and gorr. Every few seconds
he would stamp his feet and snort, then raise his head to watch for their
reaction.
Luke and Torlon continued to watch all around them but
stayed on the side of the buck just in case. As they cautiously kept
moving, Mike soon ignored the scenery he’d hoped to enjoy and
concentrated on keeping up his end of the crate. He knew he was at a
disadvantage and was determined to carry on. Despite being smaller,
golden were stronger than humans and he knew that Taikyn was having
no trouble ahead of him.
It was up to him to keep up.
Now he knew why Luke had been working out more in the
gym the last week, since the crate contents had been decided. He began
to plan his revenge. Maybe a little pepper in his brother’s sleeping bag.
Yeah! That was it! He would leave golden paybacks to his friend,
Taikyn, but he would take care of Luke himself.
The pleasure of their game lent him strength and he carried the
twice-heavy crate the rest of the way by sheer will alone. The way up
was a gentler slope than the other side but went higher. They were
almost to the top and the walled enclosure, when Luke lent a hand at
the rear of the suspended crate for the last few, and hardest, steps.
Taikyn held his own at the front of the suspended load, while Torlon
maintained watch.
To himself, Mike conceded that that bit of help made the
pepper in the sleeping bag idea sufficient revenge. He would not try to
come up with an additional payback. Now all he had to do was get the
crate through the door and into the cabin. There!
Setting the crate down in the line started by the team ahead,
Mike stood up and flexed his cramped hands then arched his back and
twisted his shoulders from side to side to relieve tired back muscles.
When he looked around he saw his cousin John and brother
Matt standing by a hole in the air beside the back wall of the small
roofed enclosure. A cool breeze came through the hole. He also saw his
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real crate and supplies by the rock wall below the gate. They were all in
on it! Damn! Matt and John smiled, picked up his and Taikyn’s crate,
and stepped through the gate after passing the crate through to their
respective twins on the other side.
Sighing hugely, Mike stooped to grip the handles of their crate
of supplies and made his way the last few steps to the gate. When his
and Taikyn’s turn came they walked up to the gate and set their load
down. Taikyn stepped through the gate then turned and leaned back
through. Grasping the handles of the load, the two lifted then
maneuvered the crate through the portal where Mike leaned through to
set it on the floor on D-10. He could feel the bite of the cold more
fiercely now that he was through the gate.
He released the handles and pulled himself the rest of the way
through the gate using the crate’s handles for support. Once through, he
and Taikyn picked the crate up again and walked toward the door
where Matt and John stood. A crate blocked the door.
“That one is yours.” Matt laughed, pointing, then changed the
direction of his finger. “Put ours over there if you would.”
Taikyn looked over his shoulder at Mike and nodded. They
both lowered the crate where they stood and moved to get the crate that
held their share of the group’s real supplies as they smilingly lifted the
lighter supply crate. Matt and John scrambled to move the last of the
MiCo crew’s supplies out of the way of those following.
Mike and his golden partner had to stop for a moment to set
the load down so Taikyn could open the door, but that was OK. They’d
scored a payback hit on the MiCo crew without giving them a chance
for immediate retaliation.
As the door opened the air instantly turned colder and his now
visible breath led him into the next room. They set their loads down in
the line and walked over to the wall where the heavy coats and bibs
hung. They all quickly donned the cold weather clothing, finishing with
insulated snowshoes that went over the boots they wore.
Not till they were ready and had picked up their loads did
Mark and James open the big, double wide sliding door that led
outside. The blast of arctic air that hit them staggered more than half of
those at the front back on their feet. Only those at the rear of the line
were not affected. The gorr flanked them as they made their way out
the door, pulling goggles on as they came out into the fierce sun of the
ice-age wasteland.
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It was another ten minutes of carefully mince-stepping down
the slippery slope to the snowmobiles. Even with the lighter weight of
their supply crate, by the time they reached the sleds, Mike’s back hurt
fiercely. He and Taikyn were the last to get their crate tied to the trailer
behind one of the sleds of the two their group would ride. He and
Taikyn then mounted the only sled to not pull a trailer.
One of the bundled gorr climbed up on each of the three crateladen trailers. Another two climbed on each of the empty trailers pulled
by the sleds of the other two teams without a crate-laden trailer. Of the
six sleds, only Mike and Taikyn didn’t pull a trailer behind them.
As Luke and Torlon pulled the crate out in line with the
others, Mike stretched and flexed his tired muscles as he sat down on
the snowmobile behind Taikyn. He held on with his left hand and gave
his partner the signal as his golden friend started the sled’s engine.
Taikyn pulled after the trailer-laden sleds and sped across the sun
beaten snow of this world’s Appalachian Valley.
He was just about starting to relax when an air horn went off
in front of his sled and to the right. The pattern was that of the lead
scout. Although Mike was team leader, he and Taikyn held the number
two position in the convoy of vehicles. When the air horn alarm
sounded, Taikyn sped around Luke and Torlon and headed in that
direction as Mike spoke into his mike. “Team three guard the trailing
position and stay alert! All trailer drivers watch out! This could be a
decoy! The MiCo crew says that the saberwolves are smart as hell.
Watch away from the commotion just as closely!”
As his snowmobile sped toward the air horn blast, Mike saw
the video twins and Jerry coming up behind him. One of the twins
drove while the other crawled across their pack-laden trailer, filming
everything in sight through a fixed camera arm that had been
acclimated to the cold before the rest had come through the gates. Jerry
rode the back of the sled backwards, guarding the occupied
photographer more than the sled’s driver.
The three of them had practiced the positions several times
over the past few days as supplies were delivered upline. Any attempt
to get them to help with other tasks was ignored as they documented
the task of the rescue of the Golden Princess and her people.
As the video twins followed his sled he thought that at least if
somebody got eaten by saberwolves, they would get it on film. Or was
that one of their new digital video cameras? In this bright light, with
everything wrapped to protect it from the cold he couldn’t tell. It didn’t
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matter. He looked ahead, where the valley of this earth ran into a
grasslands that was not flat like D-11, but dotted with rock
outcroppings surrounded and covered by evergreen trees.
Ahead of them the lead scout came back around the small
copse of trees less than a hundred yards away. They were sledding at
full speed back toward the others. As they came into sight, Mike
noticed how calm the gorr on the trailer looked and relaxed. When they
didn’t bother to add their confusion to the shared radio channel or call
Mike to report on his personal channel, he relaxed even more.
“Maintain speed and separation distance!” He ordered into the
shared comm line. With a tap on the shoulder and a pointed finger,
Taikyn turned their sled to intersect that of team one.
It was only a matter of seconds before he reached the side of
the oncoming sled. The two slowed as they approached and came to a
stop side by side. PJ’s goggled face on the back of the other sled
reflected his own back at him as they looked at one another.
“Saberwolves. A whole bunch of them. I’d say at least twenty. They
were just sunning themselves on some rocks overlooking the path
we’ve been using to deliver supplies the last few days. Its almost like
they were waiting for the dinner bell.”
PJ’s smile broke his goggled face as he continued his report.
“I bet another twenty are working their way around behind us right
now.”
“Unless that group is the chasers.” Mike said. “Whichever,
we’ll find out in a little bit. You take lead left, I’ll take lead right and
we’ll tighten the formation a little.”
PJ waved as his golden driver took off to get into position
before the rest of the sleds got ahead of them. Mike and Taikyn
followed suit and were quickly in position. As the expedition came
around the rock outcropping where the saberwolves had been, they
were no where to be seen. As they sledded past the spot, the sabertoothed canines came out of the trees below the overlook and trotted
slowly out onto the snow of the valley.
They were as big as a Great Dane and had long, thick fur of
white shading to dark gray. Most were a single, pure shade but there
were streaks of brown and black showing through in places on a few
individuals. Although they looked more canine than feline, they all
sported the long, dagger-like teeth that were identified with the sabertoothed cats of ancient Earth. Their bulky neck and shoulder muscles
gave them a stiff legged gait, but they still came on steadily.
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In the few weeks that the Miller family had been setting up
their supply lines and training, they had made time to study some of the
life of each of the worlds they traveled through. Although there weren’t
a lot of volunteers for exploring D-10 they had learned one major fact.
As the oncoming winter grew colder and the storms dropped
more snow, most of the animals abandoned their smaller, summer
groups. Slothbear, auroch, bison, mammoth, and saberwolves had all
begun to congregate in larger herds and packs. The larger groups tore
through the growing snowdrifts in their search for winter feed while
providing better defenses against the grouped predators.
The two gorr on the trailer behind PJ lit Roman candles and
aimed the tubes at the wolves as their pace increased. The startled
wolves scattered from the fireballs and their attempt to split the line of
strange, noisy beasts failed as they milled around at the outer range of
the flaming projectiles.
The line of sleds raced around the outcrop of trees and rocks
and sped across the flats toward the next one. About half the way there
another, larger group of saberwolves, the rest of the pack, came out of
the trees at a steady trot toward the snowmobile line.
By this time the Roman candles being fired by team one had
expired and more than half of the convoy was past the confused
chasers. The last sled was past the milling group before they gave chase
by ones and twos instead of an organized team of hunters.
The sleds closed ranks and ran in a tight group that moved
more slowly but just as steadily toward their goal. The wolves ahead
spread out to both sides of the oncoming prey and waited, not in the
least disturbed by the failure of the chasers to not be where they should
be when the prey was.
As the sleds closed on the wolves, everyone who wasn’t
involved in driving or filming readied Roman candles and pepper
spray. The Roman candles were lit and began throwing multicolored
balls of flame at the wolves as the sleds approached. The wedge of
sleds flowed through the wolves, who backed and milled in confusion
as their intended prey surprised them.
The respite didn’t last as the group first encountered came into
view around the corner of the last tree ringed rock outcrop. When the
main group saw their reinforcements, they drew exceptional courage
and gave chase in the face of the flaming defense.
The Roman candles soon exhausted themselves and the
convoy defenders drew pepper spray and pistols. As the lunch-covered
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sleds raced over the snow, the trailing pack of hungry saberwolves the
size of husky, Great Danes closed on them.
The sleds spread out into a wide line that left no sled behind
another and let go with all their pepper spray behind them. The wind
whipped the spray around in their wake but by the time the wolves got
to that point the mist had dispersed or settled. The sleds sped on with
the wolves keeping pace and closing into a pack as the two groups
raced across the snow-covered valley.
The sleds turned the corner around the forested moraine,
speeding toward their supply cabin when they came across a pair of
slow moving, bear-like animals. The slothbear were tearing limbs from
the evergreens and stuffing entire branches in their mouths. As the
sleds diverted from their intended path to give the massive herbivores
more room, Mike saw several more within the trunks of the trees.
He recognized the area from the reports sent by the scouts.
The transfer point cabin was just a little further around the line of rocks
ahead.
They had gone only a few more moments when they heard the
unmistakable howl of a saberwolf followed by the scream of a very
angry, or surprised, group of slothbear. As the sound grew dimmer
from distance it grew more intense, as if a major battle was in progress.
Coming into the clearing below their goal, the sleds slowed as
they reached the rocks and turned toward the cliff wall to their left. As
they got closer, Mike could see the transfer point cabin at the base of
the cliff. Mike and Taikyn sped ahead to open the door for the rest to
pull their sleds in out of the open.
“I got my side Taikyn, you ready?” Mike called into the snow
whirled wind blowing in his face.
“Ready my friend.” Came the yelled reply.
“Pull!” Mike yelled and the two pulled sideways on the large
sliding door. At first, wind blown snow piled against the door held it
immobile, but steady pressure quickly broke the icy grip. The door
began to slide and was almost all of the way open when the large shape
dropped behind Mike and Taikyn from the cabin roof above.
“Look out!” Taikyn yelled as he sprang around to face the
saberwolf.
Mike jumped back and a little to the side and screamed at the
snarling animal. “Hey! Shit for breath!” He began waving one arm as
he reached for the shock wand strapped to his left calf. “Over here!”
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“No stupid dog!” Taikyn yelled as he drew a can of pepper
spray and a pistol as he watched Mike’s waving hand signal a message
in American Sign. “Over here is your lunch!”
The saberwolf looked from one of the two to the other and
back, hesitating for just long enough. The tooth filled head the size of a
small horse’s head came a little closer as the saberwolf cautiously
tested this new prey.
Mike quit ‘signing’ and reached for the pistol at his hip just as
the beast sprang for the smaller of its two choices. Taikyn let loose with
the pepper spray directly into the saberwolf’s gaping muzzle while
Mike lunged into its neck with his shock wand.
The beast twisted convulsively and bit the wand in half,
knocking Mike to the side with the force of the response. Taikyn
continued to spray until his canister was empty while the saberwolf lost
its footing and fell into a heap at their feet.
By this time Mike had pulled his own can of pepper spray
from a pocket and positioned himself with the can in one hand and his
pistol in the other.
The rest of the sleds approached with a roar of gasoline
engines with the saberwolf pack close behind them. The slothbear
diversion had not lasted long. The noisy arrival of the screaming
snowmobiles was the last straw for the lone wolf and it let out an
immense and continuous, canine whimper-yelp. Jumping to its feet it
gave a cartoonish ‘running in place without moving’ till it got enough
traction in the snow to run away.
Its yelping flight from the middle of their prey gave the
chasing pack a final reason to be more cautious around this new type of
creature in their world. They slowed their headlong rush toward the
crossworld travelers and sniffed at the one who had so ignominiously
fled their prey.
“Hurry up!” Mike yelled when those on the arriving sleds
turned to look behind them. “They won’t wait long! Anybody not
driving with a staff handy take up defensive position! Set shocker at
maximum!”
Two of the gorr with staffs ran to each side of the narrow
entrance to this section of the hill and planted Roman candles in the
snow. Rising they sprayed pepper spray toward the regrouping pack
and were rewarded by a single familiar yelp that was followed by a few
others.
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A couple of snarling growls from several of the largest of the
pack, and the resulting submissive posturing identified the pack
members who’d voiced the fearful caution. Mike started to yell his
observation out loud when he noticed Gybron raise his air horn just as
the first Roman candle began to fire. The horn’s loud blast was
followed by fire from the other candle, then several other blasts from
other air horns.
Mike and Taikyn took up position on either side of the door as
the first sleds drove into the sturdy, stone and log cabin. As the
defensive spread of the group condensed toward the cabin door, the
saberwolves again grew bold. Several had already found a way around
the multicolored flaming balls being thrown by the Roman candles and
were approaching through the trees.
Mike remembered just as he noticed Taikyn glance up at the
edge of the cabin’s high roof. “The roof!” Mike yelled as he flattened
himself to the wall and looked up. “Watch the roof!”
As a couple of those still outside turned to look up, the main
pack let out a howling scream and charged. Through the trees other
saberwolves could be seen darting from concealment. Those who
turned to look up at the roof drew their pistols and began firing.
By this time Mike had borrowed another shock wand from a
sled driver and stood with it and a pistol. The outer ring of defenders
began screaming at the rushing beasts as they converged on the cabin
door. Mike saw a shape drop from above and judged its impact point as
he stepped out from the wall.
The saberwolf landed in a heap but was quickly up and turning
when Mike stuck the shock wand in its side. Another wand appeared
from the other side and Mike saw Taikyn smile over the form of the
beast just as it collapsed in a heap at their feet. They stepped back
against the door as a gorr grabbed the limp animal and threw it at those
approaching.
The last snowmobile went through the door followed by two
of the defenders before Gybron picked Mike up and carried him into
the cabin.
“Hey! Let me down you big ape!” As the seven foot, three
hundred plus pound gorr gently did as he was told, Mike began to rant.
“What was that all about? I wasn’t in any more danger than anyone
else! Besides, I can walk!” He looked at Taikyn in exasperation at the
unexpected act, then back at Gybron. “Well?”
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The immense form of the gorr loomed over him as Mike
waited for an answer. Gybron waggled a finger in his face and said in
his deceptively soft, bass tones. “You are not now what you were.”
Mike’s jaw dropped. “What the hell’s that supposed to mean?”
“You will find out soon.” Was all Gybron would say before
rushing back out the door to assist the last of those outside into the
cabin.
When he started to move toward the door, Taikyn put a hand
on his shoulder. “Please, my friend. Do not insult Gybron by refusing
his protection.” At Mike’s confused look, Taikyn added. “Like he said,
you will find out soon. Let’s get this door shut most of the way now
that all the sleds are inside.”
They moved to the door and Mike was further annoyed when
Taikyn made him stand at the back behind the golden where he
couldn’t see out. He waited for Taikyn’s signal with his cheek against
the door, planning how he would cut a slit in it so he could see what
was going on the next time his friends started treating him like a kid.
He was so engrossed in his petty tantrum that he didn’t hear
Taikyn’s signal and was thrown off balance when the golden shut the
door by himself. Gybron was the last through the door and was trying
to pull his staff into the cabin when the reason he was having trouble
became evident.
An enormous head came into view with the staff imbedded in
its maw and Mike belatedly added his efforts to closing the door. From
around Taikyn’s body he could see tiny sparks came from the battery
area of the staff, but none from the shocker end in the saberwolf’s
mouth. Mike pushed harder as the beast tried to get its heavily muscled
shoulders through the door.
Gybron twisted the staff fiercely, breaking it off in the snarling
mouth. Spinning the remainder in his hands, the gorr brought the
weighted spike sheath down on the saberwolf’s head, right between the
eyes. The beast collapsed but was held upright by the door clamped
around its neck. Two others reached over and administered shock
wands just to be safe. There was no reaction to the stunners.
Saberwolves behind the fallen one began to pull at the body in
their own efforts to get in at the new food. In only a few more seconds
with them pushing at the dead beast’s head and those outside
accidentally pulling in their efforts to get at those inside, the door was
cleared and shut.
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As Mike and Taikyn slumped to the ground with their backs to
the thick door, Mike pointed at his friend’s staff and said. “I think we
ought to make those a little stronger. Maybe take the dart gun out and
increase the shock level. What do you think?”
Taikyn simply nodded as he looked at the shredded metal on
the end of his shortened staff.
The saberwolves could be heard around the cabin walls for a
few minutes while their prey secured the cabin from the inside. It was
another twenty minutes before the upline expedition members got the
sleds unloaded, and had all crossed to D-9.
They made supper to the sunset of an ocean horizon and
almost summer temperatures, sleeping exhaustedly to the sound of the
surf below their cliff top camp on D-9.
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* FOUR *
The next morning they relaxed around the cabin, watching the
animals along the shoreline from their higher vantage point as the day
progressed. It was not until later in the afternoon that they made their
way back the way they had just come the day before, only on a
different world. They could have crossed directly upline to the same
point where the refugees had crossed on their way downline but
explorations had found a better transfer point several miles further
away.
D-9 was a much more benign world than the next upline
world, D-8, and they had all voted for the easier world to travel
through. The four wheelers that now pulled their crates of supplies
were the last vehicles they would have. They had been brought through
the series of gates in pieces and had only been reassembled two days
earlier and would link the last two transfer points in this step in their
supply lines. With the loss of the help Mike’s mixed team of explorers
had previously contributed, it would be a while before the supply line
extended any further upline.
When they got to the last established transfer cabin, the
travelers helped the MiCo teams put some of the four wheelers on the
now empty trailers and watched as the four of them drove off. The
extra four wheelers and trailers sat off to the side of the rough-built
storage cabin. The upline travelers then filled gas tanks and serviced
the vehicles so they would be ready for anyone returning downline.
When that task was completed, they prepared a massive,
stove-cooked meal and lounged around the rest of the day. Several of
them paired off for impromptu martial arts matches and soon a
competition evolved. They spent the rest of the day either competing or
just lying around watching the others compete when they took their
turn. Later that evening they made another grand buffet and went to bed
early.
They were roused long before sunup and made the last stovecooked meal they would have for a while. By the time they were
finished eating and had cleaned up the last of their mess, the sky was
beginning to lighten to the east. At Mike’s signal they lined up beside
their supply crates and waited while two of the gorr set up a gate.
When Taikyn activated the gate a blast of hot air like that of a
furnace swept through the cabin. Those at the front of the line hurriedly
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finished the large bottles of water they had saved till last and tossed the
empties in the trash bin to the side of the cabin.
The gorr who guarded the convoy went through the gate first,
with human weapons at the ready. Mike heard their shouts as each
reported the ‘all clear’ just as the last of their number passed through to
D-8
Mike followed the last of the gorr through the gate and gasped
as the hot air hit him in the face. He turned and faced the gate as Taikyn
came through behind him. Taikyn turned and the two of them took the
handles of their crate as Luke and Torlon passed it through to them.
Mike and Taikyn then carried it away from the gate as their teammates
came through.
“Jeez it’s hot!” Luke exclaimed. “And it’s not even daylight
yet!”
Mike smiled and saved his breath. He’d need it when the sun
came up and the temperature rose from the hundred-plus that it now
was. He sat on a stone in the pile that had begun to grow as the supply
line pushed slowly upline. By the time he returned this way there would
be a stone walled enclosure here that would eventually become the next
transfer point supply cabin.
But not now. Now they were out in the open with only a few
large stones scattered around a small ridge that just happened to
protrude above the hard baked ground at this point. The ridge was why
this point had been chosen as a transfer point. The jumble of rocks
would be the foundation and main supply source for the stone to make
the cabin that would soon sit at this transfer point.
Mike could see where the outer edge of the structure had
already been marked off and a few stones mortared in place. Bags of
cement with the label ‘Miller Construction’, and the stylized MiCo
emblem inked over the package markings, were stacked by the growing
wall.
When they had all come through the gate, Taikyn deactivated
it from this side the two Gorr to either side caught its weight as the link
with D-9 was broken. One of the Gorr hefted the silver gray ovoid onto
a shaped cradle frame on his partner’s backpack and tied it in place
with nylon straps sewed onto the frame.
Mike’s rising to his feet was the signal and the rest rose also
and turned to lift their supply crates. This time each of the four
members of each of the three teams grabbed a handle on their load. The
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four lifted as one and began to trudge across the burning, hard-baked
ground just as the sun broke completely free of the horizon.
With the Gorr ranging no further than a few yards to either
side, no one begrudged them their lack of large crates to carry. Up close
the size of the packs they wore was more evident. And they all knew
the contents of those packs. Boxes of loose rifle and pistol ammunition,
adding over a hundred twenty pounds to the hundred in personal
supplies that each gorr also carried.
Then there were the duplicates to their own weapons. As gifts
for their kin left at the main refugee camp on D-5, each Gorr had
obtained two sawed-off shotgun pistols with reworked grips and
triggers. Along with ammo for these pistols, each of the Gorr also
carried two additional bows of his choice with boxes of hunting
arrowheads.
Looking at the bulk of their packs, Mike wondered how the
gorr walked with loads of over two hundred fifty pounds each. He felt
like he wasn’t pulling his share since he shared a load of only two
hundred pounds with three others in the heat of this desert world.
An hour later, when they finally stopped to rest, the
temperature had risen to one hundred twelve. The ridge that marked
their entrance to this world stood like a flaw in the smooth horizon
behind them. It would be visible for dozens of miles on this flat
wasteland.
“I do not think I like this world.” Came the bass rumble from
the Gorr, Gybron as they all sprawled where they stopped and drank
from their supplies of water.
Nobody had the energy to voice their agreement and that was
confirmation enough of their consent.
The ten minutes passed too quickly and they all felt the
stiffness of the inaction already setting in as they rose from their resting
spots. Mike noticed that more than one of the Gorr assisted a friend in
rising to continue.
The only group that moved quickly was their video girls and
Jerry. He simply grasped the handles of their electric powered, threewheeled supply crate and followed behind as the electric motor pulled
him. As Jerry followed along behind the silent cart, Mike regretted not
waiting another week till more could be built.
Trying not to dwell on indecision, he put his head down and
trudged across the baking desert while Mary and Josephine moved
around the group filming their progress.
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After another hour they came to a post buried in the ground.
On the top of the eight foot post was a flat board with an arrow shape
on each end. On the end pointing back the way they’d come was
phrase, ‘D-9 transfer point 1 mile’. On the other end was the phrase,
‘D-7 transfer point one mile’. In the middle was the information,
‘courtesy of the D-8 tourist association’. The paint was fresh but
wouldn’t last long in this weather.
“Cute.” Mike mumbled as they sank to the ground for another
ten-minute rest. They all drank heavily from their water bottles,
transferring weight out of their packs and crates and into their bodies.
When they lifted their loads, Mike could imagine he could feel the
lighter weight.
When they rose from the last rest stop, they picked up their
pace despite the heat which had risen to nearly a hundred twenty
degrees. By the time they reached the next buried post, they had all lost
their burst of energy and were struggling to move on.
The gatekeeper gorr took their position by the pole, the
unburdened one taking the gate from its cradle on his partner’s back.
With practiced ease they grasped the sides of the ovoid and held it at
the proper level. Taikyn moved up to the ovoid and tapped a series of
spots on its surface.
The surface of the indented interior of the ovoid began to
shimmer and the metallic surface dissolved to reveal a sunny meadow
with the fallen leaves of the season blowing across the still-green grass.
Taikyn looked at a panel on the rim of the gate and tapped several more
spots.
The picture of the meadow shimmered slightly and the smell
of green life touched their nostrils. The sounds of life came through the
hole in the universe as the first of the gorr began to step through to D-7.
When the front guard was through, Mike’s team waited till team one
was through and followed with the last team behind them.
Jerry came through last, backing through with the two, rearguard gorr handing the single-wheeled end of his cart through. The
video twins circled and filmed till the gate was deactivated and tied to a
massive gorr back.
Then they all collapsed and didn’t move for another half-hour
except to remove the packs they still wore.
Slowly they recovered from their trek across the desert world
of D-8 and began to rise from the ground. The gorr were the first to rise
and they shed their packs before scattering several yards out from the
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main group. From here on, the terrain was unexplored and there were
no more supply caches or pre-made shelters. If the supplies they carried
ran out before they reached the D-5 refugee camp, they would have to
live off the land.
At least the crates would continue to get lighter as they
traveled.
After a while all of them had recovered enough to get up and
begin moving around. They slowly set up their camp on a level spot
several yards from where they had collapsed. By evening the area of
the camp was cleared of debris and pits dug for the fires that would ring
the outside perimeter.
After they had eaten an early evening meal they spread out to
search for a transfer point. Every point they checked near the camp
opened underground. After a while they gave up for the day and settled
into camp for the evening.
As the sun lowered behind the trees of the meadow they lit the
perimeter fires and collected a last few armloads of firewood. When
full dark closed over them they had two small fires and a large central
fire crackling cheerfully. Their day’s exhaustive exertions sent them to
their sleeping bags early, and soon all but the guards were asleep. None
of the sleepers noticed the changing of the guard.
When the sky began to lighten with morning the last of the
firewood was used to restart the dying fire to cook breakfast. They ate,
broke camp, and started up the gentile rise leading up from their
meadow. Occasionally, one of the teams would set up a gate to view
the world of D-6, only to find solid earth in their gate’s window.
They worked their way upward following the tiny brook that
flowed in the middle of the valley that held the meadow where they’d
camped. Eventually they reached an almost level plateau with
mountains in the distance. Tests with a gate in window mode continued
to show an underground scene.
Mike looked perplexed as Taikyn came up to him during
another such check. “What do you suggest?” He asked his golden
friend.
Taikyn smiled confidently. “There is no problem. If I
remember correctly, the world D-6 is as hilly as your Earth. We may
have seen nothing but the innards of the hills of D-6 but it will not be
long before our position intersects a valley. You must have patience my
friend.”
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Mike smiled back from his seat on the supply crate. “Yea
buddy, I know, but that doesn’t make it any easier for me. Don’t worry,
I’ll try not to be a pain in the…”
“Hey Mike.” Luke called to him from his own crate seat. “I
think we’ve got trouble.”
Mike rose quickly and went to stand by his brother, looking in
the direction of Luke’s gaze. He saw a line of dust coming towards
them over the plateau. He looked back the way they’d come. He
estimated almost a mile back to where they’d climbed out of the hills
below.
To his right and closer was a line of trees that hinted at another
newly born stream and its young valley. “Look over there!” He pointed.
Maybe we can make it to those trees!”
Nobody hesitated and everyone grabbed at the handles of their
supply crates and began to walk quickly. The gorr took up a trailing
position and let the distance spread as they readied themselves to meet
the oncoming animals.
They continued on toward the sanctuary of the trees ahead at a
steady pace while the line of dust grew larger behind them. After a
while they began to hear a rumble and the horizon began to waver.
Their own pace increased as the line of trees grew closer. The next time
the dust cleared from a gust of wind, they could see movement as the
creatures coming across the plateau began to take shape.
They broke their quick walk and began to trot when loud
whistles, clicks, and trumpeting broke through the thunder of the
oncoming beasts’ passage. A couple of hundred meters from the trees,
three of the gorr grabbed the rear handles of the three supply crates and
those that had been holding the rear handles moved forward to help up
front. They didn’t run any faster but they did run with more ease.
It was not long before the crate races they’d had on the
weekend before they’d left paid off. They’d run dozens of different
races to get the feel of the crates and had extended the handles to make
running easier. A few had questioned the loss of supply mass that was
lost with the heavier, longer handles, but had been overruled by the
majority.
The point was now moot. The distance to the trees had
narrowed to about twenty yards when two gorr passed Mike’s crate
with the photography cart suspended between them. At ten yards he
saw a motion out of the corner of his eye and turned to see Mary
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running softly behind and beside him with her motion dampening
harness and arm holding a camera a couple of feet behind his head.
Just as he looked at the camera he saw motion just behind
them and farther out on the plateau. He refocused on the animals
closing on them and saw what looked to be ten-foot ostriches. His jaw
dropped in amazement then he was among the small trees lining the top
of the gradually deepening rut. A few hundred yards further, the rut
seeped with a steady stream of filtering groundwater at the head of a
growing valley.
When they got in among the slender trunks of the small golden
leafed trees, they slowed. The gorr set their loads down and took
position along the tree line with the others. As Mary and Josephine
climbed trees with the help of the Gorr, the others moved their crates
deeper into the depression then came back up to watch the animals
pass.
Mike came up beside Gybron and looked between two of the
five-inch thick, ten-foot tall trunks. Running by the tip of the valley
head were hundreds of bird-like creatures with long strong legs
supporting roundish bodies. The long neck with its relatively small
beaked head stood about ten feet off the ground as the beasts ran. Their
feet thumped as they ran by, dodging away from the trees as if
something might come out at them.
Mike turned around. “Watch behind us!” He called. “They’re
avoiding the trees!”
The rest understood immediately and began to watch the
valley behind them just as closely as the bird herd. They all held pepper
spray and knives or pistols at the ready. Because of the increased risk
of a forest fire, they wouldn’t use the Roman candles except in extreme
emergency. A couple of the gorr drew large, double bladed swords that
they handled like the Bowie Knives some of the humans drew.
Mike watched the stampede run past for a few more minutes
when the numbers abruptly dwindled to a few frantic stragglers seeking
to join the anonymity of the masses. He watched as they ran past the
line of trees that protected them and toward the next line where another
valley began. That line of trees was longer and even had a couple of
gaps in the trees.
Running big-birds ran between the trees of those gaps and up
the slope on the other side, then they stopped coming up the other side
while more entered the gap. Mike looked more closely and saw the
birds begin to back up in front of both gaps. Then birds slowing around
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the trees to either side of those gaps grew frantic and began darting
back into those behind.
Almost immediately a panic ensued and big-birds spread out
in all directions from the source of their panic. Some of those ran
directly at the last few to pass Mike’s observation point and sent some
of them back the way they’d come. Others made their way around the
perimeter of the point of land between the observer’s line of trees and
that of the source of panic. Most fled across the plateau in the direction
of the far mountains.
A few calmed quickly and some of these approached the trees
where Mike watched, pecking at grass stems and objects on the ground,
but got no closer than about fifty yards. Another group trotted around
the point of land, running at the edge of the plateau then back again
until they’d made the full circuit to where Mike’s group watched.
When they eventually discovered the open plateau, they trotted or ran
out into the safety of the open grasslands.
Soon everything was calm. Mike looked out over the plains
where the stampede had originated and saw isolated stragglers trotting
across the plateau in a wide line. Then the gorr gave a signal and
everyone moved back further into the shadows and quieted.
These birds were smaller but had enormous beaks. Predator’s
beaks. Made for ripping flesh from bones.
As they came closer, the observers saw that some of them
pulled objects behind them that looked like travois. Occasionally, a pair
would approach one of the wounded birds scattered across the plains.
Some of these would get up and run off but some were either too slow
or couldn’t rise at all.
Beaks would then rip into the big-bird and legs and necks
would be torn off and thrown to the side. Then the body was torn open
and the insides pulled out and the quickly cleaned body was thrown on
the platforms strapped over the two crossed poles.
Mike peered through his pocket binoculars and saw that the
bird-men had three long claws that they used like sharp, hard fingers. A
fourth claw rested where their wrist should be.
The line of bird-men pulled their meat laden travois past the
watchers and to the line of trees farther around the edge of the plateau.
They were about fifty yards out when another group ran out to help
them pull their loads into the trees. In seconds it was if they’d never
been there.
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Mike glanced up into the trees above him and saw the video
twins still filming from their higher vantage point. When they both
began filming the group on the ground around them, he rose to walk
down to the supply crates.
There he watched as Taikyn tapped the series of symbols on
the rim of the gate being held by two of the gorr. It was only a matter of
a few seconds to check the window setting and the results made some
of them curse.
The gate showed them a couple of hundred feet above the
floor of a narrow, deep valley. Towards the direction of the bird-men’s
valley but twice as far, was a ridge on the D-6 side. In the other
direction, back the way they’d come, a closer ridge beckoned. Laser
sighting scopes put the edge of the ridge close to the opposite side of
the valley they had climbed all day to get out of. They confirmed this
by measuring the distance to the line of trees protruding into the edge
of the plateau behind them, where they’d come up onto the plains.
With good-natured grumbling all around they lifted their
supply crates and started back the way they’d come. They cut directly
across the point of land between the two lines of trees and covered the
distance in only a half hour. They followed the valley down for another
half-hour before taking a look through the gate. The ridge on the D-6
side was only a couple of hundred yards farther and the lay of the
valley they walked led in the same direction.
They continued on and checked again another half-hour later.
Through the window of the gate they could see an outcropping of rock,
at about the same level as a section of the valley just below them.
Another gate team made their way down to that spot and checked
again.
The golden operator’s head disappeared as he looked through
the smaller circular gate. He pulled his head out, turned the gate off,
and moved it to another spot farther down. This time he waved his
success when he pulled his head back out of the circle.
As the first of the gorr guards stepped through the gate to the
next world upline, Mike turned to Luke with a smile and said. “Ready
to cross?”
Luke just gazed down at a point farther down the valley and
across the gently mumbling stream. When his brother nodded in that
direction with his chin, Mike looked where his brother’s eyes were
fixed and his shoulders slumped.
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There, about a hundred yards away from where they now
stood was a small level spot in amongst a small stand of trees. The
trampled grass within the trees had three, black circles on its edge, the
two outer ones half the size of the larger one in the center.
“Didn’t get far, did we?” Luke mumbled.
Mike sighed and looked at the darkening sky. Night was
coming on. “Want to stay there another night?”
“Heck no!” Came the laughing reply. “I want to feel like we
made a little progress today!”
Mike laughed with his brother as they took up the loads with
their respective teams and made their way down to where the larger
gate was set up. They noticed more than one other person gazing at last
night’s campsite with reactions showing everything from disgust to
loud guffaws.
When they reached their spot in line Mike noticed that one of
the golden was placing one of the locator beacons among some rocks
by the gate. Another rested in the camping area across the valley and a
hundred yards down stream. When the groups following came this way,
they wouldn’t have to waste a day looking for another transfer point.
When he took his turn through the gate he found himself on a
rock outcrop facing a broken cliff. Rock stuck out like broken teeth
everywhere he looked. Several yards in front of him a small black hole
opened into the rocky, cliff wall.
Pulling a flashlight out of his vest and pointing its beam into
the depths of the crack in the mountainside he saw that it ended only a
few feet back. He was looking at the glistening specks around the edge
of the hole where the lowering sun shone when Luke came up behind
him.
“We found a pretty good sized cave around the side of the
ridge that has two openings.” Luke reported. “It looks like it’ll hold all
of us easily and there’s enough dry wood around for a whole night’s
fire. Then tomorrow we can cross to D-5 and rendezvous with the rest
of the golden.”
Mike nodded and followed his brother around the cliff to the
side of the outcropping that they’d crossed over onto. They walked past
a few fallen boulders and Mike saw the blackness that marked the
mouth of the larger cave. As he panned his eyes to the left, a gorr
appeared from the cliff about fifteen yards farther around the rock wall
and waved to him. He waved back as he realized that that must be
where the other end of the cave was.
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He walked closer to the mouth and when he was just about to
enter, saw the glow to the left that indicated the opening where the gorr
had stood. When he passed into the ridge’s embrace his eyes showed
him nothing for several seconds. He waited patiently, knowing that the
other three of his team were having the same problem.
After a while they began to see things around them and moved
to put their supply crate in front of a crack in the back wall and in sight
of both openings. Dropping their packs on top of the supply crate, the
four of them went out the other opening to avoid those still coming in
and went to collect firewood.
As Mike walked out of the cave he saw Jo up on a rock above
him with her lens aimed directly at him. His gaze swept across her and
around the hill to the other side of her position. Then he turned to look
out over the open valley and the sun that was nearing the gap between
ridges in the distance. He gazed at the valley floor for a few moments,
picking out the hundreds of spots that were grazing animals.
Turning to the side he followed the rest of his team down into
the evergreens below the cave entrance. The four of them collected
wood for the next few minutes and delivered twelve armloads full
before deciding they’d met their commitment. They spent the last
minutes of open sunlight exploring before carrying an entire log back to
camp while singing a golden work song. They made it back to the cave
just as the sun touched the treetops in the near distance.
Dropping the log between the cave openings, they went into
the cave, which was now lit with several hanging lamps. Inside, they
went to their supply crate and removed the last box with the label ‘S’,
their cooking pots, and a sealed bag with four rolls of netting. Each
unrolled their net to reveal a rectangle slightly smaller than their
sleeping bags. Fastened in a double line down the mid-thirds of the nets
were two lines of flea and tick collars. Then they smoothed the net of
bug repellent into the sand and unrolled their sleeping bags over the
nets.
When they had their sleeping area set for later they wandered
over to the left-hand opening, which was the right side when facing the
openings from inside the cave. Just outside the opening, where the fire
was settling down to cooking level, a group of humans, golden and gorr
stood talking.
Passing out of the cave, they saw that their log had been lain
across protruding rocks in the face of the cliff. It rested perfectly level
at about a foot high with several of the untrimmed limbs acting as a
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row of legs for extra support. The other limbs had been trimmed fairly
smooth and were now turning to cooking coals in the fire. Several of
their fellow travelers sitting comfortably attested to the strength and
stability of the makeshift bench.
They went to an open area with several large rocks and sat
down to distribute the contents of their supper box. Each got a large can
of soup, which they opened and poured into the small pot that doubled
as a bowl. They then selected the color-coded packets that held the rest
of their meals. The box was then flattened and added to the pile of
similar boxes by the fire.
As Mike waited for the team ahead of him to finish at the fire
he opened his packet and began munching on raw carrots and roasted
sunflower nuts. Beside him Taikyn munched on his favorite raw
spinach leaves. “Almost there.” Mike said conversationally.
“Yes my friend.” Came the reply. “It won’t be long before you
get to meet my mate, Sybria.” Taikyn’s eyes took on a faraway look. “I
long to see her golden fur and gaze into hers loving eyes. And I
especially long to feel her delicate fingers as she grooms the fur of my
back.” He sighed hugely.
“I’m beginning to know what you mean.” Mike said. “I’m
starting to miss Deb quite a bit myself.”
Taikyn turned his large brown eyes on his human friend and
smiled with his long canines showing. “I am sorry to say that it only
gets worse, my friend.”
Mike just nodded and rose to go to the fire when the team
ahead of them walked toward where others were eating. Mike’s team
quickly took their turn at the fire and went back to their rock seats to
eat.
As Mike used the last of his bread to sop the last of the soup
from the bottom of his pot, Luke came up beside him and handed him a
stone. “Check this out.”
Mike set his pot down and took the object, turning it so that
the high flames from the bigger fire by the other cave opening gave him
enough light to see. It wasn’t a stone. About the size of his thumb and
with a shiny gold color, the weight of the object pretty much identified
it. Mike handed the huge gold nugget back to his brother. “Where’d
you find it?”
“In the sand where I put my little critter chaser.” Luke
answered. “There’s enough back in that crack in the wall to more than
pay for what this entire expedition cost.”
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“If the princess’ offer of planet ownership is accepted this is a
golden planet, Luke. It’s their gold.”
“Yea, I know.” Luke replied. “I showed it to Torlon. He said
that until stationary gates allow regular traffic between our worlds only
those with portable gates can get here. He just shrugged and said that
anything we can carry, we can have.”
Taikyn spoke up from beside Mike. “Torlon has told me of
this wealth you have found and I have agreed with him that the size of
the vein indicates that there is an abundance of the metal in this area.
The loss of what each of us could carry would not hurt the wealth that
is to be the possession of Princess Salyn.”
The Golden smiled his toothy grin. “I would like to suggest
that each of us carry our own and not put what we take in our supply
crate.”
“Unless we want to make a pool of our efforts.” Luke said.
“It’s getting late.” Mike said. “Why don’t we go see what we
can find first, then go from there.”
They finished their meals, cleaned their utensils, then cleaned
and crushed the empty soup cans and put them in the plastic tub that
had held their individual packets. Finished with cleanup, they went
back into the cave and put the sealed plastic container in their supply
crate. There they found several humans and golden digging at the back
of the cave. Now that he knew what he was looking at, Mike could see
the veins of gold running all through the base of the cave wall in the
steady light of the battery operated lamps.
When they went back to the deeper crack where they’d set
their personal claim earlier, they found several nuggets the same size as
the one Luke had found earlier. While the others began to dig more out
of the lower walls, Mike moved farther back into the crack and dug at
the sand at the base of the rock.
He was about a foot down when he hit a large rock. He started
to pick it up to toss aside but its weight surprised him. Brushing sand
from it as he turned it over in his hands his eyes grew wide. It was a
single solid nugget, bigger than his closed fist.
Getting an adrenaline rush, he tucked the nugget in his biggest
vest pocket and dug further. In no time he had several more large
nuggets, three the size of golf balls, and a dozen more half that size. His
vest grew heavy and he quit digging as he sat back with an effort.
He put his back to the cave wall and looked to each side. All
along the back wall of the cave, humans and golden were digging
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furiously and exclaiming in the pleasure of discovery. Mike sighed and
began back filling the hole when he noticed a wider golden line running
through the spot he’d almost covered. He got his knife out and began to
pry at the thinnest end of the vein.
In seconds he was totally engrossed in his task. He finally
reached the depth of the vein and began to work his way down. After a
little more prying at the vein he had to dig the hole deeper. As the sand
fell away from the vein, Mike looked in awe at his discovery. “Uh. I
think I’m going to need some help here.” He said with an emotionless
voice.
A flashlight beam came from over his shoulder to add to that
of his own lying on a rock. “Holy shit!” Luke’s voice came at his ear.
“Look at the size of that thing!”
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* FIVE *
Mike came awake to the sound of the fire to his left coming
alive with new wood to burn. He poked his head out of his sleeping bag
and saw that the sky was quickly turning to the blue of daylight coming
across the mountains to the east. Turning over he saw Gybron adding
another armload of small branches to the flames. The wood would burn
quickly and turn to good cooking coals by the time the camp aroused.
Mike unzipped his bag and threw it open. Wriggling out he
stood and shook the bag away from the other sleepers. Walking over to
a bare, flat rock, he laid out his sleeping bag and proceeded to fold and
roll it. Tying it in a fat roll, he carried it into the cave.
With eyes not fully exposed to the new day’s light, he could
see as he entered the bow shaped interior. All of the supply crates were
lined up against the front wall of the cave and a high pile of sand ran
down the middle. The back wall was now exposed for several feet
down and still showed veins of gold running across the surface. Mike
ignored the yellow lines.
Walking through the edge of the long sand pile, Mike made
his way to his team’s supply crate and opened the lid. Nestled in the
back of the crate sat a jagged lump as big as man’s head. Mike tilted his
head to the side for a second, gazing at the enormous nugget, then
tossed his sleeping bag on top of it and dug the last of the meal boxes
with the stencil ‘B’ out of the crate.
Walking back out into the open he saw Taikyn and Torlon sit
up in their sleeping bags. Luke was heading toward the latrine area
farther down the hill. Mike sat the breakfast box by the two slowly
waking golden and joined those heading toward the latrine. Later, he
was just finishing brushing his teeth when Taikyn came up to him.
“I have checked the strength of our supply crate.” The golden
said. “I see no problem with it carrying your gift to the princess. If you
do not mind, Torlon and I would like the honor of carrying our supply
crate the rest of the way.”
Mike accepted the offer not in spite of, but because of, the
subtle hint that he or his brother would be hard pressed to carry the
crate very far. Despite the shifting of the crate’s contents the end
holding the massive nugget was heavier than the entire crate when they
started. They had started to put the nugget in the middle but the wooden
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bottom had creaked and sagged. Only on one of the ends would the
crate support the nugget’s weight.
“Maybe downhill or on the level, but I help uphill.” Mike
conceded.
“Ditto.” Came from Luke.
Taikyn and Torlon bowed their acceptance of the compromise
that allowed them to save face all around.
About an hour later, when a pair of gorr came running up the
path down to the valley floor, calling that they’d found a good transfer
point, the travelers picked up their gear and continued on. The trail was
too narrow for two to walk side by side, so even if they’d wanted to
help their golden friends, they couldn’t do so safely.
It was not so much of a fall on the open side of the ridge as it
was a roll. But if someone lost their footing and rolled down the
hillside, their path would be littered with head-bashing rocks and bodypiercing limbs sticking out from fallen pine logs and the base of the few
living trees on the steep slope.
The trail down was narrow but descended at a comfortable
angle making footing good. They descended quickly and soon found
themselves at a spot that sported a newly erected frame of selectively
trimmed pine logs with a stone base. Resting on two lower branches
trimmed several inches long was the ovoid of a cross-universe gate.
Through the newly opened hole between dimensions was a world that
differed from the one they now stood on, only in the location of the
plants in front of them.
They took their turns through the gate with practiced ease and
were soon standing on the world designated D-5. Somewhere within a
few miles’ radius was the rest of the golden and gorr refugees. They set
their loads down and began to make their final preparations.
One group piled stones in a ring around the trampled transfer
point while another group began setting up camp amongst the rocks at
the base of the hill by the mouth of the trail. The third group dug into
their supply crate and pulled out the last of their special equipment.
Mike walked up to them and asked. “How’s it coming Mary?”
She continued filming her sister and Jerry as they assembled
the remote controlled plane with its video camera fuselage. “Just about
done big brother.” Mary replied as she glanced quickly at him then
back to her task. “All we have to do next is test the video link and the
bomb bay.”
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“Bomb bay? Oh yea, the message wrapped radio.” Mike had
not known how they had planned to deliver the message that the
downline explorers had returned with help, just that they said it was no
problem. Their solution had been combined with their offer of the
video plane they already used in their passion for photography. Mike
watched as they tested the video link then the rear opening slotted door
at the back of the six-foot long plane.
Satisfied with everything they opened the rear door again,
stuffed the package in and tried the door again. The package dropped
out and began to unravel before Josephine could catch it. She rewrapped the parachute line around the plastic bagged two-way radio
that was also wrapped in a message written in Golden. Finished folding
the parachute, she stuffed the package back into the slot and closed it.
“All set!” She declared.
They walked the long winged craft out into the field facing
them and Jerry started the two engines. He positioned himself under the
plane with its body above him in a two handed grip and waited.
Josephine ran to their supply crate and opened the laptop
connected to the cart’s battery. After a few seconds the flaps, aileron,
and rudder went through several movements as she called each out.
Jerry craned his head and verified each movement. Then the engines
began to run faster and faster and Jo yelled. “Go!”
Jerry took off running and after only a few steps gave the
plane a shove forward. It wasn’t moving that fast, but when Jerry
released it, it rose majestically into the air. Jerry watched for just a
moment to ensure the successful launch then ran back to where Jo
watched the relayed video image. She tapped a series of command
codes into her laptop and the plane began to circle and rise faster. Soon
it was almost out of sight above and could hardly be heard even by
those who knew what to listen for.
Jerry looked over her shoulder for a while till they were
satisfied with the craft’s performance. While Jo continued to study the
laptop screen as she walked beside, Jerry drove the electric cart back
toward the shade of the trees where she could see better.
When they got under the trees, Jerry set up their campsite
while Jo watched the progress of their sky eye and Mary filmed the
event for posterity.
The rest of the travelers finished their own tasks and the camp
gradually settled into a relaxed, slow working atmosphere. Wood was
collected and fires were started, with the knowledge that this spot could
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be their home for more than one day. Occasionally someone would
grow bored with the lack of activity and stand behind Jo, watching the
scene on the screen as the plane circled their camp in ever widening
spirals.
There had been no need to use the plane on the other worlds as
they were just passing through those. It was only here on D-5 that they
had a specific spot to find, and no way of knowing where that spot was
in relation to their current location.
When the golden and gorr with the princess had left the main
group they had not marked their passage. When they had gotten to each
new world they had simply wandered till they came to a good transfer
point. When they had left to return upline, they had left from inside the
Miller home, a point nearly a mile in a straight line to where the aliens
had come to Earth.
They had marked their trail this time but had not taken the
time to try to find familiar landmarks to retrace the first path. As a
result they had no idea where the golden refugee camp was located. It
might even had been moved because of any one of a dozen reasons
ranging from animals to access to water to the simple accumulation of
waste from a large group of people unexpectedly put in a wilderness
setting.
The golden refugee camp could be on the other side of the
ridge backing their camp to miles away in any direction. Wandering
around on foot in a hit or miss search pattern could take weeks while
the same ground could be searched in only a couple of days with the
camera mounted plane.
The video map of the area slowly grew on the laptop screen
that Jo still bent over. Occasional finished sheets slowly fed out of the
tiny printer after each successive lap of the plane around its center of
flight. The travelers passed around the finished aerial shots as they
waited for a successful search for the main refugee camp.
Mike and Taikyn fixed a meal for the video team while they
worked straight through to dark. After the plane landed in the field just
as the last of the day’s light fled the valley, they transferred the data
from its hard drive to the laptop in a backup file to compare with the
data received through the radio link.
That night they studied the pictures that the tiny printer had
labored to make, one slow line at a time. They couldn’t find anything
till finally one of the golden yelled in triumph. When they all looked at
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the picture with the spot in question enlarged to page size they saw
what looked like a pair of gorr walking along a forest path.
They checked the location and the gorr in their group began to
plot the best path in the direction of the sighting. When the first light of
morning came, two of their gorr number took off in the direction that
showed the easiest and quickest route.
Later, after finishing breakfast and servicing the plane Mary
took her turn hunched over the laptop screen as the plane flew into the
air. She called out when the plane flew over the two scouts and waved
back at the screen when they waved as the plane buzzed them with
wagging wings.
She tapped in codes and worked the joystick to fly the plane at
a lower altitude than the day before and soon came to the area of
yesterday’s sighting. She set the plane to fly in circles from that spot
and the first scene that came up on the screen shouted her success to all
who watched over her shoulder.
She marked the spot with the computer and the plane dove
toward the trail. As the plane came around the bend in the valley she
saw two forms run into the trees ahead. “Gotcha!” She yelled into the
screen. Tapping at buttons, she laid a grid over the growing map of the
area and scribbled on a pad, tore the sheet loose, and handed it over her
shoulder to Mike.
He read the numbers on the post-it and thumbed his two-way
radio. Speaking English he said. “Base to seeker one, come in seeker
one.”
“Seeker one here, go ahead base.” Came a gorr voice.
“Confirmed target at grid A-3. Two good guys on the run off
the grid at A-3. Over.” Mike said.
“Copy. On the way.”
Mike lowered his radio and watched as the plane flew up to a
higher altitude and resumed its search in the direction the two,
unidentified gorr were headed. Their scouts had about seven miles of
trails to follow to get the five miles from camp to the point of the
sighting and had no real chance of catching the other two. But catching
them quickly was not the point. There was time enough for them to use
the proper caution. They were in no major hurry as yet.
At least Mike hoped they weren’t.
They had planned for the worst-case scenario, but hoped that
that was not the case. They were going to act on the supposition that
any golden or gorr they encountered were friends. The reason for this
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was that if the Church of the Golden Way were already here, enforcer
uniforms would be the clothes of the day for anyone not in chains. The
figures in the screen of the laptop wore ragged prison clothes and
enforcers were too arrogantly confident to be that subtle.
The plane flew down the valley and into an opening that was
crossed by a small stream. Mary turned the plane into a lifting spiral
and scanned the screen intently. “There!” She pointed as Josephine
filmed her from the side.
Mary tapped in another code and twisted the joystick. The
scene on the laptop changed as the plane banked and dropped toward
the trees. One spot centered on the screen and began to grow as the
plane drew closer. The stream could be seen emerging from the dense
trees. As the plane flew even closer, they could see a series of small
falls backed by rock-lined pools of up to several yards wide.
The scene dropped away as Mary took the plane in a climb to
avoid the oncoming trees. Just before the scene had disappeared they
had all seen the furred figures hiding among the trees.
Mary brought the aircraft in a wide circle to again fly up the
valley in another pass. She kept the plane at a lower altitude, staying
just above the trees. When the clearing ended and the gentle rise to the
pooled falls was below the plane, Mary punched the button with the
bomb logo.
She twisted the joystick and the screen showed the sky again
as she pulled up and around. When the screen again showed the cut in
the ridge, the parachute could be seen falling into a small clearing by
the gentle stream. As they watched, a golden child ran toward the
parachute followed by another.
A gorr adult raced out to snatch both children and run back
into the trees just as an adult golden ran out where the children had
emerged.
“Somebody’s going to bed without supper tonight.” Mike
mumbled.
“And when I get home, they will have the displeasure of their
sire to remind them of their incautious actions.” Taikyn said beside
him. The golden scowled fiercely at the laptop’s screen.
Mike smiled as he realized that the incautious golden children
were his friend’s own two. It was also a good bet that the female golden
that had followed too late was probably his golden friend’s mate,
Sybria.
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The screen showed sky again after Mary flew the plane a little
farther upstream to get more pictures of the area above the falls. When
it came up the valley again for another pass the parachute was in a
different position and the shiny-bright, lavender package was gone.
“Bingo!” Mary called out. “The fish have the hook!” She
twisted the joystick and the screen went to sky as the plane rose. She
tapped a series of buttons on her keyboard and sat back with her arms
crossed. After a couple of minutes the tiny printer began to slowly
extrude a picture as the plane finished circling the area of the refugee
camp.
“Take it easy on them Taikyn.” Mike laughed as he pointed to
the laptop. “They’re going to have to live their whole life with that
picture being shown to everyone between here and Earth for the next
zillion years. Their embarrassment will not be that they tried but that
they failed and both were ignominiously snatched up like errant
children instead of the men they imagined themselves to be.”
The furred face split in a fang-toothed grin that could have
been frightening under other circumstances. “That is a terrible
thought.” Taikyn chuckled. “One would almost never be able to forget
such a lesson when whole worlds view the historical records of the
incident for years more.”
His face sobered. “I am glad that none of these video devices
was around when I was growing up. I shudder to think of some of my
more embarrassing moments being shown to entire worlds.”
“What about the mindcap memories?” Mike asked. “Aren’t
they the same?”
“No. They are much different. A mindcap would also learn the
emotions and would give a feel for the emotional intent as well as the
feeling of failure. These video images do not share the same feelings.
And since they are not true memories, their meaning can be easily
altered in any of several ways.”
Taikyn smiled. “For instance, an expert could conceivably
alter certain features to make the individuals pictured resemble
someone else.”
“Or put those little block things over the faces.” Mike said
with a tiny smile of his own.
“Yes.” Taikyn nodded his agreement and made one last
observation. “Or even cut out whole scenes as if they never existed. But
only to avoid a life of shame for the simple failure of a child’s
impulsive act.”
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Mike smiled at his friend and bent to whisper in Mary’s ear.
She looked up at him then back to Taikyn who stood quietly as if
nothing were the matter.
She then tapped a few keys and watched as the previous scene
replayed on her screen. She marked a spot where blue sky prevailed
then ran the scene in fast forward. When the screen again showed blue
sky she stopped the motion and marked the spot. Pulling a disk from a
case beside the laptop, she put it in the slot and tapped more keys. After
a few seconds she pulled the disk from the laptop and handed it to
Mike.
Mike handed the digital film clip to his golden friend. “I don’t
think they should NEVER have to not be reminded.”
Taikyn laughed and smiled hugely as he tucked the disk into a
pocket of his vest. “I will, how do you say, make the best mileage
possible out of its use.”
They watched the screen a little longer as Mary put together
an aerial view picture of the golden camp, then began piecing together
a scene with both camps. When the plane reached places with gaps she
put it into a widening loop to fill in the entire area.
When the computer put the information together it put a
screen-sized picture up for them to see while the printer began its own
slow, arduous task of printing the same picture line by line. Before the
page was finished they heard the sound of the plane’s engines in the
distance.
Jerry ran out to the field and scanned the sky. He was only a
few feet away when the plane came flying slowly down the valley. Two
of the gorr ran along beside the plane and when it was almost to Jerry,
Mary cut the engines and raised flaps.
Jerry was directly under the fuselage and caught it as it fell
while the two gorr placed their palms under the wings for extra support.
They lowered the plane to the ground and moments later each gorr
carried a wing back to the photography cart while Jerry brought the
fuselage and camera.
Mary moved her laptop off the cart while Jerry re-packed the
plane parts. When the aerial map was finished she started another. The
printer lasted for a total of ten, one-page maps and two composites
before acting up and dying on them half way through a third, four-page
composite.
Mike and Taikyn taped the finished sheets together and sealed
them with clear, sticky plastic while the video team tore into the tiny
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printer. Jerry then started the tiny generator over the cart’s front wheel
when the computer started beeping its low battery warning.
Mike and Taikyn spread out to find the team leaders and gorr
scouts to pass out the maps they had made so far. When they came back
to the photography cart, the printer was spitting out another section of
his team’s four-page composite. He waited and taped the sheets
together while Taikyn readied of sheet of sticky plastic. Learning from
their earlier tries, they got the paper on the plastic without any wrinkles
or bubbles, then began to examine the map.
It was then that the radio set to the frequency of the radio sent
by parachute came to life. Hesitant golden language came across the
airwaves turning to excited shouting as the news they brought was
relayed to others in the refugee camp while the button remained held
down. It took several tries before the operator on the other end got the
hang of radio etiquette and conversation began to flow more quickly.
Mike left Taikyn to his information exchange and went to find
something to eat when his belly grumbled. They had used the last of the
cook-able meals the day before so he dug one of the plastic baggiesealed packages from the last box of food. He unsealed the baggie and
pushed the cheese crackers, and bags of beef jerky and nuts aside,
pulled out the granola bar and resealed the baggie. He had transferred
his gold to a sturdy canvas bag in his backpack and now had a free
pocket in his vest, where he put the rest of his dry-ration pack.
As he munched on his snack he walked to the sleeping area
and began packing his gear. He transferred everything over to the
supply crate and stacked it on the open lid, which he supported with a
rock of the right height. He dug around in the crate and pulled out a box
of pistol ammunition and put it into a pocket of his pack. Then he
pulled out one of the small crates of loose ammunition out of the
supply crate and set it on end in his pack. A layer of socks and
underwear separated the crate from his personal gold claim and canvas
bag of loose 9mm ammo in the bottom of his pack.
Holding it up with one hand inside the pack, he stuffed his
personal gear around the box until he had everything he had taken out,
back in. The sides bulged and the flap wasn’t near as low as it had
been, but everything fit. He swung it up on his shoulders and moved
around to get the feel. He’d be OK. He took the pack off and repacked
the bottom layer of the supply crate, adjusting the weight more evenly
to fill the spot he’d emptied.
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“Wait a minute.” Came a voice behind him as he began to put
his lighter sleeping gear into the crate. He froze a second on impulse,
then turned to see his brother standing there. Before he could say
anything, Luke spoke again as he took off his own pack. “Let me take a
little more weight while you’ve got it open.”
They quickly put another of the heavy ammo boxes in Luke’s
pack and closed it up. Mike had the weight inside redistributed again by
the time Luke came back with his rolled up sleeping bag and their
golden partners’ bags slung over his shoulders. They folded and rolled
the two bags and had the supply crate repacked long before the golden
and gorr calmed down from the euphoria of their imminent reunion
with their refugee friends.
When Taikyn and Torlon came over to them, Mike and Luke
handed their golden teammates the dry-ration packs the two
conspirators had thoughtfully removed before closing the crate. The
four sat on and around the crate talking and relaxing as they finished
their meals.
Taikyn responded to a radio call and everyone began getting
ready to move. Taikyn set his radio up with a hands free mike and
moved to the back of the supply crate. He looked suspiciously at the
crate when he lifted it easier than expected, then looked at Mike and
Luke, and their bulging packs. The two humans ignored their friends
who were soon smiling fang-baring golden grins as they carried the
considerably lighter supply crate.
They set out on the last leg of their adventure with spirits high
and a spring in their step. It was not long though before the spring was
replaced by steady plodding. True to their word, Mike and Luke helped
carry their supply crate on uphill areas of the trail, as did the humans on
all three teams.
It had been a majority assent to let the gorr and golden carry
all the supply crates as a matter of honor. None of their furred friends
mentioned to the humans their curiously bulging packs at the end of
their upline journey. As they walked through the wilderness forest they
sang a gorr work song.
They marked their progress on the plastic laminated maps
provided by the video team and called out their evaluations of their
position at every recognized landmark pictured. It was during one of
the mandatory, ten minutes out of every hour, rest stops that it became
obvious that they wouldn’t make it by dark.
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They were just about to rise to continue when the seeker one
scouts came around the bend ahead in the valley voicing the whooping
cheer of the gorr. Behind them came a mass of whooping gorr and
click-barking golden, all dressed in the rags of prison uniforms.
In no time the humans were introduced and the supply crates
were taken up by teams of fresh porters. They all moved at a much
faster pace and the humans soon began to flag behind as their earlier
generosity backfired on them. Mike saw Taikyn watching him through
a gap in the golden and gorr surrounding them then speak to one of
those beside him in the moving crowd.
Moments later, Mike felt his pack being lifted from his
shoulders from his right and almost stumbled with the relief of the lack
of weight. A firm grip on the left steadied him and he looked down into
the large brown eyes of a female golden. He smiled his gratitude at the
support and spoke in Golden. “Thank you.”
She looked startled for only a second, then replied in the same
tongue. “You are welcome.”
Mike was glad that many of his human social customs had
their golden counterpart. It would make getting along a whole lot
easier. He trotted along with the group more easily and had regained
enough of his breath to start whooping and hollering with the rest.
He was so caught up in the festive feeling that was growing
that he didn’t notice the group breaking for the refugee camp till
someone handed his pack back to him. He stopped when Taikyn put a
hand out and looked up to see the reception committee disappear
around a bend in the thinning valley. He looked around to see only
those that had come from downline. He saw Josephine circling with her
camera but didn’t see Mary.
At a signal from Taikyn, the golden bent to pick up their loads
and the gorr circled the group protectively but with face splitting grins.
With another signal the golden began walking forward with a measured
step and a wordless chant of meaningless syllables.
They walked on with their voices ringing in the narrowing
valley. As Mike picked up the chant he glanced up to see two golden
practically carrying Mary and her camera equipment up a tree with a
platform lashed to limbs at the top. From her vantage point, Mary was
soon filming the first official meeting of the two groups. Mike turned to
see Taikyn looking at him with a big grin. He smiled back. His friend
had repaid the gift of the embarrassing video with a quickly arranged
‘first meeting’.
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As they came further around the bend the chant was picked up
ahead as they turned the last corner. They topped a small rise and came
to the end of the path in sight of the entire refugee village arrayed at the
edges of the trees at the end of the valley.
Mike and the other humans continued to chant as they
approached but it was evident the golden and gorr wouldn’t be able to
restrain themselves much longer. Seconds later they gave up trying and
surged to meet the travelers. The golden hoard flowed out of the woods
in a continuing mass that resembled an army in size. Seen from two
camera angles, the scene was a favorite of Earth newscasters and
documentaries for years after the existence of gates was revealed.
The surge of bodies carried them back for a moment then
swept them into the trees and toward a spot beside one of the pools
behind a small waterfall. A large flat rock overlooked an area that had
been roughly leveled and ringed with rocks and logs of the size for
seats. They were hustled onto the stage-like rock and their supply crates
handed up to them.
The gorr in their group lined the front of the rock as Taikyn
raised both arms up into the air and began to speak in Golden when the
whooping and click-barking stopped. “Princess Salyn sends her love to
all her loyal followers.” When the spontaneous cheering died he
continued. “She has also sent her WORD, that these…” He gestured to
the humans. “…are Friends of the Crown.”
Mike knew from conversations before and after his second
chance to wear a mindcap, that the ritual phrasing and emphasis made
what Taikyn said as good as Royal Law. He hoped they were worthy of
the honor that had been bestowed on them. They were now almost
equal in status to the Golden Princess.
Princess Salyn’s lineage went back further than human
civilization’s earliest documented beginnings. Her family had been the
benevolent rulers of the entire golden world for many more years than
even the oldest human historical documentation.
The rights bestowed on the eldest living member of the
Golden Family held great weight. Since only members of the Miller
Family were present in the group presented, they knew they had been
singled out of the human race as a whole. They would now be treated
with the same respect as any of the three known living members of the
Golden Family by any of the golden and gorr refugees.
Taikyn continued from his spot at the front of the Speaking
Rock. “The Princess has asked me to convey to you the wealth we have
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gained with our alliance with the human people. They have a law that
protects them from the excesses of an over-controlling government. It
is a law that the Royal Family also gave to its people. It is a law
designed to keep a people safe from becoming slaves to those who are
supposed to protect them!”
He held up his holstered pistol. “It is the right to own and
carry weapons to protect our freedom!!”
The whooping and click-barking went on for a little longer
before dying down.
Taikyn waited till it was nearly silent before motioning to the
golden beside the foremost supply crate and continuing. “The weapons
are few and it will be a while before more can be delivered but with just
these and a little training, we can hold off the best prepared enforcers
sent to take us back.” The two had moved the crate to just behind
Taikyn and he moved aside as they opened it.
“There are other gifts from our human friends besides
weapons for hunting meat and for our defense.” He continued as he
bent to pull something from the crate. He held up the prize. “Clothing!
Durable clothing suitable for both golden and gorr.”
As he began handing out packages, followed quickly by the
golden positioned at the other two supply crates, he looked at the
crowd. “It seems we are far shorter of enough for everyone than we had
expected. I do not remember there being so many of us.”
A golden at the front of the audience spoke into Taikyn’s
pause. “There are more. Many more. It was only a matter of two worlds
upline from here. We didn’t know how long you would be gone so we
went to save as many more as we could before the enforcers knew what
we were doing. We couldn’t stand the thought of being free while
others still breathed the foul air of that beautiful hell.
We were able to empty the entire population of five of the
nearest prisoner’s barracks in only a few days. We only stopped when
the enforcers started to come around in greater numbers. We’re still
transferring people downline from the scattered camps on D-3.”
Taikyn’s jaw was still open in shock when Mike managed to
close his. “Uh-oh.” Was all Mike could say.
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* SIX *
Mike stepped through the gate onto the other side and bent his
body hard sideways and through the circle. He pulled his left leg
through then leaned back through to pick up his pack and pull it
through the gate. He swung the pack to the side and set it on the stone
platform then raised upright. Turning, he grabbed the handle on the left
side and tapped a series of engraved marks on the right side rim of the
small, circular gate. As the scene through the gate shimmered and
wavered he grabbed the right hand grip and braced himself.
When the scene disappeared, the gate lost its lock on the
border world and gravity regained its control over the mass of the gate.
Mike was braced and had the experience of regular use to draw on. The
gate sagged only a few inches before he had its weight under control.
He walked over to his pack and slid the meter wide, circular gate into a
canvas sleeve fastened to the back of his pack. He fastened the gate into
its pouch and lifted the pack to his back and settled it into place. As he
walked off the platform he admired the stone platform’s efficient
design in the false dawn just before sunrise.
In the shape of an infinity sign, each pad of the design was
about three yards across. Each pad was marked with color-coded border
stones, one side green and one side blue. In the middle of the infinity
symbol, where the lines of the symbol cross, an arrow crossed the spot
where the infinity sign crossed itself. If the stone arrow points east or
north, then the border world at this transfer point is upline and if the
arrow points west or south, the border world lies downline.
The concept was simple. If you were traveling downline you
traveled on the green pad and if you were traveling upline, you used the
blue. The opposite side was the incoming pad.
If you ignored that simple rule it would have worse
consequences than the same ignoring of the rules of a highway. Cars
had seatbelts and airbags to cushion the impact of an accident. Gates
cut things, like bodies, in half, especially if they didn’t have the
window feature or if it was not used.
The transfer pads were also set up in an east-west or northsouth orientation. If you came to an eight-shaped pad with a green
border on the east or north side, you knew someone had a sick sense of
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humor. Green bordered pads were always on the west or south side of
the two.
Mike stepped off the edge of the pad onto the trampled ground
and headed toward the pole with the bell. There was a spot for a plaque
below the bell, but there was nothing there yet. The plaque would list
transfer pad etiquette, give dangers, directions, and distance to the nextnearest transfer pad. Eventually, it would also have an engraved map of
the local area. He pulled the rope attached to the ringer twice then twice
more, hesitated then rang it one more time to signal the number of
travelers in the arriving group. He knew the bell could be heard at the
guard station just down the path but started to walk without waiting.
It was only a couple of minutes before he heard the sound of
the vehicles coming down the path toward him. Another few seconds
and two motorcycles came around a bend in the path. One stopped
when they saw him and the other came the rest of the way.
Mike recognized the driver of the bike and exchanged
greetings as he swung a leg over the saddle to sit behind the young
golden. They pulled out and the other bike pulled in behind as they
headed for Golden Falls. It was a little under ten minutes when he saw
the first of the perimeter guards. Less than a minute later, the bike let
him off by the end of the growing cobblestone walkway beside the
stream that flowed through the growing village.
As he walked up the path in the first light of the rising sun,
his youngest brother, Noah, came running up to him. The sixteen-year
old had fretted all winter and spring to be allowed to come upline but
had had to wait until school was out. He ran everywhere to make sure
he got to see and do as much as possible before he had to return
downline to Earth. “Hi Mike! Welcome back!” The youngster
exclaimed.
“Hi kid, what’s up?” It was more of a statement than a
question and Mike went on without waiting for a reply and asked his
real question. “Have you seen Taikyn?”
“Yea. He’s over by Speaking Rock. The video girls are putting
him through his paces.” Mike hesitated for a half-step then continued
on as Noah immediately taunted him. “Might as well get it over with.
They’ll get you soon enough anyway.”
Mike smiled at his youngest brother’s observation and
chuckled a reply. “You just wait till you do something around here
besides get in the way squirt. If they can think of a way to weave you
into some sort of ‘first’, you’re doomed.”
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“Yea right! What can I do? Nobody lets me out of here
without a half dozen guards. This ‘Friend of the Crown’ thing is more
trouble than its worth. How come you don’t have to have a guard?”
Mike laughed. He did have a guard. Two of the biggest gorr
he had ever seen. Neither one could squeeze through the small gate
he’d used to get here quicker than the main group. Gybron had let Mike
know his and Kitchai’s displeasure all the way up to the moment Mike
had shut the gate to their protests.
“They’re on the way. Should get here sometime tomorrow.
Now I gotta go. See ya later.” He hated to be so brusque, but he really
was in a hurry.
He made his way quickly to the Speaking Rock and found his
friend deep in conversation with several serious looking golden. He
stood by patiently after telling them to finish what they were doing,
knowing that the golden who were pressing some important subject on
Taikyn would hurry out of respect for his exalted position. He was not
wrong and seconds later there were bows all around and the group
departed.
“I am not fond of this position of ‘the buck stops here’.”
Taikyn said with exasperation.
Mike popped an eardrum trying not to explode in snotblowing laughter.
Taikyn didn’t notice and continued. “I have given them all
mindcap lessons and three dimensional blueprints supplied by the
alphabet girls, and they still come to me to ask how to build a waste
treatment facility. I do not know what to do to make them feel
confidence in their own decisions.” The frustration was evident in the
tone of his voice as well as the stunned look on his face.
Mike was glad that his triplet cousins, Annabelle, Beatrice,
and Catrina were making a contribution to their stay on D-5. He had
worried when they demanded to join Noah, who was the same age as
they. None of the older ones could think of any reason why he should
be able to come and not them and he’d already been promised. The
only solution had been to allow them to come upline also.
It had not taken long to find something for them to do. His
Uncle Joe’s boys, Able and Cain had provided several computers with
special programs for the growing colony of golden and the alphabet
girls had taken to running the equipment out of boredom. After a while
they became so good at what they did that everyone asked them to do
things rather than endure their wrath when computers locked up from
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clumsy fingers. They had even begun to add programs of their own to
solve problems that they felt would take too long to relay to their
cousins.
“Just ignore them.” Mike advised.
“You cannot be serious, my friend.” Taikyn shook his head
sadly. “What am I to do? I don’t have enough time to help them all.”
“I was serious.” Mike said… seriously. “I really mean ignore
them. As long as you agree to make judgements on their decisions,
they’ll defer those decisions to you.”
“But they sometimes…” Taikyn started.
Mike put a hand up to stop his friend’s protests. “I know. If
they ask, you have to answer.” He smiled at his friend. “But you don’t
have to answer. Not in the way you have been anyway.”
At his friend’s questioning look Mike continued. “Don’t tell
them what you see wrong with their ideas. Tell them the parts you like.
Then just tell them to make any other decisions they want.”
“But what if the wrong decision is made? We do not have the
benefit of a backup. It has taken us all winter to get this far and the
Church of the Golden Way will not take much longer to look for us.”
The exasperation in Mike’s friend’s voice was evident.
“Calm down Taikyn, calm down.” Mike fought to hold a
serious demeanor over his face. “Think of what you HAVE
accomplished.” He emphasized the word. “You have cleaned up a
waste dump that was a potential source of plague and initiated a waste
program that will serve for many years to come.” He lifted a finger.
“You planned in the winter and initiated in the spring an
agricultural base that will produce a surplus if the crops mature. AND
have purchased and stored a canned backup from Earth if the crops do
fail.” Mike lifted another finger.
“You have also provided warm, dry housing for all of your
people as well as clothes, comfortable furnishings and everyday
necessities. You have even provided luxuries formerly reserved for the
elite of your world only.” Mike held up a third finger.
“You have established a supply line with a very reliable
partner.” Taikyn raised an eyebrow while Mike continued. “OK, fairly
reliable, but MiCo assures me that those extra generators are on the
way.”
“How do you know if you have just arrived from upline?”
Came the too wise answer.
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“Uh, OK, I’m busted.” Mike looked sheepish for a second.
“MiCo has been to D-3. But only to put in a main infinity pad. Nothing
else. In fact, they’re putting the D-3 pad in before the D-4 pad. Of
course, since they were coming they brought some other stuff along
with them, but just the necessities!” He insisted.
“I will let you off the hook.” Taikyn deadpanned.
Mike laughed. “Thanks buddy! Now, as to why I came back
ahead of schedule. One of our upline scouts has reported that the
Church is up to something big but they don’t know what. The security
has tightened so much that the enforcers have actually lost track of
normal citizen harassment schedules. Extortionists have been too busy
to collect their bribes.”
His eyebrows rose as he looked the golden in the eye.
“Something big is coming and I’ll give you one guess as to who the
target of this attention is.”
“Have those who have elected to settle D-4 prepared
themselves?” Taikyn asked.
“As much as possible.” Mike said. “I also sent a runner
downline to Earth. I imagine dad will want to initiate his reinforcement
plans as soon as possible.”
“Has he been able to procure the non-lethal weapons?” Taikyn
asked his human friend.
“Last I heard, besides the crates of pepper spray, he had the
sticky-foam guns and the sticky-nets for sure. He also has the puke
spray, but he hasn’t tested it on any of your people. The gorr were OK
as long as they held their breath cause they can for a long time, but one
whiff and they reacted the same as any human or golden. But still, the
gorr can do a lot of damage in the length of time they can hold their
breath.”
“They can’t hold their breath forever though and, besides, how
many gorr enforcers are there?” Mike interjected. The answer was zero.
To the Church of the Golden Way it would have been blasphemous to
have any.
There was no answer to his needless question.
“But there is one extra we never planned on.” Mike continued
with a smile. “In his last message, dad said that some of the more tech
minded in my family have made a staff-like walking stick with several
neat features. The base is a twelve-inch stiletto blade with a fourteeninch steel cover that screws on. The cover keeps the blade protected
when the staff is used as a walking stick or as a non-lethal whacker.”
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“The top of the staff has a juiced-up cattle prod with four
slightly raised ridges around the whacker ball for contact points. He has
had enough volunteers that they have found the best single setting for
knocking out humans and golden and seriously stunning a gorr.”
“The last part of the staff is not complete yet. It has a hollow
tube inside the contact stunner that shoots a small dart dead on to about
fifty feet. It’s fired by a compressed air bottle in the center of the staff
just above the stunner batteries and it works real good, but he hasn’t
been able to test the tranquilizer on any of your people so he can’t load
the darts yet.”
“They also shoot a tiny arrow-shaped dart that can be used for
hunting small game. Since the hunting darts don’t have the blunt body
to keep from piercing their target, they’ll go a little over a hundred feet
dead on, on the level. The air bottles are pretty small but they can get
off seven or eight shots on a charge.”
“He says that with the gold your people sent as payment he
has already started a small assembly line and has two whole supply
crates full of successfully tested staffs with batteries and hunting darts.
He’ll send the sleep darts as soon as he can get the settings at a safe
level for all three races.”
Taikyn nodded as Mike spoke, not speaking till his human
friend paused. “I will feel more comfortable with non-lethal weapons
for our defenders. I do not wish to tempt the capacity for revenge in my
people or the gorr. Too long have we endured the abuses of the Church
enforcers, I would not want our freedom fighters to get used to
excessive violence.”
“Let’s just hope that the less violent tactics will ensure your
people’s freedom. I would hate to see them fail if for no other reason
that failure might validate the need for a more violent response.” Mike
added.
Taikyn nodded his agreement to his human ally’s assessment
of their dilemma. “I think that the supplies of non-lethal weapons
would be my personal request for ‘most needed’ supplies. Even above
the human volunteers that you have termed ‘mercs’.”
Mike nodded in his turn as he assessed in his mind the wisdom
of their move. “But remember one thing, the more mercs we have to
carry supplies upline, the more supplies we can get to you.
His father had convinced him that the promise of expansive
tracts of land in the worlds farther downline from Earth would be
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enough to raise an army of eager humans. They had then used a very
sneaky method of recruitment.
What they did was get together the most tech savvy of their
expanded family and create a commercial game with parameters that
almost duplicated the actual situation. The major change was that the
game required all non-lethal weapons.
By the just past spring, seventeen, five-man teams still
competed for the ten thousand dollar first prize, with another ten
thousand for the next four teams. After the contest, all five of the
placing teams had accepted the confidential offer made by the humangolden-gorr alliance.
Mike’s father had accepted the contest even through his oldest
son’s personal disagreement and was soon to send those five teams
upline to D-5 and the hired protection of Princess Salyn’s newly
designated Homeworld. Their augmentation of the Royal Guard would
allow more of the newly liberated golden and gorr to travel upline to
defend themselves from the Church of the Golden Way.
The supplies that they brought with them would be taken to
those who had settled D-3. When they arrived he hoped the
reinforcements from the freed golden and gorr currently on D-5 and D4 would, hopefully be enough to stop the enforcers.
“Listen Taikyn, I know I should wait for the rest of my team
to get here, but that won’t be till tomorrow. Dad needs to know more
than what the runner was told and he didn’t stop here. Get your top
people here as quick as you can, with their most up-to-date Intel. I’ll
take it downline with me to Earth and come back as soon as I get some
basic schedule updates.”
“Do you think that an invasion by enforcers is imminent, or is
this a more legitimate reason for a training exercise than you have
recently used?” Taikyn asked.
“A little bit of both.” Mike laughed. “It is a legitimate reason
for a higher level of awareness and that can’t hurt in any way. We get
more practice and an increase in supplies from the extra work is always
a plus.”
“As for whether an invasion is imminent, I’d say more of a
chance for than against, so yeah. The Intel I have is that the Church has
stopped its upline investigations and has gone into a real secret mode
instead of the sieve of information they usually display.” Mike said.
“There has also been a complete clamp down on almost all
forms of research. Even more than the paranoid security they normally
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have.” Mike put his hand on his friend’s arm. “There have been public
executions of leading scientists.” He said softly.
“For what reasons?” Taikyn asked softly as he hung his head
in grief.
Mike shook his head sadly. “For everything from outright
treason to simple impure thoughts. Then things went silent. Your
people still enter the enforcer compounds in truckloads, but very few
come back out again.”
“Maybe they will be nothing more than replacements for those
liberated from the toxic mines of D-2. If that is the case, then they will
be the next to be liberated!” Taikyn declared.
Mike said nothing. He knew the fervor that had engulfed the
golden and their former gorr slaves. There were even a few of the
feathered pre’en species native to U-3 among those freed from other
prisoner barracks. All but a few of the avian beings had chosen to stay
on the plains of D-3.
On all of the worlds that had absorbed the freed slaves from
three of the major mines of D-2, Golden, gorr, and pre’en were
preparing to defend their newfound freedom. Some now carried semiautomatic pistols and shotguns of varying sizes and shapes. Others
carried crossbows from pistol to longbow size or regular bows from
longbow size down to compact compound bows that a child could
wield.
They all hoped for the less lethal weapons promised by Mike’s
family. None of them wanted to take the chance of killing one of the
enforcers. They knew how even the accidental deaths of enforcers
would be used to turn the rest of the golden population against the
refugees. The last thing they needed was to add to that injury and death
count. Unless circumstances warranted the more lethal option.
Taikyn took a deep breath and said. “It is important that your
information reaches your father. It is also important that he understands
all that the princess has to tell him. For that reason, I will accompany
you back to Earth.”
Before Mike could respond, Taikyn continued. “I have two
guards of my own who will be honored to guard us both, so protocol
that you have trampled on will be appeased.”
“Now wait a minute…” Mike began.
Taikyn put a hand out as a rebuff to his human friend’s words.
“Please. I know it is hard for you to accept, but your family has had to
be raised to Imperial level to be worthy of the ‘friends of the crown’
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title. For that reason alone, as long as you remain a golden ally, you
must accept an honor guard.”
Taikyn looked at his friend with the most serious gaze Mike
had seen yet in the golden, and continued. “You have shamed your gorr
guards in a way that will be hard for them to overcome without proper
protocol. Only by accepting my company and the presence of my own
guards, who are golden, will their honor be restored.”
“We must use the smaller gate that you now carry so that no
other gorr may be able to travel with us. That way my guards can be
accepted as substitutes and honor can be maintained.”
Mike bowed and gave his apology for his breach of protocol.
He had known the written codes of honor for his position from his use
of mindcaps over the winter, but knowing and practicing were two
different things. He had lived an entirely different life from the honor
system of the golden and had felt right in rebelling against the restraint
of the guard’s presence.
Chastised and repentant, he agreed to his golden friend’s
suggestions. They made their plans quickly and were soon on their way
to the downline transfer pad. There were several other teams traveling
with them to make the most efficient use of the small gate Mike
carried.
Since they knew that supplies would soon be coming upline,
they would drop teams at every world who would help out where they
could till the supply and reinforcement expedition arrived back upline.
The teams dropped off would act as backup porters to relieve the
members of the expedition as they arrived at each new world.
Hopefully, by the time the expedition reached D-5, they would not be
too tired from their journey to aid in the defense of the princess.
Another group of golden and gorr would then take the supplies
upline to D-3 and what were to be the front lines of their expected
battle.
When they arrived at the transfer pad a couple of hours later,
there was no less than twenty-seven members in the line behind Taikyn
and Mike. They lined up behind the human and his golden friend as the
two stepped onto the infinity pad, checked the gate in window mode
and opened the gate to D-6 after checking the other side.
One of Taikyn’s guards went through first, then Mike stepped
through the small circle and stood up to see the valley floor stretching
out in front of him. He stepped away from the gate as Taikyn and the
other guard came through behind him.
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The green smell of growing plants surrounded him as he
stepped away from the transfer pad’s green side. More golden came
through the gate and supply duffels began to crowd the ground around
the pad. He helped with the transfer of supply packages wrapped small
enough to pass through his yard-wide gate.
Next came the rest of the golden who were to come downline,
with the first of these running up the hill to the guard station at Golden
Cave. Before the last of the supplies and golden had squeezed through
the small gate another group had come down the path to the bottom of
the hill. About half of those coming down went to D-5 with the supply
crates they carried, while the other half helped the reinforcements carry
their supplies up to the cave where they’d found so much gold.
The cave had changed considerably. It was now two stories
tall with the second level below the ground level, where the sand had
eventually been dug down in the search for gold. The back wall was
about twice as far back as when Mike had first seen it and was no
longer broken by several shallow cracks.
The back was now a solid stone ark that was broken by two
thick, wooden doors. Mike knew the doors led to the continuation of
the main gold veins that had led to the cave from deeper in the heart of
the mountain. Teams waiting for transport from D-6 sometimes dug
into the back of those two growing caves, following the two thick veins
of gold. Only a portion of the gold dug out of this one mine was needed
to finance all of the supply lines that ran from Earth to D-3.
He stopped long enough to pass on Intel then he ran to pass up
the front of the line carrying the downline supply crates. He made it to
the transfer pad just minutes ahead of the line of porters and the transfer
was made in only a few more minutes, leaving another team of porters
in place on D-6.
When he stepped onto the pad on D-7, a gentle rain was
falling and the sky was a dark gray despite the time being near noon.
He stepped off the pad and started walking toward the next pad only a
few hundred feet away. He looked at the changed campsite as he and
the line behind him trudged past.
The small stand of trees had been untouched but the level spot
that had held their camp had been enlarged. Even now as they walked
by, golden and gorr were landscaping other areas of the narrow section
of the valley to prepare for those to come. Several small roofed
pavilions were going up on some of the level spots dotting the side of
the hill.
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The Princess had decreed that the sentient natives of D-7 were
to be protected from slavery by the Church of the Golden Way at any
costs. She would not allow another repeat of the disgrace that had
enslaved the gorr and the avian pre’en of U-3 if it was in her power to
stop it. One of the teams supposedly coming from Earth was a
university science crew that would help the golden open diplomatic
relations with the natives.
Mike stepped onto the rain-soaked, downline pad and tapped
the control symbols on the gate’s rim with his right hand as the two
golden honor guard held it steady. The center of the ring shimmered
and showed the sun-baked surface of the desert of D-8.
They traveled across the hard baked ground on four wheelers
parked at the transfer pad and left them at the downline pad to D-9.
They then rode four wheelers again on D-9 but used snowmobiles on
the still partially frozen world of D-10. The animals had already spread
out to reclaim their summer territories and the group didn’t worry about
the few isolated saberwolves they saw.
When they reached D-11, they came across the first of the
paved roads between transfer pads. Just seven feet wide, the asphalt
path followed the boundary of the trees and the valley plains. The
distance between the D-10 border pad and the pad that bordered Earth
had been narrowed to just three miles and the trail was already lined
with several growing structures.
Of the three log cabins and two stone cabins that dotted the
hills between transfer pads Mike was informed that two of the buildings
were connected through a four hundred foot long natural cave through
the ridge. He didn’t take the time to look at the cave but did leave a few
more of his entourage when he stepped through the gate onto the pad in
the basement of his family’s home on Earth.
As he left the basement and headed for the main lounge of the
lodge, a group of construction workers carrying crates of the special
MiCo equipment passed him going the other way. When he arrived in
the lounge he discovered that there was another group being given a
last briefing. Mike didn’t see a face he recognized in either group,
including those who were explaining things to the new recruits.
He saw one group with staffs working on defensive moves
against an enforcer style shock baton while another team of five was
being shown their new staffs. Mike could see the instructor pointing
with a wooden stick to the wire ridges of the stunner ball.
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Walking out the front door to the wrap-around deck on the
front of the lodge, Mike looked out on the changed scene. There was a
line of trucks in the drive with a large group of workers unloading the
trucks into the barn farther down the drive. The empty trucks left only
to be replaced by the arrival of others. Across the line of trucks
clogging the drive there was a mass of large tents in the field in front of
the lodge.
At least a hundred people went about their day as if they’d
been there for a while. He could see two groups of five dismantling
their section of the camp and packing their gear into five of the new
mobile supply carts. First one, then the other team grabbed the handles
of their wheeled cargo carts and the cart’s electric motors pulled them
toward the lodge.
A figure in the middle of the camp yelled and waved when
Mike looked that way. He started down the stairs to the ground and
walked toward his father. Mike greeted those he knew by name as he
passed and simply greeted the others whose eyes he caught. Others
were too busy with their own tasks to pay any attention to just another
face in the crowd. He didn’t see their reactions when Taikyn and the
two golden honor guard came by behind.
“Hello Mike!” His dad called when he was in voice range.
“Welcome home, even though the timing indicates bad news.”
“Hi dad. Yea, you guessed it. The Church of the Golden Way
has gone secret and has stopped investigating upline for their escaped
prisoners.”
Peter frowned and wrinkled his eyebrows. “Well, we knew it
was going to happen eventually. I guess we’ll have to increase the
production of the staffs and start sending supplies and reinforcements at
night too.” He looked at his eldest and the three golden standing behind
Mike. “How soon before you can be ready to return upline?”
“I’d like to clean up and get some sleep first.” Mike said as he
looked at his watch. “If somebody wakes us up at eight we can eat and
be ready to go by ten.”
Peter nodded and said. “We don’t have any supply crates that
will fit through your gate so you won’t have to carry a lot back. But if
you don’t mind, I’d like to send a few teams back with you. I was
hoping to use them as extra porters, but they might be needed quicker
on D-5.”
Mike smiled. “We’ve already covered that. When we came
downline we brought extra porters with us and left them in groups at
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each world on the way here. We used military duffel bags suspended on
poles to carry our gear and they fit through the gate with no problem.”
Peter began to rub his chin in concentration for a few seconds
then looked again at his son. “I’m pretty sure we’ve got a few duffel
bags left. If not, someone can make it to Charleston and back before
you wake up. I’ll have at least three teams of our contest winners ready
to travel with you when you’re ready, so go get some rest and I’ll see
you tonight.”
Mike didn’t stick around as his father turned to resume
inspecting the camp for readiness. Taikyn and the guards followed him
back into the lodge and up to the second level. He found his mother and
she hustled him and his friends into his and his brother Luke’s old
room.
Being used to the rougher life of the golden worlds upline, the
four of them enjoyed the modern accommodations, taking turns with
the showers and baths and eating the big meal Mike’s mother brought
them. Mike didn’t feel at all self-conscious about using one of the two,
big soft beds while his golden friends slept on the carpeted floor, which
they preferred.
When they were awakened, they packed their gear and went
down to the lounge for a hot meal. They found the large rooms still full
of five-person teams going through final briefings and gear checks. The
three golden with Mike drew silent stares as the teams inspected them
when they walked to the kitchen area of the lounge.
“Evening mom.” He said as he sat at one of the barstools
facing the kitchen counter. “What’s the special of the day?”
“You’re lucky, today you get a choice. Either fried chicken or
sliced roast beef and mashed potatoes with either chicken or beef
gravy. And any of about six different kinds of raw veggies.” She lifted
fingers with each example. “Carrots, broccoli, cauliflower, celery,
green beans, tomatoes, and spinach leaves. Oh, I guess that’s seven.”
She smiled and added. “There’s also cheese and fruit. What can I get
you?”
They all knew from experience not to get in Martha’s way as
she shuffled around the kitchen with the neighbor friends of hers who
ran the ever-increasing amount of food preparations for the lodge. After
giving her their choices, they sat at the counter and watched as the five
teams of human, crossline rangers went through their briefings and last
minute equipment checks.
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When he was sopping the last of the gravy from his plate with
the last bite of bread, Mike’s father walked up to them and said as Mike
chewed. “I was able to get a few extra duffels of supplies for your
people to carry upline. Is that OK?”
“No problem dad.” Mike answered. “There’s plenty of people
along the way to share the loads, so we should make pretty good time.”
He gestured at the teams assembled in the lounge. “These them?”
“Yea, all set to go when you are.” Peter responded.
Mike stood up and thanked the kitchen crew for the excellent
meal then turned to face Peter. “Thanks dad.” He extended his hand
and the father and son grasped hands in farewell. “See you soon. Be
careful downline.”
“You too son.” Peter said then turned to leave the room,
followed by his two golden and two gorr honor guards.
His father had more than met his commitment to the princess’
cause and was going to begin the search for downline transfer points on
the Miller farm. Peter and some of his older friends were going to
explore the grounds around the lodge for transfer points and begin
exploring the next world downline from Earth. The area of D-13 that
coincided with the rooms in the lodge that held the transfer pad to D-11
was underground.
Mike had suggested a concrete ‘rabbit hole’ from the bay
across from the D-11 transfer pad and his father had agreed that it
would be a good idea if the ground level were not too much higher on
the D-13 side. He would have to find another site first before he would
be able to measure the difference in ground levels.
As his father walked away, Mike turned to face the five teams
waiting patiently in the lounge. They looked back at him in
anticipation. After the computer-advertised competition that his father
had organized, they had ended up with dozens of groups of athletes
who had responded to the competitive invitation. After a few rounds
there had still been nearly thirty teams to make it to the finals held on
the Miller property.
The competition had lasted for nearly a full week and when it
was over, all twenty-nine teams had been offered expansive tracts of
land in the upline worlds not claimed by the golden. Most of the teams
had already been sent upline and their families would be following
when time and resources permitted.
The five teams that were to accompany Mike upline were the
ones that had placed sixteenth through twentieth in the competition.
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One team was made up of a mother and father of forty and their three
children, boys eighteen and twenty and a girl of nineteen. Another team
was made up of siblings with three boys and two girls ranging from
twenty-one to thirty. The others were mixtures of friends with only one
set of brothers among the three teams. One of the teams consisted of
five women with one female in each of the other two teams.
Mike introduced himself and his three golden companions and
began a quick, final briefing. “You have all been told about our new
golden allies and their offer to myself and my family. I can’t imagine
there not being any questions.” He paused and raised his eyebrows.
The captain of team seventeen raised his hand. When mike
nodded in his direction, the man spoke. “Uh, Joe Randall, captain of
team seventeen, we’ve all signed your confidentiality papers, and
we’ve met some of the golden and gorr and even watched some of the
earlier teams cross through the upline gate, but when do we get to use
one of these mindcaps we’ve heard about?”
“Mindcaps are as rare as portable gates.” Mike replied. “Most
of the teams that have preceded you upline won’t have access to a
mindcap until they reach D-5. The ones stationed on some of the other
worlds between will only have occasional access, like when one of the
owners of a cap travels crossworld.”
Mike smiled when several of the members of all the teams
glanced at his pack with its gate pouch evident between the frame and
pack. “Princess Salyn has presented my family with a gift of two gates.
My father has one of the larger gates and I have been entrusted with the
care of one of the smaller gates.”
He looked several of the more intense sets of eyes in his
audience. “My dad and I are also entrusted with our own mindcaps. I
shared use of my cap on my trip downline and we’ll be sharing the use
of my mindcap amongst ourselves and the support base personnel
whose paths we cross on our way upline as well.”
A man at the same table as Joe Randall raised his hand and
Mike pointed. “Steve Marcus, medic, team seventeen, I thought there
were millions of caps around. How come this princess only gave you
two?”
Mike thought how to answer for only a moment as he dug into
the large, lower left pocket of his vest and pulled out his mindcap. “The
princess’ ancestors believed that knowledge was the most precious gift
they could give their people.” He said as he held the cap up for them to
see. “Until the Church of the Golden Way wrested control of the
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government from the Royal Family, they made it possible for any
citizen to learn any amount of knowledge they wished and any time
they asked for it.”
“There were Royal Libraries in every city, town, and village.
Where the population was scattered, the golden version of our mailmen
carried a mindcap and administered the selected programs to the unit
and monitored the knowledge transfer just like their golden librarian
counterparts. Everybody who wanted to use a mindcap had access
every single day of their lives.” He turned the cap over in his hands as
he gazed at it with a sardonic smile. “The only thing a golden citizen
couldn’t know was what they didn’t bother to know.”
He looked back up and gazed around the room at the five
teams that had become his personal troops, who had been labeled
crossline rangers. “When the Church of the Golden Way began to rise
in power it found it easiest to influence those who used a mindcap the
least.” He shrugged. “Its easier to control somebody who takes your
word for something without bothering to check to see if you’re lying, or
distorting the truth with extreme examples.”
“When the Church took control of the government, they
declared the use of mindcaps as mind control and banned their use. The
majority of the population was forced to revert to the old style of
learning by master to apprentice. The church’s leaders destroyed most
of the caps that held their civilization’s most advanced knowledge.”
“The more powerful mindcaps looked more like helmets than
skullcaps. The Church used the ones they didn’t destroy for mind
control and torture.” He didn’t mention that the golden techs who had
built the portable gates had one of the last of the ancient mind helmets
to survive the Church’s destruction of the greatest source of golden
knowledge.
“How could knowledge be used for torture?” Mike heard
someone at team nineteen’s table of one of her teammates. When she
saw him look at her, she realized she’d spoken louder than she’d
intended but looked back at Mike without remorse. He heard her, he
could answer her.
“Can you imagine what the memory of burning alive would be
like? Or drowning? Or any one of as many horrors as you could
imagine? The mindcap is simply set to receive and put on a victim, then
that golden or gorr is tortured. The Church routinely sentences golden
and their gorr and pre’en slaves to torture in this way.”
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He took a deep breath and gazed more intently at his audience
and continued in his most serious voice. “All of the mindcaps that the
princess and her rescuers took from the toxic mine prisons on D-2
contained nothing but torture memories. Only the few that the techs
stole when they fled their labs contain portions of the knowledge held
before the Church took control of the government. The princess and her
people are wiping the duplicated torture memories and are slowly
transferring ancient knowledge into the caps.”
At the puzzled looks from some and reading the lips of those
who had learned from the all-female team’s scout, Mike said. “Yes,
they have to use the caps to verify duplicates and the reason is to keep
evidence of the Church’s atrocities. In Golden Falls, on D-5, there is
already a growing monument to those tortured to death by the Church.
They plan to bury the last cap with all the tortures inside the monument
when they’ve wiped the rest of the caps they confiscated. Until then
this cap is one of the few with real knowledge. It has also had its torture
memories purged.”
He gestured with the cap in his hand. “At the end of this
briefing you’ll each be given a few minutes under the cap. You’ll be
given a golden language lesson.” Mike lifted one finger. “You’ll get a
condensed history of the golden civilization from before the Church’s
takeover to now.” He counted with another finger. “You’ll get the
newly edited version of the princess’ official observer’s memories of
the time from the escape to the return to D-5 with their new allies, us.”
A third finger was raised. “And you’ll be given the combined memories
of as many martial arts matches, weapons maintenance practice
sessions, and crossworld survival tips as this cap contains.”
“OK!” Mike said with finality. “We’re not a real military unit
in the literal sense of the word even so we have adopted some military
sounding terms. Each of your teams is led by a captain, but you should
all be used to the term from football, or volleyball, or any of the
competitions that led you here in the first place. Except for the
designations of captain, medic, comm, and scout, you will be known
individually as crossline rangers and collectively by whatever mascot
your team chooses. A list of the names already taken is in the
information packets we handed out earlier.”
“Unless there are any more questions we’ll get started.” When
no one raised their hand, he tapped at the tiny control panel on the part
of the mindcap that sat over the back of the neck and donned the cap. “I
want each team to introduce themselves and read aloud the personal
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info cards you all filled out earlier. Start with the captain of team
sixteen, then lead scout, medic, comm, then trailing scout.”
The five teams did as instructed and Mike’s memory of the
introductions was added to the mindcap’s personnel listing. After the
process had run its course Mike removed the cap, reset its function
mode and began the first mindcap teaching lesson with the captain of
team sixteen.
The process took about five minutes for each person and while
the latter teams took their turn, the earlier teams practiced their newly
learned language skills on the golden with Mike. When the teaching
session was completed the twenty-one humans and three golden made
their way to the underground storage bay that held the upline transfer
pad.
When they were all assembled and had taken up their supply
duffels suspended on poles, Mike engaged the gate and within minutes
the group had crossed over to D-11 to begin their journey upline.
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* SEVEN *
Mike stood on the highest limb that could support his weight
on a tree overlooking the valley and scanned his binoculars over the
hillside across the narrow distance. The ridge was only about a hundred
fifty yards away and his binoculars made it seem like only a third of
that. From the top of his tree perch he could see both defenders and
attackers.
Working through the thin trees and scattered car-sized
boulders of the hill, he could see the re-designated team one working
their way around the bend in the valley toward the position team three
protected. Team three had one diligent watcher and two team members
talking nonchalantly. The fourth and fifth of their number were out of
sight.
Team one slowly worked their way around the hill toward
team three’s guard position. Seconds later, two of team one’s members
collapsed as they advanced past a jutting rock at valley level. As they
fell theatrically, the remainder fired on team three’s defending position
as soon as their stealthy approach was detected.
In seconds, more team one members dropped to the ground
and soon there was only one left standing. He gestured in frustration as
three practice darts hit him at once. A whistle sounded and all those
lying on the ground rose and brushed themselves off.
They’d advanced too quickly and hadn’t noticed the hidden
members of team three and had entered the range of their target before
springing their own ambush. That was the second time that team three
had beaten them out of three contests this morning and Mike was
finally satisfied that team three had adjusted their incautious attitude.
They had had a harder time accepting the fact that this was no longer a
game but had finally begun to take things more seriously.
The two teams began heading toward where Mike perched in
his observation tree. He made it to the ground by the time the ten of
them got to the camp and called them over to where he waited with the
others.
“That was a lot better!” He said as he handed out sheets of
paper with computer generated maps of the area. “Your guard positions
are marked on the maps with your instructions and radio codes on the
second page. I want you in position by noon and your reporting
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schedules started by one at the latest. We’ll be on station for two days
then our relief will take two days while we return to the main camp.”
“How long will we do that?” Came a question from team
two’s captain, Jeff Summit as April treated a thorn wound on her
husband’s cheek.
Mike shrugged. “Don’t know Jeff. The upline golden have
been too quiet the two weeks since we got here, so, if they’re coming it
shouldn’t be too long now. I can’t imagine them just giving up. To
answer your question, I don’t know. They could attack any minute, or
not at all. So far, we haven’t been able to find out.”
The human, golden, and gorr continued to guard the locations
overlooking the transfer points nearest to the prisons on D-2 for several
weeks and began to get bored. Mike and Taikyn had to work as hard
devising ways to keep their waiting teams busy as they did with
keeping the supply lines open and working.
Since arriving on D-3 with the five human ranger teams and
five golden and gorr ranger teams they had trained together and in
individual units every waking minute of the day. After nearly a month
they had molded the ten teams into a well-trained group, surpassing
what Mike had imagined possible.
This last test had proven how much even the least capable of
his and Taikyn’s ranger teams had advanced. Mike was sure that they
were equal to twice their number in Church enforcers in hand to hand
combat and twice that number or more in a guerilla battle.
It was the mindcaps that made all the difference. One member
of the competing teams wore Mike’s cap during every exercise and all
the fifty rangers wore it after each exercise. Since only the humans had
grown up with the type of games that benefited armed combat, Mike
and Taikyn had to come up with a way to benefit all fifty of their
rangers with as complete a range of all their abilities as possible.
First, Taikyn and Gybron had worn the mindcap during each
of their initial training exercises against a human acting as an enforcer
to give the humans a taste of golden and gorr fighting abilities. Then
each of the humans wore it in turn until all fifty had contributed a
memory of a training exercise. Then the gorr and golden rangers wore
the cap in one of the next fifty exercises with Gybron and Taikyn last.
By rotating the wearing of the cap through all teams before
letting another on a team wear it they gave all their rangers a complete
familiarity with dozens more combat exercises than the few they
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actually participated in. Since then, repeated use by team captains kept
them all totally aware of each other’s strengths and weaknesses.
Mike and Taikyn completed the unit’s cohesion by wearing
the mindcap on military setting after every day’s training. Before long
the hand-to-hand combat portion of the day’s training took on the look
of an old Chinese martial arts film. Mary, Josephine, and Jerry
continued to make films of these sessions while the rangers added
watching the results of the filming with full, slow motion instant replay
to study mistakes and successful techniques.
Other units soon began to copy the training method when
Mike and Taikyn’s teams won all the inter-team competitions after the
first week.
After dismissing their rangers for the day, Mike and Taikyn
were planning a trip back to Earth for the Fourth of July celebrations in
nine days when the regular check-in by Joe’s team was missed. Mike
and Taikyn looked up from where they sat as the on-duty comm team
reported the lack of the scheduled check-in by team dragon.
Mike bent over his keyboard and began calling up the latest
Intel from all the sentry stations while Taikyn called the alert code over
the open comm channel of the radio.
*
*
*
Joe shook his head and tried to focus on his surroundings. It
took a while, but he began to realize that he was tied to something. He
moved a little to try to see what it was when it moved, and cried out in
Steve’s voice. He jolted awake to realize that he was tied back to back
with his team medic with both seated on the ground.
He looked to his left where Allen Richards and Tom Gregory
were lying on their sides, tied back to back like Steve and him. Beside
their bound and, hopefully, just unconscious bodies, two golden in
enforcer uniforms examined one of the staffs belonging to one of his
team.
Joe heard a noise and turned to see his comm tech, Melissa
Lynn being lifted by two more enforcer golden. Her arm was twisted in
an unnatural position and her face was covered in a feverish sweat with
a large bruise over the left temple. One of the golden enforcers slapped
at her face in an attempt to wake her from her unconsciousness. “Leave
her alone you monkey faced bastard!” Joe yelled in English as he
thrashed within his bonds. He stopped when Steve cried out in pain
behind him.
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One of the golden came over to Joe and looked down at him
with expressionless brown eyes and prodded him with a shock baton.
When Joe flinched in anticipation of a shock that never came, the
enforcer grinned with golden fangs showing, then poked him again
more forcefully.
When the golden taunted him, Joe forgot his precautions and
cursed the enforcer in a mix of human, gorr, and golden languages. The
enforcer looked stunned for only a moment, then ran over to an
elegantly dressed enforcer. Joe realized the ornate dress was simply the
enforcer officer’s uniform.
The two talked animatedly for several moments, looking at
Joe and his team occasionally. After a moment the officer gave an order
that Joe couldn’t quite hear and several enforcers came over to the
humans. The enforcers untied them from their back to back position
and after making sure their arms and legs were still tightly bound,
carried them to a large vehicle.
They were bundled into the back of the enforcer transport and
the vehicle began to drive roughly over the ground of D-3. As they
bumped along Joe wondered how they had gotten such a large vehicle
downline, till he remembered the larger, stationary gates used on the
rest of the golden worlds.
The Church had probably set up a permanent gate at another
spot than one that the alliance was watching. He looked at his
unconscious teammates stacked with him in a pile and wondered how
long he’d been out. He knew Mike and the others were already on the
way or might even be fighting with the enforcers at this very moment.
But he couldn’t just wait for rescue.
His team had been captured! After all their training, they had
become arrogantly overconfident and had been caught flat-footed.
Since he was their leader, it could only be his fault. And there was only
one way to make up for his mistake. He had to get them free!
It didn’t matter that they had not expected such a large
enforcer attack with such heavy vehicles. They had spent so much time
dealing with the peculiarities of the two sizes of mobile gates that the
princess had brought that they completely forgot the size of normal
gates on golden worlds. They were big enough to drive a semi through.
It also didn’t matter that the gate had been opened in the one
place that they couldn’t see and that enforcer scouts had come through
to move through the trees and behind the sentries. As soon as the
enforcers had captured each of the hidden humans as if they knew
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exactly where they were, the invasion transports had come rushing
through the gate. That was most likely where they were now headed.
He thought fiercely! If the enforcers took them upline, they
would be able to mind search all five easily. They would know
everything his team knew about what the enforcers faced. He had to
stop that from happening, but what could he do trussed up like a pork
roast? He looked down at his bundled and bound body.
His battle harness with its sidearm, knives, and non-lethal
weapons had been removed. The whole bundle along with his staff was
in a chest at the front of the transport compartment. His vest and utility
belt had also been taken, and were locked in the same chest. He could
see his shirt and pants pockets open at the flap and could feel their
emptiness.
He looked back at the open rear of the transport where their
captors watched the wilderness of D-3 go by while they returned to
their growing base with their prisoners. He twisted to see better and
looked through their obscuring forms at the evergreens that dominated
the landscape.
They were bouncing along for only a few minutes when Joe
felt a fumbling at his side. He twisted around and met the eyes of his
lead scout, Allen, who made a quiet shushing sound as his fingers
fumbled at Joe’s bonds. He turned back to bring his back to his
teammate and watched the enforcers who were making the same
mistake of overconfidence he’d recently made. They were oblivious to
the actions of their bound prisoners. It was only a minute before Joe felt
the release of the pressure that had kept his arms immobile.
He twisted his head around as best he could and began to work
at his scout’s bonds from behind his back, occasionally watching the
enforcers at the back of the truck who were engrossed with the new and
green world around them. In a few minutes he had untied Allen’s hands
and the two began to untie the others as they all tried to keep quiet.
He was almost finished with Melissa’s bonds when one of the
golden enforcers turned finally to look at the prisoners. Joe kicked him
and another out of the back of the truck while Al and Tom threw the
other two out. They quickly raided the trunk that held all their weapons
and were about to make their move when pistol shots rang out around
them and the sound of blowing tires preceded the lurching stop of the
truck.
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All of them were thrown forward with the sudden stop of the
truck and turned to face the back as the sounds around them indicated
they were about to have company.
*
*
*
Mike ran to his four-wheeler and yelled codes over his hands
free radio mike as his gorr honor guard paced him on the trail bikes
they preferred. In seconds he heard the video team launch the camera
plane which quickly climbed into the sky and began to send back its
pictures. Mary called the results to him over the radio as Mike headed
for the identified grid area with his other four ranger teams converging
on the spot.
Their voices were grim over the radio that linked them. Five
of their own were missing and the other forty-five were preparing
themselves for the worst while hoping for the best. It would be stupid
of the enforcers to kill an unknown species, but the dragon team also
knew the dangers of getting caught alive. Would they fight to the death
to keep their minds from being torn loose by the enforcer torturers?
Taikyn and his five teams were in contact with their human
allies and had begun to fill in the areas Mike’s teams were vacating to
investigate the loss of contact. It was only moments before Mary
confirmed the arrival of Church enforcers and the teams went into a
more serious mode. Radio talk became even more professional and
irrelevant chatter ceased. This was not a drill enacted to keep bored
watchers occupied. The enemy had arrived.
Mike remembered the lay of the land as Mary gave
coordinates to the largest congregation of enforcer troops and took the
shortest route to the spot. In only a few minutes he heard other four
wheelers and trail bikes converging on the spot. Mary told him when
team dragon was carried to the enforcer transport and the vehicle
headed for the growing enforcer camp.
Mike and his team came in from one side of the camp while
Taikyn and his five teams came in from the other side, cutting over
ridges that the enforcer trucks had to skirt. They stopped their noisy
vehicles far enough away to avoid being heard and moved the last few
hundred yards on foot.
When Mike raised his eyes above the rocks between his
position and that of the enforcers he saw the open maw of a gate that
stood at least ten feet high on its inner border and a little wider than it
was tall. The silver gray metal of the gate structure was over two feet
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thick and was rectangular in shape. A ramp led from the bottom
section’s gate level to the ground.
Ranks of golden enforcers marched through the gate and down
the ramp to take up positions on either side as more transports came
through to D-3. Others were busy setting up a camp around the newly
opened gate, unloading cargo transports as fast as they could be
brought across the gateway between worlds. The enforcer camp was
growing rapidly before their eyes.
Mary gave another update on the position of the enforcer truck
with Mike’s dragon team members and Mike contacted Taikyn with a
suggestion as to their next move.
Mike was explaining his idea of getting into position to
intercept the oncoming truck with his captured team when a group of
golden broke off from the enforcers and began assembling a bulky
machine. Mike stopped talking to Taikyn and watched them, seeing
them turn the completed machine on and quickly aim it in the direction
of first one, then the other most used gate transfer spots on D-3.
The enforcer techs talked to their compatriots for a moment
then those enforcers left in the two directions with three trucks each.
From his mindcap study of enforcer equipment, Mike knew that two of
the vehicles were of the top of the line assault, troop transport model.
The third vehicle of each group was of the best enforcer command
transports. It only carried a third the number of enforcers that the troop
transports carried, but it had armored comm equipment, heavy hand
weapons storage, and three times the mounted weapons of the troop
transports.
Mike looked at the scene through his binoculars and passed
coded phrases over his radio. He knew from his mindcap lessons on
golden technology that the enforcers had a completely different type of
communications frequency. They couldn’t hear him and he couldn’t
hear them on his radio. But he had the advantage there too. He had
access to radios set on the golden communication frequencies and knew
the golden language where even if they heard his comm, they wouldn’t
understand it.
At least not till they put one of his people under one of the
mindcaps the enforcers used. Set for torture and interrogation instead of
for learning. He had to stop that transport before it got within the
growing enforcer camp.
With Mary’s voice telling them enforcer movements they
were able to avoid being seen till they were ready. Besides Mike and
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Taikyn’s ten teams, more than twenty teams from the two main bases
were converging on the enforcer gate. The farthest was just over five
minutes away and the enforcers hadn’t detected them yet.
Mike glanced down at the sheet of paper he held that showed
the area where the enforcers had come across to D-3. It was in a spot
that was beneath the barracks that was the relief area for enforcers at
the two closest prison mines on D-2. In their planning, they had ruled
the spot out as an invasion point because of the difference in altitude,
but it seems the golden enforcers had decided the altitude difference
was to their benefit. They had used it in just the unexpected way that
had ensured its success.
Now all Mike and his race’s new allies had to do was stop
them here and send them back home in defeat. If they didn’t, the
Church of the Golden Way would eventually ingest the planet Earth
and add the human species to its list of slave races.
Taikyn’s teams of golden and gorr called the codes over the
radio that signaled their readiness in their hidden positions while Mike
set his four teams to intercept the approaching trucks with team dragon.
Teams tiger and Valkyrie on the south side and teams wolf and
sorcerers hid to the north of the trail that the transport was taking.
Mike had the enforcer truck in sight when the first of the
enforcer guards tumbled out of the back and onto the trail behind the
truck. He shouted into his mike and ran toward the truck with his honor
guard hot on his heels. They had taken only a few steps when another
enforcer, then another tumbled out of the back of the truck. By the time
his ranger teams reached the trail to shoot out the tires of the truck, four
enforcer guards were sprawled out on the trail behind the transport.
As the truck ground to a halt Mike ran to the back and had to
jump over a last falling enforcer to get to the open back doors to the
transport. As he faced the opening, he brought his staff into position
only to face team dragon in the back of the vehicle.
Mike tilted his head to the side. “I thought you might need
some help.”
Joe Randall jumped to the ground beside Mike. “What gave
you that idea?” He said as his team exited the back of the transport.
The twenty rangers quickly bundled up the two enforcers in
the cab as well as the four team dragon had dumped onto the trail and
commandeered the truck.
With Mike driving and the rangers in the back, they drove the
truck toward the enforcer camp. When they reached the point where the
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two groups of enforcer trucks had split up on their away from the camp,
the defenders stopped and emptied the truck.
They angled the truck to block the trail to the main camp and
spread out across the valley trail leading to the enforcer gate. Then they
stripped the arms locker of the transport and passed the enforcer
weapons out among their number. In moments they had the valley
sealed off and had signaled Taikyn, whose teams had taken up position.
It was another five minutes before the enforcer comm lines began to
make demands of the missing truck. Another five minutes passed
before another three additional enforcer transports departed the camp
by the gate to D-2.
As the three troop transports pulled away from the growing
base, Taikyn reported the lack of enforcers left in camp. All but a few
of those that could be seen within the borders of the invasion camp
were in the plain and colorless dress of the researcher class of worker.
The same class as most of those who had initiated the rebellion that had
freed Princess Salyn. Only a few guards watched these passive
workers.
When the three trucks came in sight of the parked truck in the
trail, the rangers sprang their trap. Tranquilizer gas was shot into the
backs of the three trucks just as the first of the enforcers started to bail
out to meet their opponents.
At the same time Taikyn and his teams, backed up by the
additional teams that had arrived at a constant pace, attacked the gate
camp. As Mike’s rangers converged on the unprepared enforcers,
tranquilizer gas spread out in clouds around the entrance to the gate and
the growing camp surrounding it. Several gas rockets went through the
gate to disappear on the other side.
Human troops with gas masks poured out of the woods to
enter the camp as the gas swirled. Experience had shown that humans
could get a better seal around their faces than their furred allies could
so they had assumed the duty. Five of those first humans went through
the gate to D-2, followed by another human team seconds later.
As the clouds of gas on the D-3 side of the gate dissipated,
golden and gorr poured out of the trees and swept across the enforcer
camp. Those enforcers not rendered unconscious by the gas were easy
to subdue and shackle. It was only a few minutes before golden and
gorr rangers were entering the gate and crossing to D-2 behind their
human allies. Another team of gorr carried fire-fighting equipment
designed to clear smoky buildings and set it up around the gate.
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In the meantime, Mike and his teams had taken up position to
block the trail the departing enforcers had taken. By listening to the
enforcer comm frequencies, they knew when one troop transport from
each of the departing groups had turned back to reinforce the defense of
the gate base. When the first truck reached the barricade the rangers
fired tranquilizer gas into the open back before it came to a complete
stop.
When the enforcers not immediately knocked unconscious
jumped from the truck, the gas mask wearing rangers went at the
unprepared Church bullies with staffs. The enforcers were not used to
golden who resisted, much less the hairless aliens who came at them
with fierce battle tactics and shock batons with four times the reach of
their own. The enforcers fell easily and soon all thirty-two of them
were bound in the back of the transport.
The second group of returning enforcers was more cautious
and took longer to neutralize when they deployed before reaching the
ambush spot. The enforcers were too spread out to use gas on so the
human teams switched to tranquilizer rifles and picked a few of them
off when they came in range. Learning quickly the enforcers used the
cover of the woods and underbrush better but fell to staff darts and
stunning shocks from the human staffs as they encountered the bettertrained crossline rangers.
It took a little longer to defeat the second transport full of
enforcers and the rangers had just completed the task of rounding up
and binding their captives when the word came over the radio that the
enforcer gate had been shut down.
Taikyn and enough of his golden to make two teams were with
the three human teams who had crossed over to D-2 before the gate had
shut down. When Mike arrived in one of the commandeered trucks, the
enforcer camp was already in the process of being completely
dismantled by the ranger, freedom fighters. He sent as many of them as
he could back to the ambush site to pursue the enforcers who continued
on toward the two main transfer pads to D-4, wondering how the
enforcers knew where they were.
It could only be the result of another of their secret projects.
Most likely, another of the church’s research teams had created a
device that could detect gates in use, or for a period of time after being
closed.
He joined those who were testing the area with a small gate on
its window setting, crowding behind the gate’s operator to see through
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the portal. After a while they came across a scene with enforcers behind
a line of control panels. The enforcers wielded makeshift weapons that
kept the staff carrying rebels at a distance.
Mike had the operator move the gate to another position and
check the window setting. When he was satisfied with the gate’s
position, Mike set several teams in position to shoot tranquilizer darts
through the small gate. When the gate was opened the defending
enforcers were taken out in about two seconds.
Several golden and human volunteers went through the
circular gate to reinforce those already on the D-2 side. When the
volunteers had crossed over the gate was disengaged and moved to
another position. Two more pockets of enforcer defenders were taken
out this way before the transfer hanger was secured.
They easily blocked the hanger door from the inside but still
had to guard two separate entrances to the rest of the building above.
The newness of the invasion gate hangar was evident in the fresh look
of all the construction and the relative new look to all the equipment
inside. Visual tests made with the portable gates in window mode
showed that the invasion hangar was below the ground level of D-2.
Through security cameras they saw that the newly dug ramp that led to
the barracks basement was swarming with enforcers in the air masks
they used on D-2’s toxic surface.
Mike and anyone else with a portable gate climbed hills and
trees near the transfer point and set their gates on window mode to
watch the Church enforcers prepare for their reply to the unexpected
defense of D-3. After a few quick sightings around the area of the
gate’s location, the allied freedom fighters had devised a simple plan.
They hastily built a platform on D-3 that looked down the
ramp to the locked and barricaded hangar door on D-2 and put several
snipers with both tranquilizer rifles and shotguns on the raised platform
on D-3. The snipers moved their gate around periodically to monitor
enforcer preparations at other positions around the barracks on D-2.
The few remaining gates were used to search the inside of the barracks
for similar sniper positions or flanking positions for the attacks to
come.
The freedom fighters had to defend their position from two
separate advances from the enforcers in the barracks above the gate
room and down the ramp to the hangar before the big gate could be
reopened. As soon as the gate on D-2 was activated, the rangers who
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had been preparing poured through from D-3. In moments the invasion
was going the other way with the freedom fighters on the attack.
They spent the next few minutes stripping the gate room of
enforcer invasion equipment and any tech equipment not connected to
the gate. It wasn’t long before their own reinforcements arrived from
the nearest settlement with the news that the two teams of enforcers
sent toward the transfer pads had been easily taken. In a short time, the
invasion had reversed direction and the enforcer barracks was soon on
the defensive.
Mike looked around the corner of the hall and ducked back as
figures moved behind a barricade in front of another door. He held up
three fingers to indicate to the gorr beside him how many he had seen
behind the barricade. The gorr nodded and whispered to the gorr behind
him, then with a rush the four of them charged around the corner and
ran screaming at the top of their voices toward the defenders.
Mike was right behind them but didn’t have to do anything as
the banshee wail and the fierce countenance of the gorr had shaken the
golden enforcers to the point that they had were not able to bring their
simple weapons to bear before they were overrun. Tranquilizer darts
and staffs made quick work of the stranded pocket of enforcer
defenders and another doorway was theirs.
More gorr and golden flooded past Mike as his own gorr and
golden honor guard kept him from advancing in the lead again. He
made no attempt to try to push past them this time. He’d succeeded
once because they couldn’t imagine him risking himself in such a
manner, but now they knew better. The gorr half of his guard flanked
him like they did when he came back from his trip downline to Earth
while the golden two played lead and trailing scouts.
He had asked the reason for the excessive guarding procedure
and had gotten an answer he didn’t quite want to understand. The
Golden Princess, Salyn, had decided that the governments of D-12,
Earth, were as likely to follow the path of the Church of the Golden
Way as not.
She had been kept away from her father for large portions of
her life but the few times he had had with his daughter, the Golden
Emperor had taught her many forbidden thoughts.
She had taken what she learned without the aid of a mindcap
and had watched the Church that had always told her how she should
act. And learned the truth by comparing words to actions.
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As the last of the Royal line of the old Golden Empire, she had
decided that only a human Family could serve as her human ally. Mike
was the first human she had met and his family had treated her and her
people with the utmost respect and had aided her above her
expectations. As a result she had chosen the Miller Family as her Royal
Allies.
To do that, the Miller family had to be elevated. By Royal
Decree, Princess Salyn had declared the Miller Family as Royals
themselves. Mike’s father, Peter had become the Emperor Peter to the
Golden Empress in Exile, and, as the eldest of the Miller line, he had
become Prince Michael, the heir to the throne.
Mike knew what that meant and knew that he had no control
over the results of those Royal Decrees. He was now Prince Mike as far
as his two golden and two gorr Honor Guard were concerned. Any or
all of them as well as their families would be shamed if he died before
all four of them. It was one of those things that had taken control of his
life that he had no hope of changing.
It was hard enough for the golden and the gorr and even the
few pre’en that fought for freedom to imagine a royal person putting
themselves in danger. To imagine that a Royal would lead his subjects
into battle was nothing less than humbling and brought on a fierce
sense of protection for basic rights that had not faced the Church in
generations. The farther Mike went into the line of battle the harder the
golden and gorr and pre’en fought to stay ahead of him.
Mike flattened himself against the wall of the corridor as
golden, gorr, and human freedom fighters poured down the hall to push
the Church enforcers back. “Keep on, you’ve got ‘em on the run!”
Mike yelled as his honor guard shielded him from the rush of their
passing. They poured through the door and up the stairwell that led to
the surface of D-2 and onto the second level above the invasion hangar.
Only when the majority had passed would his guard let him
follow. As the gorr took the lead and cleared a path through the
enforcer barracks, Mike got a look at the results of the first clash
between the Church and the human backed Golden Empire.
Mike walked within the circle of his guard as freedom fighters
pulled unconscious enforcers into comfortable positions then bound
their arms and legs with plastic ties. Only then were the tranquilizer
darts pulled from the enforcer’s bodies.
A golden approached and gave the thumbs-up signal they’d
adopted from humans and said. “We’ve reached the ground level and
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have connected with the humans who are setting up the defensive ring
around this building. The ramp is ours as is everything inside the
perimeter fence and all three sub-floors below the ground level and
above the gate hanger level. There are more enforcers in the main
hangar on the other side of the building and in the floors above ground
but they have no supplies and no way to escape. Most of those trapped
above also have no air masks to travel the surface but those in the main
hangar have access to both masks and vehicles.” After giving his
report, the golden gave the fisted, thumbs-up in front of his sternum
and waited for Mike to reply.
Mike thought for a few moments then asked. “Do the outside
teams have any sleeping gas left?”
“Yes Prince we have used less than half of our current
supply.” The golden said despite the fact that Mike had tried to get
them to not use that title, especially on the battlefield. The golden
ranger flinched as he realized his mistake.
Mike ignored the slip. There were no enforcer ears to hear the
comment as the building’s surveillance cameras and audio systems had
been disconnected as they advanced. He rubbed his chin thoughtfully as
he rapidly organized the information in his mind with contingency
plans made earlier.
The enforcer barracks was situated halfway between two of
the largest of the toxic mines in this area of D-2 and had no transfer
points to D-1. The entire area on D-1 that corresponded to the spot on
D-2 that held the barracks was several hundred feet lower in altitude.
Records showed that it had taken the church a month to dig
the ramp down to the basement of the enforcer barracks on D-2. Since
ground level on D-1 was considerably higher, it would take several
months to duplicate the task of locating a transfer point to the basement
on D-2. This made it very unlikely that the Church could quickly come
to the aid of their trapped enforcers.
“The other hangar is our first priority but since they have air
masks and sealed transports, the sleep gas is no good there.” Mike said
to the golden. “I want you to coordinate a double attack with most of
the troops on the hangar. At the same time you attack the hangar, flood
the upper level air vents with gas and wait for anyone trying to escape.
Make sure you isolate the upper levels from the outer hangar. And
watch out for the enforcers in the hangar trying to meet them half way.
That’s it, go.” Mike gave the sternum high thumbs up and the golden
ran off to pass his report.
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There were several objections to not using radios on D-2 but
Mike had insisted that with the use of at least one and maybe two new
tech devices that were unknown to even the techs who had invented the
portable gates, they should practice with runners for what they
expected.
Because of the necessity to protect themselves from the toxic
air that was slowly killing the planet’s inmates, all enforcer buildings
were build like airtight fortresses. But due to the passivity of the
prisoners caused by the detrimental effects of continued exposure to the
heavy concentrations of CO2 and methane, as well as several other
traces of toxic gases, there was no need for built-in defenses. The
planet’s atmosphere and time was all that was needed to defeat the
most rebellious prisoner.
There were abandoned buildings on Earth that were rented and
teams wearing mindcaps had practiced relentlessly for several days.
Those memories were recorded and passed to every golden, gorr, and
human who accessed a mindcap’s Freedom Fighter Program. In case
they were not able to cut internal security, they all learned and used
American Sign Language and if they spoke aloud, used English.
But if the Church could trace gate use and build a gate that
might not be as compact, but was still portable, maybe they could
intercept and translate radio communications. The radio silent approach
seemed to be working when added to their monitoring of the enforcer
comm traffic.
He watched the flow of hand sign as it came from the points of
the last of the enforcer defense positions. The fingers flew and his
guards passed the messages in turn farther back to those closer to the
invasion gate. He saw the report that the enforcers in the hanger had
tried to escape before the freedom fighter’s attack was sprung.
He then watched furred and hairless fingers tell of the instant
reaction by the trained, ranger freedom fighters, cutting off the
enclosed transports the enforcers used to travel from the nearest gate to
their isolated post. The packed fighters around him then surged forward
to fill in the spaces left by those who now filled the hanger and the first
level above ground.
With their bodies close to that of humans in many respects and
with the medical access in the mindcaps, human medics had repaired
any damage the former prisoners had suffered when they were in the
mines only a few miles from here. The whooping crowd had recovered
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fully and with the memory of several months of freedom to spur them
surged forward with a palpable energy.
When the mass thinned Mike was able to force his guards
slowly upward till he finally reached the ground level of the barracks. It
was opulent, like a five star hotel with an equally extravagant
restaurant. The hangar was filled with the air of the planet and through
the large plate glass windows on the end of the building, Mike could
see the freedom fighters closing the triple-door airlock.
To the front of the hotel-like barracks, the heavy paned
windows showed the green world outside with its deceptively beautiful
scene. The trees and other greenery were profuse in their abundance
outside the fence that held the barracks within its perimeter. Mike
gazed at the scene outside and the slightly smog-colored sky that
showed the difference in the atmosphere’s makeup.
It was only a few minutes later when the first of the freedom
fighters in the hangar removed his air mask. Then a few minutes later
several dozen walking enforcers with their bound hands over their
heads came down the carpeted staircase that led up to the upper floors
of the barracks. The enforcer prisoners disappeared down the stairs to
the gate and would end up on the planet D-3. There, they would be
released on the grassy plains of their new home with their unconscious
compatriots.
If the enforcers weren’t remembered as particularly cruel by
those of their former prisoners who recognized them, and followed the
laws of the new Golden Empire, they would be invited to stay on D-3
as colonists to the new Empire. If not, they would be returned to D-2 at
the first opportunity and pointed toward the nearest transfer point to D1. Until then they would have to build their own shelter and grow and
catch their own food.
Mike hoped they weren’t still fighting the Church by winter
but also knew that he couldn’t expect a quick war. The only reason they
had succeeded so well on this first clash was the arrogance of the
Church and its enforcer bullies. They had expected to simply walk in
and round up the escapees quietly and had been totally surprised by the
fierceness of the resistance.
As the number of enforcers taken to the downline gate
dwindled, Mike and the highest-ranking ranger captains made their way
to a large table on a raised dais where they set up their mobile
headquarters. Soon they had information coming in from all around the
barracks.
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They quickly gained access to the enforcer data systems and
were soon scanning the information on the failed invasion of D-3. The
operation of the gate detectors was explained but nothing more about
them. The same was true of the truck-mounted mobile gate, but there
was other information that would be of tremendous use.
There was training being done with lethal weapons that made
the human weapons they had brought look tame. Stunners that sent a
deadly electric charge up to thirty feet and could stun up to a hundred
and a riot cannon that could do the same at ten times the two ranges.
And to guard themselves from the same weapons, suits that both
powered the weapon and absorbed the charges aimed at them.
There was also a mindcap that was designed specifically to
torture. The torture cap made direct contact with the wearer’s brain to
insert false signals to the brain’s neurons. There was another helmetsized mindcap that removed all memories from a brain as it scanned
those memories. It drained the mind from a body and left the body
without a consciousness.
The minds were collected in a flat cylinder on the top of the
helmet that is slightly larger than a hockey puck and could be left in
isolation or connected to a sensor box. Their studies of the testing of
this mindcap showed that the bodies of those mind-wiped still lived and
eventually began to develop new personalities as their wiped brains
began to accumulate new memories just like a newborn child.
Mike sorted through files on the screen of the enforcer data
system and came on another file that made him shudder. The Church
had used the prisoners of the toxic mines to perform biologic studies
that had produced several versions of biological and chemical weapons.
They had several methods of shooting these weapons of mass
destruction for several hundred feet with perfect precision and a couple
thousand feet with bad aim.
He continued to pore over the records held in the enforcer data
system and was surprised when the lights came on around the lobby, as
the sky outside the barracks grew dark. He looked up again a little later
to see a large moon traversing the sky and his mind went on another
tangent, completely separate from his research into the enforcer
security files.
On every world they visited, the moon was there, always
appearing the same size and distance although they hadn’t made
measurements to be sure how close the moons actually were. He
wondered if the moons were connected in the same way as the planets
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they orbited, or if they connected to the same coinciding moon. Did the
moon here connect to the moon over D-1 and D-3? What about the
other planets like Mars and Venus?
He was still gazing at the moon overhead, deep in thought,
when his guards brought him a hot meal.
He started on the meal slowly but soon was eating as fast as he
could as the true depth of his hunger hit him. He noticed when a second
helping was served him but made no comment and finished it in short
order. It was late when word came that an enforcer group had fled the
nearer prison and left D-2 through the main gate upline.
He soon was forced to retire for the night and slept fully
clothed in his exhaustion. When he awoke the next day, it took him a
moment to get his bearings. He was on one of the luxuriant sleeping
bowls the golden preferred over beds and his clothes were twisted
around his body. It took him a few minutes to untangle himself and
make his way into the golden styled toilet.
After completing his morning toilet, when he poked his head
out of the door, his gorr guards looked at him passively from the
opposite wall. He gave in to the inevitable and entered the hallway. He
walked only a few feet before coming to the top of the wide staircase
that led down to the lobby. By the time he got to the table he’d
occupied most of yesterday, there was a plate of food there to meet
him.
He ate as he was updated by the golden who had manned the
table all night. The enforcers from the other prison had escaped through
the gate to D-1 about two in the morning and the gate had been turned
off from the other side not long after. It was hundreds of miles to the
next mines on D-2’s surface, in a spot that correlated to Iowa on the
planet Earth, and the scouting expedition sent upline from Earth to
investigate had yet to report back.
But they had to worry about the presence of the mobile gates
that they now knew the Church possessed. And they now knew about
the weapons of torture and mass destruction that were tested at this one
facility. They had tried to access the data connections to the other
prison facilities but had not been able to break through by the time
Mike had finally gone to bed.
It seems they had succeeded while he slept. They now had
Intel on two other facilities, the one at the Iowa corresponding site and
the one that corresponded to the location of the Bahamas on Earth.
Both had designs in their security files for additional chemical,
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biologic, physical, and mental weapons. With no enemies who could
hack into their systems, the Church had never developed security for
their data systems. It had taken the human hackers longer to connect
with the other enforcer installations than it had for them to retrieve the
data stored at those installations once they were connected through the
prison comm lines.
In addition, searchers going through the bowels of the enforcer
barracks they had captured had discovered long buried examples of
earlier models of several other weapons in some of the deeper storage
rooms in the basement. Models of things that had lain so long
unattended that there was no record in the data systems of their
existence. Most of these had been prudently removed to D-3 as soon as
they were found, and were already on their way to D-5 to be examined
in greater detail. All except the weapons of mass destruction, which, for
safety reasons were sent no further than D-3.
They had sent transports to the two nearest prison installations
and the first inmates being rescued from there were scheduled to leave
the prison within the hour. More transports had left the enforcer
barracks at daybreak and would arrive at the prisons by early afternoon,
three hours before the first of the newly freed prisoners arrived at the
barracks and went through the gate to D-3.
Mike finished his breakfast before the night shift watchers
completed their report and when they left after being relieved, he
donned his mindcap and turned his attention to the data system’s
screen. After regular use of his mindcap and months of experience with
the golden language, both spoken and written, Mike was perfectly
comfortable using the enforcer version of a desktop computer.
It had keyboard unit with one hundred keys and a two-inch
thick, flat screen that was twenty inches on a side. The screen was held
erect by a pair of flexible posts attached to each end of the keyboard
and the base of the screen. The keyboard contained the entire assembly
of data memory chips and function boards, routing systems, and power
as well as ports for the golden version of a memory disk. It wasn’t a
disk at all but more of a long cylinder.
Instead of the disk that had become popular with humans, the
Church used one of the least technological devices left over from the
Empire they had usurped. It consisted of a large number of smaller
disks in a stack that formed a cylinder a fraction larger that a double
‘A’ battery found anywhere in America.
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For the ‘protection’ of its citizens, only the highest-ranking
enforcers and Church officials were allowed to have a ‘Rod of
Knowledge’ in their possession. The penalty was an immediate mind
search to identify the documented owner of the rod and how it had
come into the wrong hands.
A radio chip in the upper third of the rod gave a locator ping
upon passing through any security arch within the Church owned
worlds upline from D-2. An on-duty enforcer would spot any
commoner with a ping and immediately arrest the guilty party.
Since the common citizens of the worlds of the Church of the
Golden Way were kept as ignorant as possible, most only believed that
their god was alerting the enforcers. They had only the most basic
education in how to maintain their level of living and could not
comprehend the nature of the rods much less the security built into
them.
To most of them, the ‘Arch of Truth’ was a tool of God
wielded by the Church and its enforcers. Only an enemy of their god
would break the law of the Church, so anyone possessing a ‘Rod of
Knowledge’ illegally was obviously an enemy of God. It was basic
logic that most of the golden lived by. Their gorr and pre’en slaves
lived by the same laws, only not by choice, even after generations.
Mike poured over the information gathered during the night
and the information flowed through and from his mind into his
mindcap. Besides the research in weapons that pointed at many more
secret, science labs than just the one that had created the portable gates
with the window style safety feature there was information on the
pending stages of the invasion.
The indications were that the Church still didn’t know about
the one-golden sized portable gates, but as a balancing point in their
favor, had technology to trace gate use that was as much as a year old.
To power all their equipment, they had machinery that was
fueled by water with power plants that separated the hydrogen and
oxygen, then burned the two gases in an electric generator. The same
pollution free generators supplied the power to each level of all the
buildings in the prison structures as well as nearly all the medium and
large sized vehicles.
Mike pored over the blueprints of the hydrogen generator and
transferred copies of the records to the Rods of Knowledge that were to
be sent downline to the princess at D-5 and to Earth as soon as possible.
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As he waited for the memory to be transferred to the data rods, Mike
looked through the large plate glass windows to the world beyond.
It was a beautiful world despite being hazardous to the health
of humans, golden, gorr, and pre’en. It had beautiful evergreen trees
that looked a lot like the trees of the golden homeworld, with animals
that were very close in appearance and genetic structure to their golden
counterparts. There were also several species that were similar to
species that had not existed on the homeworld since the times of the
earliest golden. Fossils on the golden homeworld hinted that the early
golden had hunted the ancestors of the comparable animals long ago.
There were also animals as big as elephants and several
predators that would not hesitate to take an unwary human sized alien.
They existed in the unhindered wildness on the other side of the large
perimeter fence that circled the barracks, kept out by electric fences
that extended several feet underground and were topped by rolls of
razor wire. A protection that was not given to the mines that housed the
prisoners.
As Mike watched, an animal the size and vague shape of a
combination of an earthly camel and moose came out of the brush and
scratched its backside on the heavy post that supported the electric wire
laced, chain link fence. Sparks bristled along the beast’s rump but the
animal seemed to enjoy the scratching too much too quit, despite any
discomfort caused by the electric wires.
After a moment more the beast wandered back into the dense
undergrowth of the forest at the edge of the security fence. After a few
moments, Mike looked back down at the computer screen and
continued his search for enforcer data files.
With the truck sized portable gate they now possessed, they
could transfer all the hydrogen generators, enforcer weapons, and
enforcer tech equipment they could get their hands on downline but it
would be nice if he could find more goodies before they left. It was not
long before the computer abilities he’d developed, to combat a slew of
computer nerd siblings, came in handy. He tapped into a secure channel
that was for the barracks commander’s personal use.
He smiled as he read the latest reports, the ones just prior to
the enforcer’s botched invasion. This particular commander had
jumped the gun. The invasion was scheduled for two weeks from now.
The barracks commander’s final entry into the personal log
was his declaration that he was solely responsible for the early probe.
He insisted that they were all, as a group, going in too quickly without
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proper scouting. He ended up being right, but even he had
underestimated the defenses they were up against. Enforcers had been
too long without a trained opponent with equal weaponry and defenses.
An opponent with alien help with technology better than most
of what golden citizens had access to.
Mike did a quick calculation of the probability of success but
had to revise it when he found no mention of the one-golden, portable
window gates. His calculations had included the enforcers knowing that
bit of information. Either the princess’ rescuers had succeeded in
destroying all their data or the Church was still keeping information
from those who needed it.
If the invasion commanders had known of the one-golden,
window gate, the defensive options would have made their takeover of
the barracks a lot more difficult. Mike could imagine that the longer the
siege, the more chance of a deadly injury. He kept adding Intel to his
row of data rods. An hour later a band of golden and gorr came up to
his table and he turned away from the screen.
“Prince Mike, we have filled all the transports with the
equipment on our lists and are ready to begin transferring the convoy
downline. Do you have any last instructions?” The golden in charge
asked.
“Just a moment.” He answered then tapped a series of set
codes on his keyboard. Mike pulled five of the ten rods from the golden
computer and said as he handed them to the golden commander.
“Deliver one of these to the commander of D-3, one to the commander
of D-4, two to the princess, and one to my father on Earth. Make sure
they note the invasion schedule file.”
The golden gave the sternum-high thumbs up sign and said.
“As you command Prince Mike!” The golden and gorr behind him
copied the salute but kept silent. They held the salute till he responded
with his own then they turned as one and walked toward the doors to
the garage.
He watched them pass into the garage and split up to climb
into the confiscated enforcer transports. The relatively quiet sound of
the golden transports was muffled by the thick layers of glass that
protected the enforcer barracks from the intruding atmosphere. When
the inner doors to the airlock were opened, he felt rather than heard
their movement.
The techs they had brought and the few who immediately
petitioned to join the refugees upon awakening from their capture, had
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practiced dismantling and reassembling the three pieces that made up
the truck sized, portable gate they now owned. Tests after each practice
session had occurred on D-3 and now they were confident they could
transport an entire convoy upline and downline, at considerable speed
with known transfer points.
The convoy would race downline to Earth and back but now
was simply driving out one garage door and turning left to follow a
ramp down the side of the barracks to a lower level. There they turned
left again into another set of doors, to disappear into the side of the
building. He watched for only a little while then returned to his study of
the enforcer data files.
Putting five more rods into the five empty pits, Mike
transferred the information from the report he was making into their
empty space. Then he bent back over the screen and began to search for
more information.
He scanned reports on the manning of each of the local
invasion points and picked up hints of the use of golden aircraft and
exploratory teams brought from the upline border world of U-5. There
were also complete equipment lists for each invasion point and the food
and backup supplies needed for each assault unit.
He had no doubts that enforcer commanders were canceling
those logistical plans. He had no hope that the invasion commanders
could be so incompetent as to send supplies to a captured facility. He
also couldn’t imagine that they didn’t know about the failure of the
unauthorized actions of the barracks commander.
After hours of searching the enforcer’s secret data files, the
best information Mike got out of the barracks commander’s personal
file was the info on the permanent gate that was ready to be built on the
spot where the portable gate now operated. Unknowingly added to the
booty they had sent through the gate, the crates containing the interior
parts had been scattered among the rooms within the barracks and were
currently on their way downline. The power system parts and shell
plating were currently stored in the two nearest miner’s barracks.
He immediately called the duty watch over and instructed the
golden to contact two field teams to take the last of the four enforcer
transports, and verify the presence of the gate components. If they
located anything with the markings on the files he specified on the rods
he gave them, they were to bring those crates back immediately.
The last of the convoy disappeared into the basement gate
room before the two transports could be supplied and sent toward the
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still emptying prisons. Mike had decided to maintain as much radio
silence as possible, especially with this information, and didn’t risk
calling the convoy to tell them of the new Intel. If the enforcers who
might remain in hiding or any potential informants among the prison
population found out that they knew about the gate components, the
enforcers would make an immediate and relentless assault on the
barracks.
There was a large group of gorr, golden and humans who had
volunteered to stay within the enforcer barracks to defend their D-2
outpost, but a long attack couldn’t possibly be withstood. There would
soon be a steady stream of reinforcements, but if the Church discovered
that the freedom fighters knew of the permanent gate, the two-week
deadline would be moved ahead immediately, despite the loss of
surprise.
Mike continued to pore over the security files of the enforcer
computer and was eating his evening meal when the coded phrases
from the two field teams came over the radio. The crates were present
and were being loaded into the transports.
He was awake and making the night shift watch nervous with
his pacing as they waited for the field teams to return. When they
arrived, he sent them directly to the lower level gate room where they
unloaded the crates of gate components and cover plating before taking
the transports back up to the upper level garage.
When the last of the air had been recycled, Mike went to the
upper garage as the transports were readied to return to the prisons with
equipment to close the miner’s barracks off from the poisonous
atmosphere. There was not enough space in the enforcer’s barracks to
hold all of the refugees from the two closest prisons so the majority
would have to stay where they were for a while longer.
The invading rangers had put together enough of the backup
supplies for the airlocks and surface plating for the enforcer barracks to
seal the outer surface of the prisoner’s barracks. For the first time since
arriving on the prison world, the prisoners wouldn’t be breathing D-3’s
toxic mix of air that was dominated by excess carbon dioxide and
methane gases.
He hoped the reinforcements arrived quickly from Earth and
the downline worlds between there and here before the Church started
its planned invasion through the other nine transfer points they’d
mapped to D-3. The weapons the rangers had were being test fired from
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the roofs of the three installations and outer range lines for the rifles,
shotguns, and crossbows were being marked.
Radio operated gas bombs were being prepared by those who
had the knowledge and access to the necessary parts. When they were
completed they would be placed in the trees at the limit of their
weapons range and at the best defensive positions within that range.
Trees giving access to cover within the firing range of the enforcer
weapons were located and scouted and more defensive mines were
being planned.
Mike was still at the enforcer computer when a pair of golden
brought him his late meal. He was less than halfway through his supper
when his cousins, Mathew and Mark came into the lobby from the door
to the lower levels.
He invited them to sit and eat with him while they gave their
report and golden who seemed to always be standing around passed the
message into the kitchen area.
“What’s up cous?” Mark said from behind his brother.
“Hi Mark, Matt. Welcome to hell.” They glanced at the scene
outside the glass wall of the lobby and he gave a small chuckle. “It’s
not as nice as it looks. Smells like an overfull outhouse and you can’t
seem to catch your breath if you try to move too fast for even a short
time.” His smile grew serious. “And extended exposure will kill you in
around ten years.”
“Yea, there is that.” Matt said. “We’ve got some good news
that is even better when we add the news about the portable gate. Uncle
Pete has contacted several area colleges and formed an alliance that has
come up with human versions for all but a few of the basic components
of a gate. They have studied the components we don’t have and have
already built working duplicates for most of them. It won’t be long
before we can build gates of our own.”
“That IS good news!” Mike exclaimed with his eyes lighting
up over his next bite. Matt took a bite of his own breakfast as his
brother continued the report from Earth. Mike’s eyes shifted to Mark.
“Uncle Pete has also contacted several government agencies
and made a tentative agreement. In the upline direction from Earth, the
princess offers D-11 and D-10 to the people of the human home world.
D-9 is to be a human policed border world free to open colonization by
any human, golden, gorr, or pre’en. She has set individual claims at an
upper limit of twenty-mile diameter circles.” Mark took a bite as Matt
took his turn.
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Mike’s eyes shifted with the ease of practice as Matt
continued the report. “D-8 is to be a golden policed border world with
the same colonization rules as D-9. Then D-7 and D-6 will belong to
the Salyn Empire with D-5 as its center and D-4 and D-3 as its upline
pair.”
Mike finished the last bite of his own breakfast as he shifted
his eyes to Mark for the next part of the report. “The government has
actually consented to the massive amounts of weapons and ammunition
that Uncle Pete has bought with the gold the princess sent. They have
been given the basic designs of the gate in good faith and told of the
impending construction of a working model with human made
components and did not block the patent application. They’ve also
approved the sale of military hardware and with this new portable gate,
the whole convoy of supply trucks at the farm could come straight
here.”
“If the Church doesn’t move their own schedule up to meet the
bigger threat we pose.” Mike interrupted. “If we scared them too much
by getting this far, they might be moving their schedule up at a pretty
good clip. The alarm could go off at any moment. We have watchers at
all of the nearest invasion points, but if one of them gets caught, our
one-person window gates will be exposed and that gate lost. If the
Church doesn’t know about them it’ll be a great loss to our side to lose
the options their secrecy gives us.”
Matt took up the report as if Mike had not interrupted the back
and forth pattern of their report. “Uncle Pete has also offered one
hundred thousand dollars to any group of five who want to sign on as
mercs only and not as potential colonist like our rangers. The gold is
starting to get used up pretty fast but there were over a thousand people
in the fields around the lodge when we left. They were going through
the gates we have as fast as they could get through. So far nobody’s
taken the money and not gone through the gate when their real purpose
is revealed.”
Mark took over the report as his brother finished the last of his
breakfast. “We’ve even had people calling the lodge for information
about how to claim land on one of the worlds upline from Earth. It
seems that what little secrecy we used to have is gone. There’re even
reports about us on the radio and TV. Mary and Josephine and Jerry
were just about to release their most condensed video when Matt and I
left so by now the whole wold knows about gates and the war with the
Church of the Golden Way.”
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“You said the border agreement that was given was for the
worlds upline from Earth. What about the worlds downline?” Mike
asked.
As Mark was a slower eater than his brother he had more on
his plate and continued eating while Matt took over the report.
“Princess Salyn has decreed that the Miller Empire and Emperor Peter
have the final say as to the downline borders between Earth and the
Miller Empire.” Mike blinked rapidly as his cousin Matt continued.
“Your father has explored several worlds downline from Earth. He has
tentatively offered the two worlds downline from Earth, D-13 and D14, and has declared D-15 as the border world between Earth worlds
and our family’s Empire.”
Matt took a breath and went on. “Everyone who has gained
access to gate technology has agreed to the division of worlds. Five for
the Golden Empire, five for the governments and people of Earth, an
unknown number of worlds farther downline that is to be controlled by
our family. With the D-8,D-9, and D-15 worlds to help ease border
frictions and give space to expand.”
“How did they get them to accept such an offer so quickly
without any long, drawn out negotiations?” Mike asked.
Mark pushed his empty plate aside and answered Mike’s
question. “At first they didn’t try to negotiate. When one of the new
recruits went under the cap for his golden language lesson his fear of
getting caught was so much on his mind that he got caught. He was a
government agent and there were others. After passing through the gate
upline, they were all isolated on D-11 and told that we knew of their
true identities. When they didn’t report to their leaders after a specified
time the FBI, DEA, and the ATF launched a combined attack on the
lodge.”
“They used the old ‘weapons charges’ thing to make their
search for gates but they underestimated the presence of the people who
were here to travel upline or supply that effort.” Matt took over the
report. “There was three times as many of our people than there was of
them and we were spread out over a couple square miles of the farm.
The government agents were so spread out that we had no trouble
continuing our upline exodus from the areas where they herded our
people. Taking advantage of the window feature on our portable gates,
we easily freed our people and took back the supplies they confiscated
the same way.”
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Without pause, Mark continued. “They ran in circles looking
for our people while we started to take them out in small groups
through your father’s gate and the one the golden, Minou, carries. They
had lost about a third of their people when they finally confronted us as
more than their captives. We sent one of the highest-ranking captives of
our own back to Earth and let him give a report on what he saw and
what our demands were. When we showed them the complete films of
the entire government invasion onto Miller property and told them we
were prepared to take the tapes to the media, they began to negotiate,
but not without arrogance.”
Matt took his turn when Mark paused imperceptibly. “They
didn’t realize there was to be no negotiations till they were informed
that they had only two choices. The government could either accept the
offer with good graces and willing assistance, or be left out as the
Miller family the Princess Salyn offered gate technology to businesses
and individuals with enough resources to trade for the knowledge. After
a little more than a day they finally realized that they would never be
able to control gate technology just by taking over our lodge base and
that we could embarrass them in front of the whole world at any time.
Not long after that they left the farm without arresting anybody. The
next day the governor came to offer the government’s acceptance of the
offer.”
“Governor Pierce said he couldn’t authorize the use of any
troops or military hardware or weapons, but he would not limit our
access to any amount of military type supplies available to any citizen
in smaller quantities.” Mark went on in his turn. “He did give us access
to commercial grade explosives and your father has hired two full
teams from the locals on layoff from the region’s coal mines. Because
of the progress of the gate production project, Uncle Pete has begun
buying and converting trucks into all kinds of exploration and battle
vehicles. There’ll be a fleet of trucks ready when the portable gate that
just left gets to Earth. They won’t even have to wait before turning
right around and coming back upline.”
“So everything just depends on how fast they can get to Earth
and back and how long the Church waits before sending their enforcers
to invade us.” Mike rubbed his jaw in concentration. What more could
he do? He looked up at his cousins. “Why don’t you two go get some
rest while we work out what to do next.”
After they left Mike bent over his computer screen and went
back to searching enforcer security files.
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* EIGHT *
Mike watched as the silver gray surface of the gate’s recessed
interior shimmered and changed to show the scene of a valley rimming
ridge twice as far away as the corresponding ridge on Earth. As the
morning sun peeked over the ridge to the east the first of the vehicles of
the long convoy made their way across the field and up the short ramp
at the gate’s flat base.
He had stayed on D-2 till the second morning after their
departure before following the portable gate on its journey downline.
Traveling lightly, he took only his guards and one of his ranger teams,
leaving the other four of his ranger teams on D-2. Joe Randall’s team
dragon now manned another three-man buggy and a four-wheeler for
each of the two scouts. It was a lot easier than when they had made
their way downline and had all jogged at a slow trot from transfer pad
to transfer pad.
The ten of them had made the journey to Earth in record time
with the help of the established transfer pads and had passed the truck
sized mobile gate convoy on D-9. The convoy had had to make
preparations for the wet conditions of the summer landscape of the
glacier dominated world of D-10 and would not cross over to D-11 till
morning.
Mike and his traveling companions had contacted the
commander of the convoy over the radio as they headed for the nearer
transfer pad. The pad was in a spot that was accessible to the convoy on
this world, but on D-10 would be on the side of a cliff or a hillside too
steep to keep the trucks upright. The convoy had taken almost two full
days to get from the transfer point from D-8 to the D-10 downline
transfer point while Mike and his friends took only an hour with the
help of the D-9 station guards and their four-wheelers.
He had arrived on Earth two days ahead of the mobile gate
convoy and had organized the return convoy before they arrived. That
was last night at about 10:30. It was 8:30 in the morning now, so he
figured that was a pretty good turnaround. If they made it back upline
in the same time as the gate’s downline trip, they would beat the twoweek deadline with three days to spare.
Besides the trucks they would leave along the way, the convoy
had ended up with ten, fixed bed gas tankers, and ten fixed bed
maintenance trucks with spare parts for all of the vehicles in the
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convoy. The maintenance trucks also pulled a six hundred-gallon gas
tank on a trailer behind. All twenty of the tanker and maintenance
trucks were extended cab and carried a team of five human mercs as
well as the driver.
Another twenty trucks with extended cabs carried a little of
several kinds of supplies and another merc crew of five. There were
crates of pistols, rifles, shotguns and several hundred rounds of
ammunition for each along with crates of crossbows and compound
bows, with bolts and arrows.
The twenty supply trucks also carried crates of newly
improved staffs, canned food, bottled water and several kinds of trail
snacks by the case on top of the heavier weapons. For scouting and
fighting on D-2, they carried fire fighting air bottles with hood style
helmets for the fur-covered gorr and golden freedom fighters who
couldn’t use the gas masks used by the relatively hairless humans.
Stacked amongst the heavier items were crates of parts to build a video
plane and its control equipment, as well as smaller crates of heavy-duty
flashlights and enough batteries to last for years.
Luckily, they had been able to devise adapters between the
golden generators and human electronics so recharging of the batteries
they had stocked and refilling the air bottles would extend the lifetime
use of both. For what little time off they could expect, they also carried
a few laser disk players and a few hundred compact disks of varying
musical styles.
The top of the load in the twenty, main supply trucks was
taken up with clothes of a uniform design in a combination of leather
and denim, sleeping bags and blankets, and several large tents with the
thickest fabric available. On top of this there were several large bundles
of cold weather clothing that would be left on D-10 when they passed
through. Draped over the bundles of cold weather gear was an unrolled
layer of inflatable rafts. Lastly, each of the twenty supply trucks had
two heavy-duty canvass tarps tied across the rubber rafts.
There were also twenty trucks that held nothing but
construction materials such as concrete mix, manufactured support
frames of metal and lumber for specific quick-built structures, and the
tools used in construction. They had several crates of hand tools as well
as power tools that had been quickly adapted for use with both human,
gas powered and golden, water fueled generators. Each of the
construction trucks also pulled a trailer with a six hundred-gallon tank
of extra gas for the human vehicles.
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There were five more trucks that were of the enclosed panel
truck variety. These were set up as mobile hospitals and pulled a trailer
with a gasoline-powered generator with a three hundred-gallon fuel
tank. Each of the medical trucks carried a team of five medics and five
merc guards. Five more trucks carried nothing but four-wheelers and
trail bikes and pulled trailers with six hundred-gallon gas tanks.
The last twenty vehicles were buses that contained the bulk of
the personnel traveling upline. Each bus carried fifty people with more
gear than three times that many could carry. The gear included extra
weapons and ammo as well as food for the entire busload for a month.
Each bus pulled a gas-powered generator with a three hundred-gallon
fuel tank.
Scattered around the one hundred trucks of the convoy were
another ten buggies like his own and their corresponding, twenty, fourwheeler scouts, while another thirty motorcycles ranged around the
outer edges of the convoy. The line of big trucks was occasionally
broken by the personal, four-wheel drive truck, or SUV of a
prospective colonist. These vehicles numbered forty-seven and
contained fifty-two families, most of whom would be dropped of on D11 and D-10, with a few more on D-9 and D-8.
All but nine of these pulled a trailer stacked high with supplies
to make colonization easier. Those nine SUVs were driven by the
crews of the ultra lights and flying parachutes that were packed on the
trailers they pulled. They would provide a view of the prospective
battlefield and possibly to the battle itself that would add to the
freedom fighter’s chances for victory.
As the last truck in the convoy eventually went through the
portable gate, Mike pulled his buggy in behind. He drove through the
portal with his hydrogen powered, electric motors humming quietly. He
drove the only buggy of the eleven with a golden power source, trading
almost fifteen miles per hour of top end speed for unlimited range with
access to water for fuel.
Beside him, his friend and the leader of his golden honor
guard, Taikyn sat gazing at the confusion around them while Kitchai
sat in the raised seat in the back of the buggy, weapons at the ready.
Suspended from the roll bar, his buggy carried one of the few military
level weapons they’d been allowed, a SEAL style machine-gun. On the
hood in front of Taikyn was mounted another of their military weapons,
a forty-millimeter grenade launcher. Each of the supply trucks carried
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an extra crate of ammunition for the two weapons, while the buggy
carried only Mike’s and his honor guard’s personal supplies.
Like all the other vehicles in the convoy except for the golden
vehicles that weren’t staying on Earth to be studied, Mike’s fourwheeler scouts would get their gas from one of the larger tankers.
When they went through a world, one of the gas trailers would be left
for the station’s vehicles and when the first tanker was drained of gas it
too would be left on the world where it was emptied.
They would shed trailers and occasional vehicles all along
their path upline till they reached the toxic world of D-2. Mike put his
hand on the gear shift lever as the last of the five media trucks went
through ahead of the last ambulance, maintenance truck, and trailing
troop bus. The five media vehicles each had their own buggy and fourwheeler team but instead of a gun the buggy mounted a camera on a
motion-dampening arm. The buggies were linked to the control truck
that doubled as the quarters for the media teams and could transmit
video as well as record it for later viewing.
Several four-wheelers and motorcycles followed the trailing
troop bus, with Mike followed by only a few smaller vehicles as he
rode up the small ramp and passed through the arch to D-11. As he
pulled through the gate, two large four-wheelers driven by Mike’s two
golden guards pulled beside his vehicle. He turned to wave at the one
on his side, then, putting both hands back on the wheel, turned to the
side and accelerated around the convoy and up a small knoll.
Mike pulled around to face the portal and stopped to watch as
the second group of vehicles came through. There were several dump
trucks filled with the chopped asphalt of old roads. The ground up
asphalt was to be put in the mud holes caused by the convoy as it
passed between transfer points. Several small front-end loaders and
other heavy construction equipment followed the road crews. They
would do their best to make complete roads between the transfer points
on D-11 and D-10 for the supply convoys to follow.
When the last vehicle was through, the gate crew turned the
gate off and began dismantling it. The three main pieces were quickly
disconnected, and placed on the cargo bed of the transport. They took
apart the two halves of the arch, separating them from each other and
the base ramp and placing them in their racks on the truck with the aid
of the truck’s crane. Next they lifted the massive base ramp and placed
it atop the upper portion of the dismantled gate.
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On their four-wheelers and buggy, Mike and his guards paced
up and down the length of the line of vehicles as the truck with the gate
pulled in behind the convoy. They passed a herd of bison that watched
them nervously from several hundred yards but met with no delays as
they went toward the transfer point to the next world upline.
At the halfway point between the two transfer points Mike
passed the growing radio tower. MiCo workers had been slowly adding
to a mortared stone shed every time they passed this way and had
completed the shed and the tower support base with the logs from the
trees cleared to make room for the shed and tower.
The construction and maintenance trucks carried supplies to
construct a broadcast radio tower over or near the control room on each
world and install the equipment inside that would serve several
functions. It could be manually operated like any AM-FM radio station,
but would also be an automatic weather station and cell-phone
transponder station.
The tower’s equipment would only broadcast radio
frequencies when using the gas generator powered control room’s
stereo equipment manually, but would automatically relay cell phone
use within a few miles radius. As long as someone refueled the
automatic generators regularly, communications in the area between the
two transfer points would be maintained.
All but one each of the construction and maintenance trucks
pulled away from the nearly finished tower as Mike drove by slowly.
He could see the platform that gave access to the rings of radio
antennas and cell phone transponders and their related electronics
packages. He could also see several figures making last minute tests on
the tower’s gear and heard the one-oh-one station begin playing a song
his younger cousins would like.
He pulled his cell phone from his pocket after coming to a
stop and tapped Joe Randall’s number. The phone rang once and Joe’s
voice answered. “Hello?”
“Joe, this is Mike! Just thought I’d test the phone system.
Everything sound OK?” There were only a few cell phones adjusted to
the frequency chosen for the first towers built on the new worlds upline
from Earth and Mike and his guards and rangers had ten of the one
hundred carried by the convoy.
“Yea.” Joe answered. “A heck of a lot better than back on
Earth as a matter of fact. Where are you?”
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“I’m about a hundred yards past the spot even with the tower.”
Mike replied. “How about you?”
“I’m at the transfer point, about a mile in front of you on the
trail and on the other side of the ridge point ahead of you. I can see the
tower from here through the trees with my binoculars, but just barely.”
Joe replied.
“That’s pretty good for the power output of our equipment.”
Mike said back. “OK, thanks, I’m going to try the weather station and
see what I get. Bye.” He hung up and dialed the weather station for D11.
The tower control rooms they were building along the way
would also contain radio and cell phone relay equipment for the
automatic weather station with an artificial voice program broadcasting
on the 105.5 FM frequency and the cell phone number D11-WTHR or
3-1-1-9-8-4-7. The number was to be the same last four digits on all
worlds with the first three digits denoting the world one traveled. Here
on D-11 the first three digits were 3-1-1, while on D-9 the first three
digits would be 3-0-9.
Small windmills and solar panels would provide standby
power for the automatic start of the generator when needed to power
the equipment for increased use. MiCo teams would service the radio
stations on a regular basis, testing equipment and refueling the gas
generator until the water fueled golden generators could be constructed
and installed.
They had discussed the benefits of placing the cell phone
transponders on tethered balloons or dirigibles and had all agreed that
the extended range was more than worth the extra cost. The MiCo
crews were testing the idea on Earth and would upgrade the upline
communications systems as time and finances allowed.
Mike listened to the automated weather report, then put his
cell phone away and pulled his buggy back onto the trail the convoy
followed. He waved to the occupants of a pair of trailer pulling trucks
as they left the convoy. Coming to a full stop he pulled his cell phone
from his vest pocket again.
Checking the numbers on the plastic covered sheet attached to
his buggy’s dashboard, Mike picked up his phone and tapped the
number for the first colonist listed. When he heard the tentative hello
from the other end, he laughed as he said. “Hi Ted, this is Mike.
Haven’t even been on the new world for an hour yet and already getting
phone calls, huh?”
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The colonist, Ted Griffin laughed as he answered. “Yea! And
I thought I’d be gettin’ away from all this! What’s up?”
“Just thought I’d wish you good luck, Ted. Be safe and take
care of those kids, this is not a tame world you’ve chosen to settle.”
“Thanks Mike, I will. We’ve got enough equipment to wall up
that cave we found on the MiCo survey, so at least we’ll have a place
that can’t be broken into till we can get something better built. We
should be settled in pretty good before you get where you’re going.”
“That’s good.” Mike replied. “I hope it won’t be very long
before our people working on a human gate are finished. Then we can
open a permanent gate and start supplying the equipment you’ll need to
follow the environmental laws we’ll have to use till some sort of local
government can be established.”
Ted laughed and replied over the phone. “Yea, no matter how
much we complain about governments, they are a necessary evil. Us
regular folk need somebody with a different mind-set to run things
while we go about the business of raising our families.”
“Well, I promise my family will do its best to help you get
started, but remember, you will still be under American laws if you stay
on D-11.” Mike cautioned.
“Yea, I know, and D-10 too.” Ted answered. “Do you think
we might be able to go with you when you start your colony efforts
farther downline? My wife and family have talked about it and we like
the changes in the American Constitution and Bill of Rights your
family has made for your Empire.”
“We’d be glad to have you Ted. Remember too, there won’t
be any restrictions to you having land both here and on any downline
world when the time comes. The restrictions we’ve put on the size of
any property claimed only pertain to each individual world. If you can
maintain the minimum standards for each twenty mile circle you can
have land on every world we settle.”
“Sounds good to me!” Ted exclaimed.
Mike looked up to see the end of the convoy nearing a turn in
the trail that would take them out of sight. “Well Ted, I gotta’ go before
the convoy leaves without me. Good luck!” He heard the new
colonist’s reply just as he closed the cell phone and put it back in his
pocket. Grabbing the steering wheel and putting the transmission in
gear, he pulled his buggy back onto the trail and gunned the
accelerator. He came around the turn in the trail and pulled in behind
the last truck as the convoy lined up to pass through the gate to D-10.
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When Mike crossed over to the ice world of D-10 he pulled on
a light jacket to keep from getting a cold from the drop in temperature.
Being early summer it was still comfortable, but the twenty-degree
drop in temperature made the seventy degrees on D-10 seem like a lot
colder than it actually was. Kind of like entering a building on a hot day
with the air conditioning set too cold or walking down the frozen food
section of a grocery store while dressed for a hot summer day.
As he drove along the trail following the rest of the convoy
Mike noticed that there were still a couple of stubborn patches of snow,
on the northern side of the ridge to the south. They would be gone by
the middle of the month but not long after that the first snows of the
coming winter would put it back again.
The convoy came to a stop and Mike tuned his two-way radio
to the convoy channel to listen to the talking voices. There was a soft
spot in the trail and the quantity of vehicles passing through the area
had turned the road into a mud pit. It was several minutes before MiCo
crews could cover the growing pit with stone and sheets of chain link
fence for a temporary fix.
They soon began to move again but had to make several
similar crossings through areas of wet ground. Their way was made
easier because of the preparations made by advanced road building
crews and the MiCo crews that manned the worst spots. Rocks and
other debris were used to repair most low spots while paths of chain
link fence crossed muddy areas too large to fill in quickly. After the
convoy passed on to the next world, the MiCo crews that remained
would use the last of the road construction supplies to make better
repairs to the worst parts of the new road. Hopefully, the next time a
convoy came this way, they would have a passable road to travel on.
They crossed the distance between transfer points as quickly
as possible but it was dark before they reached their goal. They
continued on into the night passing the newly operational radio tower
after dark and made camp just before midnight. The gate crew
assembled the three large pieces that made up the gate and the slowest
vehicles went through to D-9, followed by the rest of the convoy as
they struck what little camp they’d set up.
They reset their camp on the upline side of the gate and most
of them went to sleep as the gate crew again dismantled their portable
portal between worlds. When the camp awoke the next morning it was
to find the gate crew and Mike with his personal guard passing out of
sight around the bent in the valley ahead. A few of the support vehicles
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quickly followed and the slowest vehicles followed soon after. Those
who rode the fastest vehicles in the convoy had longer to break camp
and cleaned things up before following the rest.
When the bulk of the convoy arrived at the transfer point to D8, the gate was up and running and the first vehicles to arrive had
already crossed over to the desert world. Mike drank from the water
bottle he usually kept close by as the convoy slowly threaded its way
through the gate.
When his turn came, Mike drove through the gate to the desert
world of D-8 and the heat hit him like a wind from an open furnace.
The dust of the convoy’s passing was already thick in the air and it was
not long before Mike pulled the dust hood his mother had thoughtfully
for made him, over his face.
Mike was wondering if the noise of the convoy was scaring
away all the life of the worlds they passed through when his radio came
alive. He spoke into the hands-free microphone as he drove. “This is
Mike. Go ahead.”
“Mike, this is Tom Gregory. We’ve got a small herd of those
little deer-like animals from D-9 that seem to have decided to follow us
through the gate. What do we do?”
“Can you herd them back through the gate?” He asked his
trailing scout.
“No. They came through on the run and are already quite a
ways away. Now they’re just wandering in circles, bleating at us from a
distance like it’s our fault they’re not home any more.”
“They’re not going to last long in this desert.” Mike replied.
“Why don’t you go ahead and take them out. We can use the meat for
tonight’s camp or you can contact the Lawson family. They’re going to
stay in the area for a while till they decide whether to settle here or
head farther north toward the pole. The fresh meat will help them
stretch their supplies a little further till my dad can get the gates he’s
making finished.”
“OK boss.” Came the short reply. “Over and out.”
Mike heard the gunshots almost immediately as he continued
to follow the convoy across the desert. If the animals Tom mentioned
were the same as the ones the transfer pad guards had given him on his
way downline, the meat would make a welcome addition to the evening
meal when the convoy made camp tonight.
The trip across the stretch of D-8 between transfer points was
much quicker than the walking trip Mike had taken last fall on his first
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trip upline. Instead of an all day walk in the heat, they made good time
even though the convoy moved at only a little more than twenty-five
miles an hour. They were all at the transfer point long before the gate
crew could disassemble their gate at the downline transfer point and get
to the upline point.
Mike walked up to Tom Gregory as the scout pulled up to
camp with two deer carcasses tied across the back of his four-wheeler.
“Need some help?” He called out to his scout.
The scout asked his own question first. “That depends, are we
camping on this side of the gate or on D-7?”
“D-7.” Mike answered.
“Then we might as well leave them where they are.” Tom
said. “Steve Lawson and I already cleaned these, so all we have to do is
set up the fire pit and start cooking.”
“In that case, why don’t you go ahead and meet us at the
upline transfer point on D-7.” Mike said. “We’re going to be a little
stretched out cause of the distance between transfer points, so it’ll be a
while before we can get everyone through” Mike looked up at the sky
and continued. “It’s still early enough that we should be able to make it
across to D-6 by dark. If you’re first in line there too, you should have
everything just about ready by dark.”
“Good idea.” Tom said then re-donned his helmet and
continued. “See you in camp.”
Mike watched as his scout pulled his four-wheeler around to
the front of the line of vehicles and cut in front of the first truck in line.
He was the first through the gate when it opened onto the next world
upline and was gone in a second, followed by several other fourwheelers and a couple of buggies.
It was nearly an hour before the heat drained drivers of the
convoy finished crossing through the gate to the next world upline.
Mike followed the last truck through then passed them all across the
grasslands of the plateau of D-7. As he drove he looked for signs of the
birdlike sentients of this world, but didn’t see any. He did pass small
herds of the large, ostrich like grazers that inhabited the plateau, but
they were wary of the noisy vehicles and ran before he could get close.
He heard a couple of rifle shots and knew that their fresh venison
would be complimented with big-bird meat.
He drove on along the level grasslands beside the convoy and
had soon passed the lead vehicles. The transfer pads that were located
in the valley behind them would take them to D-6 in only minutes but
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there was no way to get the trucks into the valley so they had to take
this longer route. It took him nearly twenty minutes to reach the truck
transfer point and when he got there he could see the hunters cleaning
the big-birds they’d shot.
“Need any help?” He asked as he walked up to the crowd.
“Nah. We got it under control.” Said Allen Richards.
Mike watched for only a moment then went back to his buggy
and dug out another water bottle. As he drank, his lead scout Allen
Richards took the largest big-bird toward the edge of the plateau. Mike
watched through his binoculars as Al tied the bird carcass to a tree at
the edge of the grasslands and headed back to the transfer point on his
four-wheeler.
Mike lost track of time as the gate crew arrived and set up the
portal and when he looked again toward the tree where the big-bird had
been tied, he saw that it was gone. Even though they kept out of sight,
the bird-like natives of D-7 were still present. Probably watching the
alien monkey-men from the safety of the trees.
Mike had heard that one of the golden that had been assigned
to this world had been visiting the nearest village, but the report that
confirmed the rumor had not reached him as yet. He wondered how
long it would take to test the mindcaps on one of D-7’s natives. If the
mindcaps worked as well on the natives of D-7 as they did on the
pre’en species from U-3, it would not be long before a fifth species was
added to the Golden Alliance of Princess Salyn.
Mike wondered again when she would proclaim herself
Empress instead of Princess since she was the oldest of her line. She
had explained to him at one time that she would wait till her people
were established with secure borders between her Empire and the
worlds of the Church of the Golden Way. Mike wondered if that would
ever happen or if she would face a lifetime of border wars with those
who had taken her family’s realm.
“How much longer?” Mike heard a voice from behind him
ask.
He turned to see his friend Taikyn standing behind him.
“Shouldn’t be more than a few minutes, I’d guess.” The golden replied.
“They’ve just got the last calibrations to make and then we can cross
over. We’ll make camp on the other side so we don’t bother the
birdmen any more than we have to.”
“I hear Byrnai has been in a birdman village.” Taikyn said
conversationally.
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“I heard that too, but I haven’t gotten an official report yet.”
Mike said. “I wish he’d hurry up and make closer contact, I’m getting’
antsy waiting.”
Taikyn smiled sympathetically. “Me too! After the speed with
which we made contact with your people, the slow, cautious way just
seems to take too long.”
Mike laughed with his friend. “Yea. Too bad every race we
meet can’t be as accommodating as I was.”
Taikyn laughed with his human friend and they grew silent as
they watched the gate crew finish their task and open the gate to D-6.
The convoy began crossing over to D-6 and this time Mike
made sure he was one of the first to cross through the gate. He drove
his buggy over to the pit that was quickly being prepared for the camp’s
main cooking fire and began helping, without bothering to ask this
time. It was not long before his Honor Guard began to unobtrusively
herd him away from the workers. He finally gave up and went to sit
with some other loungers.
They collected as much wood as they could in a short time and
set the pile ablaze. Several people scattered to collect more wood as
one group stayed to watch the fire, making sure that it didn’t spread to
the nearby trees and shrubbery. By the time the last of the convoy had
passed through the gate, the fire had burned down to a sizable mass of
coals.
Mike watched as one of the teams of convoy chefs cut the
prepared meat into smaller chunks and wrapped them in foil along with
wrapped packs of potatoes and vegetables. They scooped some of the
coals into a ring around the outer edge of the fire and began placing the
foil packs on the coals. They then piled more wood on the center of the
pile and stood back as the flames rose anew.
Mike stayed by the fire and relaxed as the flames ate at the
wood. He had tried to help his honor guard with their camp
preparations before and had quickly learned that he was not only in the
way, but was unintentionally insulting his guards by his actions. He
would have to be satisfied with the little help he’d given the convoy
chefs earlier as his contribution to the camp preparations.
He was slowly learning that his new level of authority was
such that he would have to allow others to wait on him hand and foot. It
was a practice that he disagreed with but had to adopt nonetheless. He
sat on the ground with his back to a large rock as the camp settled into
a newly practiced rhythm. He looked around at the fires that had sprang
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up around the camp and saw the mix of humans, golden, and gorr that
made up their convoy.
It was hard to believe, with all this cooperation and friendly
bantering, that elsewhere on Earth and the golden homeworld that
beings were still treating others as less than equals. As he sat, relaxing
at the end of another long day, his golden friend, Taikyn, came over
and sat down beside him.
“We have made exceptionally good time.” Taikyn said. “If the
Church enforcers haven’t moved their invasion schedule up, we should
have all of our people in place with days to spare.”
Mike looked at his friend. “Yea. If they haven’t moved their
own schedule up. For all we know, we’re already too late.”
Taikyn laughed the barking laugh of the golden. “You give the
Church too much credit with your worries my friend. They have been
unopposed for so long that they couldn’t move quickly even if they
wished.”
“What about the invasion they’ve already tried?”
“Yes. Tried and failed.” The golden replied. “They faced a
problem they haven’t seen in decades and pushed their people to the
limit, and failed. It will take them a while to play political games to
assign blame for their failure, then the ones who come out ahead will
have to take the time to study the earlier failure. It will be a while
before they have the confidence to try again. I would not be surprised
to see them wait for considerably more time than their original invasion
date before they are again ready.”
“We can only hope.” Mike replied.
The two sat watching the flames dance in the fire that they
faced and when the chefs began pulling foil packs from the coals they
rose and took their place in line. Mike took a pack that held Earthly
vegetables and another that held the meat of one of the deer from D-9,
placed them on the large plastic plate he used for his meals, and went
back to his rock-backed seat on the ground.
He unwrapped the foil packs and wadded the foil into a single
ball, placing it beside him on the ground. In moments he was stuffing
meat and vegetables into his mouth and washing each bite down with
drinks from his ever-present water bottle. It was a while before talk
between the travelers resumed.
The next morning when Mike awoke, there was a thick fog
covering the camp and sound was muffled as if by a blanket of wool
instead of moisture. He stretched and twisted within his sleeping bag,
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then lay still for a luxurious moment as he watched the slowly
awakening camp. He lay there for a relaxing few minutes more as the
camp came alive, then climbed out of his sleeping bag when the noise
level rose to the point that even the deepest sleepers began to awaken.
He was staring into the steam of the pot of coffee water when
his medic, Steve Marcus came over to pour water into a cup. “Morning
Steve.” He said.
“Morning.” The medic said as he rubbed at his eyes with one
hand, while blowing on the cup of instant coffee in his other hand.
Steve yawned hugely then said. “Should be there by this time
tomorrow.”
“No.” Mike answered. “Two more days. The one-man gates
are pretty close, but the transfer points for heavy traffic are a little
farther apart than the smaller pads on both D-5 and D-3. We will send
the majority of the ground troops through the quick way, but the trucks
and nearly all of the supplies will have to take the longer trip.”
“Can’t we hand carry the most needed supplies?” Steve asked.
“No.” Mike answered. “It would take longer to hand carry the
supplies the shorter distance than to take them the longer way by truck.
If we had a few thousand people to carry them maybe, but with the
manpower we have, the trucks will be faster.”
“So, two days. That still leaves us three days till the scheduled
invasion. Think they waited?” Steve asked.
Mike shrugged. “Don’t know. Hi Melissa.” Mike greeted the
communications member of his ranger team when she joined them.
“Hi Mike.” She said as she sat with her back to a tree by their
small section of the camp. “I had a chance to talk to that golden scout
from D-7 when we passed through. He says that he has convinced one
of the birdmen to put on a mindcap.”
“Oh yea. What were the results?” Mike asked with interest.
Her audience waited patiently as Melissa chewed the bite
she’d taken of her breakfast before answering. “He said they are
perfectly capable of learning at any of our levels.” She gestured at the
humans, golden, and gorr in view, then continued. “But he also says
that they are pretty primitive right now. He wonders if we’ll do more
damage by rushing things. He doesn’t want to have happen to them
what happened to the gorr. Most of their history before the golden
enslaved them has been lost.”
“Some of us have adapted.” Came the deep voice of Nykly,
one of Mike’s honor guards.
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Mike looked at his honor guard and friend, and said. “She
didn’t mean that as an insult Nykly.”
“I know, my lord.” Came the reply. “What I meant is that it
will only be the first generation that is displaced. All others will never
know the ways of their immediate ancestors.”
“But what about their civilization before now?” Melissa asked.
“Humans have a history of destroying every society they overcome
through population expansion or defeat in war. If we just replace their
knowledge with what the golden have in the mindcaps, won’t that be a
sort of culture assassination?”
“You forget the ability of the mindcap to absorb knowledge as
well as impart it.” Nykly replied. “The fact that one of their kind has
already worn a mindcap has already saved all of that being’s cultural
knowledge. Any one of their people in the future who wish to learn of
their cultural history need only access that part of mindcap knowledge.”
“OK. I guess you’ve got a valid point there. But what of the
knowledge that that individual doesn’t have? Will that be lost?”
“No.” Replied Nykly. “It is a simple matter of obtaining the
memories of enough of their people who have never been exposed to us
to ensure the saving of their cultural history before our presence on
their world.”
“Why those who’ve never met any of us?” Asked Steve.
Mike raised his hand and said with a smile. “Pick me, pick me,
I know.” Without waiting for any of them to respond to his joke, he
continued. “As soon as they come in contact with other civilizations,
they will begin to incorporate the new into their own society. Our own
history has some examples of that. There were tribes on islands in the
Pacific that had never seen white men as late as the Second World War.
Planes that crashed on these islands had supplies that the natives found
uses for, and if I remember correctly, they developed some sort of
belief in what they called ‘Sky Gods’ who brought gifts from the
heavens, or something like that.”
Melissa picked up when Mike didn’t continue immediately.
“So if you copy the memories of a native who has been influenced by
our presence, then that memory will no longer be pure and the culture
will be tainted with alien perspectives.”
Steve nodded with understanding, then asked. “What about the
native that wore the mindcap? He’s already been influenced hasn’t he?”
“Yes.” Nykly replied. “But the exposure has been brief and is
unlikely to have made much impact on the mind of the individual as
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yet. It would be best however, to obtain memories from natives who
have not been exposed to even the sight of any of our races.”
“How would you go about doing that?” Melissa asked. “I
mean, they’d have to see you to let you put a mindcap on them.
Wouldn’t they?”
“It would be a simple matter of finding natives at a far enough
distance that there is no chance of them ever seeing a non-native
species.” Nykly said.
Mike interrupted his gorr friend. “Then just put a mindcap on
him without his permission.”
Even through his fur they could all see the blush that came to
the gorr honor guard’s face. “Yes. As we did with you. The memories
would then be untainted by exposure and would reflect the being’s true
cultural memories and ideals.” He looked Mike directly in the eye. “It
is sometimes necessary to do less than honorable things to achieve a
higher goal. I myself have partaken of the knowledge of your memories
and know the fear you felt those few moments before our apparent
betrayal was explained by what you received from the mindcap.”
Mike nodded in acquiescence with a blush of his own. “I
meant it as a joke my friend. I guess it didn’t sound as funny out loud
as it did my mind. I apologize for any implied offense. I agree that the
gain more than offsets the impropriety of the way the knowledge is
obtained.”
Nykly nodded his acceptance of the apology and they all
settled in to the camaraderie of their new friendships and their thoughts
of their impending battle with the Church of the Golden Way.
In two days they would all face bigger concerns than the
morality of knowledge shared, or obtained, without consent, but with
the best of motives.
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* NINE *
Mike was looking at the map that the upline infiltration team
of golden had brought back when the alarm sounded. Everyone looked
up from what they were doing, not moving for an eternal second, then
began rushing about as they moved quickly to meet the enemy at last.
His guards closed a little tighter around him and his elevated lobby
table.
It was not that they wanted to fight, but that they had been
preparing for this moment almost every waking minute since the first
invasion by enforcers nearly a month earlier. They could maintain their
readiness for only so long and had begun to get antsy as the original
invasion deadline had come and gone.
At least the Church hadn’t gone the other way and invaded
earlier than planned. If they had, they would have caught the freedom
fighters with their pants down. They would not only have found out
about more about the humans than just the fact they existed, but
everything any of their captives knew. Then the Church would have the
same Intel advantage that the freedom fighters now possessed, and
would be able to push that advantage all the way to Earth before
anyone could stop them.
Mike tapped the button on the computer keyboard in front of
him and watched as the screen came alive with the feed from the station
that had sounded the alarm. He then lifted the microphone for the
basement level staging room in the enforcer barracks, pushed the button
on the side and spoke. “This is not a drill. I repeat, this is not a drill.
The Church enforcers have crossed over to D-2 at grid coordinates A-5,
C-1, and E-6. Each group has established a perimeter and appears to be
preparing to cross over to D-3.”
He released the button and put the microphone back in its
cradle. He knew that the message was being sent through the gate and
teams were racing to the same coordinates on D-3. If they could get
there in time, they would use the window feature of the gates they
carried to set up an ambush for the invading enforcers.
The ambush teams were made up of the United States Army
troops that had come on the second supply convoy from Earth. They
had taken the chance of sending the mobile gate they had captured back
for more supplies and troops and had been surprised to find that the
Earth made gates had been completed. Their re-supply expedition had
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been met on D-9, where the government of Earth had already set up
border stations in accordance with the treaty agreement with the
princess.
It had taken them only a few days to begin utilizing the
recently completed, human manufactured gates, and the colonization of
the worlds upline from Earth had begun. When the mobile gate had
arrived on D-9, they had been met by an entire army division on its way
upline to support the princess’ freedom fighters. When the Church
enforcers crossed over to D-3, they would be met by an experienced
armed force of humans who were prepared to perform a blitzkrieg
through the enforcer gates.
Mike switched the view on his computer screen and watched
through the lenses of their unmanned camera planes. The enforcers
were quicker than expected and he saw the second gate already set up
and enforcers pouring through to D-3 at both the A-5 and E-6 grids.
The invasion force at grid C-1 was headed in the direction of the
enforcer barracks. There were hundreds of the invaders and all seemed
to be armed with the deadlier weapons the freedom fighters had found
out about on the computers they had captured.
The camera operator zoomed his lens in on the gate at C-1 to
show the arrival of enforcer aircraft that was not shown in their
captured Intel. Mike gazed at the screen, as the craft were rapidly
prepared for flight. He heard the reports of aircraft on transports going
through the gates at grids A-5 and E-6 and switched his view to the
camera drones monitoring those locations.
He was watching the E-6 grid point when the first reports of
the human military engaging the enemy. The actions of the enforcers
grew more frantic as they raced between the two gates to D-3. It was
then that Mike noticed the enforcers using hand-held devices that they
peered through. As he watched, he saw those enforcers making reports
to other golden enforcers, who then spoke into enforcer communication
devices. “So that’s how they caught team dragon.” He thought.
He opened his own comm line and spoke into the hands free
mike he wore. “This is command central. It appears the enforcers have
binoculars with gate window capabilities. All units be aware that they
are going to be able to find transfer points at a speed equal to our own.
The gate detectors we captured during the last invasion are not going to
be able to detect the use of the binoculars. All D-2 monitoring stations
transmit Intel crossworld as quickly as possible so our army allies are
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aware of the capability. We can no longer watch without being
watched.”
He was still watching the screen of the enforcers headed
toward their barracks stronghold when the report of enforcers around
the transfer point to the barracks was reported. He switched his screen
to the internal security cameras that had been reconnected and saw his
own rangers and the golden and gorr freedom fighters firing their
weapons through the portable gates they had been watching through.
They were using rifles instead of stunners. As each of the freedom
fighters emptied his weapon another took his place at the gate’s
opening.
As Mike watched, many of the freedom fighters set up a
defensive line around the portable gate that led to D-3. They shut down
one of the gates and moved it to another position, then began firing at
the enforcers from a different angle.
He switched the screen’s view back to the video plane and saw
that the enforcers were still coming through their gate from D-1. At this
rate they would soon outnumber the freedom fighters. Not long after
that, they would outnumber the U.S. Army troops on D-3.
“We’ve got to stop their advance soon or we’ll have to
abandon this world.” Mike mumbled to himself.
He reached out to retrieve the microphone to the radio and
pushed the button as he raised it to his mouth. “This is command
central, initiate Pincer.”
The view from the video plane over grid C-3 showed the
hidden freedom fighters rising from their concealment. They split into
three groups and headed for each of the enforcer positions.
He switched the video to the camera plane over the A-5 grid
and was just in time to see the gate from D-1 growing in the screen.
The image of the gate grew quickly and dissolved into static as the
plane crashed into the gate. Through the window from his position on
the top floor of the barracks, Mike could see the ball of flame that rose
from where the gate had stood. Off in the distance another ball of flame
rose toward the sky. He couldn’t see it from his position, but his radio
announced the third gate’s destruction by Kamikaze video plane.
He switched his screen to the frequency of a backup video
plane and watched as the operator flew it toward the E-6 grid. The
scene that grew in the screen showed chaos at the transfer point. There
was a half circle of charred ground in the middle of the chaos with
enforcer wounded and some unmoving bodies scattered around the
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edge of the blast area. The exodus toward the D-3 transfer point had
reversed and enforcers were pouring back to D-2 through the invasion
gate.
The video plane again lost altitude as he watched, diving
toward the mass of invading enforcer transports. This time the
unmanned Kamikaze plane did not target the gate, but instead targeted
the transport vehicle closest to the gate. Through the screen, Mike
watched several of the vehicle’s crew attempt to escape as the plane’s
video feed ended at the moment of impact.
“Sure hope they don’t open any more gates around here.”
Mike thought to himself. “We don’t have many more vid-planes.”
They had already discussed the chances of the Church opening
gates all over D-2 and not just where the princess had escaped
downline from her prison. Some had felt that they were too unused to
this type of rebellion and would concentrate all their efforts here.
Others were just as sure that the Church would also establish several
beachheads at other locations around the prison world of D-2. After all,
there were prisons all over the planet since D-2 was the dumping
grounds for six world’s worth of the Church’s critics and malcontents.
All they could do was defend what they had as well as they
could. It was a matter of location. This point on D-2 was the beginning
of a corridor that lead downline, through the new Golden Empire’s new
capital city and all the way to his family’s back yard on Earth.
“Pincer engaged.” Came the report over the loudspeakers
connected to the open channel just after his private channel informed
him through the earpiece of his hands free unit. He knew that the U. S.
Army unit on the D-3 side had also engaged the enforcers at the gate
location.
Reports from the A-5 invasion gate to D-3 confirmed the
Pincer Engaged code, but reported damage to the gate transport vehicle
and the gate to D-3 down. Mike couldn’t find a live video feed on any
of his screen’s channels but had radio reports confirming that the gate
at grid E-6 was still up. Enforcers there were fleeing downline to the
more breathable atmosphere of D-3 without their transports.
Through the cameras on the top of the captured enforcer
barracks, he saw the golden and gorr freedom fighters engage the
invasion force sent to recapture them for the Church. Using tactics
learned from humans, the freedom fighters sniped at the convoy for the
entire trip from the destroyed gate entry point to the captured barracks.
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By the time the invaders got to the edge of the new defensive
perimeter for the captured barracks, they were cowering within the
safety of their armored transports. Mike did not give the order to fire on
the convoy with heavy weapons until the last transport was within the
defensive perimeter.
Tire shredding mines quickly placed along the most likely
path to the barracks blew out the heavy tires of the ground vehicles full
of Church enforcers. The convoy came to an immediate halt and a few
curious enforcer heads immediately poked out of armored protection
when nothing else happened. Several of these curious heads were
blown off by sniper fire from the barracks roof.
For a long few minutes, nothing else happened.
Mike waited. He hoped they could capture the enforcers
without any more bloodshed. Since the golden did not practice the
human notion of a weaker sex, captured forces were an even mix of
male and female golden. The former enforcers could be released on
worlds farther downline if they did not wish to rejoin the Church. They
would lose the power over others they had wielded as an enforcer, but
their prison would be a sentence of freedom. With the ability to raise
families away from the Church’s oppressive reach.
He was glad when the doors to the transports opened and not
enforcers, but enforcer weapons flew out of the vehicles. The piles of
weapons behind the transports grew impressive. After a few minutes
the doors to the transports were pulled closed. Not one glimpse of an
enforcer head was seen.
Mike switched his radio to the invader’s command channel
and spoke the golden language into his mike. “This is your only
warning. While your weapons are being gathered you will not open any
transport doors. If a door to any transport is opened, that entire
transport and all those inside will be destroyed. I repeat, if any transport
door opens, that transport and all of its occupants will be destroyed.”
“After the weapons have been removed, transports will be
allowed to surrender one at a time. Do not open your transport doors
yourself. You will leave the doors unlocked and we will open them
from the outside. Any transport opened from the inside will be
destroyed.”
He disengaged the enforcer channel and spoke into his
command channel. “Trash pickup, go.”
He watched on the screen as dozens of figures dashed from
hiding along the path of the convoy. Golden and gorr freedom fighters
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gathered up the piles of weapons around each transport and fled back
into hiding.
“Mike spoke again into his hands free microphone. “Baby
sitters, go.”
Another group left their concealment at a slower pace and
approached the lead transport cautiously. They surrounded the vehicle
and the smallest door was opened from the outside. The golden
freedom fighter stood off to the side of the door with a gorr on the other
side, and called into the opening.
After a moment he yelled again. Mike could not hear but the
motions of the freedom fighter indicated a much louder, commanding
yell than the first. After another moment, a golden enforcer stepped
from the vehicle with his hands crossed over his head.
Two freedom fighters met the enforcer with one guarding
while the other patted down the new prisoner. Satisfied, they tied the
enforcer’s right hand to the first hoop of a long rope they carried. By
the time they had their prisoner secure, a second team had patted down
the next surrendering enforcer.
As the second team secured their charge, the first team met the
next enforcer off the transport. Mike watched for a while as another
team started on the second transport, then switched the screen to the
live feed through a relay station through one of their own gates to D-3.
He saw through the link to the army unit at grid A-5 that they
had overwhelmed the enforcers cut off from D-2 by the shutting down
of the damaged gate. There were considerably more motionless bodies
around the enforcer position than at the barracks, some of them with U.
S. Army uniforms, but not a large amount. Hopefully, they had
captured the invaders with minimal casualties to both sides.
When he switched to the E-6 grid’s camera feed he saw a
different scene. The enforcers had circled their transports around the
gate and were putting up a valiant defense. The camera showed
considerably more bodies scattered around the perimeter of the circle of
armored vehicles than the scene of the conflict at grid A-5.
Enforcers abandoning D-2 were still coming through the gate
with all the supplies they could carry, tossing their air masks aside as
they came through. The gaps between the rings of transports quickly
grew full.
“Dumb.” Was Mike’s thought just seconds before several
sleep gas canisters arced into the midst of the tightly packed mass of
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enforcers. Mike smiled as several enforcers fought over the closest air
masks only to fall over each other as the gas took them.
Mike tapped at the keys of his console for a few seconds and
the screen split to show him a view from each side of the gate between
D-2 and D-3. The enforcers fleeing the D-2 side were arrayed nearly
the same as their compatriots on the D-3 side. With the exception that
their neat circle of transports was broken by the transport that blocked
the gate. The enforcers had quit coming through the gate and reversed
themselves, heading back to D-3 when they had gotten confirmation
that the gates to D-1 had been destroyed.
As he watched, a group of freedom fighters broke through the
collapsing defense of the D-2 side of the conflict. They swarmed over
the mobile gate’s command transport and moments later, the gate
shimmered and the scene of D-3 disappeared. A leg and an arm
twitched and jerked on the silver-gray surface of the gate platform.
In moments, freedom fighters overran the enforcers trapped on
D-2. Mike tapped at his keyboard and the scene from D-2 disappeared.
The screen filled with the circle of enforcer transports engulfed in gas.
On the large bare center of the circle, enforcer medics tended one of
their own who was missing the limbs of his left side.
The medics worked on since they had not had time to take off
their air masks. They had immediately gone to their companion’s aid
when the gate had cut them off from those behind. By the time they had
time to notice the rest of their surroundings, they were surrounded by
falling bodies.
Mike was about to make a complete check of all his available
channels when an alarm went off. As he looked away from his screen,
an arc of electric energy flashed through the opening of a door to the
lower levels. Before anyone could move, enforcers came through the
door in a flood, firing their weapons as they came.
The two gorr in his honor guard immediately took up positions
between the enforcers and Mike and drew their shotgun pistols. The
two golden honor guards grabbed at their own weapons but the
enforcers were quicker. Lances of electric fire spread across the gap
and into the boxes that had been placed around the lobby over the past
few days. Absorbed by devices that were made with the Church’s
‘Secret’ Computer files, the electric fire didn’t touch a single freedom
fighter or human ranger.
A little more primitive and bulky, they were almost the same
as the devices that lined the halls of Church enclaves. Just a minor
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precaution for a repressive government, but a life-saving defense for
those within the lobby.
The enforcers had only a moment to look surprised before the
freedom fighters packing the lobby leveled their weapons at the
invaders. Mike tried to see around his guards but they held him behind
them with one hand each while they fired with the other.
The sound of all the human firearms going off at once within
the confines of the lobby was deafening. The firing only lasted a few
seconds and then there was silence.
Mike peeked between the two gorr guards as they relaxed. He
saw the floor littered with enforcer bodies. A few of them moved
weakly. All of them bled. The door they had come through had been
pulled shut by those that had been at the back of the invading hoard.
Mike spoke calmly into his microphone. “We’ve got invaders
inside the complex at the lobby level. Defensive precautions have
proved 100% effective and the lobby is secure. Barracks lower levels
report by floor. Sub one first!”
“Sub one here.” Came the voice of a golden female. “We have
enforcers in two eastern corridors and one stairwell. Our people have
secured all central and western corridors and all other stairwells. Over.”
“Sub two here.” Came a human voice. “We have enforcers in
all eastern and central corridors up to and including the central
stairwell. We have everything secure from the central stairwell west.
Over.”
“Sub three here.” Came another human male voice. “We have
everything but the eastern stairwell and the corridor to the first branch
in each direction. They’re packed in pretty tight. Over.”
“D-3 gate level here.” Came a gorr voice. “We have the entire
level. The invaders have continued to push at us at the eastern stairwell
but have not the firepower to take the enclosed area through one door.
Over.”
Mike scanned the security cameras as he listened to the
barracks security commander, matching the dead corridor cameras to
the captured areas as the golden gave his orders. “All security report to
the western stairwell. Attack sub level two at the central stairwell area
and secure the stairwell first. From there make all efforts on level two
corridors only. Split their forces and find their transfer point. It’s most
likely on sub level two. Go.”
Reports began coming in at a rapid pace. There was no
transfer point to be seen through the gates they had within the barracks
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in window mode. There was no way the Church enforcers could have
come at them from D-1. Mike had them check through the D-3 side and
the same observations were made.
How had they gotten to D-2 without being seen? He wracked
his brain. They had observers watching every access to the barracks
from both D-1 and D-3 and there was no other way the enforcers could
come at them. The D-3 transfer point was above the ground by at least
a couple hundred feet and the D-1 transfer point was deep under
ground.
Then he had it! They were using a double gate! They had to be
coming from the home world! The concept had crossed his mind
several times before but the process of testing the theory had never
presented itself.
The enforcers were coming through a gate from the home
world to D-1 and from there, across a small distance to another gate
that led to D-2. A tunnel that led through a short distance of the
underground section of D-1 that coincided with the sub level two,
transfer point where they were crossing over to D-2.
Mike tapped a few keys on his board and looked over the
schematics of the enforcer barracks they occupied. He found what he
was looking for and spoke into his mike. “They might be using a
double gate system. Here’s what I want you to do.” He explained his
idea and runners left to initiate his plan.
He turned back to his screen and watched through the security
cameras as freedom fighters pushed at the growing enforcer ranks. The
central stairwell was isolated after considerable effort and the enforcers
stranded there were quickly overwhelmed by the defenders. From there
the enforcers gave ground slowly until the rooms they defended most
strenuously became evident.
The freedom fighters increased the pressure they were putting
on the enforcers despite the difficulty in their task. As they fought on
reports began coming back from the double-gate searchers. The
searchers had used one of the gate detectors to triangulate the location
of the enforcer gate.
They moved to an area of D-3 below the spot that coincided
with sub level three and quickly built a tower. When they got to the
point where they calculated the enforcer gate to be they opened a gate
and began their search. After several tries they found a spot that was
within the floor of the enforcer barracks. They could hear the enforcers
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above them as they placed a smaller gate just above the one on D-2 and
activated it.
The second gate opened onto a dirt wall that they rapidly
began to dig at. The dirt began to pile up on the floor of the platform
and in seconds the silver gray metal of a gate came into view. They quit
digging and pushed a flexible scope up through the dirt. The army
sergeant looking through the scope ducked away from his task and gave
his report.
“I can see both gates from here. There’s a ramp across the
ground or they would have already fallen through on top of us.” He
motioned with his hands as he talked. “The gate to D-2 is about here
and the gate from the golden home world is about here.” More dirt fell
down through the double gates onto those standing on the platform.
They quickly came up with a plan and set up several of their
largest sleep-gas canisters below the spot. Activating the canisters and
closing the gates below, they waited. It was only a few minutes before
reports reached them from D-2 that the enforcer defenses were
beginning to grow less intense.
The freedom fighters in the enforcer barracks on D-2 donned
air masks and pushed their new advantage. With considerably less
effort they soon came into the midst of the groggy enforcer invaders.
The golden and gorr freedom fighters mixed with the golden enforcers
so closely, that human guns and Church electrical dischargers became
unwieldy.
Quickly changing to staffs and the martial arts they had
learned through their association with humans, the freedom fighters
pressed on. It was only a few more minutes before they came to the
double gates that led through D-1, and from there to the golden home
world.
Golden and gorr freedom fighters poured through the gates to
a large room where enforcers lay in heaps. The gas had concentrated in
the closed room and the unprepared enforcers had been caught
unaware. Mike watched through the screen of his computer as the
cameraman with the assault troops filmed their advance.
The freedom fighters secured the room and began transporting
the unconscious enforcers across the thresholds of the twin gates to D2. Many of the enforcers were stripped of their uniforms and the golden
freedom fighters began to dress in the uniforms and infiltrate the
building that housed the invasion force.
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Mike sat at his table and was poring over the videos brought
back by the infiltration teams within an hour of the taking of the rooms
on the golden home world. “What kind of building is it?” He asked the
golden who had brought him the videos.
“It is nothing more than a residential structure, Prince
Michael.” The golden replied. “The transfer point is on the tenth floor
of the building in a large room made by knocking down the walls of
several citizens apartments. Most of the tenants in adjacent apartments
were still in their homes when we looked. It seems that the Church had
only evacuated the rooms around the transfer point to D-1.”
“Didn’t they know what was going on?” Mike asked with
disbelief in his voice.
“No Prince.” Came the reply. “Sadly, to question the motives
of Church enforcers would be out of character for most of my people.
They just accepted the actions of the enforcers and tried to stay out of
the way.”
“What are they doing now?” Mike asked next.
“Most have already accepted sanctuary with the Princess and
are crossing through the gates to D-3 and farther downline. Our people
are infiltrating the building by occupying the abandoned apartments.
We also have more of our people spreading out to the buildings
adjacent to the building with the transfer point.”
The golden continued. “A few enforcers have entered to bring
messages from the nearest enforcer barracks and have been taken. It
should not be too much longer before they know that their secret
invasion route has been compromised.”
“I want the escape route back to D-2 protected at all costs.”
Mike said. “I don’t want any of our people left behind when the Church
retaliates.”
He looked back down at the sheets of diagrams on the lobby
table and tried to plan his next move. The Church had attempted to
recapture the escaped techs and the last of the Imperial line, and had
failed miserably. Now the Church’s enemies had an easily protected
position on the home world.
It would only be a matter of time before the Church tried again
to assert their dominance.
Mike knew that the next time, the Church would not
underestimate their knew adversaries.
The coming battles would not be near so easy for the freedom
fighters and their human allies.
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* EPILOGUE *
Mike looked out of the plate glass windows at the greenery of
the toxic world of D-2 as another convoy of vehicles rose into sight up
the ramp to the lower level gate garage. The convoy headed out across
the newly paved road toward the nearest transfer point to D-1.
He watched for a while then lowered his eyes back to his
computer screen. He tapped a series of keys on the keyboard and
transferred the files he had selected to the computer’s memory rods.
When the data transfer was completed he pulled the rods from their
holes at the top of the keyboard and put them in his vest pocket.
Rising from his seat he said to his honor guard. “OK, let’s go.”
They surrounded him and the group walked toward the stairs to the
lower level gate room.
The barracks and the two former prisons had been secured as
well as the D-1 transfer points the invading enforcers had used to get to
D-2. The freedom fighters had also secured the double gate path to the
golden home world and the residential building that housed the transfer
point.
So far, the Church had not openly attacked the freedom
fighter’s stronghold on the home world, but they all knew their respite
wouldn’t last long. The Church might not be quick, but they would
eventually recover from this second defeat.
In the meantime, the human allies of Princess Salyn
strengthened their defenses on the downline worlds. They did this at the
same time they assisted in rescuing more prisoners from the mines of
D-2 as well as citizens from around their D-1 and Homeworld
strongholds. In full view of the Church’s watchers.
Mike knew that their luck was not going to last forever. The
Church would soon tire of being embarrassed and would overreact in
the manner of all oppressive governments when their power is
questioned. Constantly circling video planes watched their perimeter on
D-2, D-1 and the golden homeworld for the attack that was sure to
come. When the next assault came, it would not be so easily defeated.
Refugees were pouring through the double gate transfer point
from the home world to D-2 and from there downline. Newly recruited
and mindcap trained, freedom fighters and their human allies flowed in
the opposite direction to reinforce those already defending the border
between the Church worlds and those of Princess Salyn.
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Mike took a last look at the green world on the other side of
the plate glass windows that held the toxic atmosphere at bay. He
wondered how long it would be before the invaders massing across the
golden home world began crossing downline.
The Church would surely use more distant transfer points
soon, if they hadn’t already. They would do all they could to protect the
boundary between their worlds and the worlds of the refugees and their
human allies. It was this danger that had pushed his honor guard to
insist that he abandon the barracks and move downline himself. He had
been reluctant, but had finally acquiesced.
As he passed through the door to the stairwell to the lower
level, Mike hoped that the data rod information he carried would help
identify the routes the Church would most likely use to make their next
invasion attempts. When he reached the gate at the lower level garage,
he was met by his personal ranger team.
“Hello Joe. Ready to go?” He asked the team captain with a
smile.
Joseph Randall laughed at the play on words and replied.
“Dragon team ready to hike, Mike.”
Mike laughed in turn. “Then let’s get going.”
They walked as a group through the gate, crossing downline to
D-3.
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PRELUDE
He knew that it was most likely a futile effort but he had to
try. This far from the Homefire, C-60 was rare enough in its naturally
created state. To pass up the chance of scavenging even one molecule
from the remains of an invader would be less than cognizant of
percentages for gain as opposed to worth of effort. The effort was
negligible while the worth of success was so great as to make the effort
of prediction a greater waste of energy.
As he approached the mass of the solid matter object, he
expanded the energy matrix that formed his ‘self’. In this way he
sought the resonance that would indicate the presence of any unclaimed
carbon-sixty molecules around the mass of the solid matter object.
This ‘wide band’ sensor probe let him know the general
atomic makeup of the surface layers of the mass he approached as well
as the number and approximate location of every one of his kind on the
surface of the mass. Those burrowing deeper within the mass were
hidden from his probe but the unexcited nature of any of his kind
within view let him know that all of the invaders were de-energized.
Of course, there were no unclaimed C-60 molecules within the
range of his sensor probe, but that was hardly surprising. The victors of
the recent battle would have immediately claimed any C-60 molecules
formerly occupied by the invaders.
The Mai ‘JX that had come upon the invaders before his
arrival had already located and absorbed the vacated C-60 spheres of
their ages-old foe. He could pick out their locations all around the solid
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mass hurtling toward the Homefire. Some of them even wore vacated
mobile carbon vessels but most of those were no longer naturally
animate. The wearers would probably not be able to keep them intact
and mobile for a single rotation of the Homesphere around the
Homefire.
As he searched for his treasure, he knew that the rumors were
true. The enemy, from the tales of the ancient ones, was returning to
raid his people’s home.
His energy donators had included memories of the last
invasion in his core energy and he ‘looked’ at those memories as he
drifted toward the solid mass that had formerly borne a single raiding
force.
These particular mobile carbon raiders had been unlucky
enough to traverse a populated volume of space. The first defenders
had outnumbered the raiders and had coincidentally all been veterans of
the last raids. Several even still occupied the mobile carbon vessels
they had acquired to fight off those raiders from so long ago.
He altered the frequency of his energy matrix to pull on the
mass of the solid matter and drifted slowly closer. When the first of his
extended energy ‘self’ touched the mass and began to convert it to gas,
he contracted his energy matrix closer to his core and as much inside
his few C-60 molecules as he could.
Tasting the gas as it bubbled a few atoms up and away from
the surface, he changed his resonating frequency again and rose to a
height twice that of his core diameter. Maintaining this height, he
adjusted his resonating frequency again and began to move laterally
across the surface of the solid mass.
He sensed another of his kind off to the side of his direction of
travel and was about to change direction to initiate sensory sharing
when he felt the exquisite resonance of an unoccupied C-60 molecule.
It was between two layers of denser solid mass and was only detectable
because of his proximity. Constricting the mass of his occupied core
molecules, he dove into the surface of the solid mass and veered to the
side when he passed below the first layer of denser matter. He easily
bored his way toward the treasure and gas erupted from the tiny hole he
made as he unerringly sought his target.
When he reached his goal he had time only to notice the bit of
matter that was formerly a part of a mobile carbon specimen before he
engulfed the treasured C-60 molecule within the bit of no-longeranimate tissue.
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The part of his energy matrix with his most treasured
memories not currently protected surrounded the molecule and soaked
through the gaps between the atoms. The process was quick at first but
soon slowed as he continued to let his energy matrix soak into the
rapidly filling vessel. He felt the speed of cogitation increase as more of
his energy matrix was condensed by the natural properties of the sixtyatom sphere of carbon. He continued to soak his energy matrix into the
spherical molecule till it felt comfortable.
As the last of the gas from the excess energy of his actions
bled from the entry hole he’d made in the top layer of the solid mass,
he flexed his ‘self’ inside the expanded room of his new core. Drawing
the molecules that held his newly defined core energy closer together
he reveled in the thrill of increased cogitation speed and increased
sensory range.
With more of his excess energy matrix contained in a properly
protective, solid matter vessel, he didn’t convert any more of the solid
matter of the tunnel walls into a gaseous state as he retraced his path
into the crevasse that hid his treasure from earlier searchers of his kind.
Buoyed by the confidence of his newly increased core size, he rose to
three times his core diameter when he continued toward the nearest of
his kind to exchange sensory input.
He was especially curious as to what others of his kind were
going to do now that they had confirmed the rumors that the old enemy
was again raiding their Homefire’s single remaining nursery of mobile
carbon specimens.
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* ONE *
The fishing boat turned to starboard as it drew in the net.
Coming toward it was the small auxiliary boat that slowly dragged the
other end of the net towards its mother ship.
“Dolphins!” Came the yell from a spotter.
The trained crew then shifted their efforts as the captain
slowed their speed to delay the closing of the net. He had insisted that
his crew take every effort possible to avoid harming any dolphins,
turtles, or any but their chosen prey species and the result had instilled
a tradition onboard that even he couldn’t easily challenge.
As he slowed, the radioman relayed the sighting, which was
verified. The auxiliary boat also slowed as divers entered the water
within the closing ring of netting on the boat’s starboard side. They
were there to provide assistance in escaping for any dolphin
floundering in the net as it was drawn toward the boat.
As the auxiliary boat continued to slowly motor toward the
larger boat, several dorsal fins became evident at the surface.
Seemingly oblivious to their danger, the dolphins fed on the rising mass
of fish.
Unlike other instances of dolphin netting, these did not seem
to care or make any attempt to escape the confines of the net. Spotters
yelled out their observations as the divers began to swim inward to the
feeding cetaceans. They would have to maneuver the dolphins to the
edge of the net and over, one at a time, all the while being careful not to
spook the animals. One whack from a flailing tail fluke or butt from a
snout could break the bones of any of the divers. At least this time the
trapped cetaceans hadn’t panicked. Yet.
Captain Lewis remained silent as he listened on the headset he
wore, like every other crewmember of his boat. Except that his was
hands-free for both command and spotter frequencies. To avoid
confusion from too many voices their shipboard comm was divided
with command only able to talk with and hear the spotter frequency
when pushing and holding a button under the left ear piece. The spotter
squad, which included deckhands, could only talk to and hear the
command frequency when pushing and holding a button under their
right earpiece.
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The divers carried their conversation on a third frequency that
was monitored by the radioman and piped over the boat’s loudspeakers.
Everything was going fine as each member of the crew concentrated on
his or her individual tasks, not paying much attention to the waters
within the net as the level of fish began to reach the surface. All of a
sudden the noise of several shouting diver’s voices rendered the
loudspeakers to screaming feedback static.
“What the fu…”
“Holy sh…”
“Auuuugh…”
That last was from the nearest diver to any of the dolphins. As
everyone aboard spun toward the shrinking enclosure they saw the
diver thrashing in the water, backing furiously. Through the spray of
water they saw a sight that made them all doubt their sanity.
At the first touch of a human hand on the tail fluke of the first
dolphin approached, all the cetaceans began to glow in various colors.
Glowing dimly at first, the different shades of luminescence
surrounding the dolphins brightened as they thrashed at the surface
with tail and pectoral fins. The masked diver’s face couldn’t be seen as
he turned following his shocked vocalization and followed his now
fleeing companions. The rising mass of fish breaking the surface
around them only increased their panic while the rasping sound of their
breath over the loudspeakers projected that rising feeling of panic to the
rest of the crew.
Captain Lewis was proud to note that in no time at all his crew
suppressed the rising flood of panic shown in the few seconds
following the initial silence of stunned disbelief. The frantic swimming
of the divers relaxed, as did their radioed voices, when they realized the
glowing dolphins were not chasing them. One by one the divers slowed
and turned back toward the glowing shapes.
It was about then that the glow around the dolphins grew
perceptively brighter underneath and they began to rise out of the
water. Flapping their pectoral fins like tiny little wings.
The headsets and loudspeakers grew silent again as the entire
crew stared in total disbelief. Dolphins can’t fly. But there they were,
flying slowly above the surface of the water, occasionally dropping
back into the sea to wet their bodies and rising again, with only their
flapping pectoral fins slapping the surface.
The glow wrapped around their bodies and Captain Lewis
noticed that the brighter glow extended around the bottom of the
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dolphin’s bodies and nearly two thirds of the way up the sides. He also
noticed that the dolphin’s bodies kept their waterborne sleekness and
not the gravity-squashed bodies they would have if suspended in a
fabric sling.
The dolphins dipped their snouts down as they flew inches
above the water, picking off an occasional jumping fish as the net
continued to be pulled toward the boat by the slow moving auxiliary
craft. The crew began to react automatically to their surroundings and
silently snagged the line from the auxiliary boat. As the divers entered
the small craft one by one, the crew began to draw the net aboard
slowly.
While the crew stared as they worked, the dolphins reached
the edges of the net and dove into the water, their respective glowing
colors dimming but not disappearing. Their softly glowing bodies could
be seen swimming around the outer edges of the submerged section of
the net as it was drawn toward the stern of the bigger boat.
Occasionally, one of the dolphins would rise vertically, farther
than was naturally possible and watch the working men for several
moments. The mysterious glow would again increase around the lower
section of that particular dolphin’s body.
Captain Lewis knew he should berate his crew for their
inattentiveness, but he was just as guilty as they were, watching the
dolphins as much as what he should be doing to pull in their catch. As
the net finally drew closed and close enough to pull aboard the dolphins
all rose to the surface at equal points around the outer edge of the net.
Their strangely glowing bodies rising a few inches above the
water’s surface, they casually picked off any fish that jumped out of the
net, squeaking excitedly between gulps.
As remarkable as the display was, soon crewmembers began
to pay more attention to their duties, only glancing occasionally at the
buffet line of dolphins. Subdued comments and directions started to
come across the headphones. The conversation grew more frequent and
included comments on the feeding dolphins, but never grew very
excited. Working like the well-trained crew they were, only those who
knew them well would see their thoughtfully solemn, subdued silence
as out of character.
When the catch was hauled aboard, the dolphins presented
them with one last surprise. As the boat began to pull away they all rose
to the level of the side gunwales and flew to the front of the boat on the
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port side, forming a line. As the boat passed them by, they each flapped
their pectoral fins, wagged their heads, and squeaked excitedly.
When the stern passed them by, they each dove away from the
boat as their glows dimmed. The crew watched the group swim away
for as long as they could before turning silently to their duties.
When they arrived at their home dock they were surprised to
find that they weren’t the only ones with strange tales to tell.
*
*
*
“Mommy, mommy! Guess what just happened?” The six-year
old was jumping up and down excitedly.
“I give up honey. What just happened?” Juanita said as she
continued to chop vegetables at the kitchen counter.
“I got Mai ‘JX!” The little girl stage whispered excitedly.
Juanita stopped chopping and glanced at her daughter with a
smile. “Magic? You’ve got magic?”
“No. Mai ‘JX.”
“My jex?”
“That’s close enough.” The little girl shook her head up and
down quickly, as her eyes grew wide. “I saw it come down from the
sky. It was like a bunch of little glowing lights all in a twisting ball.”
She made an imaginary, moving ball with her hands by wriggling her
fingers and shifting her hands at the wrist around the imaginary ball.
“It just kind of drifted around the trees for a while then I
yelled at it to come closer so I could see it better, AND IT DID!”
“If it was a bunch of lights, Dawn honey, wouldn’t it be a
‘them’?” Juanita asked with a smile as she turned back to her chopping.
“No mommy. All of those lights make up just one Mai ‘JX.”
“Oh. OK.” Juanita knew how to go with the flow of her
daughter’s imagination.
“All it did was fly around like it was watching me, so I
showed it how to play on the obskul course.”
“You mean obstacle course?”
“Yea, obskul course. After I finished I asked the Mai ‘JX if it
wanted to try and you know what happened NEXT?”
“What happened next honey?”
“All the little lights that make up the Mai ‘JX flew around my
head, and some went up my nose and some went in my mouth and
some went in my ears.” She waved her hands around her head, pointing
at each part of her face as she identified it. “Now I got Mai ‘JX! Can I
keep it?”
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“Sure honey.” Juanita smiled down at her daughter. “Now go
outside and play while I finish supper, OK?”
“OK, thanks.”
Juanita went back to her task as she listened to her daughter
playing in the back yard. She glanced out the window occasionally
when the sounds from the playing girl became muted then went back to
fixing the family’s evening meal when the sounds again grew. By
sound alone she knew when her daughter was on the obstacle course
built into the bottom of her two older sons’ tree house. When Juanita’s
daughter shifted her yard game to kicking a soccer ball around, her
mother followed the girl’s progress by sound. She listened to the sound
of Dawn’s voice as the child supplied her own game commentary to her
new imaginary friend.
Juanita heard the ball hit the roof of the house and when she
didn’t hear it hit the ground, knew that it had become caught in the
woodwork of the half-roof over the deck. Her suspicions were
confirmed seconds later when her daughter called out.
“Mom! The ball’s stuck on the roof again!”
“You’ll have to wait till your dad comes home honey.” She
called out the kitchen window. She went back to making supper and put
the incident out of her head. The ball had become stuck many times
before and she assumed her daughter would go on to another game
without hesitation as usual.
Her husband had shown through demonstration that it was
impossible to get the soccer ball onto the roof in a normal ‘soccer style’
kick with the landscaping design leading to their backyard goal. So her
daughter knew that if she got the ball stuck, it wasn’t quite a real
accident and she’d just have to wait to get it back.
Even though they all practiced family fire drills that required
them to escape across the same deck half-roof, only she or her husband
were allowed to use the big step ladder to get to the top of the half-roof
under normal circumstances. The talk around the evening meal table
had just about decided to add Roberto, the oldest, to that list but he was
still at football practice so couldn’t do it anyway. And she was too busy
right now.
As she worked she noticed an unusual glow pass by the
window. She glanced that way but the glow disappeared. Seconds later,
her brow furrowed as she heard the sound of her daughter kicking the
soccer ball around the yard. There was something wrong about that but
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her supper was just about ready and the sound of her husband’s car
pulling into the driveway pulled her attention away.
Within a half-hour’s time, her sons had come home from their
after school activities and the family of five had settled down to the
evening meal. As Juanita Saunders grilled her family on their day’s
events she noticed that her youngest interrupted much less than normal.
The six-year old girl also seemed to be eating a lot more than was even
normal for her. She would have mentioned it but the competing stories
of sports greatness between her two sons distracted her attention.
Soon, the family finished their meal and they all rose from the
table to take their plates to the sink to rinse. As her husband headed for
the living room and her three children headed for the front door and
outside to seek out their respective street friends, Juanita realized what
had bothered her earlier when her daughter picked up the soccer ball
laying between the girl’s shoes by the door.
“I thought you got the ball stuck on the roof, honey?”
“I did. But my Mai ‘JX helped me fly up and get it. It was
NEAT!”
“You mean magic, don’t you twerp?” Her oldest brother
laughed as he ruffled her hair.
“No, I mean Mai ‘JX. Her name is Met ‘HU ‘Sai ‘Ah Mai ‘JX
and she’s even older than dinosaurs. She was here a buncha’ times
before, but she di’n’t take a mo’bew caw’bon vess’ew back to the
Homesphere so when she came back ‘is time she ‘as free to pick ME!”
Dawn’s words ran together in her excitement to get the whole story out
as quickly as possible.
“She’s inside me and she made me FLY! And she says I can
live as long as I want!” The little girl waved her hands as she talked,
pantomiming flying then waving circles with an extended finger over
the face of her wristwatch.
The younger of her two older brothers could no longer hold
back and said laughingly as he playfully grabbed her from behind and
put his hand over her forehead as if to check her temperature. “No
fever! I think she’s just finally gone off the deep end. Hey dad, maybe
we should take her to the nut hou…” He paused dramatically. “I mean
hospital.”
The look on his face said that his sister broke free of his
playful grasp more easily than he’d expected.
As she broke away from her brother, Dawn took a step away
and blocking the front door turned nonchalantly toward them.
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“I could show you.” The six-year old child said with a
mischievous smile on her face and a peculiar glow in her eyes.
*
*
*
Raq ‘Ma Mai ‘JX adjusted his energy flow to negate the
gravity forces pulling him toward the mass below. His inertia remained
till the gases around the mass became thick enough to affect the mass
of his energy matrix.
Adjusting the flow of energy around himself he again moved
toward the mass, although at a relatively slow speed. His thoughts went
to the importance of this mass to the survival of his species. The gas
envelope around the mass was heated by the proximity to the heat
given off by the Homefire. The conditions created made possible the
mobile carbon that had saved the Mai ‘JX so many times in the past.
His cognizance was too new to remember the last invasion but
his energy donators told him of their own experiences of that time. One
of them even still maintained the mobility of the carbon vessel obtained
from this very mass’s surface.
That one was among the first line of defenders against the first
wave from the coming invasion and had left the Homecloud long
before Raq ‘Ma, and in the opposite direction.
Raq ‘Ma adjusted the energy flow around the carbon sixty
molecules that contained the energy of his being and further reduced
his velocity relative to the nearing mass of solid matter. The friction of
his energy matrix against the thickening gases around the mass had
begun to cause decay within his vessel’s carbon molecules. Being one
of the youngest Mai ‘JX, he didn’t have any to spare, unlike the elders
who had donated energy and enough energy containing carbon sixty
spheres to birth him.
He used his ability to manipulate certain forms of energy to
alter his gravity-induced momentum. The slowed velocity reduced the
heat of friction caused by the passage of the core mass of spherical, C60 molecules containing the energy matrix that made up that which was
‘himself’, and the gas envelope surrounding the large mass he
approached. He adjusted his velocity until his view of the energy
frequencies, permeating the gas envelope, were least obstructed by the
results of his passage through its surprising thickness.
Soon he came close enough to the surface to perceive
individual objects. The perception stunned him to the core. He had
listened to the explanations of those elders who had memories of
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visiting this mass during the last invasion, but their descriptions had
seemed fanciful to him.
The truth was even more fanciful.
There was a veritable carpet of mobile carbon forms below
him. He coasted along above the carpet of life, unable to decide what to
do next. There were so many choices!
Unlike his energy donator who still maintained the ancient
mobile carbon vessel obtained so long ago, he had decided to choose
his vessel from the area of the mass that was not covered by the fluid
mass of oxygen/hydrogen molecules.
Then he realized that the immense carbon forms below were
not really mobile. They were flexible at first glance but he now realized
that they were anchored in the surface of the large mass. There were
thousands of smaller mobile carbon specimens infesting the carpet of
anchored carbon forms, but Raq ‘Ma didn’t approach them.
He continued to study the carpet of carbon based forms as he
flew at a constant distance above the surface of the mass. Soon he came
to a large pool of oxygen/hydrogen molecules and drifted lower to get a
better view. He slowly lost altitude until he approached several rocky
masses protruding above the fluid surface.
He slowed his pace as several anomalies infringed on his
perception of the scene below. Many of the larger mobile carbon
specimens were using assemblies of complex matter in a way to give
him the impression of tools.
Some perched atop masses of matter that allowed them to ride
the surface of the fluid oxygen/hydrogen molecules. This allowed them
to stay within the extreme boundary between fluid hydrogen/oxygen
and the gaseous envelope that covered the surface of the larger mass.
Others rode in enclosed shapes that looked to move
effortlessly across the denser mass’s surface, giving off only small
amounts of gasses as they moved about.
Another caught his attention and he moved closer to
investigate and was amazed at what he perceived.
There were several mobile carbon specimens in a constructed
accumulation of mass floating on the surface of the fluid
oxygen/hydrogen molecules. Unlike some of the other constructs, this
one did not use the force of moving atmospheric gasses to move about.
Like the constructs on the surface of the more solid mass this
one gave off a distinctive gas emission but the method of locomotion
differed. Instead of using a platform of spinning objects that allowed a
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construct to roll across the surface of the solid mass, this one used a
spinning object to push the fluid oxygen/hydrogen itself, propelling it
across the surface of the fluid.
But that was not the interesting part! This construct full of
mobile carbon specimens was connected to a long, thin mass of fibers
that was itself connected to a single mobile carbon specimen! And this
specimen was itself connected to another construct that was shaped
more like a flattened sheet!
The wide sheet of flattened fibers caught a large portion of the
major mass’s gaseous covering as the fluid borne construct traveled
across the surface of the oxygen/hydrogen pool. The resistance of the
sheet fought with the power of the pulling construct and lost. The
resistance continued but the force of the momentum imparted by the
moving construct was greater.
As the sheet with the mobile carbon specimen dangling below
was pulled, the force of resisting atmospheric gasses pushed the sheet
upwards to the extent of the long, thin tethering fibers.
Raq ‘Ma moved even closer to better perceive the actions of
these curious mobile carbon specimens. As he moved closer the
airborne mobile carbon specimen turned the orbs on its upper portion
toward him. He knew from the explanations of his energy donator that
the orbs of a mobile carbon specimen contained photon-collecting
sensors that gave the specimen a crude sensory sensitivity.
The specimen actually perceived him!
Then it did something even more astounding! It raised a
constructed object that flashed a burst of photons in Raq ‘Ma’s
direction!
Could it be trying to SPEAK to him?
Impossible!
He knew from not only his own energy donator, but also from
others who still maintained the mobility of their ancient mobile carbon
specimens that the specimens were primitive in the extreme. Even the
mental energies created within their upper appendage were far from
sophisticated enough to be considered a mind at all!
He flew closer to perceive what he may have missed. The
specimen’s sensory orbs tracked him as he moved and the specimen
again raised the photon emitting construct gripped in its mid
appendages. More photons were projected toward Raq ‘Ma as he
moved around the specimen.
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It had to be purposely directing the photons toward him! There
was no doubt! But there was no way it could be trying to confer with
him!
Most likely it was simply some sort of defensive reaction. It
had perceived him and was simply reacting in some unimaginable way.
But his curiosity was piqued. The specimen may not be
intelligent but it was creatively inventive for such a primitive life form.
Hopefully it would be adaptive enough to be an easily maintained and
operated vessel.
He dove toward the specimen’s upper appendage where he
knew he could more easily enter the mobile carbon vessel.
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* TWO *
Gage Alexander waited passively as the two men tugging on
his harness straps were satisfied. He had done this so many times he
could confidently forego their inspection but would not dream of doing
so. If they didn’t check thoroughly themselves and he was injured,
scumbag lawyers would flow from their cracks to beg him to let them
subject the para-sailing owners to judicial extortion.
Not that he would. He considered himself a strong advocate
that a person should be responsible for their own actions and risks.
Even if he were injured, as long as the cause couldn’t definitely point to
the actions of a para-sailing employee, he hoped he retained enough
personal integrity to not succumb to litigious compulsions.
The attendant tugged one last time on Gage’s harness then
began pulling the chute’s tether lines. When the chute caught the wind
and began to lift skyward, the driver of the boat gunned his engines and
the boat took off. As the tether from his harness tightened and pulled at
his body, the chute caught the air and lifted him upwards. He let out a
whoop of joy as the boat sped toward the mouth of the bay.
As he flew above the water, Gage again vowed he would buy
a backpack propeller and parasail. The sensation of flying was so
intense that he wanted to be able to do it any time he wanted and not
just when he came up here to the islands. And not connected to some
damn boat that was restricted where it could take him.
He wanted to be able to fly free.
All day long.
Go wherever he wanted.
Land wherever he wanted and carry his gear to the nearest
food and shelter.
Eat well, sleep well, eat again, then check his gear and fly
somewhere else new. Repeat that daily pattern as long as it takes to see
everything there is to see or wear out and die. Whichever came first.
As he looked around at the few clouds in the sky he noticed a
flickering of lights coming closer. He continued to watch as the
flickering resolved into a twirling ball of multiple colors in blue and
green with occasional flashes of red, yellow, and orange.
Without thinking, he raised his camera and snapped off a
picture, noticing the flash peripherally. As the parasail boat pulled him
along he lost interest in his ride and watched the ball of twisting,
swirling specks of light as it came closer.
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When the apparition grew close enough to pick out individual
specks of colored light, Gage lifted his camera, took a shot, advanced
the manually operated film, and flashed off a third picture. As he was
lowering the camera, the ball of light shot toward him at high speed.
He released his grip on the camera and began to swat at the
mass of glowing specks as they engulfed his head. The camera flailed
at the end of its wrist strap, banging him in the head as he used his arms
to try to protect his head as his hands swatted uselessly at the
luminescent gnats.
His flailing about was projected to the towboat via the
connecting rope at the same time that the boat spotter began to wonder
what was going on.
“What’s going on?” The spotter yelled up through cupped
hands, the sound traveling easily up to him.
Gage continued to thrash about as he felt tingling sensations in
his mouth and nose, flashes in his eyes, and buzzes in his ears.
Then it was all over. The glowing mass of whatever it was
disappeared and Gage collapsed in drained exhaustion in his harness,
the camera hanging from his right hand and arm. After a moment he
raised his limply hanging left hand and brushed it across his eyes.
“Are you OK?” Came from the hand cupped mouth of the
towboat’s spotter. “What the hell was that?”
“I don’t know. Ball lightning maybe?” Gage said with what
little energy he could. The unexpected adrenaline rush had completely
drained him.
“Are you OK?” The spotter asked again around cupped hands
as the driver of the boat kept up a steady pull on his chute-strapped
body while awaiting new instructions.
“Yea. I think so. I freaked out pretty bad but I don’t think
whatever it was did anything. There was a little buzzing and some
flashing lights but nothing now.”
He knew the man could hear him because he could hear the
man tell the boat’s driver to turn back toward the retrieval site. The
boat began a wide turn that kept his chute-strapped body well over a
hundred feet above Lake Erie’s currently calm surface.
The spotter then turned his cupped mouth back up toward
Gage and spoke loudly and clearly. “We’re going to head back in a
more direct path, are you OK up there or do you want to come down?”
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Using just his left hand as a voice director he said loudly. “I’m
OK. I think I’ll just hang around up here till we get back if its OK with
you.”
“That’s OK, but if you change your mind and want to come
down, just let me know.”
Gage just waved his confirmation, letting the spotter have the
last word. He hung there for just a few moments, then began to inspect
his harnessed body, the parasail above him, and the towboat below.
Inexplicably, his energy returned quicker than he would have expected
the way he felt and in another few moments he felt as good as he had
all day.
He soon was again enjoying his ride and even snapped off a
few more pictures as the boats towing his friends passed him on their
way out along the same path he’d just been towed along. When the
three friends rejoined after their respective rides, they began comparing
notes.
“Did you see the two honeys on that little catamaran?” Asked
Gage’s friend, Mark.
“How about the one on the deck of that two story stone
house?” Laughed Rick as he held up his telephoto-lensed camera.
“Topless?” Asked Mark.
“Topless.” Came the laughing reply, followed by a shared
high five.
Gage just laughed and shook his head. “One of these days
you’re going to get careless and somebody’s going to figure out what
you’re doing. Then they’re going to brand you as some kind of
pervert.”
“Yea.” Replied Rick. “But not as big a pervert as they would
if I took pictures of guys instead.”
They all laughed as they filed into the rest rooms on the pier.
When they assembled outside again Gage led them toward the pier’s
seafood area. Familiar with Gage’s eating habits, they followed without
comment and ordered food of their own when their turn came as they
stood in line with their friend.
They ate with as much interjected conversation as possible
between bites till Mark and Rick were finished and Gage about halffinished. Then they pounced.
“What’s up Gage? Why are you acting so weird?”
“Yea bud. What’s up with the twitchy?” Added Mark.
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Gage shifted his shoulders as if to get more comfortable. “I
don’t know.” He answered seriously. “My body just doesn’t seem to fit
right. I got hit by some kind of static electricity or ball lightning or
something when we were parasailing and I’ve felt a little off ever
since.”
Of course, Mark didn’t hesitate to spring on the offered bait.
“You’ve always been a little off, bud, but we do our best to see you
don’t hurt yourself. Don’t we Rick?”
“Sure! What are friends for?”
The other two continued to harass Gage until he finished with
his own meal. The still bickering friends then made their way off the
pier and across the park to the Beer Barrel Saloon. As Gage went to get
drinks for all three of them, Mark and Rick looked for some likely girls
to strike up a conversation.
The three friends enjoyed the company of their new friends
until their drinks were gone then said their good-byes. Leaving the Beer
Barrel, they walked up the street to Frosty’s and repeated the sequence.
From there they next visited the RoundHouse, then the Gazebo.
After the Gazebo, the three friends grabbed a cab to Pat
Daily’s where Mark drank coffee and Rick drank juice while both
snacked lightly. The two watched in amazement while Gage pigged out
even more than his usual exuberant self.
As they were paying their bill, the cashier asked. “Are you
guys getting ready to get on the ferry?”
“Yep!” Said Mark. “Our day’s over.”
“Well, be real careful. None of you look like you should be
driving.”
“Oh none of us is driving.” Gage assured her. “We came over
with my brother. He and his girlfriend brought their kayaks over and
spent the whole day paddling around the island. They probably didn’t
drink anything stronger than the ‘power drink of the month’. ”
“Sounds like fun.” She smiled.
“Too much like work for me!” Mark said as he stuck his head
over Gage’s shoulder.
The friends left to flag down a cab to the ferry dock,
rendezvoused with Gage’s brother, Ben and future sister in law, Skyler
and relaxed in the back of Ben’s van for the ride home. Gage kept
feeling peculiar sensations and even found his body doing things on its
own.
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Once he realized he was feeling the textures of his face and
once he found himself pinching the skin of opposite hands. Each time
he easily stopped what he had been doing but every time his drowsiness
caused him to lose mental focus, he found himself again doing
inexplicable things. By the time his brother let him off at his apartment,
he was truly exhausted.
Even though it was still light outside he took a quick shower
and went immediately to bed.
He lay there reveling in the comfort of his bed and just as he
felt himself falling into an exhausted sleep, he sensed someone
watching him.
Opening his eyes he raised his head from the pillow and
realized he must be asleep, and dreaming cause even though his bed
looked as it should it was surrounded by a foggy nothing. At the edge
of that fog was a ball of shifting, multi-colored lights.
Swinging his legs over the side of the bed closest to the ball of
light, Gage spoke aloud. “Hello?”
The lights drifted closer but otherwise made no response.
“Hello. My name is Gage.” Gage’s dreamself rose from the
bed and extended his hand.
The ball of lights approached closer still and a tendril of the
swirling motes extended toward Gage’s hand.
As the lights engulfed his hand, Gage heard. “Hello. My name
is Raq ‘Ma.”
Gage could feel surprise in the tone of the voice his dreamself
heard. “What’s wrong?”
“I feel a profound surprise that you have the mental capacity
to converse with me. The ancient ones reported that the current
manifestation of mobile carbon was advanced from earlier specimens
but I didn’t realize by how much. I was concentrating so hard on trying
to gain control of your body that I couldn’t discern the reason I was
unable to.”
“To what?”
“To gain control of the operation of your body.”
Gage’s dreamself released the extended portion of lights and
pulled his hand back. “Why would you want to control my body?” His
dreamself shouted.
The ball of light retreated from the vehemence of his emotions
and the reply came back weakly. “I was unaware that your mind was so
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advanced that you could be more than a simple beast. I was simply
trying to collect a useful specimen.”
“A what!!”
“A mobile carbon specimen to use as a war vessel in my
people’s fight against the Centauri Mai ‘JX.”
“Oh, that just about explains it.” Gage’s dreamself said
sarcastically. “And what are the Centauri Mai ‘JX? For that matter,
who and what are you?”
“I am a member of what you would term energy beings. Our
home is the area of matter at the extreme edge of the area held in the
gravity of the Homefire. What you call a star, or in the case of your
Homestar, the sun or Sol. I cannot convey the energy signature my
people have to name ourselves but I can reduce it to a concept that you
can understand. You may call us the Mai ‘JX and my personal
designation is Raq ‘Ma. I am of the Sol Mai ‘JX and my people are at
war with the Centauri Mai ‘JX.”
“The words Sol and Centauri I obtained from your own
memories as they rose to the surface of your conciousness as your mind
processed sensory input. I picked that piece of memory out of a flood
that crossed your conciousness since I entered your body earlier today.”
“And I suppose you learned my language so quickly the same
way.” Gage’s dreamself conveyed the same sarcasm he would have
used if this were a waking conversation.
“Yes! Exactly!” The glowing ball again advanced as Gage’s
dreamself began to relax. “I am further amazed at your apparent ability
to restrict any attempt of mine to control any aspect of your being. I can
neither control the motor functions of the mobile carbon that is your
physical body or intrude on the energy fields created by what is
apparently a very sophisticated mind for such an obviously primitive
species.”
“Gee thanks, I think.” Gage’s dreamself replied. He looked
down at himself. “Let’s go somewhere else and talk.” He said.
A door appeared at the edge of the dreamfog and he walked to
it and reached out to turn the doorknob. He opened the door and saw a
green park with low hills covered with thick-topped trees interspersed
with flowering bushes, and fantastic stone sculptures. Connecting the
scene was a ribbon of stone and wood trails lined with benches and
fountains.
As he walked out of his dream bedroom into the park
dreamscape he noticed that he now wore his appropriate jean shorts, T-
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shirt, and sandals for the dream weather. The sphere of light paced him
as he walked along the path, talking to him all the time.
“The Mai ‘JX are composed of an energy matrix that has an
affinity for certain types of solid matter. My people have the greatest
affinity for the element carbon and can gain strength by using the
atomic structure of carbon as a sort of energy anchor. When embracing
carbon atoms it takes very little energy to fuel our life processes this
close to the Homestar.”
“What you call animal and vegetable matter are totally
enclosed structures containing both a multitude of carbon atoms to
anchor the energy matrix as well as a sort of biologic energy field that
is more than could be gotten from the Homestar at the distance where
my people live.”
“Your body is the ultimate protective vessel for any Mai ‘JX,
whether from the Sol Homestar or that of the double Centauri
Homestars. If I could contain my core matrix within the confines of
your body I could even expand my energy matrix excess because of the
abundance of carbon you posses.”
“In addition to the benefits of close association to the carbon
within your body, carbon life forms create an excessive amount of
electrical energy. The energy created is more than what is needed to
operate your body processes, while the excess energy that your body
wastes in its normal operation is several times more than I am used to
absorbing from the Homestar. The process you know of as evolution
has created mobile carbon specimens that are much more desirable as a
Mai ‘JX vessel than the specimens left still mobile from the last wave
of raids. To possess such a war vessel would surely make me the match
of several of the more massive ancient members of my species!”
Gage’s dreamself looked more closely at the ball of glowing
light that talked with such a normal voice. Within the multicolored
glowing mass he could see points of more intense light. Each was the
heart of a single color within the writhing mass of colors. As he peered
closer he saw that each was enclosed in a framework that gave it the
appearance of a glowing soccer ball.
The words echoed in his dream-mind as he tried to stall for
time to process what he was ‘hearing’. Even though he was asleep, he
somehow knew that he should pay close attention to what was going
on. He needed to stall for time to make a decision on how best to deal
with what was happening.
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“So you know a lot about me but I don’t seem to know much
about you.” His dreamself said to the glowing ball of light “How about
a short life history bud?”
“To do that you would have to lower your resistance
considerably.” The ball of light moved closer to him as they strolled
along the park pathway.
Gage stopped and, noticing a bench beside the path slowly sat
and put his arms out along the top of the bench’s back. Taking several,
slow deep breaths, he closed his eyes and willed his dreamself to relax.
Almost immediately, the dreams began.
And continued for what seemed like days.
Then continued for years.
Then centuries.
Then millennia.
Then Gage felt a grasping at his shoulder and he pushed away
weakly with his left arm.
He slowly came awake to a moan and a curse, which he
recognized as his brother’s voice.
“Ohhhhh FUCK! What the hell was that! It felt like I got
electrocuted!” Benjamin half rose from his slumped position across the
room, shook his head, put his hands on his knees to keep from falling
back down, and added. “SHIT!!”
Gage rose slowly in bed and gazed stupidly at his brother.
“What are you doing here?”
“What am I doing here? Where the hell have you been? You
didn’t show up yesterday, then I called your boss and he says you were
a no call, no show at work today. So I came over to see what’s up, find
you looking half-dead, try to wake you up, and you zap me across the
room. What the hell was that anyway?”
Gage had begun to come fully awake as his brother talked and
quickly remembered what he had just endured. “Mai ‘JX.” He said
simply.
“Oh no, not you too!” Benjamin exploded as he rose from the
floor. “The whole damn world’s gone magic crazy!”
“What do you mean?”
“Well if you’ve been out since I dropped you off Saturday,
you missed the invasion.”
“The Centauri Mai ‘JX are here already?” Gage exploded out
of bed and began dressing but nearly two full days horizontal left him
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weak. He quickly grew dizzy and staggered against the wall, bracing
himself just in time with a hand on the night stand by his bed.
“Whoa there, bro.” Ben said as he rushed to catch the falling
Gage. “I don’t know what Centauri magic is but there’s been a lot of all
kinds of other magic going around the past couple of days.”
“Mai ‘JX.” Gage corrected as the dizzy spell passed. He rose
more slowly the second time and began to dress.
“You wouldn’t believe what’s been on the news lately except
there’s too many pictures to call them all a hoax. Flying dolphins and
whales. Flying people for that matter. And people doing all kinds of
other weird shit too. Just like you zapping me across the room with that
glow around your arm!”
“I apologize for that Gage, I misjudged your ability to take
control of MY body.”
“That’s OK Raq ‘Ma. There was no harm done.” Gage said in
a mumble to himself as he continued to dress.
“Now you’re starting to talk to yourself too, just like everyone
else on the news. And stop what you’re doing. You’re going to take a
shower before you put any clothes on. You stink. Then I’ll take you to
get something to eat.” He pushed and prodded till Gage made it to the
bathroom.
Gage soon surrendered to the glory of a hot shower and in no
time felt refreshed enough to try to eat. The thought of food set off
pangs that put the thought of eating ahead of all else and he headed for
the door.
“Whoa dammit! Put some clothes on before you go outside!
Jeez!!”
“I’ll be OK Ben, just a little disoriented. My Mai ‘JX just put
me through a million year history lesson.”
“You seem to have integrated most of the knowledge quite
thoroughly.” Came the mental reply from his energy being symbiote.
“Your magic? You talk like its some sort of person.” Ben said
at the same time.
“Not magic Ben, Mai ‘JX. And he is a person. Sort of. And his
name is Raq ‘Ma.” Then as a mumble to himself he said. “When I get
my shit together, we’re going to talk about your methods! I’ve got so
many images running through my head that I can’t tell what’s what!”
“That is a good idea. I was able to imprint much information
within the unused portions of your cognitive organ but due to the
chemical nature of the properties of your organ’s retention
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capabilities, it will be necessary to reinforce the connections through
repetitive access.” Raq ‘Ma replied in his mind.
“I have no idea what that means!” Gage mumbled to himself.
“The more we talk about what you now know, the more you’ll
remember and understand. It is similar in effect to your slogan,
‘practice makes perfect’. The more you talk about the knowledge you
now possess, the more those memories will imbed themselves into your
conciousness.” Said his symbiote.
Ben looked at his brother for a moment, catching only part of
one side of the conversation, then shook his head and said. “Tell the
rock man hi for me if you want to, but just put on some damn clothes
and lets get going.”
As Gage got dressed in a way that looked as if he were
examining every aspect of every move as he made it, he tried to talk to
his brother through the fog of exhaustion and the growing feeling of
immense hunger.
The two continued to talk as they made their way out to Ben’s
van. Before he started the engine, Ben looked over at Gage. “You know
you look like hell don’t you? Even with a shower and shave.”
Gage started to say something but was interrupted by a loud
rumble from the vicinity of his seat belt. He smiled sheepishly and said.
“Let’s just go get something to eat please.”
They quickly found the nearest fast-food drive-thru and Gage
was soon devouring the contents of a rather large bag of food. It was
not until half way through the second bag from the second drive-thru
that Gage took the breath that signaled that it was OK to talk.
“Yep. Whatever it is that’s going around, you got it!” Ben
said. He looked at Gage periodically as he talked, then back to the road
ahead as he drove.
“You got that glow that they been talking about on the news,
and of course you’re talking to yourself a lot now. So I’d say, yea, you
got it!”
Gage looked up from his latest burger and swallowed. “If
anybody else went through what I just went through, and the results
have been on the news for the past day or more, then, yea, I got it.”
He looked at his hand-held burger, then his other hand. He
stared for a moment as he flexed his fingers and watched them move
fluidly. “We’re just pond scum.” He said, then looked up at his older
brother.
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Sighing, Gage repeated. “We’re just pond scum bro. The Mai
‘JX, that’s just about the best translation for their racial name my Mai
‘JX will give, live in the area that we call the Oort cloud. The Mai ‘JX
have a racial memory from when the solar system was just a baby, even
before the formation of planets,.”
Gage took a bite of his burger, stuffed a couple of fries in
behind, and chewed for a while as his brother drove. Ben would have
said something, but the diffuse glow that surrounded Gage persuaded
him to keep silent.
“They seem to have a sort of liking for carbon.” Gage
continued after he’d swallowed his slowly chewed mouthful.
He looked up at Ben brightly and said. “Did you know that
Mars used to have a living surface?” Gage’s mood collapsed. “Till the
Centauri Mai ‘JX came the last time.”
Gage’s eyes took on a haunted look. “They’ve been coming at
us forever, but the last time, they wiped out Mars! We’re all that’s
left!” He leaned toward Ben, stretching his seat belt shoulder harness to
the limit. “We can’t let them strip the last of the mobile carbon from
our last Lifewell!”
Gage looked confused for a second and mumbled. “I mean
‘their’ Lifewell. He sat back in his seat, settled down for a moment then
transformed his gloomy mood into one of wonder. It was if he was a
child and seeing the world through the wondering eyes of newfound
innocence.
Benjamin drove and patiently watched out of the corner of his
eye as that phase lasted for about an hour. He then again began
questioning his brother as he continued to drive around the countryside.
“These ‘my jex’?, is that right?” He pronounced it phonetically and at
Gage’s nod continued. “These Mai ‘JX are some sort of energy beings
that like carbon?”
Gage waved his hands slowly and said. “Sort of.”
“And they’ve been around since before the planets were
completely formed?”
“Yes! That is a definite!” Said Gage emphatically.
“OK. What happened next?” His brother shrugged his
shoulders while holding the steering wheel of the van.
Gage became silent and introspective for just a moment, then
his eyes began to glow. “The first Mai ‘JX began to experience
cognizance when the first rays of the newborn sun burned through the
dust surrounding the young star.”
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“As they grew in mental abilities, they realized they were the
descendants of all the many different species of energy being spawned
by the young star. Their world is like ours in a way, cause they have
billions of different species of sub-sentient energy beings around them.
Sort of like all the plants and animals around us.”
Gage’s face began to take on an expression of wonder. “Just
image, Ben, there are energy birds, and energy butterflies, and energy
bears.” He looked at his brother intently for the split second that Ben
looked away from the road, then looked around the fields and forests
that lined the country road.
“The sentience of the Mai ‘JX grew over the first few hundred
million years and they were happy in their cloud with the sun at its
core. They hunted the lower forms of energy beings for food and were
even able to live in symbiosis with several domesticated species.” He
laughed and continued. “They had the energy equivalent to dogs and
horses to help them hunt their food.”
“The solar system kept evolving though and after a billion
years almost all of the lower forms of energy life in the Oort cloud
were absorbed by the Mai ‘JX as food.” Gage’s face fell in an
expression of deep sadness. “Then they began eating their horses and
dogs and in some isolated areas, each other.”
“They were able to form an alliance of sorts before they broke
out in total self annihilation, and formed wildlife preserves for the last
of the lower forms of energy beings. They also learned to ‘farm’ certain
favored energy food animals and the primitive solid matter, silicon and
carbon life forms that grew on the comets of the Oort cloud. They even
set up feeding preserves that allowed them to hunt their food like in the
old days.” Gage chuckled. “Yeah, old days.”
“They sort of settled down and began to learn how to work
together in larger and larger numbers. Before long they became curious
about what lay outside their cloud and began to peer around
themselves. They looked into the center of the volume of their cloud at
the sun, or Homefire as they call it, and out at the stars around their
cloud.”
“After a while they discovered that the points of light around
them were other Homefires. Their own Homefire was sufficient for
their needs so they contented themselves with observing the
neighboring Homefires through newly discovered sensor abilities.”
“After a period of observation that was nearly a billion years,
the Mai ‘JX of that time period decided to make an attempt to get better
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sensor readings of the nearest Homefire. They started their trip in a
caravan of pack beasts herded by energy horses and energy dogs. It
took them nearly a million years to get to the outer edge of the Centauri
system.”
“What they discovered was negligible, but the result of their
sensor probe was to let the Mai ‘JX of that neighboring Homefire know
THEY were not alone!” Gage exclaimed, then grew calm as he
continued. “They had expected to find food at their journey’s end and
had to return to our sun’s Oort cloud with what remained of their
supplies. By the end of the trip they had consumed all their pack beasts,
horses, and dogs. The low energy intake made their journey back to Sol
last three million years, but all those who had escaped the Centauri Mai
‘JX made it back alive.”
“In time, several of the more adventurous of our Centauri
neighbor’s Mai ‘JX made the journey toward our Homestar.” Gage
made a point to stress the change in his story. “They didn’t use energy
mounts and the solid mass that they rode within to get to our solar
system passed through the Oort cloud without encountering any of the
Mai ‘JX inhabiting the Oort cloud, what they call the Homesphere.”
“The Centauri Mai ‘JX had long ago extinguished the lower
forms of life around their twin suns and rode on comets infested with
the primitive silicon, and carbon based food.” Gage shrugged. “Since
they rode inside their comet vessels, none of the Sol Mai ‘JX noticed
them on the way in. When the Centauri Mai ‘JX got inside the
boundary of the Oort cloud, to the inner system, they found the life that
was growing on the third and fourth planets of our system.”
“Because the Mai ‘JX of the time had never approached our
sun at a closer distance than Jupiter the Centauri were able to get inside
their notice. The Centauri Mai ‘JX correctly guessed that the primitive
silicon and carbon based solid matter lifeforms that were a Mai ‘JX’s
only food besides each other grew larger and more filling closer to the
Homefire. They bypassed the Oort cloud and headed directly to the
inner system. Because the Sol Mai ‘JX had never gotten to the point of
needing to explore their inner system, they weren’t looking and the
Centauri were able to get here without the Mai ‘JX of our own system
even knowing they were there.”
“It was only because some of those leaving encountered some
of Sol’s Mai ‘JX while encumbered by their booty that our Mai ‘JX
even knew of the riches of their own Homefire’s planets.” Gage added.
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“They might still not have known if the Centauri hadn’t reacted
violently to their discovery.”
“When the Sol Mai ‘JX discovered their treasure, they tried to
protect the source of their riches by restricting the access as a wildlife
refuge. That worked for a while but occasionally, organized groups of
Centauri raiders would nearly strip one or the other of the two sources
of mobile carbon specimens. That’s what they call life. Like us, and
dogs, and dinosaurs.”
“The last time it happened there was a massively populated
raid by the Mai ‘JX from the double star, Centauri system. Almost
seventy million years ago, the Centauri Mai ‘JX began raiding Mars
and Earth in numbers not seen before, for mobile carbon specimens.”
Gage shook his head in wonder and made a double hand gesture that
conveyed futility. “There were so many and they were so aggressive
about it that they did not hesitate to destroy any Sol Mai ‘JX who
happened to look weak enough to defeat.”
“It seems that they had finally decided to quit relying on an
almost unobtainable source of mobile carbon specimens and stock their
own mobile carbon nursery. To do that they would have to literally
strip the two Sol nurseries to collect enough viable specimens to ensure
the success of their own projects.”
“They completely stripped Mars of life, and most of Earth’s
bigger specimens before they were driven off. That was at the time that
we know as the dinosaur extinction.” Gage said with a shake of his
head. “Yea, the dinosaurs were wiped out by asteroids! Hah! It was
what was riding on the asteroids and comets that came in a million-year
assault that wiped out the dinosaurs! AND all the life that covered the
planet Mars!”
“We couldn’t save Mars, but we kept them from completely
stripping Earth of our mobile carbon treasure!” Gage’s eyes glowed
with an inner fire that his brother tried to ignore. Gage shook his head
as if to clear it and the glow in his eyes dimmed.
Ben’s brother’s seeming schizophrenic manner of talking was
unnerving. Sometimes he was his old self, then he was some sort of
glowy-eyed something else. As he drove, he wondered what had
happened to his brother. He had heard much of what had dominated the
television and radio news broadcasts the past day and a half and knew
that whatever it was, was more than just a few strange occurrences. The
only thing he could think to do was to keep Gage talking so he could
learn as much as possible.
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“We who, Gage? What’s this, ‘we couldn’t save Mars’ stuff?
And what is carbon treasure. Diamonds?” Ben asked as he watched the
road, thus having a legitimate excuse to not look his brother in the eye
when asking his questions.
Gage excitedly turned toward his brother and began to talk
animatedly, fueled by mass quantities of ‘fast food’. “The Mai ‘JX are
energy beings, Ben. When Raq ‘Ma first approached me, he looked like
a glowing sphere about the size of a softball. In the middle of that ball
was a bunch of little lights that looked like fireflies.”
“Are they all that size?” His brother interrupted.
“No. He’s young, so he’s pretty small. Although a Mai ‘JX
without any C-60 molecules would be about the size of a water tower
ball, but then so would an ancient Mai ‘JX with a gazillion C-60
molecules.”
Before Ben could interrupt him again, Gage quickly
continued. “Anyway, the little firefly lights in the center of the ball of
light are actually buckyballs! You remember those from our basic
science courses in high school don’t you? Carbon comes in three forms,
crystal, graphite, and buckyballs.”
“Crystal is diamonds, while graphite is everything from plant
food, to part of fire extinguisher filler, to pencils, to tennis rackets.”
Gage waved his hands as he talked at a much faster rate than was his
normal speaking pace. Ben simply watched the road as he tried to
follow his brother’s words.
“The Buckminster fullerene, or buckyballs, are a perfect
sphere of sixty carbon atoms. Imagine a soccer ball. Everywhere seam
lines come together to a point, is a single atom. Look at a soccer ball,
there are sixty points. Every point is an atom of carbon. That’s what a
buckyball molecule looks like. Sixty carbon atoms in a perfect sphere.”
“The buckyball is so strong that a Mai ‘JX can force big
chunks of its energy matrix inside the core of one without breaking it.
And the more of a Mai ‘JX’s energy is compacted, the stronger that
Mai ‘JX gets. And In addition to THAT, the more C-60 molecules a
Mai ‘JX has, the larger it can grow.”
“Raq ‘Ma is pretty young. Only twenty-five or thirty million
years old. He’s only got a couple dozen buckyballs.” Gage continued to
wave his hands around as he alternated from facing his brother while he
talked, to sitting forward in his seat looking out the front windshield.
“What good does it do one of these magics to stuff itself into a
buckyball?” Ben asked in one of Gage’s pauses for breath. There had
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been so much information to process that he had entirely missed the
phrase ‘million years old’.
“Mai ‘JX, Ben, Mai ‘JX.”
“OK! OK! Mai ‘JX!” Gage’s older brother exclaimed in
exasperation.
Gage went on without pause. “Without a buckyball, a Mai ‘JX
is so thinned out that it can’t affect the space around it for very far. No
more than one or two radii for some forms of energy, and up to several
tens of diameters for other energy frequencies.”
“But when a Mai ‘JX can pack its energy inside even a single
C-60 molecule, it can increase its power by several powers in each
separate frequency range. The more C-60 molecules they can inhabit,
the more powerful they become.”
“But what does that have to do with you and all the other
people!” Ben exclaimed as he quickly caught Gage’s eyes then looked
again to the road and his driving. “And dolphins and whales and God
knows what else!”
“Oh that!” Gage laughed. “It seems that because of their long
use of C-60 molecules, the Mai ‘JX have developed an affinity for
carbon. Even though a human, or dolphin, has no carbon sixty
molecules, any biologic body is packed with ordinary, run of the mill
carbon atoms.”
Gage’s smile grew broader. “But even though we don’t have
any C-60, almost all animal AND vegetable life on Earth generates an
electrical field of sorts. Mai ‘JX call both plants and animals, ‘mobile
carbon vessels’, because they can use the body of the plant or animal as
their own shell or body. The extra electrical energy a living body
generates is like a constant trickle of food to a Mai ‘JX. There’s even
enough energy in a modern animal’s body for a Mai ‘JX to tap into the
source our scientists call ‘zero energy’.”
Gage bounced in his car seat. “Can you imagine! There are
trees floating around the Oort cloud that were growing in the ground of
Earth sixty-five to seventy MILLION years ago! They’re not only still
alive and basically unchanged, but they are nothing more than a suit of
armor for a Mai ‘JX!”
“Not only THAT, but there are full ecosystems of all the
plants and animals of all the regions of Earth at the height of the
dinosaur age.”
Gage’s eyes blazed as he grabbed Ben’s arm lightly enough to
not jog his brother’s grip on the steering wheel. “Many of Raq ‘Ma’s
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people even have some of the last of the life of Mars as a coat. And
each of those Martian plants and animals, AND each of those dinosaur
age plants and animals is just as alive as it was when it was first
occupied.”
Gage sat back in his car seat with a blissful smile. “Each one
of those plants and animals is also just as genetically reproductive as it
was when it still lived on Earth or Mars before it was chosen by a Mai
‘JX.”
Gage turned to look at his brother. “Just like I’ll be seventy
million years from now.”
*
*
*
The next day, Raq ‘Ma watched the world of the mobile
carbon species that called itself human through the eyes of his host as
he listened to the many sounds and smelled and tasted the many scents
that surrounded him. He reveled in the sensations that the human brain
made of reflected and refracted light waves, vibrations carried through
the atmosphere, and chemical reactions of different types of gas and
vapor within the atmosphere.
Combined with the sensations of the world on his host’s skin
and body mass, Raq ‘Ma grew intoxicated with the simple pleasure of
Gage walking across the sunlit park. When they entered the building
his host referred to as the Library, Raq ‘Ma again reveled in the
different sensations that were contained in the enclosed structure.
Gage went through the process of securing the use of what
was called a PC and Raq ‘Ma was treated to his first experience with
the abundant store of knowledge attained by such a primitive species.
He mentally corrected himself yet again. Although the human species
was young compared to the billions of years of his own race’s history,
they were mentally advanced. In different ways than his own race’s
abilities, but no less advanced with what they had to work with.
Raq ‘Ma learned much in the hours that Gage surfed the net
on the library computer. He learned that the humans had a basic atomic
knowledge that was quite close to correct. They also had a brute force
way of manipulating matter that allowed them to construct a variety of
solid matter devices that enhanced their own abilities.
He now recognized the inanimate surroundings on the surface
of the planet, not ‘large mass’. They were not cleverly assembled bits
of randomly collected material but machines and buildings assembled
piece by piece using predetermined math, chemistry, physics, and
engineering learned by trial and error.
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And more amazing than that was the fact that humans could
manipulate energy fields with just as much ease. Not as many different
energy wavelengths as the Mai ‘JX, but those that they could
manipulate they could do so with extreme strength and dexterity.
Like the wavelengths they called radio waves. Till now he had
thought the frequencies that humans called ‘radio waves’ was nothing
more than a natural phenomenon of the cosmos. Who could have
imagined that radio waves could carry artificial information that could
be intercepted and decoded. Humans had made devices that could
intercept selected frequencies, which they combined with an alternating
electrical current, then changed to mechanical energy to vibrate a
shaped form of pulped and molded fibers. This vibrating cone would, in
turn, form a vibration in the atmosphere that could be intercepted by the
mobile carbon being’s receptive sensors.
The number of ‘what ifs’ that were needed to come to such a
conclusion boggled even his mind. But here it was. Humans used radio
waves to carry thousands of messages all around their world at
distances that would rival the accomplishments of some of the largest
Mai ‘JX scientist alliances. And as a further assault to the idea of
cooperation, they made these devices in such quantity that not only do
they use this ability for the seeking, storage, and transfer of knowledge,
but also for simple entertainment.
Raq ‘Ma had sampled so many examples that he was
becoming intoxicated with the simple pleasure of music. He tried many
times to analyze the musical formulae to discover why the end result
gave such pleasure, but when the data was separated, the effects
disappeared.
He quit attempting to analyze human music and contented
himself with enjoying it. He went back to studying the uses of
controlled energy frequencies of varying projection strengths.
Mai ‘JX also used small amounts of projected radio waves but
their range was extremely short compared to that of human technology.
Mai ‘JX usually only received natural radio waves in their normal
observations of the universe around them, hearing them as a sort of
automatic sensory input. Some of the groups of his people who sought
out new knowledge might be able to filter out the mush of radio waves
pouring from the Earth if they knew what to look for. Raq ‘Ma
wouldn’t know as he had never met a scientist of his people. They
tended to prefer only the company of those like themselves.
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Individual human devices could be constructed and adjusted
for any degree of power output with generators that could produce
many times what even a large group of Mai ‘JX could generate. Even
with the added, tapped energy produced by a large mobile carbon
specimen.
The same could be said for their manufacture of devices that
could concentrate visible wavelengths of light. They could actually do
this with enough energy output to power a laser beam that could reach
to the farthest reaches of any two points within the Homecloud. Or Oort
cloud as the humans called it.
And they called the Homefire, Sol, or the sun, while the
Homefire of his people’s ancient enemy was named Centauri. Humans
also knew that the Centauri Homefire was actually twin homefires.
Or suns. Or stars.
He’d shown a little confusion at first and Gage had explained
that a star was any large mass that Mai ‘JX called homefires. The
difference between a star and a sun was that a sun is always the star
closest to you at any point in time, or your own personal birth
Homefire. Of course any individual’s birth homestar would always be
referred to as ‘The Sun’.
Raq ‘Ma had almost believed that his mobile carbon host had
been mentally laughing at some humorous racial anecdote, but chose to
take the being at its spoken word. It helped that his own Homefire was
the same as his host’s.
His mental focus eventually wandered back to his mobile
carbon host’s race’s attributes. Radio and visible light frequencies were
just a sample of the energy frequencies humans could manipulate with
their machines.
In the short time he had been in intimate mental contact with
his new human host, combined with the human species’ accumulated
knowledge, had shown the combined Human and Mai ‘JX multimind
many tens of variations of projectors, receptors, and generators of
several tens of additional frequencies.
But all of these questions and suppositions would have to wait
on a single purpose that had riveted Raq ‘Ma’s attention.
Humans knew how to create the sixty atom, carbon sphere that
is the life vessel of matter that contains the energy that makes up
individual Mai ‘JX. Humans even have a name for the blessed
molecule.
Buckminster Fullerene.
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Or, buckyballs.
In the course of his host’s time spent ‘surfing the net’, Raq
‘Ma now knew that buckyballs could be found in the ash of almost any
high temperature blast furnace.
He had to determine for himself if this claim was valid.
“Would it be possible for me to confirm this claim of yours
that your people can manufacture buckyballs?”
“Of course.” Gage replied aloud to the voice in his head. “I’ve
got a friend who’s dad used to work at a steel forging plant here in
town. There might be some in the bottom of their ovens.”
Gage shut down the computer he was using and signed out at
the main counter of the library. Smiling at the librarian, he said bye and
left the building. Leaving the building, he took the tiny, child friendly
steps two at a time. “How do you want to do this? They’re going to
have the ovens on so I won’t be able to get very close.”
“I will have to wait to see the conditions before I can answer
your question. I can normally detect carbon sixty molecules from a
distance that is equal to several times the diameter of my own body. But
since your body allows me to expand my sensory range, I should be
able to detect them at several times the diameter of your body mass.”
Raq ‘Ma said in Gage’s mind.
Gage went to the parking lot, got into his car, and drove to the
other side of town where the steel plant was located. He had been here
many times with his friend and knew most of the people working here,
so went in through a side door instead of to the office.
“Hey Gage! What’s up?” Called the shop foreman as he
entered the visitors lounge just outside the plant proper.
“Hi Lloyd. Nothing much. I’ve got a little experiment to do.
Do you have any ovens that aren’t fired up at the moment?”
“Yea. Baby Huey’s down right now. What kind of experiment
are you talking about?”
Gage smiled and signaled his new symbiote. As he raised a
now glowing hand, he replied. “I’ve got one of those Mai ‘JX you’ve
heard about on the news. He wants to see if you’ve got any buckyballs
in your oven. Can I check it out?”
Lloyd looked at Gage’s glowing hand in awe for a few
seconds, then answered. “Sure. We had a high school class come in
here just last year scraping the walls of the big oven for the same thing.
Some sort of class project.”
“Did they find any?”
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“Don’t know. They never said. They did take a couple of
buckets of soot with them when they left, though.” He motioned toward
the smallest of the plant’s ovens and said as he handed Gage a hard hat
with visor and ear protection. “You know the way. Go ahead. Just be
careful.” He added unnecessarily.
After donning the protective headgear, Gage started to walk
toward the oven and when he was about ten steps away, heard a gleeful
squeak in his mind at the same time he felt a wrenching in his body. He
saw a flash of glowing light shoot from his body to the oven’s interior.
The glow filled the oven for mere seconds then withdrew back into his
body with a jolt.
He perceived an obvious increase in the glow around his body
for only a moment before everything went black. It seemed like only a
moment before he again became aware of his surroundings. He
expected to feel the rough floor of the steel plant but was confused
when his resting place felt soft instead.
Opening his eyes, he found himself in a bed. Looking around,
he realized he was in a hospital room. His brother sat dozing in a chair
beside his bed.
“Hey! Wake up!” He called hoarsely. Then laughed as,
startled awake, Ben jumped in his seat.
Ben glared at his brother for a second as he regained his wits.
“Well its about time!” He exclaimed disgustedly. This is the second
time you’ve done this in one week!”
“Done what?” Gage asked as he sat up in his bed.
“Gone into some sort of coma-like sleep for two days.” Ben
replied. “You’re not going to make this a habit are you?”
“I sure hope not.” Gage replied wearily. Closing his eyes, he
asked aloud. “Hey Raq ‘Ma, you in there?”
“Yes.” Came the weak reply.
“What happened?”
“Too much room. Too quickly. Need rest. Need nourishment.
Need to grow to fill the voids”
Gage sank back into his bed in exhaustion. “It seems that my
Mai ‘JX has become a little lost in space as it were.”
“What?” Ben asked.
“You remember yesterday…”
“You mean three days ago?”
Gage waved a hand. “Yea. I guess. But, you remember I said
that the Mai ‘JX have this thing about buckyballs?”
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“Yea.”
“Well, I was at the library and came across an article on how
buckyballs are created in the soot of most high temperature blast
furnaces. Raq ‘Ma got a wild hair and wanted to see for himself so we
went over to Brooker Brothers to check inside their ovens.”
“And?” Ben prompted.
“Apparently their oven was full of them. Raq ‘Ma seems to
have OD’d on space.”
At his brother’s confused look, Gage went on. “The Mai ‘JX
pack their energy inside buckyballs, right?”
“That’s what you claimed earlier in the week.” Ben said.
“Yea, well, they do. But one carbon sixty molecule holds a lot
of Mai ‘JX energy. Raq ‘Ma only had a few when he first joined with
me. There must have been a whole bunch of buckyballs in that oven.”
“The last thing I remember is part of Raq ‘Ma shooting out of
me and into the oven. Then there were hundreds of the firefly lights
that are C-60 molecules packed with Mai ‘JX energy flying out of the
oven and right at my head.”
“Then I woke up here.” Gage shrugged.
“So what’s up now with this rock dude?”
“Raq ‘Ma.”
“Yea. Whatever. Is he dead?”
“No.” Gage answered. “He’s just sort of lost in all the space
he has now. He’s pretty young, so there wasn’t a whole lot of energy in
his body. I guess the number of buckyballs he found in that oven was
about ten times more than what he originally had.”
“How do you know all this?” Ben asked.
Gage smiled. “Well, he’s not too energetic about it, but he has
been making little side comments to me the whole time we’ve been
talking. I think I’m getting better at talking to him without talking out
loud too.”
“Anyway, he’s got just enough energy to fill each buckyball
with enough of himself to keep himself together. He says it’s only the
energy from my own body that is letting him talk to me. He’s real weak
cause he’s stretched so thin.”
Gage then threw off the covers and slid around sideways,
putting his feet on the floor. “Where’s my clothes? I’m outa’ here.”
“Whoa there Gage! You can’t leave!” Ben stood up and made
waiting motions with his hands.
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“Why not? There’s nothing wrong with me.” Gage replied.
“Raq ‘Ma has already fixed what was wrong with me. It was just a
simple biofeedback from his own situation. He’s tapped enough of my
own body’s bio-electrical energy to gain enough control over himself to
keep me from sharing his buckyball hangover.”
Gage stood up. “I’ll explain more after we get out of here.
Now, where’s my pants?”
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* THREE *
Gage pulled to the side of the gravel road, put the car into
park, and turned off the engine. Taking a last, deep breath he muttered,
“here we go”, and opened the car door. Stepping out of the car, he
looked around as he pushed the door closed. Good, there was no one in
sight.
It had been almost a full day since he’d checked himself out of
the hospital where he had awakened. Raq ‘Ma was recovered enough to
ensure his host that all was well. Of course, yesterday, it had taken
several burgers with accompanying bags of fries, a half-dozen tacos
with a bowl of nachos and cheese, another half-dozen chilidogs with
slaw, and a medium, super deluxe pizza. He had also washed the whole
mass down with at least a gallon of water.
His brother had watched in awe till about halfway through the
pig-out, then had started pressing for explanations. Gage had dutifully
supplied answers to all of his brother’s questions between bites. His
brother had finally taken him home where he had raided his cupboards
for one last binge before waddling off to bed.
This morning he had spent at least ten minutes introducing
Raq ‘Ma to one of the more esoteric cause and effect properties of
mobile carbon biology. When Raq ‘Ma understood the principles, he
explained to Gage that the speed of the process was increased through
his own influences on the digestion and metabolizing of the food Gage
had gorged on the day before.
He walked a few steps away from the car and said aloud. “OK
Raq ‘Ma, I’m ready. Explain to me again what’s going to happen. OK?
Its not that I don’t understand, I do, I’m just still a little nervous is all.”
“I assure you there is no reason to be nervous. Came the
reply. “The energy force that you know of as gravity is well know by
my people. We have been manipulating the lines of force that make up
gravitonic energy for all of my race’s existence.”
“I will introduce an equal amount of gravitonic energy of a
mirrored frequency between you and the mass of the planet Earth. This
will, in effect, make you weightless. I will then vary the amount of
mirrored interference to make you rise above the ground. Another
variation will then propel you across the surface of the ground.”
“Not too high!” Exclaimed Gage. “And not too fast!”
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“I will progress at as sedate a pace as makes you
comfortable.”
“Thanks. OK, I’m ready. Let’s go.”
No sooner had he spoken than Gage felt the pressure of the
ground beneath his feet lessen. As he glanced down to see that all of
him he could see was aglow, he rose about three feet into the air, then
began to drift forward. After about twenty feet, he began to rise as he
moved forward. In moments he looked down to see the ground at least
ten feet below his dangling legs.
His momentum slowed and he made a flying turn that took
him to the other side of the gravel road and facing back the way he’d
just come. Raq ‘Ma angled his legs and hips just right as he leaned into
the turn and glanced down to see that his legs glowed more brightly
than his torso and arms. A burnt orange glow that had filaments of
yellow shading to green and blue engulfed his legs while his upper
torso and arms were a simple golden yellow..
As he resumed his flight in the other direction, he rose higher
and increased his speed to that equal to a sprint. In seconds he passed
his parked car and sped down the country road at a height of about
thirty feet. His smile grew wide enough to crack his face as he turned to
look at his car as he went by, continuing the turn till he was flying
backwards and completing a full 360, to again face forward as he flew.
With a silent request he began to gain altitude and speed.
Just as the wind began to irritate his unprotected eyes, he
noticed movement farther down the road in the distance. “Down! Car
coming!” Gage yelled as he leaned his body back and extended his feet
in a braking motion within his cocoon of light.
There was no need for Raq ‘Ma to reply as he saw everything
his host saw.
He had adjusted the graviton fields to balance his host,
dropping altitude and shedding speed in a balanced rate that set his host
on the ground lightly enough to not even stir the dust of the gravel road
beneath his host’s feet. His infinitesimal delay in terminating the test
flight was caused more by surprise than anything else. He’d perceived
the approaching vehicle also but was totally surprised at the quickness
of his host’s reaction.
He had delayed reacting to the request of his host for almost a
full second because of his surprise. He had judged that there was nearly
six seconds before they would be in a position to be seen, and missed
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the mental signal that his host even saw anything, much less could have
spoken so quickly.
Due to his close association with his human host’s mind he
knew that Gage had not processed the input of all of his senses to
identify the oncoming vehicle. How had the human reacted to a thing
that had not been known? Raq ‘Ma could only imagine that it was one
of those animal instincts that his own kind had lost billions of years
ago.
He adjusted the flow of energy around his host and the glow
disappeared within the shell of Gage’s body.
Gage turned and began to walk back toward his car, parked
about three hundred yards away down the tree lined, country road. He
had taken only a few dozen steps when the shiny new, 30-day tag
bearing, bright red beetle almost streaked by, coming instead to a
furiously, but smoothly braked stop in a very short time.
He looked up to see an extremely young girl bounce out of the
passenger side with a smile and a yell of, “Want a ride?” before her
face fell when she realized Gage’s age.
“No thanks. My car’s right up there.” He replied with a smile
of the proper severity for his maturity as he pointed toward his car.
The look of relief on her face made any reply she MIGHT
have made, superfluous.
As the constantly accelerating vehicle sped out of sight, Gage
stopped and looked back along the road then again in the direction of
the beetle. Rubbing his hands together in anticipation, he said. “OK.
Let’s try something else.”
Looking down at the road surface, he noticed a penny lying in
the dust. Walking two steps to stand over the coin, he extended his right
hand palm side down at the full extension of his arm. His hand began to
glow even before his arm was fully extended and the penny smoothly
floated up to hover a couple of inches below his palm.
Gage turned his palm up toward his gaze as he lifted his hand
to hold it about a foot from his face. The penny stayed about two inches
away from the center of mass of his glowing hand.
Gage peered closely at the coin and noticed that tiny filaments
of light surrounded the coin’s surface like a glowing spider’s web. He
turned his hand edge on to inspect the coin from the side and saw how
the web of light connected to a point that rode the surface of the diffuse
glow emanating from his palm.
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Glancing to his right, he saw the wooden pole that contained
the power, telephone, and cable lines for this rural road about twenty
feet away. With a quick snap of his arm, he whipped his hand from its
edge on position in front of his face, in a karate chop motion, to full
extension with all fingers pointed toward the telephone pole.
The penny shot toward the pole and imbedded itself three
quarters of the way into the wood at a height exactly two inches below
Gage’s downward facing, extended palm. It was a couple of seconds
before Gage shut his mouth.
He raised his palm to face the pole and gave another silent
request. Although the glow of his hand increased momentarily, nothing
else happened.
“Too far, or what?” He spoke aloud.
“It is both too distant, as well as too deeply imbedded into the
cellulose of the target.” Came the reply.
“Still a little weak from your buckyball binge my friend?”
Gage laughed.
“No. I am weak from hunger. Like a biologic body that must
maintain proper nourishment, the energy that is me must also be fed. I
would not normally need to replenish energy so quickly, but the space
that my new self contains, feels empty. I am sure that after ten or more
meals like the one we enjoyed yesterday, I could pull the metal disk
from the cellulose tower at twice the distance.” Raq ‘Ma replied.
“Ten more gargantua-meals huh? I ate for a solid hour!
Nonstop! What about breakfast this morning after that marathon crap? I
bet I lost ten pounds right there. Then, I had TWO, three egg omelets
and a whole plate of hash browns and toast, PLUS an order of biscuits
and gravy. The waitress and cook were taking bets on whether or not I
could finish it all!” Gage slapped the sides of his still full stomach.
“Where’s it all going?”
“Do not become alarmed. I can easily absorb whatever
percentage you ingest that is above what your body needs to survive. I
can even tap the nutrients in your excess mass if you allow.”
“Excess mass?”
“Yes. What you call, fat.”
Gage grabbed a double handful of flesh above his waist at
both sides and asked. “You mean you can burn thi… no wait, not burn.
You can absorb this excess… fat?”
“Easily.” Came the reply.
“What about the loose skin left over when you’re done?”
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“I have learned enough about the function of your body to be
able to stimulate the epidermal layers in ways to tighten the excess
folds. I can also improve the tone and strength of your muscles and
organs as well. Do you wish for me to perform this maintenance on our
body?”
“Oh, so now it’s our body?”
“It is possible for you and I to remain in symbiosis for
hundreds of millions of years. How long would be appropriate before
we acknowledge our union?”
“That would be a point in your favor, my friend. You are right.
And since I don’t really have much to contribute to this union, this’ll be
‘our’ body as soon as you want.” Gage laughingly replied as he
continued walking toward his car.
“On the contrary! You have as much or more to contribute
than I do! It was you who supplied me with more C-60 molecules than
enjoyed by an elder ten to the second power times my age, enjoys. A
treasure unimagined by me mere DAYS ago.”
“Well, OK, there is that.”
“And your race makes THINGS. Artificial things that my kind
had never imagined before. Things that control energies in ways that
make them even easier for my people to manipulate!”
“Wait a minute. What do you mean?” Gage asked with a
dawning comprehension.
“I have been able to read the long term memories stored in
your brain and can immediately think of at least one useful thing. If you
were to construct an electromagnetic coil only a meter in diameter, I
could use the energy created by that coil to lift several tons in the same
manner in which I was able to make you fly just minutes ago.”
“Another example is the simple device used in your worlds
instructional classrooms, the small device that you call a laser pointer.
I can manipulate the laser beam in such a way as to increase its power
to the point where it could, in less than a second, burn through an inch
of steel at a kilometer in a sea level atmosphere. Or tens of kilometers
in a vacuum. Even in my currently weakened state, with some of your
race’s most powerful lasers, I could burn a hole through the moon!”
“What good would that do?”
“A powerful laser at long distance or a smaller laser at closer
range could disrupt the uncontained energy of one of my kind. The
disruption in cognizance could last just long enough for an attack from
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another frequency or continued bathing in laser fire till complete
dispersal is achieved!”
It was then that Gage recognized within his own core being
what drove Raq ‘Ma.
This was not some glow-toy that he could play with. Sure, it
was a toy that allowed him his one great dream. To be able to fly.
Unconfined. Unrestricted.
But the dream was just a little bit skewed. To the good side.
He could do a lot more than just fly! He could move objects at a
distance. And if he could find somebody to make an electromagnet
small enough to put into the palm of a glove, he could move tons of
mass with his hands.
His mind raced as he walked the last few yards to his car. As
he reached into his pocket for his keys he had a thought and gave a
silent request to the rider within his body. He heard the click of the
electronic door lock and lifted the latch to open the door.
As he slid in behind the steering wheel, he spoke aloud. “How
big of an E-Mag coil would I have to build to fly my car?”
“If you used the engine for a power generator and wanted to
maintain a one gravity acceleration for three hours, then decelerate for
three more, a pair of one foot coils would be enough to fly to the
moon.” Came the voice in his head.
“That sure is a mouthful, but I think I understood what you
said.”
“With a few substantial meals to help me fill the space within
my newly expanded self, we could fly this metallic shell as easily as we
flew your biologic body moments ago. With no additional energy
input.”
Gage chuckled. “It didn’t take you long to figure out which
strings to pull, did it my friend?”
When no mental reply came, Gage simply put his key in the
ignition, turned the car on, put it in gear, and drove off in search of a
restaurant that served large portions.
*
*
*
Gage sat at the table and inhaled two thighs, two breasts, and a
bowl of mashed potatoes and gravy then took a deep breath and
chugged the 32-ounce cup of water he’d chosen over a soft drink.
Picking up both plates, he went back to the buffet table.
On the plate with the bones he stacked two more breasts, three
legs, and two wings. He then put the second plate atop the chicken pile
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and reached for the potato spoon. This time he put only one spoonful of
mashed potatoes on his plate, dipping the spoon to make a big pit in the
middle. He then filled the pit with gravy, taking three ladles full to
accomplish the task. Next he chose sliced carrots and green beans to fill
the rest of the plate.
Taking his load back to his table, he retrieved his cup and
headed back to the buffet table. First he selected and buttered four large
rolls then filled his cup with water, not wasting space for ice. In
seconds he had returned to his seat and the second pile of food began to
slowly disappear. As he ate he watched the television in the corner of
the eating area’s ceiling.
The station was being interrupted by a news bulletin. He
hadn’t been paying attention to it before, so he couldn’t even say what
was being interrupted. The scene showed several glowing platforms
with wheelchairs atop them. Gage focused on the low volume of the
TV, and a glowing tendril of energy reached out to the wall mounted
television. The sound on the TV rose to a listening level.
“Thank you Raq ‘Ma.”
“You are welcome Gage.” Came the reply.
The newscaster’s voice overrode the video of several glowing
senior citizens perched atop their wheelchairs and racing around the
two main light poles of their home’s parking lot. She told of how the
seniors had raced for over an hour before nurses could coax them
down. At an altitude of forty to fifty feet.
Gage continued to eat chicken.
The newscaster then went on to another story.
This time there was a pod of glowing, killer whales floating
down the main street of Fairbanks, Alaska. A pair of glowing, floating
humans threw them arm-sized salmon as the orca passed by the fish
market the two humans floated in front of.
The newscaster told the tale of a fisherman repaying the pod
that had driven a record catch into his nets. As Gage dug deeper into
the mass of food before him, the news bulletin switched to yet another
miracle.
This time the TV screen showed a live broadcast from the
baked desert of central Australia, with Ayres Rock in the background.
Off to the side, behind the on-scene newsman, was a shape that
resembled a long-necked turtle. As Gage ate, he marveled at the story
the newsman told.
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The half-dead beast in the background had come out of the sky
to attack the tourists that were climbing Ayres Rock. As the glowing
apparition had approached a group of tourists, the glow had shifted
from the flippered beast to one of the tourists. The glowing tourist had
then shot skyward to disappear into the sky, leaving behind a thrashing,
but obviously terrified beast that had not been seen on Earth in many
tens of millions of years.
As the news bulletin closed and the regularly scheduled
program resumed, Gage’s TV mind disengaged.
Totally ignoring the noise from the direction of the TV, Gage
sorted through the pile of bones on the one plate in front of him for
uneaten meat. Finding only stripped bones, he shifted his attention to
his other plate. Picking up his spork, he scooped up the last two bites of
potatoes, carrots, and beans, stuffed the last piece of roll behind, then
rose to fill his plates again.
He had only taken a couple of steps when an elderly woman in
the restaurant’s colors stood in front of him. “I’m s-sorry sir, but are
you one of those m-magic people?” She asked.
“Uh. Yes, I guess I am.” He replied. He looked at the plates in
his hands and saw a faint glow emanating from all the exposed surfaces
of his skin.
“W-w-w-well. I’m s-s-s-sorry but the all-you-can-eat buffet dd-doesn’t apply t-t-t-to you.” She stammered nervously.
Gage looked dumbly at his twice-emptied plates and thought
of the empty pit that Raq ‘Ma’s craving for food instilled in him.
“I’m sorry Ma’am.” Gage said as seriously as he could. “I’ve
been kind of scatter-brained for the last week or so. I apologize for any
impropriety. Let me pay for another all-you-can-eat service before I
make another trip to the buffet table. Would that be OK?”
She didn’t quite look convinced till he put his plates aside and
pulled a wad of green from his pant’s pocket. He paid the elderly
attendant for another complete meal while ensuring her that he would
not overstuff his plates. In what turned out to be a major effort, he held
himself to a single plate covered with carrots and green beans. On top
of the vegetables was a ring of four wings topped by the fattest breast
he could find in the tray. After refilling his water cup and buttering two
rolls, Gage again sat down to continue what seemed to be his major
occupation the past few days.
It took him no time at all to finish the last plate of food, tidy
up his eating area, and return to his car. As he pulled out of the
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restaurant’s parking lot, his radio station was interrupted with another
news bulletin.
This report was from a little closer. Gage kind of wished he
could see the video of this one, or be a part of it. The Cleveland radio
jock was trying to describe the sight of five flying musicians, three
male and two female, who were playing an impromptu concert from
five flying platforms, or mini-stages.
The jock played some of the live music coming from the sky
above the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame, and disclosed the incongruous
information that lawyers for the Hall were trying to contact the
musicians to object to any film that might be taken that might include
the Hall.
Gage changed the station, bypassing two commercials, not
stopping till he hit music.
“I could do that for you.” Raq ‘Ma offered.
“What is that?” Gage asked.
“I could periodically adjust the frequency of your
entertainment receiver to a frequency that does not manifest a
commercial sales message.”
“You mean look for a station with music every time a
commercial comes on?”
“Yes.”
It wasn’t until Raq ‘Ma made the offer that Gage even realized
that he was a channel changer. “Uh, no, that’s OK.”
He then drove to a series of electronics and hardware stores,
picking through random bits and pieces in the bins he passed in his
random shopping spree.
With the car full of his purchases, Gage stopped at a pizza
shop a couple of blocks from his apartment. Doing his best to conceal
the glow of his parasitic symbiote, Gage ordered three medium pizzas
with five toppings each. He tipped the cook as he paid for the pizzas to
be delivered the two blocks to his apartment and guaranteed a tip for
the driver before leaving to unload his purchases at home.
He was almost finished unloading his car when the pizza
driver pulled into his driveway. After tipping the driver, it was another
ten minutes of chew/swallow/breath/repeat before he was again able to
resume his unloading of the car. He then spent the next ten minutes
wiping pizza juices off the pieces of the first electromagnetic coil he
ever built from scratch.
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As he started on the second coil, the TV in the corner of his
living room turned inventor’s workshop interrupted its normal
programming to give more examples of the magic that was invading the
planet Earth.
The first story was about a simple bank robbery. But the
thieves had not been simple bank robbers. There were no video shots to
awe the television audience, but there were several eyewitnesses who
gave excited descriptions of what they saw.
The eyewitnesses ranged from a man and woman in matching
business suits to an elderly bag lady, but they basically agreed on what
they saw.
There were six perpetrators. And all six of them wore
motorcycle helmets with dark visors and padded body suits that
glowed.
They had ridden on three flying motorcycles with their wheels
turned ninety degrees from what they should be. And the on-their-side
wheels glowed even more than the bike’s unidentifiable riders.
The newscaster reported that the glowing thieves had gotten
away with a fraction more than a million dollars, then went on to the
next story.
This one drew Gage’s attention a little more. As he laid out the
separate bundles of wires that would connect the E-Mag coils to the
power generator and the control panel, he kept an eye and an ear on the
television.
The pretty, blond newscaster put on her most serious face and
turned the audio over to an unseen male who was supposed to be onthe-scene. As his voice accepted the duty of explaining the video that
was supposed to begin, a late camera switch caught the blond in the
beginning of a massive yawn.
Then the video of carnage replaced that of a scene of a terribly
overworked professional letting her guard down a couple of seconds
too soon. The scene was of scattered body parts, mostly arms, legs, and
heads, strewn about a peaceful, green park in California.
The male newscaster who was reporting on-the-scene told of a
pack of four, glowing great white sharks that had burst from the waves
a hundred yards from the seaside park. The pack had rushed the
crowded park and begun devouring whole families.
Police had rushed to the scene and had begun to fire on the
feeding sharks, but the scene of a uniformed arm still clutching a
service revolver showed the effects of the defense. There was nothing
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anyone could do as the handguns used by the police had little or no
effect on the Mai ‘JX protected sharks.
“Why would they attack humans, Raq ‘Ma?” Gage asked
between bites.
“The Mai ‘JX who inhabit those particular aquatic predators
would not know of the sentience of humans.” Came the reply in his
mind. “They would simply be fueling their host’s body to tap the excess
energy. The same as I have done after what you termed your massive
pig-out.”
“So those Mai ‘JX are just stockpiling energy for their return
to the Oort cloud?”
“Yes. As a matter of fact, incidents such as this are probably
happening all over the planet as we speak. My people have been
harvesting mobile carbon specimens from this world for many
hundreds of millions of years. Never before have we encountered a
breed of specimen with cognizant intelligence. Any host body would be
aided in the search for nourishment. My people will have to be
informed of the fact of your species’ sentience before the practice can
be stopped.”
“What you mean is that as long as the Mai ‘JX symbiote
doesn’t know about humans he will just do what comes natural to his
host?”
“That is correct.”
“So now we have to watch for sharks snatching people right
out of their boats. Wait, what’s this?”
Gage’s attention had been drawn back to the TV, his E-Mag
coil-making project almost forgotten. The TV station had switched
back to the overworked blond who now had a glowing guest sitting
with her at the station. Gage listened as the man explained to the TV
anchor and the audience what he and Raq ‘Ma had just discussed.
The two discussed how it would be possible to protect the
extensive American coastlines, as if the rest of the world had no coasts.
The glowing man told her there were many Mai ‘JX hosting humans
who were now aware of the problem who would inform any animal
hosted Mai ‘JX they encountered. He added that the shark pack that
attacked the California park would follow their animal nature and
would most likely attack that same park the very next time it was
crowded.
He finished with the assumption that any human hosting a Mai
‘JX, that has learned of the attack, and is in the vicinity of the park, was
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probably headed in that direction at this moment. He was sure that
before long, all shark hosted Mai ‘JX would know of human sentience.
The blond anchorwoman then brought up the subject that
Gage had been most anticipating, with disgust.
Lawyers!
The hyenas of the human species, whose only two goals in life
were winning at all costs and ego masturbation. Gage’s opinion was so
strong that Raq ‘Ma decided to be wary of that particular sub-species of
human.
She didn’t ask about the charge of murder that could be
attributed to the Mai ‘JX inhabiting the sharks. They were the ones who
made it possible for the sharks to reach their prey. At the very least,
they were accessories to murder, if not the sole perpetrators who just
used sharks as their weapon.
Instead, she asked about lawsuits and compensation for the
victims. Not just for the families of the dead, but for those who had
been traumatized by being in the park and barely escaping. And even
those who had watched from a distance and were now terrified of the
sea. Who would be held responsible for the damages of the attack?
Gage wondered how many people were going to sue the
station for the trauma caused by showing the park strewn with body
parts.
Raq ‘Ma gauged his host’s growing mental turmoil and asked.
“Are the family of lawyers a genetic offshoot of the main human race?”
Gage laughed and his growing anger evaporated. “No my
friend. For the most part, they are as human as any other of my species.
It’s just that, as a group, they have one of the most important functions
in my people’s society and a large portion of them have lost track of
their purpose over the years since our country was founded.”
“You see, to do their job properly, they have to have greater
powers in some circumstances. But this only works with impeccable
integrity and the lines mapping judicial priorities have shifted. What it
boils down to is that since there is nobody seriously watching the
watchers, in my opinion they have turned the American judicial system
into their own personal, self-financing ego playground. Nothing more
than a tribute collecting corporation.”
Gage went back to watching the TV out of the corner of his
eye as he assembled the parts of his project. He had gotten the idea
before he had seen the TV report of the bank robbery. Instead of
removing the wheels, turning them 90 degrees and wiring his E-Mag
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coil into the rims, he was making smaller coils that he would mount on
the ends of the axles. One on each side of each wheel.
Also, instead of large coils, he was putting a stack of five in a
tube. At the moment he had four coils finished in the first stack. One
more coil and he would be able to see if his wiring design would work.
He had already ceased to be amazed at the depth of his own
memory. Raq ‘Ma was able to search his mind for every moment in his
life and with a simple reflex that was how he ‘remembered’, he did.
Anything. Any moment in his entire life. He constantly remembered
and correlated the memories.
Unless he consciously turned it off.
He put the last piece of the coil in place and tightened the last
screw. Just like he’d learned in fourth grade but had forgotten till Raq
‘Ma opened his mind. Then he attached the leads to the motorcycle
battery on the floor and stood back. “All yours buddy!”
The stack of coils began to hum slightly as the
electromagnetic charge built. Then the entire foot high, four-inch
diameter stack began to glow the color of gold and rise from the floor.
Within moments it was bobbing and weaving about the room like some
deformed, furious bug on a string.
Gage dodged a couple of times out of reflex, but he was
somehow aware of the exact position of the humming apparition at all
times. As if it was a remote part of himself.
Soon he was so engrossed on completing the remaining three
stacks of coils that he didn’t stop to watch the TV when the all-news
channel he had selected gave amazing, Mai ‘JX related stories from
around the world.
“I still do not believe it is necessary to create so many of the
devices.” Raq ‘Ma said. “I have determined that one of them mounted
in the center of mass of the power frame would be sufficient.”
“There are actually several reasons my friend.” Gage replied
as he wrapped the fiberglass sheet around the second E-Mag stack.
“First off, humans have learned the hard way that it is always best to
provide a backup. Second, balancing on four widely spaced points
takes less concentration than balancing on a single point, even if it is
the center of gravity point. Third, the extra field size gives us a wider
field of influence.”
“How far could you reach with four stacks as opposed to only
one?” Gage asked.
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“My radius of influence would be ten yards with a single stack
and nearly seventy yards with four.”
“There are other reasons, too. For instance, you said that the
electromagnetic field created is a sort of combination food source and
power booster to your kind. Think of them as a sort of emergency
supply. We could use the surplus to rescue a bunch of people stranded
on the roof of a burning building, or from the water after their boat
sinks. Or in that case, if it’s small enough, the whole boat could be
lifted just far enough to not take on water.”
“In fact, since it only took…” Gage looked at the clock.
“…three hours to assemble all four E-Mag pods, I could put the last of
the parts together in a single ring, attach a flashlight battery, and mount
a laser pointer on top.” He frantically began assembling pieces. “Could
you extend your range with a mobile E-Mag Raq ‘Ma?”
“Yes. With the device you are now imagining, I could operate
the mobile unit to a range of one hundred forty yards with an
unobstructed view and one hundred yards through a one yard thick
solid mass.”
Gage didn’t reply and had the device completed in only a little
over a half-hour. He then went out to the garage to attach the E-Mag
pods to the axles of his Honda Nighthawk. While he did that, Raq ‘Ma
played with his new toy. Only once did Gage flinch, and that was when
Raq ‘Ma incinerated the horsefly he had swatted at twice when it
buzzed his head.
Raq ‘Ma hit his target two inches in front of Gage’s nose so
that his sight of the cremation could be seen through Gage’s eyes. The
complete success of the test was enhanced when the smoke from the
fly’s remains added to Raq ‘Ma’s experience through his host’s sense
of smell.
“Have you figured out the length of flying time yet Rocky?”
Gage asked, using the nickname for the first time.
“Yes. With the battery you have installed I can either fly the
craft for an hour or operate the laser for an hour. Using both at the
same time will reduce that time by half.” Came the mental reply.
“Is that at full intensity?”
“No. I have made all of my calculations using the device at a
lower intensity. If I used the laser at the limit of its power, it would
deplete the battery in a single second. I have chosen a setting that
works best within one mile in Earth’s atmosphere at sea level.” Came
the reply. “The setting allows only a fifty percent expansion of the
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beam at that distance and will burn a hole through a quarter inch plate
of aluminum in a half-second.”
“I’d say that’s strong enough!” Said Gage with a laugh. He
fastened the last E-Mag pod to the last axle post, then went around the
bike grabbing each pod, twisting and pulling on the pod to make sure it
was solidly attached.
He then pulled his motorcycle key from his pocket and walked
around to the side of the bike. Tossing his foot and leg over the bike’s
frame, Gage straddled the bike and grasped the left handle bar as he put
the key in the ignition. He then pushed the bike off its center stand and
turned the ignition to the on position without starting the bike.
The headlamp came on and the E-Mag pods began to hum.
When Gage was satisfied that he’d hooked the pods up to run even if
the motor stalled, he turned the ignition the next point over and started
the bike. As he gave the bike the mandatory couple of revs that all
bikers seemed to do occasionally, Raq ‘Ma used his expanding field of
influence to lift the garage door.
Gage released the handlebars, plucked his helmet from its
perch on the sissy bar behind him, and pulled it over his head. Grasping
the handlebars again, he engaged the clutch, toe tapped the bike into
gear, and lifted his feet to the pegs as he disengaged the clutch and
twisted the right hand grip to increase gas flow. As the bike left the
garage, the door silently lowered behind it.
As Gage pulled out onto the street he saw the glowing, laserpen topped disk out of the corner of his eye as it paced him. The glow
from the disk and the four E-Mag pods fought with the beam of his
headlamp as he tuned toward the edge of town. The peacefulness of the
deepening night shielded him as he left the city limits and headed for a
quiet country road to test his new sky chariot and lance-of-light.
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* FOUR *
Looking around the open room and choosing a barstool where
he could see the street as well as his bike, Gage placed his daypack on
the small table then went to the bar to order a drink from the bartender.
When he’d gotten and paid for his drink, Gage turned his attention to
the television at the end of the covered, almost outdoor café in Key
West, Florida. The channel showed a local news station reporting on
new information about the Mai ‘JX.
The woman’s voice competed with the sounds of birds in the
trees surrounding the covered club and sidewalk and street noises from
the day’s tourist population. Gage waved a hand and a glowing mass
stretched outward from his extended fingers, swarmed to touch the TV,
which increased in volume, and retracted back into his fingers.
A few patrons looked up at the glowing display, but none
commented.
He could now hear the woman clearly.
The bartender walked over toward Gage’s table unobtrusively
cleaning tables as he came nearer. He quickly reached Gage and spoke
discretely. “Maybe you’d like to move a little closer to the other end of
the bar to get away from all the street noise?”
Gage looked up and realized his unconscious act had
impugned on the conversations of others. “I’m sorry. I was distracted
and wasn’t thinking. Of course I’ll move closer.”
He picked up his drink with one hand and the small daypack
with the other as the bartender used the remote he’d had in his shirt
pocket to turn the TV back down to its normal volume.
The barstool Gage chose was actually closer to the street but
was also closer to the TV over the back of the bar. His new seat gave
him a view of his bike that was partially obstructed by one of the
building’s support beams, but could be seen quite well.
It had been a couple of weeks since the night he’d first tested
his new ride. Just long enough for his two-week notice to his boss to
run its course.
He had flown the bike the full distance from the north coast of
Ohio, to Key West in only nine flying hours with two, one hour food
and fuel stops. Two prior weeks of practice with his bike had inured
him to the process of ‘magical’ flight. He had even given in to the fact
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that everyone not hosting a Mai ‘JX, as well as most of those hosting
symbiotic energy beings, were using magical descriptions for Mai ‘JX
abilities.
As if on cue, the bartender wandered toward Gage’s end of the
bar after performing a few of his job’s duties. “So, you got magic?”
came the inevitable question.
“Yea.” Gage admitted. “Got it while parasailing on lake Erie.”
“No kiddin’? How’d you do that?”
“You know what a parasail is don’t you?” At an affirmative
nod, Gage went on. “Here I was being pulled around by the boat
minding my own business and out of the sky comes this ball of light
full of little firefly thingies.” He made a swooping motion with his
hand. “It shot out of the sky and engulfed my head.” Gage moved his
hands all around his head at only a couple inches away. “Then the little
firefly thingies shot up my nose and in my mouth and ears.” He
shrugged. “And now I got magic.”
The bartender looked in awe. “Wow! That’s neat!” Then came
the inevitable ‘next question’. “How do I get one?”
“Well, actually its all chance so far. You just have to be in the
right place at the right time. Anyplace is as good as another. The Mai
‘JX do the choosing and since there is more ocean than land, most of
the Mai ‘JX are choosing sea life.” Gage finished.
The bartender looked confused for a moment, then asked.
“Why would they do that if they’re looking for help in this war of
theirs?”
“Uh, they didn’t really come looking for help. What they’re
here for is tool collecting. And weapons.”
“Weapons? They want us to make weapons?”
“No.” Gage explained. “We ARE the weapons. And not just
us humans. Any living animal cam provide a Mai ‘JX with a battle suit.
They wear living bodies like a coat and can feed off the excess energy a
healthy body produces. Most of them don’t know about humans yet so
they’re still occupying the first body they encounter.”
“Sounds pretty mixed up to me, but they’re so different, how
much can we trust them. I feel like its wrong somehow to let them take
over human bodies, but at the same time, from what I’ve seen and
heard about them I definitely want one.” The man shrugged his
confusion as he looked at Gage.
“Oh, I can put your mind at ease on that. When Rocky first
came to me, he said he couldn’t control my body. I’ve also met several
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other human hosted Mai ‘JX and they say the same thing. The human
mind is strong enough to keep control as long as the host is awake and
rested. And before you ask, I know he’s not lying cause the mental
contact I have with my Mai ‘JX makes it impossible for either of us to
lie to the other.”
The bartender smiled, shrugged, and said. “See what I mean.
Sounds really good, but is it too good to be true? And why are the
magics still choosing animals over humans? And FISH! Sharks are
eatin’ people right out of their boats!”
“Yea, we know.” Gage muttered just loud enough for the
bartender to hear, then louder. “That’s why Rocky and I came down
here. We’re going to look for Mai ‘JX and let them know about
humans. Maybe some of them will decide to switch hosts. If not, they’ll
at least be able to spread the word that humans are sentient.”
“But to answer your original question, they’re picking fish
because there’s more ocean than land on Earth. Also, it seems that fish
and sea mammals are more comfortable in space. Obviously, to me
anyway, is that a creature raised in the three dimensional volume of the
oceans would be more at home in space than a two dimensional land
creature. Of course there’re birds too, they’d also be more three
dimensionally adaptive than a land animal.”
“But how would it survive in space without a spacesuit? Even
I know that’s not possible!” Exclaimed the bartender.
“A Mai ‘JX is the suit.” Gage said with a smile. He held out
his hand as he thought a silent request. “See the glow just above the
skin of my hand?”
The bartender gaped, then nodded.
“That glowing shell is stronger than any spacesuit imagined by
man. A great white shark would glow just like that, well maybe at a
different color, and be perfectly well protected in any part of space
farther out from the sun than about thirty-five to forty million miles.”
Gage lowered his hand as the glow faded. “Closer than that and a Mai
‘JX can no longer protect an otherwise unshielded host from the
radiation level.”
A pair of tourists came to the bar and when the bartender
turned to look in their direction another of the patrons signaled for a
refill. As he ran off to catch up on his duties, Gage looked up at the TV.
The news bulletin had long ago ended while he talked with the
bartender, but he was in no hurry, the evening news would be coming
on soon anyway.
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While he waited, he nursed his drink and watched the people
walking by the restaurant/bar. He was glad when business began to
pick up and the bartender became too busy to spend much time talking
to him. When he ordered a second drink he also ordered a large seafood
platter.
He had just finished the last of the platter when the bartender
said aloud. “There they go. Right on schedule.”
“What’s that?” Asked Gage.
“Snowbird roundup.” Said the bartender with a grin.
“Everybody flocks down to the pier to watch the sunset, then they all
head for their cars and disappear into the night.”
“Oh shit!” Gage jumped up and pulled money from his pocket
to pay his bill. “That’s what I’m here for!”
“Sunset on Key West pier?” Asked the bartender. “I thought
you…”
“Yea. Like we talked about. I’m here to find Mai ‘JX hosted
sharks that might want to eat humans. Like at a crowded, ocean side
pier at sunset.”
Comprehension dawned on the bartender’s face, then he
hurried to add up Gage’s bill and make change.
Gage left a large tip for the bartender, then added a smaller
amount. “Give this to the cook, will you? Everything was excellent.”
Completely free of any effects from the alcohol he’d
consumed as his symbiote had neutralized it as he drank, he walked
calmly to his bike and swung his right leg over the bike saddle. To the
delight of everyone in sight, he began to glow, then the entire man and
bike began to glow. When he rose into the air, the growing crowd
began to cheer and applaud, like he was a prelude to the street show
that happened on the pier at the end of every day in Key West.
He quickly gained altitude to clear the trees and buildings of
the town and turned toward the setting sun. In seconds he was over the
pier then open water with only a few boats below. Dipping down to a
couple of yards above the water’s surface, he gave Raq ‘Ma the goahead signal.
Four glowing fish-shapes drifted up from niches inside his
bike’s windscreen. They plunged into the water and fanned out to both
sides of the bike. Immediately, Gage began to glean the information
Raq ‘Ma was getting through his link to the mobile remotes.
As the sun set and full night came on, they crisscrossed the
bay around the Key West pier at the limits of Raq ‘Ma’s influence until
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the pier was again deserted. As he searched for other Mai ‘JX, Gage
had no trouble listening to the voices of the crowd as they drifted across
the water to where he and Raq ‘Ma patrolled.
Returning to the café, he found an empty parking space closer
to the bar side and settled his bike in the lone spot. Walking over to the
one empty seat he hung his daypack over the stool before sitting down.
The bartender walked over and nonchalantly asked, as if Gage came
here often. “Yer usual?”
Gage nodded and replied with a smile. “Yea.”
The hushed silence of the café slowly reverted to moderately
noisy, evening revelry as the bartender nonchalantly made Gage’s
drink.
“Any luck?” The bartender asked as he put the drink in front
of Gage.
“No.” Gage replied with a shake of his head. “I’ll try again
tomorrow. Nice crowd for a weekday.” He added, nodding to the
mostly full café. “I’m lucky to get a seat.”
The bartender looked embarrassed and said. “I saved it for
you. I hope you don’t mind, but I kinda’ told everybody who saw you
leave, that you said you were coming back. Then they told everybody
who passed by. I think they’re waiting to see some magic.”
Gage looked around the café at the other patrons. Those
closest to him had been following the conversation and were openly
looking at him in anticipation. Farther groups continued talking and
partying as they occasionally glanced his way.
Gage looked back to the bartender and said. “I really need to
get some rest.”
“Where’re you staying?” Motioning toward Gage’s bike, he
added. “Looks like you’ve got everything you own with you.”
“Yea, well, before I came here this afternoon, I made a wide
sweep around Key West and found a little island to sleep on. Tomorrow
I’ll get a room.”
“I’ve got a better idea!” The bartender exclaimed. “We’ve got
four rental rooms upstairs and one of them is empty till Saturday. I’ll
let you stay there if you help me out.”
“You can do that?”
“Yea! My uncle owns this place, but I’m here more than him
or my aunt. I live in one of the rooms and I can assure you they’re
pretty nice. Just like any other hotel room, only bigger. Hell, if you’d
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have asked for a room when you were here earlier, I could have rented
it to you then.”
“Till Saturday, huh. How much?”
The bartender smiled hugely. “I’ll let you stay there for
nothing for couple of magic shows a day. I’ll make more from the extra
business than I could lose on the room.” He waved casually at the
crowded room. “It’s summer AND a weekday, not usually more than
one or two regulars in here. I’m packed and a lot of those have been
eating and drinking for over an hour. Waiting for you. Come on dude!
Help me out here.”
“How many shows and how long?” Gage asked hesitantly.
The bartender was torn. If he asked for too much, Gage would
turn him down. Too little and he could pass up a considerable profit for
the month. He thought furiously. “We don’t open till eleven o’clock,
how about an hour at lunch and another hour at this time of night?”
“Does that include my lunch and supper?” Gage asked with
his own smile.
“Any single meal on the menu. No more than that though. I’ve
heard how much you magic guys can put away.” The bartender knew
he had won and smiled as he bargained the final details.
“Plus a drink and an appetizer.”
The bartender stuck out his hand. “Deal!”
Gage shook the proffered hand, said “deal”, and added. “I
might stop in occasionally at other times, too. I’ll pay for everything
then but I also might entertain some too. Might!” He stressed the last.
“OK!” The bartender said as he rubbed his hands together.
“What do you want to eat?”
Gage ordered, then looked over at the guy sitting next to him
on the bar and smiled. “Hold still.”
As Gage began to glow, the man’s eyes grew wide and he
tensed. The glow intensified and reached a tendril out to the man’s
barstool. It also began to glow, then lifted about two feet into the air
and began to make a slow, leisurely tour around the open areas of the
café. Occasionally, a patron would tentatively stick a hand or finger
into the glowing field.
When his food came he turned his attention to refueling while
Raq ‘Ma floated the four fish-shaped E-Mag pods around the room,
performing similar levitation magic tricks. When he finished eating,
Gage returned his attention to the show, but continued to let Raq ‘Ma
entertain the crowd.
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Toward the end of the hour, a couple of latecomers with a
little too much drink in them began to get pushy and verbally abusive
as they tried to get closer to see. When the bartender reluctantly began
to make his way to the commotion, Gage put out a glowing hand and
smiled. “Let me.” He said.
The four E-Mag pods shot over to the knot of disturbance and
glowing tendrils reached into the mass. Two struggling forms were
lifted and deposited farther out on the sidewalk. When they attempted
to return, the four pods took up positions directly in front of them and
hummed furiously.
The closer of the two began to clutch his stomach and came to
an abrupt stop. His face went through several retching actions and he
backed into his slower advancing friend. The pods followed and
hummed. The retcher turned and walked away quickly to be followed
by his friend as the pods continued to advance and hum.
Gage continued to perform, delivering trays of drinks and food
with his fish remotes long after the agreed upon hour had passed. He
then helped the cook and bartender clean up the mess after they had
finally driven out the last customer.
To his embarrassment, Gage found he’d collected nearly a
hundred dollars in tips. He gave fifty of it to the elderly cook and after
she warmly thanked him, he turned to the bartender. “Now! How about
that room! I’m beat!”
The bartender locked up the last of the café, then showed him
to his room. Gage showered quickly and slept till nearly eight o’clock
the next day. Rising, he performed his morning toilet, then went
shopping.
Returning to his room, he assembled several new E-Mag coils,
mounting tiny speakers on the end of the three prongs extending out
from the central coil. When he was finished he attached a round rubber
pad to the three-pronged coil.
A little before eleven, he went down to the café and helped the
bartender, whose name was Gordon Gray, open the café for brunch.
Just before eleven, a brunette entered, walked up to Gordon, and kissed
him. Gordon then introduced her as his fiancée, Kathleen and told Gage
she usually stayed with her parents in their dive shop on Marathon Key
on her days off.
Gage showed her what he could do by placing a drink tray on
his newly made tray carrier as he tested it. Through his link with Raq
‘Ma, he was able to work the speakers to both listen, and talk to the
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café’s patrons. She didn’t have much time to ask questions as
customers started coming in almost immediately after she arrived.
Gage again worked more than his agreed upon hour, but not as
long as he had the night before. He then spent the day patrolling the
Gulf waters around Key West until sunset. He repeated his previous
night’s working performance, including splitting his tip with Gordon’s
elderly cook.
He repeated the process the next day and the next after that. It
was on the fourth day that he returned to the café before sunset with
three flying, glowing, bottle nosed dolphins. He introduced them to
Gordon and Kathleen and taught them how to talk to the humans
through the speakers of any radio or television.
The Mai ‘JX hosted dolphins agreed to protect the pier at
sunset in exchange for conversation and fish at Gordon’s café and to
spread the word of human sentience to all Mai ‘JX they encountered. A
local TV crew had come to check on the reports of magic in Key West
and succeeded in getting the entire conversation and agreement on tape.
When Gage got up the next morning, he helped Gordon set up
a dolphin moistening sprayer area along the wall of his building, facing
the street and just above the plants between the building and the
sidewalk.
Three hours after leaving for home, during his first food and
fuel stop in Georgia, several patrons and his waitress recognized him
from the now, worldwide shown news coverage from Key West.
Another news crew had identified him and found out his
address. They were there to interview him when he got home.
Within days, Gordon’s tiny, island café became world famous.
Within a week, both Gordon and Kathleen had gotten magic through
introductions made due to their bottle-nosed dolphin friends. Their
marriage that fall drew hundreds, as well as several TV news crews.
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* FIVE *
Gage looked down at the top of the foundry and mentally
guided the bike to the parking lot. As he pulled the bike back on its
center stand, the shop foreman came out to meet him. “Hi Lloyd!”
Gage called out. “How’s it going?”
“Pretty good Gage. Yourself?”
”Real good, real good.” Gage answered. “The ovens off?”
“For about an hour now. Is that OK?” Lloyd asked, then. “You
OK?”
Gage smiled and assured his older friend that he was
unharmed. Lloyd was still concerned that he’d somehow caused Gage’s
loss of conciousness the last time Gage had been to the steel forging
plant.
Gage then moved toward the building as he removed a gold
necklace with a large diamond pendant from his neck. A glowing disk
rose from within the windscreen cowling of the bike and hovered in
front of him. Gage set the gold and diamond necklace on the top of the
disk which began to glow then sped through the open door to enter the
corrugated steel building.
Gage stumbled for just a second, grabbing Lloyd’s arm for
support.
“Whoa there! You OK?” The elderly plant foreman exclaimed
questioningly.
“Yea, I’m fine Lloyd. Just caught me by surprise there for a
second. I’m OK now.” Gage replied as he regained his composure.
Lloyd looked at him with concern for a moment till the glow
coming from within his plant caught his attention. “What in the hell is
that?” Lloyd asked as he made to go toward the door to the plant
interior, letting go of Gage’s arm in the process.
Gage had recovered from the burst of sheer pleasure that had
surged through his body when the remote approached the first large
oven. Gage ‘watched’ through his mental link with his energy parasite
as hundreds, no, thousands of Carbon sixty molecules flowed from the
oven into the nanometer wide tunnels woven like a maze through the
diamond container his Mai ‘JX had formed last night while Gage slept.
“Hang in there Rocky!!” Gage shouted mentally. “Hold back
buddy! You still haven’t filled the last ones you got!” Gage projected
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restraint as hard as he could. Their goal was to collect as many
buckyballs as they could for future absorption as Raq ‘Ma grew, not to
end up back in the hospital.
Passing out again wouldn’t help assure Lloyd that he hadn’t
done something that had caused Gage to get hurt.
His Mai ‘JX had OD’d on the euphoria of his first encounter
with mass quantities of human created, unoccupied, Buckminster
fullerene molecules. The increase in energy holding space had engulfed
Raq ‘Ma’s attention to such an extent that the feedback had rendered
Gage unconscious.
They both wished to avoid a repeat of the incident so Raq ‘Ma
and Gage had devised an alternate plan. Instead of immediately
occupying the buckyballs, Raq ‘Ma would collect them and store them
in a container that would be virtually unbreakable, but would also
shield the nature of the contents to any probing Mai ‘JX.
Raq ‘Ma’s elation was because of the quantity of C-60 they’d
uncovered. More than five times what they’d found in the first oven
when they’d checked several weeks earlier. And there were four more
ovens this size in the steel forging plant, including a monster that was
twice as big as any of the others.
It was nearly forty-five minutes later that a furiously glowing,
diamond necklace and E-Mag remote drifted out of the plant toward the
now floating, also glowing human. The necklace lifted from the
floating disk and hung itself around Gage’s neck.
Gage’s eyes glowed fiercely as he looked down at the forging
plant’s
head
foreman
from
where
he
floated.
“We both thank you very much Lloyd. If there’s anything we can do
for you in the future, don’t hesitate to ask.”
“Just send one of those magics my way and we’ll call it even!”
Lloyd exclaimed.
“Done!” Gage agreed.
They shook hands again, said goodbye, and as Lloyd walked
back to the office, Gage flew his bike up and back toward town.
“It will take me a million years to occupy all of the C-60 we
have collected.” Raq ‘Ma said in Gage’s mind. “Before I encountered
you, I would never have even imagined such a treasure.”
“None of it’s going to fall out of the diamond sphere is it?”
Gage asked. “There was a lot more than I expected. The container is
pretty full.”
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“The container is considerably more full than expected, but I
can hold the contents inside till a thicker covering can be built.”
“It’s already over an inch thick! How much bigger will you
have to make it?” Gage asked.
“As large as possible with sufficient quantities of raw
material, because I would like to make the container much larger than
actually needed. With the ease with which your race manufactures C60, there is undoubtedly more available so I would like to make the
container large enough to hold several times what we have already
collected.”
“Why don’t you make several containers instead of one large
one?” Gage asked. That way if one is lost it won’t be a total loss. And
the containers will be a little less obvious than a single, fist-sized
diamond.”
“That is an excellent idea my friend. You continue to prove
your race to be considerably more cognizantly advanced than your
primitive evolution would indicate.”
Gage laughed out loud. “Thanks. That’s high praise from a
glorified light bulb.”
They flew across town to Gage’s apartment where they settled
the bike in the back, on the patio next to the deck. Gage dismounted
from the bike and walked over the deck to the back door. Entering his
apartment, he yelled. “Honey, I’m home!”
There was a noise and a furred shape came bounding around
the recliner in the corner. Solid black with a pure white circle the size
of a gold dollar on her forehead, Spot meowed loudly as she rubbed
around his legs in greeting. Gage stooped to scratch her behind the ears
briefly as he slid the door closed behind him.
Rising, he went through the living room to his newly
converted back room with Spot at his heals. Gage began sorting
through the boxes of electronic equipment. He chose several pieces
from several different boxes, then took his armful over to the work
desk.
He opened the drawer beside his chair and dug out the
tweezers and miniature clamps then closed the drawer and lifted the
soldering iron from its cradle. Pulling the huge magnifying glass into
position with its flex arm, Gage began to assemble the smallest E-Mag
coil he’d yet attempted to make.
After a couple of hours, Gage sat up in his chair and flexed his
back with a groan. After relieving the stress of hunching over the work
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desk, Gage pushed the magnifying glass out of the way. He reached
out, picked up two pieces from the pile in front of him, and fastened the
earring post to the lobe of his right ear.
“There you go Rocky, you can build a two or three carat
container over this tonight while I sleep.” Gage continued as he put
gold rings on the index and middle fingers of his left hand. “And a ten
carat diamond container on each of these rings.”
He gave a silent request and the two rings began to glow. He
could see the reflection of the earring’s glow in the glass of his
workroom television screen. The test showed that the tiny batteries
within the E-Mag coils could be switched on and off remotely to
conserve the charge.
Gage then rose and went into the kitchen to make a last
massive meal for the day. He ate even more than his normal profuse
amount, then cleaned up his mess.
Walking to the front door, he picked up the bags of graphite
and poured them into the two plastic pails he’d used the last time Raq
‘Ma had converted graphite carbon to crystal carbon. Putting one on the
floor on each side of his bed, Gage undressed and slid between the
covers. In seconds he was asleep.
As he slept, his body began to glow with an intense red-orange
glow that was bordered with streamers of pure white and intense blue.
The streamers dipped into the pails of graphite granules and began
lifting them into the air around the sleeping form.
Over the next eight hours, Raq ‘Ma used the energy of his
‘body’, increased in strength by the dozens of E-Mag coils attached to
all of the electrical outlets in the bedroom, to crystallize the graphite.
As the atomic structure of the carbon atoms was converted, Raq ‘Ma
layered the crystal on and around the miniature E-Mag coils in the ear
and finger rings.
Raq ‘Ma finished his project almost ten minutes before time to
wake his host and spent the entire time on the verge of transferring
buckyballs without Gage’s help. He almost gave in to his craving to
feel the texture of the unoccupied C-60 spheres, but each time he
moved to loosen the crystal plugs over the holes in the overstuffed
fullerene container, he was able to stop.
But each time he sent a tendril of energy toward the container,
he remembered the near loss of control he’d felt when collecting his
treasure. It was only the anchor of his host’s conscious mind that had
kept him from surrendering to his craving.
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He might survive the experience, but there were too many
buckyballs. He didn’t have enough energy to fill them all. If he tried he
would become so diffuse that he would lose control over himself. His
energy would then do one of two things.
It would lose cohesion with major portions, which would then
coalesce into individually separate Mai ‘JX, which would contain
smaller portions of what used to be him.
Or his energy would simply disperse into the energy of the
cosmos. What humans termed, zero energy. That which Mai ‘JX tapped
into to perform the many functions of their life. That was what
happened when Mai ‘JX died.
Raq ‘Ma was sending yet another questing tendril towards the
crystal carbon container for the hundredth time in the nine plus minutes
since he’d finished forming the three new containers when the alarm in
the shelf of the headboard went off. Gage’s conciousness immediately
awakened and Raq ‘Ma held on to the anchor of stability that was his
host’s waking mind.
Gage was able to read the turmoil in his symbiote’s mind and
spoke in a calming manner. “It won’t be long now, my friend. We’ll
have that mass of temptation divided up and packed tighter in a
moment. It’ll be easier to ignore their presence when you can’t feel
them.”
He remained on his back in the same position he’d been in
when the alarm went off, not even opening his eyes. He spoke again,
softly but firmly. “OK buddy, let’s do it!”
Gage could see the glow through the lids of his closed eyes as
Raq ‘Ma began to dissolve the plugs to the tunnels in the crystalline
carbon container. The feel of unoccupied C-60 flooded his senses.
He touched a few molecules and pulled them from the
container. Then he pulled a few more, then more, then more again.
“Whoa there buddy!” Gage mumbled as he lay with his eyes
closed to help his internal concentration. “Let’s just move this group.
After we get then put away, we’ll get some more.”
Raq ‘Ma shifted his concentration away from the treasure just
within the container’s tunnels to the suspended molecules just above
Gage’s chest. He pushed the molecules laterally to just above his host’s
right ear, then pushed them into the tunnels he’d made in the earring
diamond as he’d constructed it.
Returning to the packed container, Raq ‘Ma pulled another
group of buckyballs from its confines and transferred them to more
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tunnels in the earring container. After five loads he sealed the earring
with graphite dust turned to crystal and layered into the openings to the
tiny tunnels in the diamond. Then he began to fill one finger ring, and
when it was full and sealed, the other.
When he was finished filling the second ring and had sealed
the original container’s tunnels, they realized that now Raq ‘Ma
couldn’t tell the diamonds contained unimaginable treasure for a Mai
‘JX. Raq ‘ma probed the crystalline carbon containers with the help of
several of Gage’s most powerful E-Mag coils and still couldn’t detect
the C-60 molecules hidden within Gage’s jewelry. The larger diamond
gave only a hint of C-60 resonance at close range, but wouldn’t show
its content of riches at a few feet distance.
Satisfied, Raq ‘ma engaged the miniature E-Mag coils built
into the newest three pieces and both he and his host felt the untapped
power within.
Gage opened his eyes and slid out of bed. “Well, that couldn’t
have gone much better Rocky!” He exclaimed. “Let’s get something to
eat to celebrate. I’m famished!”
He performed his morning toilet then attacked the kitchen
cupboards. He assembled the quickest breakfast he could and still make
enough to satisfy the energy-drained pit that was his stomach. It took
him longer to make his morning meal than it did to inhale it, then he set
about cleaning up the mess.
Next he cleaned Spot’s food and water dishes, then refilled
them. As Spot attacked her breakfast, Gage emptied the collection tray
and refilled her self-cleaning litter box. He then put the plug in the
wall-hole to his workroom on the cat trail that ran along the upper walls
of his apartment.
Satisfied that Spot wouldn’t get into something she shouldn’t
Gage went out the back door to his bike. Seconds later his glowing
form lifted above the trees around the house that held his apartment and
he turned toward the county dump.
When he got there, he could see steam rising in the morning
air from the heat generated by the piles of trash. He flew lower and
began to skim slowly over the dump with his left arm held out to the
side, palm down.
He drifted across the steaming mass projecting his sensor
abilities down, intensified by the power held in his two finger rings.
Occasionally, he would detect a specific resonance and would stop to
hover over that spot. Glowing filaments would then probe the steaming
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mass below and within seconds an object would push its way upward.
Freeing itself from the ground, the object would float up to Gage’s
daypack, hanging on his back.
Gage would then resume his search.
After about an hour, Gage made his last pass over the dump
and turned his bike toward home. When he arrived he took his
gleanings to the kitchen sink. After plugging the drain and running a
couple of inches of water in the sink, he dumped the contents of the
daypack into the water.
Rings, pins, and necklaces of gold fell into the water along
with a watch and several pendants and earrings. In addition to the gold
jewelry were silver jewelry and coins as well as silverware in the form
of knives, forks, and spoons.
Gage swished the water over the mass of gold and silver till
dirt and crud washed away to reveal settings of several kinds of gems.
He held his left-hand over the sink and lifted the mass of gems and
precious gems from the sink. Using his right hand he pulled the plug
and drained the sink. When it had emptied he rinsed the residue down
the drain, put the plug back in, and refilled the sink.
He dropped the jewelry, coins, and silverware back into the
sink and rinsed a second time then let the load hang in the air to dry as
he drained and cleaned the sink. Transferring the load to a tray by the
sink, he inspected each piece for identifying marks as he dried them,
and put those pieces off to the side in a small plastic bowl. Next he
pulled a pail from beneath the sink and transferred the rest of his
morning’s work onto the top of the growing pile already within the pail.
He continued his new, daily routine with another three-course
meal, then went shopping for more of the smallest electrical
components he could find. When he returned several hours later he
made another humongo-meal then spent the rest of the evening in his
workroom. Before going to bed he pulled the pail from beneath the
kitchen sink and chose several pieces.
That night the pieces of jewelry and coils glowed as the atoms
of their structure flowed and shifted. Raq ‘Ma never would have had
the energy to perform the same task before inhabiting Gage’s body or
gaining the use of the human-made electromagnetic coils. The energy
that it would have taken to do the same molecular transfer of the solid
mass of the metals and crystals would have taken Gage’s Mai ‘JX
symbiote hundreds of years before.
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That was before Raq ‘Ma had been given a core mass of
nearly double its original size. Or the even greater multiplier of his
solid mass-manipulative strength, the tiny, battery operated
electromagnetic coils. The coils gave him a much greater access to the
universal energy source that humans called zero-energy. An energy
source that was a harder to reach but more satisfying food source than
solar energy.
The next thing Raq ‘Ma did was to draw his host’s mind into
an energy frequency that allowed him to interact with his biologic
host’s mind while his host was in the semi-comatose state that it
referred to as sleep. As Gage drifted off to sleep, he felt someone
watching him and opened his eyes.
He wasn’t in his bed. In fact, he wasn’t even lying down. He
was in a padded recliner in a breezy field overlooking a pond fed by a
waterfall from a rock pillar directly in front of his chair. He looked
around and saw nothing but an eternal desert plain in all directions. The
pillar of stone looked smaller when compared to the massive flatness
surrounding it, but it still stood tall. His eyes scanned the sheer walls of
the pillar and saw no easy way up to the glowing, stone pavilion at the
top.
Reaching down to his right, he puled the handle to lower the
footrest to the recliner and stood up. As he began to walk toward the
pillar of stone, a stone path formed before him in the sand of the
wasteland. He grew closer at a much faster rate than the apparent
distance indicated and soon began to discern a stone stairway built into
the side of the pillar.
He reached the bottom of the stairs and began to climb. Each
step took him a quarter of the way around the pillar. Instead of several
hundred steps to the top, he took only ten. When his eyes crested the
stone of the pillar to see the interior of the pavilion, the scene changed.
His dreamself now stood in a wooded glen with a spring-fed
brook running through the shoulder-high ridge ahead. He looked
around and saw a glowing ball rise from behind the mound. “Hello Raq
‘Ma.” Gage’s dreamself said.
“Hello. Is this form of communication comfortable for you?”
“Yes it is.” His dreamself looked around at the peaceful glen
that surrounded them. “Where did you get this?”
“While I was exploring the memories stored in your primitive
cognitive organ, I discovered this scene from your recent past. At the
time when you were five years old.”
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“Uh, that’s not really my recent past, Rocky. I’d long
forgotten it till you showed it to me again. That’s from a movie I saw
when I was just a child. The scene looked so magical and perfect. It
looked like the kind of place where a person would be completely
protected and taken care of. It couldn’t have been more than a few
seconds of film, but it stuck in my mind forever after. It’s one of those
things that you never can remember till something looks enough like it
to remind you. You know?”
“Anyway, this is the first place that ever made an impact on
my young mind.” Gage explained to the mass of miniature, glowing
soccer ball frames. His dreamself smiled as he sat on a dry rocky
outcrop amidst the running water and moss covered stone that made up
the ridge. “So, you have to have brought me here for a reason.”
“I have explored the workings of your mind since I first joined
with you.” Came the reply from the bundle of firefly lights. “I
estimated that the information that you would have to absorb would be
better remembered if you experienced it as what you call dreams.”
The glowing ball of lights then showed him the process of
atomic manipulation. “If it weren’t for the immense power input of the
E-Mag coils you have created, this same process would take several
thousand years. The amount of effort in energy would have taken a
large portion of the energy in excess of that to maintain my existence
before our union.”
“But the immense power supplied by your manufactured EMag coils is sufficient to allow me to perform the entire task we have
planned in only seven hours.” The glowing ball of lights said as it
spread out from the center to show the atomic structure of the objects
lying on his sleeping body’s chest.
The glowing band showed tendrils of light reaching out to
each atom and moving it to another location before releasing its grip
and moving to pluck another atom from the mass and moving it in turn.
Within the room, Gage’s sleeping form and the objects lying on his
regularly rising chest glowed at the same intensity as the several objects
floating around Gage just at the boundary of the glow.
The pile of loose diamond chips and precious metals blurred
in a glowing cloud of shifting atoms, then settled into several individual
shapes. Gage watched from his now reclining position on a bodyshaped rock by the spring-fed brook. He had been watching the
progress of the atomic transfer all night and by morning there were
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several exotic looking ear and finger rings lying on Gage’s chest when
he awoke from his virtual reality dream.
The day after that, after replacing the batteries in all of the EMag pods, Gage awoke to bracelets and the next day to necklaces. Each
night till the pail of jewelry, gems, and precious metals was gone, he
awoke to newly crafted storage chests for his symbiote’s treasure of
buckyball molecules. The smaller pieces were storage containers, while
the larger pieces, with their own self-contained E-Mag coils would
become Gage’s ‘magical’ talismans.
At the end of the week he spent an entire morning transferring
the rest of the C-60 molecules a few at a time into each of their new
containers.
That night he dissolved the original crystal carbon container
and transferred the crystal atoms to the bone of his skull on the outside
surface of his forehead, storing the last of the buckyballs within. Using
the last of his graphite granules, he added to the diamond growth until
the lump of diamond could be seen beneath his skin. From the outside,
it looked like the beginnings of very wide cyst.
He had debated asking Raq ‘Ma to alter the molecular
structure of his forehead to allow the diamond to be visible but decided
that might be a little too pretentious. He would wait before he made
such an obvious change in his human appearance.
Gage spent the next few days tracking down the owners of the
jewelry he’d found with identifying marks and anonymously returning
their lost possessions.
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* SIX *
Gage looked at the nearly empty bins in his workroom and
decided it was time to restock. He looked to make sure Spot wasn’t
inside, then shut the door as he left. Just outside the door, he put the cat
trail plug over the hole to the workroom and headed for the back door,
grabbing a bottle of water and his daypack as he went.
Seconds later, his bike rose above the trees and he headed
Northwest, flying a couple of hundred feet above the trees. He had
already probed as deeply and thoroughly as he could in Huron County’s
landfill but hadn’t yet visited another and chose it simply due to its
approximation to an area with a larger tourist trade, which might result
in more lost jewelry. He took several food fuel breaks during the day,
amazing the employees of each establishment as he devoured enormous
quantities.
When he returned home that night, landing his bike in his back
yard to the slanted rays of the setting sun, his daypack was full to
bursting. Eating a big meal and going to bed, Gage rose early the next
day and returned to the Erie County landfill. By evening his daypack
was again full.
A TV crew arrived just before he left on the fourth day when
he’d completed his fly-over of the entire landfill. Over the next two
days Gage again anonymously returned the rings, watches, and other
valuables that contained identification. The rest of it he either sold or
molecularly redesigned.
The gold and silver he reshaped into three-centimeter wide
coins with a design on the front that showed a Western Hemispheric
image of the Earth and moon surrounded by several images of the
soccer ball shape of a C-60 molecule. The backside of the coin showed
a stylized picture of the solar system and Oort cloud, and a few more
buckyballs.
The gems he inspected for the tiniest flaw and used the crystal
matrix of the smaller gems to repair the flaws of the larger. As he
collected during the day and converted at night, Gage’s personal
treasure chest grew at an alarming rate.
His gold and silver coin collection increased steadily as he
stripped jewelry, electronic components, and damaged tableware of
their metal and reformed it. His gemstone trays steadily filled with
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large, unflawed diamonds, emeralds, sapphires, and rubies as he
combined the smaller specimens into five and ten carat sizes.
His legal tender coin collection also grew and, since he’d
learned to detect the metal strip running through American money, so
did his stack of paper money. When added to the bills he’d found in the
Huron County landfill, Gage had more than enough to offset the fact
that he was no longer employed.
After stripping the Erie County landfill to the north, Gage
moved on to Ashland County to the south. It hadn’t taken the stories of
his curious behavior long to get around and he soon found himself
surrounded by other Mai ‘JX hosting searchers.
On the first day at the Ashland County dump A TV crew from
Mansfield had filmed him and tried unsuccessfully to get him to fly
down to them. They’d left once and had been back a mere half hour
when Gage saw the glowing, flying figure coming across the field to
the south.
Gage was aware of the TV cameras below as he turned his
bike side-on to wait for the approaching flyer. “Hello!” He called when
the man slowed at about thirty yards away. Gage’s E-Mag powered
probe showed him that the young man, who appeared to be in his late
teens, held a large magnetic bundle in one hand. His biologic eyes
showed him the youth steadily cranking a handle attached to one end
and eyeing Gage with caution. The spinning bundle of magnets and
wire was the source of the glow that surrounded the flying youth.
“What are you doing?” The dark skinned youth demanded
with a slight quiver to his voice.
“Treasure hunting.” Gage replied. Nodding toward the hand
held, hand cranked E-Mag field producer. “Doesn’t that get tiresome
after a while?”
The teen looked down at his power source then back up with a
smile. “It was at first but I got used to it after a while.” As he closed to
within ten yards, Raq ‘Ma and the young man’s Mai ‘JX exchanged
greetings, and Earth experiences, and passed those memories on to the
hosts.
“My name is J’Mal Mason. My Mai ‘JX is named Bal ‘No.”
The youth extended his hand as he flew closer.
“Gage Alexander and Raq ‘Ma.” Gage replied as he shook
J’Mal’s hand.
J’Mal quickly resumed cranking his hand operated E-Mag
bundle as the glow around his body began to dim slightly.
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Gage gave a silent request and one of his earliest, fish shaped
remotes rose from beneath his bike’s windscreen. As it flew toward the
flying teen, Gage said. “Here. This is a gift. Have Bal ‘No probe and
see if he can extend his energy enough to take control of it.
J’Mal did as instructed and smiled with pleasure at the same
time that the glow surrounding his body increased. “Wow!” He
exclaimed, as he stopped cranking his hand operated E-Mag bundle.
“That’s a LOT better!”
Gage smiled at the ecstatic youth. “It is isn’t it. Be careful of
the laser though, you could shoot a hole in a building or a jetliner if
you’re not careful.
J’Mal flew around Gage’s bike for a few moments, testing the
strength of his new E-Mag pod, then leveled off with his head even
with Gage’s. “So you really are treasure hunting.” It was a statement.
Gage had felt the tentative probe into his daypack. “Yea.” He
pointed a thumb to the saddle behind him. “Hop on and I’ll show you
how.” When the young man hesitated Gage added. “I’ll split anything
we find from now on with you, 50/50.”
That did it and J’Mal drifted up and over the bike to settle
behind Gage.
As Gage taught his temporary apprentice, the TV crew filmed
them. Gage knew that his anonymity in returning identified pieces was
just about gone once the film from this crew was added to the
worldwide newscasts on the growth of magic on Earth. And he’d taken
so long to shake the media after his escapades in Key West.
If there were just more humans in this area hosting Mai ‘JX he
wouldn’t stand out so much.
As he continued to teach J’Mal how to recognize all the
different resonance frequencies of each precious metal and valuable
gemstone, Gage wondered how he could draw more Mai ‘JX to
humans. They weren’t coming on any schedule or for any particular
spot on Earth.
In fact, due to their history in harvesting mobile carbon
specimens from Earth, they were most likely to select their vessel of
choice from the planet’s oceans. The dolphins of Key West were
passing the message, but most of the Mai ‘JX they had encountered so
far were already occupying the creatures of the sea.
The only way was to send beacons up from specific locations,
or messages into space with instructions, or deliver the message in
person. Each of those options had its own pluses and minuses. Gage’s
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mind began to spin with plans and ideas for each of the three choices
he’d settled on to contact Mai ‘JX without hosts as he and J’Mal wove
a search pattern across the grounds of the landfill.
It was getting late and the TV crew had finally given up to
return from whence they came. They had just about finished packing
their gear into their van when Gage noticed the two bikes approaching
from the direction of the setting sun. One of them looked slightly
distorted but it was hard to tell with the full sun behind them.
Suspicious of the direction of approach, Gage alerted his
passenger.
“Two targets are better than one.” J’Mal said as he lifted from
the bike to fly next to Gage.
Gage could see the TV crew frantically retrieving their
cameras and boom mikes as the bikes approached. When they got close
enough, Gage could see a sidecar on one of the bikes. All of the riders
wore helmets with full, tinted face shields.
“This does not look good.” Said J’Mal. “You want to stay, or
go?”
“Let’s wait till they get close enough to talk to.” Gage replied.
“They just might be OK.”
“Coming out of the sun like that?”
“Well, that doesn’t look good, but it just might be a
coincidence.” Gage answered unconvincingly.
The bikes began to spread out a little as they came closer and
then began to circle Gage and J’Mal at a distance of about ten yards.
“What have we got here?” The driver of the sidecar bike yelled. From
the body size and shape and the sound of the muffled voice, Gage
guessed the passenger to be a girl instead of a very young boy. “That
news lady never said nuthin’ about two of you. Just one guy on a bike,
diggin’ through tha’ dump.”
Gage felt the combined probe from the three of them and
knew they knew of his daypack’s contents.
“This here’s our turf and yer diggin’ up our gold and stuff.”
The apparent leader said from the inside of his motorcycle helmet. “If
you just hand it over, we won’t be tempted to take insult.”
“We ain’t giving you nothing!” J’Mal hollered back. “This is a
landfill, not some gang turf.”
“Did that niggra’ interrupt you, Jay?” The single rider asked as
he stood on his bike’s foot petals as if to get a better look at J’Mal.
“I think he did, Stinky, I think he did.”
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“Yep, he did. I heard him.” Came the girl’s helmet muffled
voice from the sidecar.
“I can say anything I want whenever I want and no magic
bigot can say otherwise.” J’Mal retorted as he looked at Gage and
began to move to keep him in sight as well as the other two bikes.
As Gage maneuvered his bike to keep J’Mal close to show his
choice of sides, the gang leader spoke. “Not only doesn’t he know to
not interrupt, now he thinks he’s as good as a white man. I think he
needs to be taught a lesson.”
While this had been going on, Gage had been trying to get Raq
‘Ma to contact the Mai ‘JX of the three antagonists only to discover
that the Mai ‘JX had all five agreed to let the social interaction of the
five humans unfold.
When Gage had asked whether the Mai ‘JX would contribute
to the immanent conflict, he was informed that all of the Mai ‘JX
would survive the encounter.
Gage spoke up. “I don’t care what personal problems you guys
have, but my friend J’Mal and I have collected a considerable amount
but not nearly all of it. If you come back tomorrow, I’ll show you guys
how to find and uncover your…”
He got no further when the unnamed girl pulled a small stereo
speaker up from her lap and Stinky pulled a pistol with a laser targeting
attachment from his coat.
Raq ‘Ma and Bal ‘No had kept Gage and J’Mal in mental
contact, and although J’Mal did flinch at first, he stayed within the
sphere of joined power boosted by Gage’s E-Mags.
Stinky fired the laser pointer directly at Gage at a level that
would have disintegrated him and the bike had it not been for his EMag powered shield.
While Stinky played the laser across the shield protecting
Gage and J’Mal, the unnamed girl blasted a concentrated burst of sound
waves at the pair. The sonic blast would have shattered a ten-foot thick
wall of concrete in seconds, but Gage and J’Mal felt nothing more than
a tiny massaging of their skin’s surface.
When nothing happened, Stinky pulled the trigger and when
the gun went off, the bullet glowed as it hit Gage’s shield. The bullet
then backed away and shot around the shield looking for a way to get in
to its occupants. When it failed, Stinky fired twice more and the
sidecar-riding girl pulled another tiny speaker from her lap.
Gage and J’Mal smiled back.
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Stinky fired twice more but then the five glowing bullets
began to slow down in their search for ingress. The girl’s helmeted
head turned to look at her leader and he pulled a pair of microwave
cones with pistol grips from a holster strapped to each side of the
saddle of his bike. The pistols trailed cables attached to the bike as they
were lifted and aimed at Gage and J’Mal.
This extra energy began to push at a greater force that
splashed colorfully across Gage’s shield, but couldn’t penetrate the
sphere that held the two defending magicians.
Gage decided he’d had enough and gave a silent command to
Raq ‘Ma to activate a part of his own arsenal. Three, 3cm diameter
disks flew from niches under his bike’s windscreen and shot through
the glowing surface of the shield. Each sought its own target. All three
began to imitate the bullets as they shot around their target’s glowing
shields.
Gage smiled and called out. “I’ll give you one more chance to
listen to reas…” He didn’t get any further.
Both bike riders shifted their bikes to point directly at Gage
and he saw the arsenal built around the headlamps of the two bikes.
Two microwave cones, four speakers, and four laser pointers. Around
each bike’s headlamp.
Uh-oh.
Gage engaged several more E-Mag pods within the bike just
in time. The blast of concentrated energy that hit them would have
penetrated the shield if he hadn’t increased its strength. He would not
have been touched, but he hadn’t anticipated protecting an ally when
he’d designed the shield. Since he wasn’t on the bike, J’Mal might have
been knocked out of the protection of the shield.
Gage gave another silent suggestion to Raq ‘Ma and three
larger disks flew from beneath the bike’s cowling. These three took up
a position closest to each of the three attacker’s center of mass and at
the limit of the shield’s boundary.
“You have one more chance to desist.” Gage said calmly as
his shield spread sheets of multi-colored ribbons of energy across its
surface.
The three attackers didn’t respond in any way but to add their
now silent hand weapons back into the attack.
Gage sighed once and gave Raq ‘Ma the signal. The three
remotes surged once and all three attackers sagged in their seats. Their
glow flickered and separated from their bodies. As the three glowing
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blobs of light left the bodies, the remotes shot through the
disintegrating shields of the three attackers.
As Gage gently lowered the two bikes and their unconscious
riders to the ground, the three, four-inch remotes drew the weakened
Mai ‘JX into their interior. The interior of the remotes weren’t so much
prisons as they were havens. A place for the stunned Mai ‘JX to rest
and recuperate from the weakening force of the crippling energy
frequency broadcast by the remotes.
They also contained a buckyball as an apology/gift for the use
of the disabling energy blast.
“What happened?” Yelled J’Mal as the three humans and two
motorcycles lay in the trash that covered this part of the landfill.
“We knocked the magic out of them!” Laughed Gage as Raq
‘Ma relayed his conversation with the three, former human symbiotes.
“And got three Mai ‘JX without hosts in the process!”
“Can I have… no wait, what am I saying! I’m black and I
want to HAVE an intelligent being!” J’Mal berated himself, looking at
Gage sheepishly as the TV crew continued to film from below.
“No problem. Let’s ask them.” Gage replied. “They are
sentient beings after all.”
Gage and J’Mal then interacted with their Mai ‘JX as Raq ‘Ma
and Bal ‘No contacted the three Mai ‘JX in their recovery remotes.
Through their symbiotic link, Gage and J’Mal discovered that the three
Mai ‘JX expressed no remorse that they had assisted in the commission
of crimes perpetrated by their former hosts. They were still new to the
idea that humans were sentient and didn’t apply morals to their
behavior. They were only letting their hosts do what they considered
proper human actions.
It was a surprise to them that the majority of humans didn’t
share the moral standards of their previous hosts. The five Mai ‘JX and
two humans conversed for only a few moments more when the
discussion ended with overall agreement.
One of the newly de-hosted Mai ‘JX would accompany J’Mal
to inhabit his older brother who had had a career-ending injury on the
football field the year before. It was only the additional science
scholarship, and his real interest in science that had allowed J’Mal’s
brother to overcome the pain of his injury and remain in college.
Boyd Mason went by his American middle name instead of
his African first name, R’Shan. He had been told that that was the
name given his first slave ancestor when the youth had first been taught
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the English word ‘boy’. The frightened child prisoner had just
answered ‘boy’ to any question asked of him and had been named
Boyd to forestall future problems.
His parents had named him R’Shan Boyd Mason to remind
him of his twin, ancestral anchors. The shameful servitude of the more
recent past to the anchor that was their more distant ancestor’s lives.
Gage was able to see those confrontations as just a part of the
view of Boyd’s life through J’Mal’s eyes via their magic connection.
He didn’t know if Boyd would make a good host for a Mai ‘JX, but he
sure couldn’t be any worse than that particular Mai ‘JX’s former host.
Besides, what made him qualified to judge the worth of anyone as a
host to a Mai ‘JX?
A second of the three de-hosted Mai ‘JX had agreed to
accompany Gage to his home and meet his brother, Ben.
The last of the de-hosted Mai ‘JX had chosen to return to the
Oort cloud with information on humanity and their advanced sentience
as well as their scientific accomplishments. As proof, the messenger
was given one of Gage’s best remotes with fresh batteries, and a
buckyball container diamond with a second C-60 molecule as a
departing gift.
As the messenger flew upwards and J’Mal headed toward
Ashland, and the TV crew continued to film, Gage rose into the air on
his bike and headed toward home.
When he got to his brother’s house, it was only a few minutes
before both Benjamin and Mac ‘Se had agreed to join. Gage’s gift of a
magical talisman in the form of an E-Mag imbedded, gold, five carat
diamond ring and a two-carat, diamond earring, and fifty buckyballs,
was much appreciated by both.
The next day, after Benjamin had adjusted somewhat to his
new symbiote, Gage began to describe his plans to his brother.
“I thought about sending a beacon or some remotes with Mai
‘JX style instructions, but I think both of those options have
unacceptable risks.” Gage told his brother, who just nodded as he
devoured the second meat stick and bag of bread sticks.
“Both will draw Centauri Mai ‘JX as well as our own. After
they know about humans and our knack with inventing things, they’ll
strip humanity from the planet as fast as they can. There are enough
humans that they won’t have any problem collecting as many as they
need by accident. There’s no need to announce what we can do and
give them ides before they get here.”
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“After they get a lot of human hosts, won’t the humans start
getting together and stop any further fighting?” Benjamin asked.
“Has mankind ever stopped any war before a lot of people get
killed?” Gage responded. “And you have the memories of the battle
that led to getting your magic. The Mai ‘JX don’t know enough about
us yet to make their own racial consensus on how to interact with us.
Hell, both Raq ‘Ma and Mac ‘Se would probably just watch as we
fought each other or leave us in a heartbeat if another, better vessel
came along.”
“Wouldn’t you, guys?” He asked aloud, cocking his head
sideways and turning his eyes up in their sockets.
“Yes, but not for some time.” Came the reply in Gage’s mind.
“I have figured the rate of my debt to you for what you have given me
in the form of the blessed C-60 molecules I have absorbed into my
being alone. Not counting the molecules we have in storage. I have
estimated the current depth of my debt at one hundred seven point nine
million years of mutually beneficial symbiosis.”
“If more buckyball molecules are collected during that time,
additional years could be added to that debt.” Raq ‘Ma added. “But
any time after that I would have no obligation to stay with you if a
better vessel came along. There is also the fact that some of the
constructs your species is capable of making would easily serve as an
artificial vessel that I could easily maintain in working order from what
I have learned from you.”
Gage passed that information to his brother and Ben asked.
“How do I go about getting a buckyball stash for me and Mac? You
and Rocky got all the ones in the ovens at Brooker’s.”
“In the ovens, yea.” Gage replied. “But they clean those things
regularly. The pile of ashes and slag behind the plant probably has ten
times what me and Rocky already have.”
Gage wondered why Raq ‘Ma had not picked that
extrapolation from the knowledge in his mind for only a second when
his symbiote’s mental explosion burst in his mind.
“What!! There is more of the blessed C-60 within obtaining
distance and you did not INFORM us!!!”
“Calm down Rocky!!” Gage exclaimed as his mind recoiled.
“We didn’t have any carbon crystal containers at the time and when
we’d constructed enough I had other things on my mind and didn’t
think of it. Besides, since I knew of it, I thought you would too.”
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“There is a considerable amount of separate cogitations
running through the human mind at any one time, it is difficult to tap
into all of them at the same time, even with the help of the E-Mag
coils.” Gage could tell that his symbiote accepted the excuse and the
pressure of Rocky’s presence diminished as the admission flowed into
Gage’s conciousness.
“So, does that mean me and Mac get a few buckyballs?” Ben
asked with a smile.
“More than a few!” Gage laughed as he pulled the box of
magic talismans from the drawer of his computer desk. He lifted a
single gold ring with a hexagon of half-carat emeralds surrounding a
five-carat diamond from the box. “This talisman alone will hold almost
a quarter as much as Rocky and I got out of the ovens at Brooker’s.”
“I’ve got a couple of dozen rings in here as big as this and
three quarters that amount of necklaces and armbands. And we’ve got
about three times that many smaller rings and necklaces and stuff.”
Gage mumbled as he stirred the contents of the box.
He looked up at his brother with a smile. “We might have to
stuff the buckyballs in pretty tight to get them all, but I think the two of
us could do it.”
“We hope.” Raq ‘Ma added silently to his host.
“But just in case.” Gage added as if his symbiote hadn’t
expressed doubts. “Why don’t we get a few bags of graphite and let our
Mai ‘JX thicken the coats of some of our smaller diamond containers
tonight while we sleep.”
They did just that and when they arrived at the steel forging
plant the next morning, they didn’t even call Lloyd to let him know.
Instead, they kept their distance to avoid the temptation of their
symbiotes to engulf and inhabit the treasure to their destruction.
They filled their crystal carbon containers from the front seat
of Ben’s van and were even able to resist over-packing the diamonds.
When the left, they each had twice the amount of C-60 molecules Gage
had possessed before they got there. After another week of landfill
probing in the day and graphite to crystal conversion at night, Gage and
Ben had enough crystal carbon containers to return to the Ash pile and
again double the amount of buckyballs they and their symbiotes
possessed.
Even after this second collection of buckyballs there was more
treasure buried farther down in the ash and slag pile behind the steel
forging plant where Gage and Ben’s father had worked before his
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retirement. It would remain there. Inured by riches beyond their
comprehension, both Raq ‘Ma and Mac ‘Se had confided in their hosts
that they had absolutely no desire to obtain more C-60 molecules. They
added that they would not even be adverse to giving some of what they
had away.
Gage and his brother agreed and initiated the next stage of
their joint plan. While their Mai ‘JX explored the outer boundaries of
their container/talismans, building blind tunnels for curious Mai ‘JX
and covering real tunnels with diamond plugs, the humans discussed
their plans.
Gage and Benjamin sat across the table from each other
engulfed in a yellow-gold glow streaked with streamers of dozens of
other colors.
“If we start with a simple battle suit, we can test what could be
our last line of protection close to Earth. That way we not only test our
suits but we probe for newly arriving Mai ‘JX.” Gage said.
“Cause they’re heading to Earth anyway, so going farther out
to look for them will just give them a better chance of slipping by us.”
Ben interjected.
“Right!” Gage agreed. “Our combined sensor range, added to
that of J’Mal and Boyd will let us cover almost half of Earth’s surface.
Any Mai ‘JX passing through our hemisphere will hear our call.”
“And we’ll be able to detect any Mai ‘JX who hears us cause
we’ll have detection frequencies at a higher power than communication
frequencies.” Ben added.
Gage took his turn stating aloud their basic plan so that each
was sure that the other was on the same page. “And since we’ll be there
in person, no Centauri Mai ‘JX can avoid our beacon or take control of
a distant operated remote or free flying message bearer. And with the
E-Mags to back us up, we’ll be stronger than any group we meet or
faster than any group too large to fight if we have to run.”
They both shook their heads affirmatively, then Gage
continued. “If we build the suits as we’ve planned them, we’ll each be
the match of any hundred Mai ‘JX without mobile carbon vessels. Or
twenty to thirty with biologic bodies.”
“Yea.” Ben interjected sarcastically. “As long as our magic
doesn’t leak out the gaps. These suits aren’t really airtight you know. It
would only take a couple of seconds of inattention for all of our air to
leak out.”
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“You know from your shared memories with Mac that there
are animals from hundreds of millions of years ago still living with the
aid of Mai ‘JX symbiotes, and they don’t have suits.” Gage replied to
his brother’s doubts.
“How many of those are brain dead from little slips of
concentration by their Mai ‘JX? I mean, the magic didn’t know mobile
carbon specimens HAD brains till they met us. Sure, dinosaurs had tiny
brains, but they were brains. How many of them are now just floating
vegetables in space on magic life support!”
Gage was silent. There was no way to be sure cause his
brother was right. Mai ‘JX had been using the animal life of Earth for
hundreds of millions of years, but they didn’t really study the tools they
used. They were just tools after all. If it breaks and you can’t repair it,
throw it away and get a new one.
Raq ‘Ma and Mac ‘Se had never had ancient, carbon based
body suits themselves, so couldn’t really say from experience. After all,
that was why they came to Earth, to get a battle suit. It wasn’t till they
got to Earth that they found out that their intended suits now had
brains!
It was entirely conceivable that many of the carbon shells
worn by the Mai ‘JX of the Oort cloud were just that. Shells. Gage
knew of the capabilities of the Mai ‘JX from first hand and knew what
it was possible for them to do with a human body.
Then he had a thought that made him shiver. He hoped that
Mai ‘JX didn’t start using freshly dead humans as body suits! That
wouldn’t do their image any good! He hoped the Centauri Mai ‘JX
didn’t either. It wasn’t worth it to wish that just to give the enemy a
horrible mien.
He and his brother divided the spendable cash from their
dump diving and left together to get supplies. Their first stop was at a
dive shop in Port Clinton. They each bought two full sized wetsuits and
had the shop owner special-order two shark suits of linked metal rings
over his Internet link. After checking to make sure he’d ordered
correctly, the shop owner guaranteed them the suits would arrive by
overnight mail.
Gage became interested in the online ordering system and had
the shop owner scroll through the onscreen catalogue as Ben looked
over their shoulders. They eventually ordered more stuff including four
full-cover wetsuits after returning their store in-stock choices to the
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racks. They ordered so much in fact that Gage was forced to use his
credit card for about a quarter of the final bill.
The two then left the dive shop and headed back toward home,
stopping at several shops along the way. When they returned to Gage’s
apartment later that afternoon, they had several boxes of purchases to
carry into his workroom.
The two brothers spent the rest of the day assembling gadgets,
widgets, and E-Mag coils with extra batteries in series and sequence.
Ben slept on Gage’s couch that night and as the two humans slept, their
Mai ‘JX molecularly disassembled matter and reassembled it into
specific shapes and designs. When Gage and Ben awoke the next
morning, they each had a pile of new talismans lying on each side of
their head and on their chest.
They hurriedly performed their morning toilet, then made and
devoured a super-humongo-meal. After cleaning up their mess, they
returned to the workroom and resumed their assembly of widgets and
stuff. They were in the middle of their humongo-lunch when the
packages they had ordered the day before arrived.
After helping the deliveryman carry packages, Gage checked
off each item from the list as Ben verified its presence. Convinced all
was present, Gage signed the receipt and the deliveryman drove away.
Gage and Ben then carried the boxes to the workroom and began
unpacking them.
They divided the stuff into two piles and laid everything out.
They then made a last visit to the toilet and changed into the tight
fitting clothes they had each chosen to wear under their suits. Returning
to the workroom, they began to don layers.
First, they put on the smaller wetsuit. Over that they attached
several of their gadgets, widgets, and E-Mag coils and followed that
with the metal-mesh shark suit. Over this they donned a harness lined
with more gadgets, widgets, and E-Mag coils as well as three small
emergency air bottles in a frame on the back.
They were glad when they started donning the second wetsuit
that they had thought to order the outer suit several sizes too big. Even
so, they still had to struggle to get the suits over the bulges caused by
the lumpy additions. The air bottles on the back proved to be the most
difficult and when they finally finished the fastenings barely reached.
They kept the doors closed the rest of the day as they wore
their suits while making and consuming an early humongo-meal. As
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they moved around, Raq ‘Ma and Mac ‘Se performed their molecular
restructuring of the suits.
The rubberized wetsuit material was melded with the metal
mesh of the shark suit and the strategically placed gadgets, until the
layers became a single, airtight suit. Gage and Ben walked around the
apartment, performed physical contortions, and otherwise tested the fit
of their suits. They made mental suggestions to their symbiotes and the
material of the wetsuits continued to shift and move till both were
satisfied with their comfort.
They then went on to the next stage of their suit’s
construction. They next donned waist and leg harnesses, then knee-high
boots, followed by a vest and upper arm harness and forearm high
gloves. Over that they put the full-freedom helmets that would allow
their heads to remain completely dry if they were using them under
water as designed.
They tested the dry helmet’s radios and Ben’s first words
were, “I’ve got to go to the bathroom.”
Gage laughed as he replied. “I guess now’s as good a time as
any to teach Mac how to recycle human waste. Let me know how it
comes out.” He added through his chuckles.
He was able to find out less than an hour later as his urges
finally won out over his reluctance to test the process himself. He was
uncomfortable even after Raq ‘Ma had converted the mass to its
constituent atoms. Later that evening they removed their helmets to
consume another humongo-meal and Gage commented. “You know,
we’re going to have to figure a way to eat while we’re wearing these
things. Our Mai ‘JX need a lot of fuel.”
“Can’t they get some from the zero-energy they tap through
the E-Mag coils?” Ben asked.
“Yea, I guess so. But even if they do, what about us?”
Raq ‘Ma answered his host. “From what I now know of the
maintenance of mobile carbon specimens, it is also possible to feed
zero-energy directly to the metabolic process of a biologic body. And
there is no waste matter to process. That is the traditional method for
keeping a mobile carbon vessel in proper working order.”
“Well THAT’S certainly a plus!!” Ben exclaimed as he redonned his helmet. Then over the radio that Gage could hear like a tiny
voice inside his own hand-held helmet. “Crapping in this suit has got to
be the hardest thing I’ve ever done!”
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Gage agreed with a smile and an affirmative shake of his head
before putting his own helmet back on and saying into the helmet mike.
“At least we don’t have to wear diapers like a regular astronaut. Could
you imagine the diaper rash!”
As their Mai ‘JX worked their magic and molecules shifted to
again seal the helmets and bodysuits into a single unit, Gage and his
brother left the apartment. Ignoring the bike, the two humans began to
glow as they floated up into the air.
They flew north at high speed and were soon above Lake
Erie’s waters. They flew downward and made a pair of splashes as they
entered the water in a feet first dive. Their suits worked perfectly,
giving them complete flexibility while their Mai ‘JX manipulated their
energy matrix around the suits to keep them dry.
Of course it would be different when the greater pressure was
from inside the suits instead of from the outside as it would be when
they entered the vacuum of space. If the Mai ‘JX let in a little water,
they’d just get wet. If they let out the air or the heat, or let in too much
radiation, their hosts might not survive the learning experience.
They swam around for nearly an hour, testing their suits as
their Mai ‘JX removed the carbon from the CO2 they exhaled and fed
the enriched air back to them through the three small tanks on their
backs.
“Well Rocky, what’s the estimate?” Asked Gage.
“As they are, the air tanks within the suit can provide nearly
two days of usable air. I also can predict with absolute certainty that I
can strengthen the tanks in a few hours to raise their capacity to
provide approximately six hundred hours, or twenty-five days of air.
But I assure you, the method used by my people to keep our mobile
carbon specimens alive works. It is a simple matter to disconnect the
breathing process and substitute a zero-energy tap to feed oxygen
directly to the blood.” Came the reply.
“Maybe in case of extreme emergency, but I’d just as soon not
give up breathing just yet.” Gage replied aloud.
“Me either!” His brother agreed over the radio. Mac had
relayed Rocky’s side of the conversation as Ben listened to Gage’s half
over the radio, so he knew what the talk was about.
“Yea, matter manipulation and all that! Just like you clean the
air in the suit’s tanks or build all those talismans we’ve been making. I
know how it works, but remember, I’ve still never met one of these
hundred million-year-old critters some of your people wear. I haven’t
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verified with my own eyes that they’re alive like what I would consider
alive.”
“Why don’t we just stick to the plans as Ben and I have
drafted them for now.” Gage continued as they approached one of the
many sunken wrecks that littered the floor of Lake Erie. As they swam
around the wreck, Gage continued. “What about my suggestion of
storing metallic oxygen?"
“I would need at least fifty pounds of graphite granules to use
as material to construct a crystal carbon lining for each tank. I could
then convert oxygen gas to metal crystals and store enough to last for a
year.” Came the reply.
Gage looked over at his brother’s swimming form. “How
about it Ben, you think you could get used to crapping in a wetsuit after
a year?”
“There’s no way I would voluntarily stay in one of these suits
any longer than I absolutely HAVE too!” Came the vehement reply.
Gage smiled inside his diving helmet and said. “Me too. You
about ready to go, then?”
“How did you guess?” Came the laughing reply over the
helmet’s radio.
Their soft glow increased slightly as they rose to the surface
and then to about two hundred feet above the water. Fishermen on their
boats pointed at them as they flew over, then people in their yards and
from cars and street sides as they continued on their flight toward
home.
It had been impossible to hide the fact that Gage had gotten
magic, but the sheer volume of Mai ‘JX arriving on Earth recently had
made it easy for Gage to avoid continued media attention. Now that his
brother had gotten magic, the attention was peaking again. Gage knew
that there would soon be another flock of reporters knocking on his
door.
Gage and Ben waved back to those below who waved at them
as they flew on toward home.
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* SEVEN *
The next week, Gage and Ben met two hundred feet above the
farm fields southeast of New London as they flew toward Athens. They
intended to join the streetfest in the college town for Halloween and
had just gotten off the phone with each other only minutes earlier.
Both rode bikes now. And both were decked out in their magic
battle suits. It was the perfect night to test their suits in full view
without too much attention. Of course it would be hard to miss the
glow that engulfed them when they were in powered regalia, but their
faceplates gave them a small measure of privacy.
Remembering the suspicion he’d felt when he and J’Mal had
been attacked over the Ashland County landfill, Gage had decided to
not tint the suit’s faceplate. Even on Halloween he didn’t want to create
fear in those who saw him. There were a growing number of humans
getting magic lately, he wanted to help build a positive impression.
If for no other reason than to avoid persecution.
There had been several reported incidents of religious fervor
resulting in people with magic being attacked. There were even
attempts at stake burnings but those had all been unsuccessful.
It was hard to burn a man or woman who couldn’t be touched
by fire. The more self-confident victims usually smiled from within
their glowing skin and clothes. Their Mai ‘JX also easily stopped any
bullets or other projectiles as well. And when overwhelmed by bullets,
the more potentially serious wounds were quickly isolated and repaired
by the symbiote.
The other historical choice for witchcraft punishment was just
as ineffective. Dunking victims’ Mai ‘JX simply pulled oxygen from
the water around them and hypothermia wasn’t a problem either. Those
who were left the longest under water simply grew tired of the hassle,
freed themselves, and flew away.
The only successful witch-hunts were performed with the help
of a few psychotic individuals who thought their Mai ‘JX were from
God.
Gage and Ben made it to Athens in just under two hours and
decided to fly on to the Ohio River since they were so early. They raced
each other up and down the river for a while, drawing the stares of
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everyone who saw them as they flew above the river’s tugs and barges
and under and over the bridge between Pomeroy and Mason.
After an hour of this, they landed at an outdoor deli with an
open patio. They removed their helmets after unzipping the outer layer
of their suits. Carrying their helmets with them, the brothers walked
over to the window to order, saying hi as they passed the now quiet
patrons at their own meals.
They ordered and drew money from pouches at the waist of
their suits. Paying, they moved away from the window to wait. They
had both ordered mass quantities and knew it would take a while.
They were wrong when it was only a minute before a girl
came to the window. “Sir. Since you both ordered several of the same
kinds of sandwiches, we put together a tray with one of each. By the
time you finish this, the rest should be just about done. I’ll bring it over
to your table when it’s done, OK?” She finished with a silky southern
accent.
Gage smiled and accepted the tray. “Thank you. That was very
thoughtful of you.”
The girl blushed and ducked back away from the window.
Gage and Ben chose a stone table close to their bikes and dug
into the tray of food. They had gotten about halfway through the first
tray when a young child came over to their table. “Hi!” She said. “Are
you magic?”
“Yes.” Ben answered as Gage quickly swallowed, then took
another bite as his brother continued. “Do you want to see some
magic?”
The young girl clutched her handheld, stuffed shape of
indeterminate identity and shook her head rapidly up and down. The
child’s parents watched from the table two spots over.
Ben reached a hand out and a glowing tendril reached out to
the girl’s cloth companion. She felt the shape tug at her grasp and held
on as the shape lifted upwards. “If you let go he’ll fly.”
“She, it’s a she.” The child squeaked as she let go. She left her
arms extended upwards as the shape lifted out of her hands. “Her name
is Samantha.”
No longer clutched in the girl’s hands Gage and Ben saw that
the shape was of a female witch in the style that had become popular in
the past few months. Ben flew the witch doll around the girl’s head for
a few seconds then lowered it to shoulder height. The child took the
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bait and began to chase the doll, giggling excitedly as she ran around
the tables and back to her parents.
Ben set the doll on the stone of the table and manipulated it to
perform a perfect bow for its flight. The girl grabbed at her doll and
clutching it out for her parents to see said in an excited voice. “Did you
see? Samantha was flyin’!!” She clutched the doll to her chest and
turned toward Ben and Gage. “Thank you!” She yelled as she waved,
then sat back down to finish her meal. She ate one handed as she helped
Samantha fly in circles above her plate with her other hand.
The girl from inside appeared then with the rest of their food
and picked up the remains of the first tray. She had just turned to walk
away when a beat up pickup screeched into the parking lot to bump and
block one of the cars parked there.
An obviously angry man in his mid twenties jumped out and
began to yell. “I thought I told you to stay away from my wife
asshole!”
“I’m not your wife any more Billy! We’re divorced! And
you’re not supposed to come around us any more either! The court says
so!”
“I’ll go anywhere I damn well please, bitch.” Then turning his
gaze on the girl’s companion, the man changed the focus of his anger
as the other young man stood up. “I told you to stay away from Patty
till we can work things out asshole! You want me to have to kick yer
ass again?”
“Stop it daddy!” The little girl yelled. “You leave us alone!
All you ever do is make us cry! Tommy’s nice to us!” She held her doll
out and added. “Go away or I’ll have Samantha put a spell on you!”
Gage and Ben had been watching while the deli girl ran inside
to call the police and reacted as soon as the angry man raised his hand
to hit the little girl.
The doll in the child’s hand took on an angry red glow and
rose out of her hands to confront her attacker.
He gaped, then began swinging ineffectively at the flying
apparition.
The little girl cheered. “Get ‘im Samantha!”
Ben smiled and the doll lifted both arms to point at her
adversary. Tiny sparks shot from her hands to sting the man about his
body. He began jumping about as the little girl clapped her hands with
glee while jumping up and down.
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The man glared once at Ben and Gage when he noticed the
glow coming from Ben’s extended hand and started to yell when the
sound of sirens interrupted. He broke off his stinger-induced dance and
bolted for his truck. Starting the engine he backed out of the angle he
was parked and shot into the road just in time to collide with the
arriving police cruiser. He jumped out with a threatening curse before
he realized whom he had hit.
“I shoulda’ known you couldn’t keep your promise to not start
trouble Billy.” The officer shook his head and added. “And to top it all
off you wreck my cruiser and threaten me too”
‘I didn’t start it Mr. Wright.” He pointed at Gage and Ben.
“They did! I was talking to Patty and those guys attacked me. I was just
trying to escape is why I didn’t see you comin’! Honest!”
Officer Wright looked at Gage and Ben, standing there in their
Halloween costumes. The police officer calmly looked them up and
down then over at their bikes. “You guys got magic?”
“Yes sir.” The brothers spoke in unison.
“Any of what Billy says true?”
Patty spoke up first. “Not a bit Ted! Billy came flying in here
and hit Tommy’s car and started yelling like he does and threatened
Tommy. Then he was about to hit Angela when those men helped us.”
She gestured toward Ben and Gage.
Officer Wright turned to Billy again. “You were going to hit
your daughter again! You broke her arm the last time!”
“No I wasn’t sir! I was just going to push her out of the way!
Besides, the last time was an accident. She made me mad. Anyway, she
couldn’t have been hurt that bad, she had the cast off in three weeks.”
The police officer shook his head in disgust and gestured to
Billy as he pulled the cuffs from his belt. “Turn around Billy. You
know the drill.”
As the man turned and put his hands behind his back, he
pleaded. “But why? I didn’t do nuthin’! I’m the victim here! Why
won’t anybody ever believe me?”
Officer Wright calmly recited the Miranda to his prisoner then
guided him toward the cruiser.
When Billy was safely inside the damaged police car, and the
pickup had been moved, the officer came over to where Gage and Ben
were assuring their new friends that everything was OK.
“I hope you fella’s don’t mind fillin’ out these reports now. I
don’t think you want to have to come back and the judge will want to
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know what happened from more than the same people in this thing.
Billy just don’t seem to want to learn. He’s been on the edge of the
judge’s patience for too long. But we’re really going to need your
reports cause of what you are.”
Gage and Ben agreed and both filled out reports while the
officer waited. While they wrote a tow truck came to remove the
pickup, a process which sent the passenger in the cruiser’s back seat
wailing anew. Then the officer drove away and all was again quiet.
Gage walked over to a woodpile while Ben talked to their
three new friends and the girl from inside the deli who’d come out to
verify everyone else’s story. He chose a four by four chunk of walnut
and carried it back to the group.
Setting the block of walnut on the stone table, Gage motioned
to Angela. When she came over, followed by the adults, Gage gave Raq
‘Ma a silent signal as he put his hands in a dome over the block. Gage’s
hands began to glow and the glow spread across the block of wood
between and below them. Bits of wood began to separate from the
block and fall to the stone surface.
Gradually, a pair of side-by-side motorcycles with battle
suited riders took shape. One led the other on the foot-long block with
their wheels blending into a thin base. Angela watched in awe as the
shapes revealed themselves, occasionally blowing away the
accumulating wood dust so she could see better.
It took about ten minutes to complete, but none of those
watching was aware of the time. They all watched closely as wood
drifted away from the bikers. When the sculpture was completed Gage
picked it up and handed it to Angela. “This is for you.”
“For ME!!” The child squealed. “Golly! Thanks!”
Gage and Ben said their good-byes and donned their helmets
before getting back on their bikes. They waved to those below as they
rose into the sky and headed toward Athens. Minutes later they flew
into town as the setting sun neared the tops of the tallest trees in the
distance.
Flying above the buildings around the main street, they saw
several costumed people in the back yard of a building facing the main
street. They circled the yard and when those below noticed them and
began waving, they dropped to land in the opening.
Pulling off their helmets Gage and Ben faced the ring of
people. “What’s up?” Gage asked. “Mind if we park here?”
“Sure!” Came the reply from a bearded, longhaired redhead.
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“Sure you mind or sure we can?” Ben asked.
The young man looked confused for only a second, then said
with a smile. “Sure you CAN!” He emphasized and gestured toward the
house. “You can get to the street through my place if you want. We’re
having a party so there’s food and drinks. One of my roommates is a
veggan, so there’s plenty of healthy type stuff around if you don’t like
wings, pizza, and beer.”
Gage and Ben looked at each other, smiled, and turned to face
the red-haired man. “Sounds good!” They said in unison.
“Can we leave our bikes right here?” Gage asked.
“There’s a better spot up closer to the house, Red.” A
redheaded girl who vaguely looked like the other said. “We could pull
the tarp off the grill and open up that little patio. It’d be a little more out
of the way than on the alley here.”
“Right sis. Good idea.” He looked at Gage who was closer.
“Give us a second to clear a spot and we can get your bikes off the
alley. How’s that?”
“Sounds good to me!” Gage said as he looked at his brother,
then back to Red. “We accept.”
The group of revelers quickly cleared the small patio as
everyone introduced themselves and Gage and Ben amazed them by
flying their bikes to the patio. They then dismounted and the group
pulled the grill back onto the patio. The tarp was then pulled over the
grill and the front wheels of the bikes, effectively hiding them from the
alley.
The two brothers and their new hosts all trooped into the
upstairs apartment of the building where Gage and Ben became the
center of attraction.
“Bitchin’ costume!” One of those who had not been outside
said as Gage entered the crowded room.
Red proceeded to make introductions, giving Gage and Ben’s
names to those in the room. “They’ve got magic!” He finished.
Gage and Ben spent the next half-hour fielding questions till
someone yelled. “Sunset!”
Several of those present rose to head for the balcony
overlooking the street. “Come on!” Red’s sister, Madison, urged.
The brothers followed the girl out to the balcony where they
watched the last rays of the sun disappear behind the trees behind the
buildings across the street. As the sun disappeared, those on the
balconies up and down the street began to whoop and holler.
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Gage and Ben got into the spirit and added their northern
Ohio, dog pound barking to the mix. Then those weaving their way
through the crowds below began their own rowdiness in response. Not
because they knew what they were hollering about, but because
everybody else was doing it.
As they got to know their new friends the brothers pointed out
good costumes from their second floor vantage point and some of those
below pointed them out to their friends on the street. Gage and Ben
insisted on paying for several more pizzas themselves when food
supplies ran low. After sharing some time with their new friends Gage
and Ben told their hosts they would be back later after asking when the
party would be winding down.
To not draw attention to themselves, they used the stairs down
to the street and made their way through the crowd on foot. The pair
walked the distance of the street, stopping to buy food from nearly
every food cart they passed. They stayed on the corner by the commons
for a few minutes, sitting on the wall as they let the crowd move by
them for a while.
Jumping down from the wall and still carrying their helmets,
they headed back down the middle of the crowded street. They yelled
and waved to Red as he watched the street from the safety of his
apartment balcony, and continued to the other end of the street.
They didn’t want to fight the elbow-to-elbow crowd again and
began to glow as they donned their helmets. Those closest to them
exclaimed in surprise as they drifted up to a height that put their feet
about twelve feet above the street. They flew the length of the street at
a jogging pace, waving again as they passed Red’s balcony. The
revelers below yelled and cheered as the two passed over their heads.
When they reached the college commons, they gained altitude
and flew to their left out of sight around the corner. When they saw an
area with few people they lowered themselves to the ground and began
walking as they removed their helmets.
A few people recognized their suits and pointed as they
walked through the crowd back toward Red’s place. When they got
back below the balcony, they began to glow and rose up to step softly
onto the balcony to the cheers of those below.
“Welcome back!” Madison smiled as she handed Gage a
drink. They had told their new friends that Ben was engaged so most of
the single women present concentrated their attention on the younger of
the two brothers.
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Red smiled as he handed Ben a drink. “Pretty intense, huh?”
He said gesturing toward the crowd below.
“Sure is!” Ben agreed. “Some pretty neat costumes too!”
“Yea!” Agreed Gage. “We saw some sort of two headed thing
that looked pretty neat.”
“That’s a couple of ROTC guys.” Said Madison. “They have a
sort of circular frame under there so they can turn in any direction
under the frame. They can change direction just by doing an about face
or move sideways with no problem. I saw them out on the street earlier
while another ‘rotsy’ guy yelled marching orders at them. It was kinda’
neat watching them stay in step and not twist their costume out of
shape. Did you see the Hobbits?” She asked.
“Yea.” Gage answered. “They were excellent!”
“There’s an artist guy going to school here whose wife had
two sets of twins in exactly nine months. All four of them with a
birthday on the same date, just different months. Those were their four
boys in costumes he made. He was the guy in the sorcerer’s cape and
cowl with the big walking staff, and his wife was the elfin princess.”
“We thought of playing some pranks on him, but saw how
much he and the princess were watching the Hobbits and decided not
to.” Ben confessed.
Gage laughed. “But those costumes were just the best! You
really have to look close to tell what’s real and what’s not. And those
kids! They’re real troopers! They were hamming it up for the adults
around them the whole time I watched them!”
“I bet there’s more pictures of them taken tonight than anyone
else.” Added Ben.
“Not if you guys keep flying around!” Red laughed.
Ben looked guilty for a second and started to apologize. “I
hope we didn’t draw too much attention to…”
Red made calming motions with his hands. “No problem
dudes, no problem. We don’t have anything to hide here. Everybody
knows we have to be especially careful today. Everything’s cool.”
“You’re sure?” Ben asked.
“Yea! Positive!” Red replied. “In fact, having you guys here
has raised my status considerably.” The young man puffed his chest
and posed theatrically to make his point. “My rep is made!”
Madison elbowed her brother, who made an exaggerated
whooshing noise and laughed as he straightened. “Don’t mind him
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guys. He wants to be a movie star. Can you imagine a leading character
that looks like a flaming clown?”
Red went through a routine that looked practiced, expressions
changing from shocked, to hurt, to indignant. “I’ll have you know that
I’ve starred as the lead in two college productions.”
“And in both of them they painted your hair brown and put
about an inch of makeup on your face to give you some color.”
“Well. Yea.” Red agreed. “But they were leads! And they
didn’t change me on any of my supporting roles!” He was sure he had
scored with this practiced and repeated response, but a commotion on
the street drew their attention.
They looked out over the street full of people to see them all
looking up. Those on the balcony leaned out and saw the large glowing
blob descending toward them.
“Oh shit!” Gage exclaimed as Raq ‘Ma informed him of what
was happening. He handed his helmet to Madison. “Could you hold
this for me please. Those people need to be able to see my face
clearly.” He handed her the helmet as Ben handed his to Red.
They jumped up into the air to meet the descending shape and
grew even with it at about a five-story height.
“He was approaching the world and felt our presence.” Raq
‘Ma explained. “He is one of the oldest of my people. He has worn this
body for eighty million years and another before that for nearly two
hundred million years. His name is Laz ‘Re Say ‘Ss.”
Gage yelled down to the crowd below as they continued to
descend. “Make room! We need a lot of room! He’s friendly but he’s
so big he won’t even know it if he hurts someone.”
Gage’s magical voice boomed loud enough for those below to
hear and they spread apart directly below the slowly falling forms. The
crowd continued to spread as the three glowing shapes neared the
ground. Red and Madison and the rest gaped as the apparition passed
downward in front of them.
The monstrous shape descended slowly and touched the
surface of the road as light as a ballerina. Then the beast let out a
bellow that silenced the entire street. Gage and Ben knew then that
some of the oldest mobile carbon vessels could still breathe normally as
they felt the wind from that bellow.
“Did I not tell you it was a fact?” Rocky interjected into
Gage’s mind during the ensuing silence.
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“Yea, sorry I doubted you.” Gage mumbled sarcastically as he
looked at the Triceratops standing in the middle of the costumed crowd.
In the middle of downtown Athens on Halloween night.
“Laz ‘Re Sar ‘Ss informs me that the oxygen content of
present day Earth is much lower than his host is used to. He will have
to supplement his host’s intake or it will begin to get sluggish.”
“Tell him to go ahead.” Gage mumbled.
The Triceratops began to breathe deep and rhythmically. They
then held as brief and thorough a conversation they could under the
circumstances and decided to move from their location.
“Hey Red!” Gage yelled up to his new friend’s balcony. “Can
we use your back yard for a little bit? You know, to get away from this
crowd.”
“Sure Gage!” Red yelled back down and disappeared from the
balcony.
Gage passed his idea to the newly arrived Laz ‘Re Sar ‘Ss and
the three rose into the air and flew over the building. Only seconds later
they dropped to the ground on the other side and the three-horned
dinosaur immediately began eating the shrubbery along the fence to the
next yard.
They held a deep conversation with Rocky and Mac acting as
intermediaries to the dinosaur’s Mai ‘JX symbiote since dinosaurs
couldn’t talk. They found that Laz ‘Re Sar ‘Ss, who they immediately
began calling Lazarus, was coming to Earth to protect it from invading
Centauri Mai ‘JX.
He had been orbiting the Earth for two human days when he
was investigating a possible intruder and had detected Gage and Ben
when passing overhead. Determining that what he had detected was the
greatly increased power the human-made E-Mag coils gave Rocky and
Mac, Lazarus told them he had followed the beacons to their source.
As they talked, revelers from Red’s party and those who had
found their way around to the alley took pictures of the dinosaur in
their midst. The dinosaur ignored them as its symbiote talked with
those of Gage and Ben. Gaining courage from the pacific nature of the
truck-sized beast, the costumed partiers began climbing all over the
beast and having their friends take pictures of them.
Lazarus told them through their symbiotes that he had lost his
first host nearly a hundred million years ago and had gone without for
several million years. He had anticipated the return of the Centauri Mai
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‘JX sixty-five million years ago and had returned to Earth fifteen
million years before that to prepare.
He chose this creature and spent the next few hundred years
on Earth leaning how to maintain its life force. Then he began to patrol
the skies of Earth on a regular basis for the next few million years till
the first of the enemy returned. After encountering and defeating two
separate attacking forces, Lazarus had left Earth to warn those of his
kind. Happy with the results of his symbiosis with the triceratops,
Lazarus had departed with a full clutch of unhatched eggs in his host’s
body.
His female host had laid those eggs in the protection of energy
fields supplied by more of Lazarus’ kind and her young had grown to
maturity under the care of those energy beings. Without ever having
known the feel of a planet beneath their massive feet, the clutch had
become the mobile carbon vessels of twenty-seven of his
aquaintenances.
Lazarus had anticipated letting his host become pregnant with
eggs again, but things had changed since he was here last. He was
telling them through their symbiotes that he was thinking of initiating
single sex fertilization when Gage stopped him. “Whoa! You mean, we
not only have a live dinosaur here, it can have babies?”
“Yes.” Rocky replied. “I am certain Laz ‘Re Sar ‘Ss can do
what he says. He also says that he can determine the sex of the
hatchlings as well as ensure genetic diversity. He was able to collect
sperm samples for hundreds of years after all. In the millions of years
since, he says he has delivered thousands of eggs to Mai ‘JX he has
encountered in the Oort cloud.”
Gage and Ben smiled as they looked at Red and Madison.
“How would you guys like your own dinosaur?”
“Yea right!” Red laughed. “Where would we keep it?” He
gestured at the destruction of the shrubbery in only a few minutes.
“How do you stop something this size from going where it wants to?”
Gage chuckled. “What you’d get would be eggs. The babies
would take several months to grow big enough to crush you. Besides,
dinosaurs lived at a time with more oxygen in the air. Lazarus estimates
that any of his young born and raised on today’s Earth will be stunted,
only about half to two-thirds normal size.”
“You keep saying ‘he’.” Madison said. “How can a ‘he’ lay
eggs?”
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“Oh. The triceratops is a female, her Mai ‘JX is… well, not
male, they don’t have sex. I just refer to them all as ‘he’ cause I’ve
never met a female host. No, that’s not right either. Two of the dolphins
I met in Key West were female.”
Gage looked at Madison. “I have no idea what I’m talking
about. Let me try again. The Mai ‘JX are a single sex species. To
reproduce, several of them donate energy and buckyballs to create a
new Mai ‘JX. Since my Mai ‘JX sounds male in my mind, I just refer
to them all in the male gender. I guess since the dino is female, Lazarus
is female too.”
Gage bowed to Madison. “In the future, I will refer to him as
her.”
Madison poked him in the shoulder as he rose with a sardonic
grin.
“So. Do you want some dinosaur eggs?” Gage asked again.
“Sure!” Madison said. “What do we have to do?”
“You’ve already done it by just being so open and friendly to
us.” Gage replied as Ben shook his head in agreement. He pointed at
the continuing destruction of the row of bushes. “And for damages.”
“Yea!” Agreed Red. “We’d love to have some. Triceratops
always were my favorite.”
Gage gave Rocky the go-ahead and his symbiote passed their
request on to Lazarus. The dinosaur raised her head from her meal and
turned her back end toward the house, scattering costumed revelers as
she turned. She kicked a pit in the ground with a couple of swipes with
her back feet and squatted. Six shiny white eggs plopped into the pit.
The female triceratops then kicked most of the dirt back over her eggs
and reached for another bite of shrubbery.
Rocky had passed egg care on to him and Gage said aloud.
“You don’t have to leave them there. Take them inside and brush them
off but don’t wash them, then put them on a pile of blankets on the
deck outside. Cover them up at night and uncover them during the day
and they’ll hatch in about four months. Since it’ll still be cold when
they hatch, you might want to bring the babies in for the first couple
weeks of March and any night after that that is anywhere close to
freezing.”
“Through my link with my magic I know that their normal
laying time for this latitude was about this same time, but that the
weather was much warmer then.” Gage continued, looking at the
dinosaur. “As long as you keep the babies from getting cold they
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should do just fine. If you don’t spoil them they won’t have any trouble
with Ohio weather by next winter.” He ended with a smile, giving
Madison a little nudge.
“Lazarus says that he’s probed all the vegetation within thirty
yards and all of it is edible to the triceratops, so you won’t have any
trouble feeding them. I would suggest keeping a male and female each
and selling the other pair for at least ten million dollars.”
Madison squeaked and her older brother gaped.
“It’ll be three or four years before the rest grow old enough to
reproduce, so you’ll need the money to take care of them till they breed
more.”
“What if any of them die?” Asked Madison.
Gage thought for only a second, then reached into a pouch in
his suit and brought out a short pen and a pack of post-it notes. He
scribbled his number, name, and address on a sheet and handed it to
Madison with an embarrassed smile. “Uh. In case you want to ta…, er,
ask any questions. I can make it here in an hour if you nee…, er, ah,
you know. If your babies need…”
“OK.” Madison smiled as she gazed into his eyes with a
mischievous smile.
“Uh, could I have yours too.” Gage stammered as almost a
single word while Red and Ben smirked.
While the two exchanged addresses, Red asked Ben. “By the
way, what are buckyballs?”
“They’re carbon sixty molecules, the third form of carbon.
You know, graphite, which can be pencils or gas, crystal, like in
diamonds, and fullerene.”
Red looked confused for a moment. “Fullerene, buckyballs, I
know what you’re talking about but there’s something I’m forgetting.”
Ben smiled and spoke give-away hints. “Buckminster Fuller.
Soccer balls.”
Red’s smiled and his eyes lit up. “Oh yea! He’s the guy that
had something to do with geodesic domes and discovering that little,
atom thing that looks like the seams of a soccer ball.” He looked
sheepish for a moment. “I kinda’ know what it is, but my interests are
in another direction so I never had any reason to remember it.”
“Yea. You know what they are, sixty carbon atoms in a perfect
sphere. The soccer ball part is cause if you look at a soccer ball’s
seams, there are sixty points where seams come together. If you
imagine each point as a carbon atom, then you know how they come
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together to form a fullerene molecule. Sixty carbon atoms in the form
of a ball, a form postulated by a guy whose sometime nickname was
probably Bucky.”
Red nodded in an ‘I understand now’ way as Gage and
Madison finished their good-byes with a chaste kiss.
“Looks like its time to go.” Ben said as he extended his hand
to Red.
The brothers made their last farewells just as another
searching group found the alley that led to the dinosaur. Walking over
to the patio, they pulled the tarp from their bikes. Ben mounted, donned
his helmet, and lifted away. Gage then mounted his bike, gave Madison
another kiss, said bye a last time, and donned his helmet. He held her
hand for just a moment as his bike rose into the air.
The rest of the revelers cheered as the bush munching
triceratops glowed then also rose into the air to follow the two glowing
bikers. As they rose above the trees the noise from the packed street
full of costumed partiers hit them. It diminished quickly as the two
brothers flew northwest toward home, flanking a three-horned
dinosaur.
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* EIGHT *
Gage stretched as far as he could, luxuriating in the
pleasure/pain of twisting sleep relaxed muscles to their limit. He added
a few groans for effect, then collapsed back into the comfort of his bed.
After a moment he reached up to scratch his scalp with both hands as
he yawned hugely, then scratched wherever else needed the attention.
After a few moments of additional, blissful relaxation in the
comfort of the warm covers, he threw them off and made his way to the
bathroom. Twenty-seven minutes later he came out of the bathroom
with wet, brush arranged hair and a towel around his waist.
He dug through the top drawer of his dresser and pulled out a
pair of tight fitting sports shorts and put them on one leg at a time.
Then he began to glow.
He rose in the air and a man-shaped suit of neoprene, covered
with interconnecting pads, ribs, and pouches lifted from a rack at the
side of the room and came flying to meet him. The suit opened along
zippers on the chest and bulged outward as if air-filled like a balloon as
it aligned itself with his body. He floated into the suit, aiming his feet,
legs, hands, and arms into their appropriate places. When his body
reached the depths of the suit, it deflated and wriggled itself into a
comfortable fit around his body.
Gage drifted to the floor and walked into the kitchen where he
began to arrange the plates and platters he needed. Next he opened the
fridge and began unloading the items he’d bought the evening before,
throwing chunks of chopped beef, mushrooms, and onions into a pan to
simmer as he laid vegetables by the sink. While the meat mix heated,
he placed the green ingredients in an orderly form by the cutting board
as he rinsed them, then began cracking eggs.
He whipped the bowl of eggs as he looked across the lines of
vegetables planning his next move. Putting a top on the bowl with the
whipped eggs, he placed it in the fridge and began to chop vegetables.
He put each in a separate container and was laying them all out on the
counter by the stove when the first of his guests began to arrive.
Gage put each early arriver to work helping with the
preparations of the humongo-breakfast and when the last expected
guest came to the door, the signal was given to begin preparation.
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Through the practice of several meal/meetings at the home of
each of their magician’s group, they knew what to do to make
preparation, consumption, and cleanup as fast as possible. As the last
dish was dried and put away, the seven friends made their way into the
living room, the first to arrive getting the best seats.
Gage took a last look at the freshly cleaned kitchen and made
his way to the living room. All the seats were taken so he stood in the
doorway as he spoke. “Can you hear me Lazarus?”
[Yes] Came from the glowing disk holding position five feet
above the floor by the patio door. A glowing dinosaur could be seen
outside of the sliding door. Gold and silver bands adorned with gold
dollar sized disks alternating with dime sized diamonds could be seen
at the base of each of the dinosaur’s three horns. Strapped between the
two upper horns was a cradle that had three pockets. A pair of similar
disks to the one that hovered in Gage’s living room lay in two of the
pockets.
Gage took a deep breath. “We covered a lot of stuff at the last
meeting.” He nodded at Red, who had been the host. “We have
decided…” He waved at the Mai ‘JX hosts, four human and the floating
disk controlled by the dinosaur outside in the cold, protected only by
her magic. “…that it is time for the birth of our young.”
He looked at Madison, then toward Ben’s fiancé, Skyler, and
continued. “There are five Mai ‘JX inhabiting four humans and a
triceratops, and there are seven humans and a dinosaur in our group.
Four of the Mai ‘JX of our number have enough years and energy
volume to contribute to another energy matrix.”
“A fifth of our number has achieved energy volume through
the help of his host and although young, has accumulated enough
energy matrix to contribute to a birthing.” Gage then raised his hand,
waved it, and pointed to himself several times as he spoke. “With the
help of the C-60 Rocky and I collected last summer, the consensus is
that we have enough resources to donate energy to two bundles of Mai
‘JX conciousness. Without diminishing the memories of any of the
contributing Mai ‘JX”
“We’ve talked about this the last three meetings.” Gage
continued. “After six weeks nobody has found any reason why a twin
birth is not possible. In the meantime, our Mai ‘JX have been preparing
themselves for the birthing.”
He looked at Madison and Skyler and said. “Our Mai ‘JX have
chosen you two cause of your role in child rearing in a two sex species.
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Never before has a Mai ‘JX been born directly to a mobile carbon host.
If the births are successful, Lazarus will transfer to Red after inducing a
mass egg laying by her host.”
“What do you mean, if?” Asked Skyler, then added. “Madison
and I will be fine, but what about Red?”
Gage just smiled at his future sister-in-law and gestured to
Lazarus’ remote E-Mag disk.
Taking his cue, Lazarus spoke through the floating disk by the
patio door. [Red and I will have no problems with my transfer from this
body to his. In addition though, we have agreed to try an experiment of
our own. I have worn this body,] through the glass of the patio door
they saw the dinosaur toss its head, [for close to eighty million human
years. In that time I have initiated several genetic alterations to make
the vessel more comfortable.]
[One of the more successful of my genetic alterations consists
of several electromagnetic nodules in a number of various locations
within my mobile carbon vessel’s cognitive organ. Only I can access
this biologic link with this host body. As an experiment, Red has
agreed to let me maintain a link with the mind of my former host.]
Red laughed as he added. “Yea! We’ll be the dinosaur cowboy
of our group of biker magicians!”
“You’re not going to wear a ten-gallon hat are you?” Asked
J’Mal.
Red smiled hugely. “Now THAT’S a good idea!” He let J’Mal
look horrified for a second then added. “But I don’t think so. I never
did like hats of any kind. I only wear one in the winter when I
absolutely have to. No J’Mal, I won’t be wearing any kind of cowboy
hat. Or any hat at all except for the helmet of my battle suit.”
Neither Red nor Lazarus told the rest of them that they also
intended to try to grow similar nodules within Red’s brain. If their
personal, secret experiment worked, Red would be able to link his mind
directly with the primitive mind of the Triceratops. Without the aid of
his symbiote.
“Will we feel anything?” Skyler asked, returning to the
birthing subject.
“I didn’t.” Said Boyd “And I was all tensed up knowing it was
coming.”
Ben looked at the other hosts. “I don’t think any of us felt
anything Skyler, but our Mai ‘JX are all millions of years old.”
“And ours will be newborn.” Said Madison.
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“Yea.” Ben replied. “We have no idea how they will react to
the energy of your minds.”
[When our donated energy begins to merge into the two new
younglings, we will monitor their growing sentience, as they become
aware of the energy of your life force. We will be there to ensure that
our younglings do not drain your life force before they learn how to
control their intake of energy.]
“Yea.” Said J’Mal “They’re gonna’ be hungry and there’s a lot
more energy in a human body than there is in the Oort cloud where
they are normally born. Don’t want ‘em suckin’ you dry.”
Boyd grabbed his younger brother in a half-hearted headlock.
“Don’t mind him girls. He just likes to exaggerate.”
[Boyd is correct.] Lazarus said through the speakers in the
floating disk. [Our younglings will be too weak to absorb energy on
their own until after they have reached sentient cognizance. By then
they will know the limits of their mobile carbon vessel.]
“And since each of the two younglings will have the memories
of their energy donators, they will inherit the knowledge of host
maintenance.” Gage finished explaining. “By the time they know how
to tap the energy of your body, they will have the memories of millions
of years of experience with mobile carbon vessels from the Lazarus
portion of their energy matrix.”
“And the combined memories of the months that the rest of
our symbiotes have inhabited our bodies.” Ben added.
“Raq ‘Ma is the youngest of the Mai ‘JX of our group and
clearly remembers his first cognizant thought.” Said Gage. “He assures
me that both younglings will inherently know how to tap your body for
energy at the same time as they use their own energy to maintain the
health of your body for the next few hundred million years.”
Gage lifted the diamond choker he’d been holding and
fastened it around Madison’s neck as Ben did the same for Skyler. The
two then stepped back to close the circle that had formed around the
two young women.
Madison and Skyler stood back to back with the four men and
the glowing disk surrounding them. The glow from the five Mai ‘JX
grew in intensity until it engulfed the two women. Tendrils of energy
shot from each of the five main sources to form a single glowing ball of
energy above the heads of the two.
The ball of energy grew in diameter then began to split in two
at the bottom. The twin tendrils engulfed the heads of the two, not
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stopping till it reached the diamond choker at the throat of each. The
glow remained concentrated around the head of each young woman as
it grew in intensity.
The glow was fed through the glowing tendrils reaching to the
four humans and the floating disk. Another tendril stretched from the
disk to the edges of the door to the patio. Four glowing embers
emerged from the edge of the door and flew along the tendril of energy
connecting Lazarus to the birthing.
As the C-60 molecules passed the disk, four similar embers
rose from Ben, J’Mal, and Boyd, while a single pair of glowing
buckyballs emerged from Gage’s head to join the roiling energy above
Skyler and Madison. The eighteen glowing embers spun around the ball
of energy for less than a second before splitting into two groups, one
above each of the young women.
The two groups of nine glowing C-60 molecules began to soak
up a portion of the energy surrounding the heads of Madison and
Skyler as they dropped to swirl around the girl’s heads. The multicolored bands of energy running across the surface of each of the two
glowing spheres slowly took on a dominant color that most resembled
the blue-green color of medium depth seawater.
The firefly motes of glowing light then sought the openings
within the heads of the girls, flying into mouths, ears, eyes, and noses
of the new hosts. The glowing tendrils remained connected to Skyler
and Madison and the five energy donation sources for a few more
seconds, then all the tendrils disconnected with an audible snap and the
glow dissipated.
Madison and Skyler stood expectantly, blinking rapidly as
they looked at those surrounding them.
“I don’t fee…” Madison started, then closed her eyes and
shook her head. Looking back up, they saw a faint glow in her eyes.
“Oh yea! Now I do.”
“Me too.” Said Skyler. “Oh wow!”
Stepping away from the five point circle, J’Mal slapped Ben
on the back. “ALL-RIGHT!” He shouted with glee, then in an
exaggerated accent. “We’z poppa’s!”
Boyd stood on legs that no longer showed the glow of magical
support and slowly clapped his hands. “Just think girls.” He drawled in
his rich, deep voice. “You are the very first humans to host Mai ‘JX
that are younger than you. In fact, you now host the youngest Mai ‘JX
in existence. How do you feel?”
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Madison looked at the dark-skinned man seriously and said.
“Hungry, as a matter of fact.”
They all laughed when Skyler echoed that and proceeded to
pull out surprise snacks that they had kept hidden till now. They all
laughed with pleasure at the success of the surprise and waited as the
two devoured the gifts.
While they ate, Gage continued. “We’ve decided to wait until
we’re sure the births are going to succeed before Lazarus transfers, so
it’ll be at least that long before we go on to the next phase of our
plans.”
“I feel fine, Gage. I say let’s go on.” Madison said, eyes
glowing.
“Has your Mai ‘JX talked to you yet?” Ben asked Madison as
he watched his fiancé, adding to her as she caught his eyes. “How ‘bout
you, Sky?”
“She tried for a while, but not any more.” Skyler answered. “I
can feel her urge to talk but she keeps trying to contact me through the
wrong energy frequencies.”
“They’re talking to our Mai ‘JX, not you.” Said Gage. He
continued to talk as the Mai ‘JX conversed with their offspring. “They
should be including you in their conversation in just a moment. Rocky
tells me he and the others are instructing your Mai ‘JX how to maintain
a mental link with your minds.”
Madison’s red eyebrows lifted. “I can hear her quite clearly
now!”
“Me too!” Chimed in Skyler. “My magic says she’s ready to
defend our mobile carbon vessel nursery.”
It took only minutes before the two young women were
passing on the discoveries they were experiencing as their Mai ‘JX
symbiotes grew in awareness. As their new symbiotes combined
memories coalesced and they grew more familiar with their host’s
bodies, Skyler and Madison began to slowly remember every moment
of their lives.
“I didn’t know I knew so much!” Madison exclaimed at one
point. “All cause my magic can access all my memories at once!
WOW! I know how to build a damn SPACESHIP! My Mai… what’s
your…”
Skyler’s eyes grew vacant for a second, then she came back.
“She says her name is Sky ‘Lr.”
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Madison looked back at her friend in confusion and said.
“Mine says her name is Mad ‘Sn. What’s up with that?”
The disk that projected the voice of Lazarus through its tiny
speaker spoke. [When we give sentience to a combination of energy
donations, we usually give the emerging conciousness an appropriate
identifying designation as its conciousness emerges. In our effort to
protect your human minds from the shock of merging with your Mai
‘JX symbiote, we have waited too long to give them a designation. It
seems the emerging sentients have grown tired of waiting and have
chosen their own names.]
Madison looked mischievously at those around her and began
to glow. She lifted several inches off the floor and began to drift around
the room. “Hey look Sky! I can fly!”
In moments Skyler had joined her friend cruising around the
apartment. The men sat in the living room while they waited for the
two to calm down. They spent the next few hours making sure the
newborn Mai ‘JX inhabiting the two young women were properly
established.
The five older Mai ‘JX and their hosts taught the two
younglings and their hosts all the magic they had developed over the
past few months. Using the E-Mags that the humans made so easily,
Madison and Skyler were soon levitating small objects within their
sight, bending light around their bodies, and tossing balls of flaming
hydrogen gas back and forth.
By the time they broke for lunch, the two had graduated to
riding a flying motorcycle while controlling two laser-wielding
remotes. To the amazement of his neighbors, they fought a mock
dogfight in the sky above Gage’s apartment.
By the evening meal, Madison, Skyler, and Lazarus were
holding their own in magical competitions against any two of the
others. Not long after supper’s cleanup, J’Mal and Boyd flew home
while Ben and Skyler went to his place and Lazarus flew up into the
sky to patrol in orbit.
With Red on the couch in the living room, Gage and Madison
talked on into the night, as they lay entwined.
“I got an offer of ten mill for each of my last two dino-eggs.”
Madison said. “So did Red. What do you think?”
“Well…” Gage stroked the first two fingers of his right hand
down Madison’s left shoulder. “… they should be hatching soon and its
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still too cold out for the young to survive. We’re going to be pretty
busy for the next few weeks so we have to deal with that.”
“It’s not as cold down in Athens as it is here.” Madison said.
“Besides, Grandpa keeps his horses in a heated barn this time of year.
He’s already told us we can close off the stalls at the end of the barn for
the babies.”
Gage smiled. “That sounds perfect. They’ll be where you can
be sure they’re safe when you’re away.”
“Yea, and there’s about a half dozen cousins that come and go
all the time. Most of the horses are theirs.” Gage knew she and her
brother didn’t have mounts of their own but rode those of their
grandfather when they took their turn at farm maintenance. He moved a
strand of hair from in front of her eyes as she continued. “But twenty
million would help a lot in building our spaceship. And twenty more
from Logan would help even more.” Gage knew she was really serious
when she used her brother’s given name.
“If you really want my advice.” He said in an exaggerated way
as he gazed into her eyes with a big smile. “I think you should keep the
eggs you have. They’ll be among the first born dinosaurs in sixty-five
million years. If you followed Lazarus’ instructions, you’ll each get a
male and female and they’ll both be of reproduction age in three or four
years.”
He reached out to replace the lock of hair that had fallen back
down across her eyes, and continued. “ It’ll be at least a year before we
plan to start the ship, so you won’t need any more than the five mill
you and Red have already contributed.”
Madison cast her eyes down to his chest and fingered the halfdozen hairs that grew there. “Yea, I know. But you gave us those eggs.
It’s almost like we’re giving your money back to you.”
“I didn’t give you those eggs, hon, Lazarus did. And she’s
going to produce a whole bunch more for all of us over the next few
weeks. Then, after Lazarus transfers to your brother, Red will more or
less own the Mai ‘JX-empty vessel. Not long after that, we’ll all have
breeding age herds of dinosaurs and the dollars will start rolling in. By
then we won’t have to go landfill diving to fund our plans to help the
cause of our symbiotes.”
She looked up into his eyes with a smile then snuggled her
face into his chest. “That’s what Logan said too. OK. You guys win.
Red and I will use what’s left from the eggs we did sell and fix up
grandpa’s farm.”
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“You’ll have it easier than Boyd and J’Mal. Their dad’s farm
is not as big and it’s mostly on flat land. They’re going to have to build
an entire surrounding fence. You only have a few spots to fill in. If you
do it the way Red explained to me, you’ll spend as much time digging
as you do building.”
“Yea. I think we’re pretty much agreed on using the west
pasture. It has some of the best topsoil on grampa’s farm, but he
doesn’t use it for much more than clover and hay for the horses. We’re
going to build a fence across the valley mouth, but we’re still not sure
how we’re going to close off the less steep parts of the valley wall.
Most of it is sheer cliffs high enough to keep a dinosaur from climbing,
but there are several deer trails that aren’t too steep. There’re even a
couple of places where gramps takes his truck around for firewood. We
need to put in sections of fence in those spots or dig the soil away from
the cliff wall.”
When she took a breath, Gage cut in discretely. “We could all
help Boyd and J’Mal, then we could fly down to your grampa’s place
and help. It would be good practice on working as a team as well as
pushing our strengths to the limit.”
“With that much help we could dig the dirt away from the
walls of the valley all along its length. Grampa has one field that is so
worn out that he’s been letting it lie fallow for the past three years. We
could transfer the soil we dig up to that field, or just spread it out in
three horn valley to level it out more.”
“Three horn valley?” Gage chuckled.
“Well yea!” Madison hit him in the chest playfully. “We’ve
got to call it something! Dinosaur valley sounds hokey and Triceratops
valley is too hard to say.”
Gage laughed softly and kissed Madison’s forehead. “OK.
Three Horn Valley it is. I can’t wait to see it. How about you Rocky?”
Gage said aloud.
A golden tendril leapt from his head to the clock radio at the
head of the bed and a deep voice came from the speaker. [I too am
anxious to advance our preparations for the defense of this world
against my people’s ancient foe.]
They talked for a while longer interacting in a four-way
conversation for another hour before drifting off to sleep. Their Mai
‘JX spent the next hours with Raq ‘Ma regaling the newborn Mai ‘JX
with tales that had not been passed in the energy contribution Rocky
had made to the youngling’s birthing.
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By morning, Mad ‘Sn was a confident Mai ‘JX eager to face
her race’s ancient adversary.
Red was the first up and was in the bathroom when Gage and
Madison roused. When Red emerged, Gage saw Madison was involved
in experiencing the sensation of floating above her chair and took his
turn performing his morning toilet.
Showered and refreshed, he came out to find breakfast
preparations complete except for the cooking. He and Red took their
time about preparing and setting out breakfast and had just finished
when Madison emerged from her turn in the bathroom. Within
moments, they were deeply involved with inhaling their humongobreakfast.
After the mess was cleaned up, Gage walked out to the deck
behind his apartment. He had only been there a moment when Lazarus
returned from his night’s orbital search for invading Centauri Mai ‘JX.
“Hello my friend, catch anything?”
[No.] Came the voice from the speaker of one of the disks in
the dinosaur’s horn cradle. [I fear my battle prowess has preceded me.
The enemy avoids a confrontation.]
“That’s too bad Laz ol’ buddy, or budd-ett, or whatever.”
Gage said with a laugh. “I guess we’ll just have to help you flush them
out. But not right away. We still need to make to make some heavy
duty preparations.”
[It is not necessary to construct an atmosphere-tight container
for your bodies. Any one of my kind can protect a mobile carbon vessel
from almost any danger. Including any natural hazard encountered in
the vacuum of space.]
“Ah. That’s the point though. You can protect us from any
NATURAL hazard. What about the heat of battle with one of the
Centauri?”
[I have fought and defeated many Centauri and after eighty
million years, this vessel I wear is still capable of bearing young. Is that
not sufficient proof of my abilities?]
“Yea, I guess it is. But that doesn’t change the fact that
humans just have an ingrained habit of looking out for our own skins.
Any one of us will be a lot more help if we can surround ourselves with
something a little more substantial than a luminous glow.”
[Is the suit you wear while flying about the sky not enough?]
“For short periods in orbit maybe.” Gage answered. “But not
for any extended period. For that I’d need an airtight pod at least big
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enough to hold a nice, big comfortable chair. But the bigger, the better
my friend. I prefer something at least as big as a house, though. With
lots of rooms, and a greenhouse, and a battery factory in the basement.”
The disks in their pockets in the cradle between Lazarus’
horns began to glow more brightly. [That is a point in your favor that I
must totally agree with. Batteries for your ingenious devices are a must.
But would not battery storage space be more efficient?]
“Not necessarily.” Gage answered. “Batteries have a shelf life
of only a few years. The last of the batteries stored would be drained of
power long before they could be used. The separate components for
batteries will store for much longer if kept isolated.”
“Also, if we are out in the Oort cloud for a few million years
we can mine any asteroids or comets we come across for raw
materials.”
[In the short time I have known humans I do not anticipate any
of your kind remaining in such isolation for more than a few thousand
years at a time.]
Gage laughed heartily and was still chuckling when Red and
Madison came out of the patio door. As Madison buttoned the last
button of her coat, she asked. “What’s so funny Gage?”
“I think its going to be a while before I accept the concept of
time in thousands or hundreds of thousands of years, much less
millions.” He answered. Then he turned back to the dinosaur in the
back yard of the house that held his apartment. “I think I’d be nuts after
only a few tens of years, Lazarus.”
[You would have to build much bigger E-Mag coils for one of
my people to have the energy to propel an airtight construct as large as
the one in which you live.] One of the disks began to glow and lifted
from its pocket as the Triceratops turned away from the edge of the
deck and wandered over to the stack of hay bales Gage had bought the
day before.
“So we need more money?” Asked Madison as she looked
meaningfully at Gage.
“Not for quite a while yet.” Gage quickly answered. “And
we’ve already included the bigger coils in our plans. But that’s for
stage two. We’re going to hold to our plan, at least until the first mass
egg laying of our first generation of dinosaurs. That’s going to be at
least three years and more likely four.”
“Until then, we’ll still be in stage one and that’s not going out
any farther than the moon. Our first priority is to let any Sol Mai ‘JX
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who arrive know about humans. That way we can help the Mai ‘JX
form a better organized defense.”
[We have successfully defended this world for hundreds of
millions of years.]
“Yes you have.” Said Red. “But you did lose Mars.”
[The life on the world you call Mars was less well established
and the size of the planet reduced the volume of mobile carbon vessels.
Also, its evolution would have led to eventual extinction in any case.
Even if the Centauri had not stripped it of life, Mars would now be a
lifeless planet. Besides, the Centauri did not strip all of the life from the
planet. Some of my people still wear mobile carbon vessels obtained
from that world.]
“You mean there’s still Martian life flying around our Oort
cloud?” Madison asked.
Gage knew the answer to that through Rocky and knew that
the knowledge was passed to Mad ‘Sn during the birthing. He also
knew that they had pushed the two new younglings the entire day after
their birthing to ensure the best merging with Madison and Skyler. The
two new Mai ‘JX hosts had not yet had time to get to know their
symbiotes long enough to find out about what knowledge had been
passed along during the birthing. Their conversations helped bring
those memories to the surface and also helped increase the bond
between the human and Mai ‘JX pair.
“Yea sis.” Red answered. “There’s probably enough Martian
life flying around the Oort cloud to repopulate the planet. That is, if
there was an atmosphere.”
[That is correct.] Came from one of Lazarus’ disks. [If the
science of planetary evolution I have learned through conversations
with Raq ‘Ma and the others is true, the planet Mars would most likely
be devoid of life at this time without Mai ‘JX intervention.]
“From what I know from my own conversations with Rocky,
Mars was almost dead when the Mai ‘JX made their last raid sixty-five
million years ago.” Gage added. “The raid and what the Sol Mai ‘JX
took as defensive vessels just speeded up the process.”
“How could just stripping most of the life stop all life. They
didn’t take any of the atmosphere, or most of the plants. Even if the
asteroids or comets that the Centauri usually ride on put dust clouds in
the air for decades after they hit. Wouldn’t at least some of the plant
life live on, or some of the smaller insects and worms and stuff?”
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“Under most circumstances, yes, but Mars is a lot smaller than
Earth.” Gage answered. “The core had already cooled down enough to
stop tectonic movement and without volcanism to replenish
atmospheric gases, the planet was doomed. The small diameter of the
planet allowed what atmosphere that hadn’t been blown away by the
impacts of arriving Centauri to bleed away into space more quickly.”
[The planet Mars has been without an atmosphere for nearly
forty million years.] Lazarus added. [Only a few tens of millions of
years would have been added to the life of the planet if the Centauri
had not raided when they did. Their last raid only speeded up the
process of atmospheric loss.]
Madison’s eyes grew vacant for a moment, then flashed with a
golden glow for a fraction of a second. “Mad ‘Sn just showed me! I
know what you’re talking about now!” She grew calmer by the second.
“I know now.”
She looked at her brother, then to Gage. “I remember a
newscast last week about some kind of sea creatures left in an enclosed,
commercial catfish pond somewhere in Georgia. They were barely
alive, but they survived. The thing I remember is that nobody could
match the DNA with any Earth life.”
“And there’s no telling how many Martian life forms have
been traded for Earth-born life by any Centauri Mai ‘JX that have
already slipped through the Oort cloud. The seas will hold most of the
life that lives, but there might even be some land based life from Mars
on Earth that we just don’t know about yet.”
[Any land-based life forms abandoned by a raiding Centauri
would have to be small in size to survive on Earth. The gravity is so
much greater that any of the larger mobile carbon vessels traded for an
Earthly variant would be, at best, incapacitated by the increase in
gravity combined with the heavier atmospheric pressure.]
“So, you’re saying that Mars’ atmosphere was essentially the
same as Earth’s?” Madison asked.
[Yes. Although the atmospheric pressure was only a fraction
of what exists on this planet, humans could have survived unaided at
the lowest Martian elevations.]
“It’s too bad the Mai ‘JX couldn’t do something to rebuild an
atmosphere on Mars.”
[It would not be that difficult of a task for my people.]
“You mean you could?” Madison asked next.
[Yes.]
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“How many of you would it take to do it and how long would
it take?” She asked rapidly. “And why didn’t you before?”
[The variables are as numerous as the numbers of my people
involved in such a project added to their individual initiative and
dedication to the completion of the project. The task would be affected
also by the access to human technology. A single one of my race, with
the aid of a single, human constructed E-Mag coil of the size of one of
my three main disks could perform the same amount of work as any ten
of my people. Larger coils or a greater number would increase that ratio
by measurable increments.]
Gage’s eyebrows furrowed as his symbiote conversed with
him on the variables of such a task. “From what Rocky says, it would
take a thousand years for the seven of our group with the bikes and
sleds we now have. A hundred of us with the amount of gear I have on
my bike could do it in less than a hundred years.”
“But what about the lack of tectonics to replenish the
atmosphere?” Asked Madison.
[It would be a simple task to divert cometary debris from the
Oort cloud toward the inner system. If the debris were intercepted by
any of my people in the vicinity, they could adjust velocity and vector
of the comets to avoid catastrophic impacts.]
“You mean slow the comets down so that the gases evaporate
slowly?” Madison asked.
[Yes. Since the planet Mars has less than half of this world’s
mass, high velocity impacts could blow more mass away from the
planet that they deliver. That would defeat the purpose, would it not?]
“I’d say so!” Red exclaimed with a laugh.
“So we could collect life that your people took from Mars and
bring the planet back to life?” Madison pressed the dinosaur hosted Mai
‘JX.
[For the most part. But you must remember, my people have
less use for the type of carbon vessels that you term plants than we do
for animal based mobile carbon vessels. To ensure the viability of any
project to reintroduce a living biosphere to the planet Mars, sufficient
plant life must also be introduced.]
“That shouldn’t be too hard. If we could find enough Martian
life to get the Terraforming started, we could make comparisons with
Earth plant life and transplant just enough to keep the world alive
without pushing the native plants to extinction.” Added Gage.
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[There is another option also.] Added Lazarus through the
speaker in his E-Mag disk. [One of my people could use the same
technique your Mai ‘JX used to manipulate the atomic structure of your
crystalline carbon containers for your excess C-60 molecules. Or my
own experiments with the genetic structure of my vessel’s cognitive
organ.]
“You mean genetically alter what Martian plants we can find?
How would that help?” Madison asked.
[Yes. Evolution in the carbon based life of both Earth and
Mars is based on genetic offshoots of similar plants or animals. These
variations become dominant with enough individuals and evolve into
completely separate species.]
“That’s like the small genetic differences between humans and
chimpanzees or gorillas, right?” Gage said. “There’s only a few genes
difference, but we’re three completely different species.”
[Yes. If enough plant species can be collected, their genetic
variations could be manipulated over a considerably shorter time span
than is usually needed.]
“Like Skyler asked earlier, if you know this, how come you
guys never did it before? I mean, if you’ve been fighting the Centauri
Mai ‘JX for billions of years, how come you haven’t Terraformed all
the planets and moons of this system?” Madison asked.
Gage knew the answer as he had asked his own symbiote the
same question a few weeks after he’d become a Mai ‘JX host. He
figured Madison and Mad ‘Sn just hadn’t gotten around to that part of
their own growth together. “You have to remember, Madison, Mai ‘JX
usually get just enough energy from their environment to live on.
Tapping into the zero-energy source takes quite a bit of effort. That’s
what symbiosis with a life form provides, an extra energy boost that
they tap to do things they normally wouldn’t be able to do.”
“It’s kind of analogous to the Aztec, they knew about the
wheel, but only used them on children’s toys.” Gage continued. “For
some reason they never took the wheel to the next level. They just
never thought to use the wheel for carts or wagons or anything else, just
children’s toys.”
Madison caught on quickly. “So even though the Mai ‘JX had
the means to renew life on Mars, it just never crossed their minds? So
how come Lazarus picked up the idea so quickly?”
[It is entirely due to the influence of human thought
processes.] Lazarus answered.
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“But you’re in a dinosaur, not a human.”
“Lazarus and I have begun to practice mental contact to get
ready for when he leaves the dino.” Red answered his sister’s question.
“You mean she?” Madison said with a smile.
“He might be in a girl dinosaur now, but he’s going to be
wearing my body pretty soon, so to me, he’s a he.”
“When did you do this?” She asked, getting back to her
brother’s first comment.
“Last night before he went on patrol was the first time.” Red
replied. “We figured that since he has so much extra power with the EMag coils it wouldn’t hurt to experiment. But to get back to my point,
until he had access to human thought patterns and the extra power the
E-Mags provide, the idea of Terraforming Mars just never crossed his
mind.”
“Yea, hon.” Gage said. “Even if they had thought of it,
without E-Mag coils it would take tens of thousands of them ten of
thousands of years to reestablish a viable biosphere. None of their
scientist groups have ever grown near that size before.” Gage then
looked at his watch. “The dive shop should be open by the time we get
there. You ready to go shopping Madison?”
She smiled hugely. “I’m all set! You coming?” She asked her
brother.
“No, sis. Lazarus and I are going to J’Mal and Boyd’s father’s
farm to get started on their dino fence.” He picked up the small pack
he’d brought out on the deck and walked down the steps to head for the
dinosaur contentedly munching on hay a few feet away. Climbing up to
sit on the dinosaur’s neck behind the horny, head plate he waved. “See
ya later.”
The dinosaur glowed brightly and rose into the air to fly
toward the south. In seconds, the glowing pair passed out of sight.
Gage reached a hand out toward the patio door and a glowing
tendril shot from his fingers to the door. When he felt the latch move to
the locking position, he turned to Madison. “Ready?”
She picked up the small daypack she had also brought out to
the deck and replied as she put it on. “All set. You’re not going to wear
your suit?”
“No, I don’t think so. We’ll be a little less conspicuous if
we’re dressed normally. The last time I was there in full battle gear I
spent most of my time performing parlor tricks for the other
customers.”
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“Still can’t tell ‘em no, huh?”
Gage blushed slightly. “No, I guess not.”
They walked to his bike and in moments were flying across
the sky toward the dive shop in Port Clinton where Gage and Ben had
gotten the diving equipment they’d used to make their battle suits.
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* NINE *
Gage rose to a couple of hundred yards above the floor of the
valley to see better as he directed his latest load of E-Mag powered,
steel scoops below his position to flip over. He shook the soil and small
stones out of the scoop through the screen at the top and onto the back
side of the hill. Then he dumped the remaining stone on the inside wall
of the growing mound. As he directed his now empty fleet of scoops to
return for another load he hesitated, looking down the length of the
valley. He could see several glowing figures engaged in as many
different activities.
At the extent of his sight was the bend in the valley that hid
J’Mal, Boyd, and Boyd’s wife and infant son in their full sized pickup
truck. They were cleaning up the boulders and large rocks scattered
across the head-of-the-holler and stacking them on the weakest points
of the fabricated sections of the valley wall.
Closer, where the bend in the valley produced a shield for the
quarter-mile wide valley end, Ben and Skyler scooped soil from the
bottom of a ridge wash. The dirt had piled up over hundreds of years
and was rich and black where the magic powered, steel scoops
uncovered it while flying through the air digging gouges in the soil
where rain had washed it down from higher ridges.
The scoops dashed to the growing fence of slanted poles and
poured their loads at the base of the angled poles. One group of scoops
glowed with the combined colors of orange-yellow and copper-gold.
They were concentrated around the similarly colored, flying shapes of
Ben and Skyler.
The second group, concentrated on the northern ridge of three
horn valley, glowed a blue-yellow and blue-green color. Gage could
see Red and Madison’s snow sleds flying in the midst of the dozens of
darting scoops. As a group of dirt-laden scoops flew past his position,
Gage waved.
Red’s glowing form waved back as he directed the scoops to a
point along the growing wall of sharpened poles. The scoops flew over
the grazing form of the dinosaur that now lived on the farm. When the
empty scoops passed back for another load, the Triceratops lifted its
head to watch as they caught her eye.
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As soon as the last glowing scoop passed over her, she went
back to munching on the spring flowers that covered the field. Around
her the four oldest of her young greedily consumed grass and
dandelions. They had grown quickly and had been moved to the field to
keep them from stepping on the rest of the brood in the barn. Just a few
weeks difference in age had made the older four considerably larger
than the youngest of the growing dinosaur herd.
Lazarus had assured the humans that the youngest of the
dinosaurs would survive the clumsiness of their older siblings. He had
also informed them that the weather extremes of this latitude were also
well within the ability of the baby dinosaur’s tolerances.
They had still decided to keep the youngsters in the barn until
the enclosure wall to three horn valley was completed. Another day or
so and they’d be finished.
Just as he was about to move lower to better control his EMag powered scoops, Gage saw movement out of the corner of his eye
and turned toward the main house. The tractor was leaving the
compound to follow the road back to three horn valley. If he had been
any lower, he wouldn’t have been able to see the five figures riding the
trailer behind the tractor.
With a silent request to Rocky he sent a glowing disk toward
Madison while continuing to direct his fleet of scoops. Another disk
flew from her vicinity toward his as his next load of dirt and stone was
delivered to the growing restraining wall for three horn valley. When
the disks were close enough to each other, Raq ‘Ma sent his message
across the intervening distance to Mad ‘Sn, who relayed it to Madison.
Her bike lifted a few yards higher and sped to his side just
behind his returning disk. “They on their way, huh?” She asked
needlessly as he landed his scoops in a group by the last climbable dirt
ramp in the valley.
“Yea.” He replied as unnecessarily as the glow from his
scoops died. “They just left the main house.”
They turned their bikes toward the dirt road and dropped
toward the ground to land. They dismounted and pulled their bikes up
onto their center stands and waited.
After a couple of minutes they heard the tractor come around
the intervening ridge and seconds later it came into view. Another
couple of minutes brought the ancient tractor and its hay bale and
human cargo even with Gage and Madison.
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The tractor stopped and the sun-baked old man driving looked
out from under his wide-brimmed hat. “Hi Maddy! Brought you some
guests.”
“Hi grandpa.” She called back as he climbed down from the
tractor’s seat. Hugging him, she asked. “Did you let them in the barn
yet?”
“Sure did! The kids have already picked out the little ‘uns they
want.” Came the answer as her grandfather went back to the trailer to
help down those that needed it. He introduced the parents first, then the
children by age, coming to the young girl last. “And this is Dawn
Saunders.”
Gage looked down at the little girl and smiled. Rocky and
Mad ‘Sn had already conversed at length with the child’s symbiote,
Met ‘HU ‘Sai ‘Ah, and they knew all about the little girl. The ravenhaired child looked back with glowing eyes. “Hello Dawn. Did you
have a fun ride on the way out here?”
The child tilted her head at Gage. “My magic says I have to
mind myself, so I couldn’t have as much fun as I wanted to.”
Gage laughed. “That’s about as honest an answer as I could
hope for, I guess. What would you have rather done?”
“I wanted to fly out here but since nobody else has magic I
couldn’t.” She took on a nasal accent and drawled sarcastically. “It
wouldn’t be nice.”
“Now Dawn.” Cautioned her father.
“That’s OK Mr. Saunders. My magic informs me that she
meant it as a joke, not to be mean or disrespectful.”
The dark-haired man looked at his daughter suspiciously for a
second then accepted Gage’s word as fact. Smiling, he said. “Budd.
Call me Budd, please. With two dees. It’s my real name, not a
nickname.” He extended his hand.
“OK. Budd it is.” Gage said as he shook the offered hand.
“Want to look around?” He asked waving toward the activity within the
valley. When Budd hesitated, Gage continued. “The rest of you go
ahead with Mr. O’Riordan while Madison and I get to know Dawn and
her magic. OK?”
“That magic thing isn’t going to take off with my daughter is
it?” Juanita Saunders said as her true fears demanded verbalization.
“No, Mrs. Saunders.” Gage answered. “My magic has already
explained the complexities of human family relationships to your
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daughter’s magic. Methuselah has agreed to observe proper human
actions until Dawn has reached adult age.”
“Methuselah?” Budd asked.
“Yea.” Gage replied. “Mai ‘JX names sometimes resemble
English names that are easier to say. For instance, instead of saying
Raq ‘Ma, I call my symbiote Rocky. Your daughter’s magic’s name
sort of sounds like Methuselah.”
He looked down at the girl being talked about. “Is that OK
with you and your magic, Dawn?”
“Methuselah says its OK with her and it is easier for me to say
so I guess its OK.” The child said in one breath.
“OK then, everybody back on board. Let’s go find Logan.”
Tom O’Riordan said as he herded the rest of the Saunders family back
to the trailer. In a family of redheads, the name Red could be anyone,
so they tended to use given names. In less than a minute he had them
back aboard and had pulled away to head toward the opening in the
growing wall of dirt and stone.
As they pulled away, Madison brought a disk out from a bag
on the back of her bike. “This is a gift for you, Dawn.”
“What is it?” The child asked as she accepted the E-Mag coil.
“It’s called an electromagnetic coil. Gage and I will wait while
Methuselah explains it to you.” Madison replied with a smile.
They waited as their own Mai ‘JX relayed the progress of the
explanation. They watched as the child’s eyes lit up with understanding
within a few seconds.
“NEAT!” She exclaimed, then began to glow. The glow
engulfed her new possession and she began to rise into the sky.
Gage and Madison hastily followed.
“With another one of these I bet I could fly our van!” Dawn
squealed as she rose into the air, flanked by Gage and Madison on their
bikes.
They quickly passed over the tractor and its trailer full of
Dawn’s family.
“Hi mom! Hi dad!” She hollered and waved as they shot past.
There was no time for her to add her brothers to the gleeful greeting.
“Wheee! This is a LOT easier!” The young child swooped and
dove around the two bikes as soon as the three of them passed out of
sight of the trailer hauling her family.
Gage and Madison refrained from cautioning the child. They
were in direct contact with Methuselah and knew that she would never
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let her host come to harm. Even if the child were to collide with one of
the bikes, Mai ‘JX abilities would absorb any impacts.
They passed over the wall and Dawn dipped down to get a
better look at the mother dinosaur and her four young. She circled the
family group till one of the young males took notice and began to act
defensively, kicking at the dirt, waving his tiny horns, and snorting as
he continuously tried to turn to face her.
The other male had just begun to notice his brother’s antics
when Dawn rose back into the air and flew toward where Red was
scooping dirt from the side of the ridge. “What ‘cha doin’?” She called
out as she approached Madison’s brother.
Red looked at his sister’s smiling face as their symbiotes
relayed a quick conversation. He smiled at Dawn and pointed to the
scoops digging dirt from the side of the ridge. “See where the rain has
washed dirt down the side of the hill between those two big rocks? See
how it makes a kind of ramp up the side of that ridge all the way to the
top?”
Dawn looked and shook her head. “Yea.”
“What we’re doing is digging the dirt up here at the bottom till
we get to solid rock. When we get almost up to the rocks on the side,
we’ll take some of the rocks and dirt to make a small wall up there so
no more dirt washes down.” He pointed to the area in question.
“Won’t the water wash down anyway?” The child asked.
“Well, yes, I guess it does.” Red said then looked to Gage and
Madison for help. They just smiled back. “Uh, what I should have said
is we’re sifting the stone out of the dirt first and stacking it along the
edge first. Then we’re piling the dirt in back of that stone wall.”
“What water makes it through the dirt to the stone wall is sort
of filtered by the stone and funneled toward the center. We haven’t
gotten that far on this one yet but we’re going to make a stone basin
just below the center of the wall to catch the water. It’ll be like a sort of
dinosaur drinking fountain.”
Dawn cocked her head in a way that Gage had begun to
recognize as something she did when she was talking to her Mai ‘JX.
“There’s a couple of them deeper in the valley that are almost
finished if you want to look.” Madison said to the girl. She smiled
mischievously at the child and said. “Race you!” Then took off at a
much slower rate than she was capable.
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Red and Gage watched as the glowing child chased the bikeriding woman. Long hair of both red and black streamed in the wind as
the two sped out of sight around the bend in the valley.
“What do you think?” Red asked as the two disappeared
around the bend in the valley.
“I think Methuselah already has the whole thing under control.
She admits to making some serious blunders in the beginning but
Rocky assures me she is sincere in her desire to make sure her host is
socially educated in proper human ways.”
“In other words?”
Gage smiled at his friend. “She will no longer allow her host
to hold her brothers upside down over the shrubbery when they won’t
let her in their treehouse fortress or get even with playground bullies.
And no flying without adult supervision.”
“Makes it kind of hard to fly very far, doesn’t it?” Knowing a
reply wasn’t necessary, Red just nodded as Gage went on. “You should
have seen her on the way here. Rocky had already told me the
restrictions, but children’s minds work different.”
“As soon as she knew that Madison and I were in charge of
her she let loose. We’re adults and we’re just as magical as she is. She
tucked the E-Mag disk we gave her into her jacket, zipped the zipper,
took off flying at about warp ten, and left it up to us to keep up.” Gage
shook his head and laughed.
“When she’s here, she’s going to be even harder to restrain
than Madison and Skyler. In fact, of the three of them and their Mai
‘JX, I kinda’ feel sorry for Methuselah.”
“Uh-oh.” Was all Red said in response as he smiled at his
friend.
“Yea. Uh-oh is right.”
“What else?” Red prompted.
“Oh, yea. She’s got a few more weeks of school, but Budd and
Juanita want to come here every weekend till summer vacation. We’ve
talked them into letting her stay here all summer. Like a sort of camp.
They promise to only visit one weekend a month for the three months”
“When school starts again, we’ll cut back to one weekend a
month here at Triceratops Ranch. They still want to try to keep her in
public school as long as possible.”
“Do you think its possible?” Red asked.
“Not in the long run.” Gage replied. “She might make one
more year. Maybe even as far as third grade, but I don’t see her getting
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any further than that without more Mai ‘JX hosted children around.
And you know the chances of that.”
Red shook his head affirmatively, then said. “We’re kind of
hard to hide and there’s plenty of other groups. Why did her parents
pick us?”
“There was one group closer but they’re not set up like us. All
of the members of that group are from different places. They just all
happen to go to OU. We’re only twenty minutes farther and our home
base is always full of non magical kids.”
Gage looked toward the end of the valley. “Your nieces and
nephews will give Dawn’s brothers somebody like themselves to
interact with. Somebody their own age who’s not magic.”
He looked back at Red. “I wonder what would happen if our
Mai ‘JX were to donate energy for a birthing of several smaller volume
younglings?”
“You mean for the kids?!” Red’s face showed surprise.
“No, not the kids.” Gage hastily explained. “I was talking
about the kids, but my mind had jumped to their parents. With
Methuselah’s age and the energy storage volume we can produce using
our supply of buckyballs, I think we can produce another hand full of
younglings within the month.”
“Five more as wild and impulsive as my sister and your new
sister-in-law?” Red asked sardonically. “Just what the doctor ordered.”
Gage laughed, grew instantly sober, chewed his bottom lip,
then twisted his mouth out of shape. “Maybe it’s not such a good idea
after all.”
Red laughed out loud. “No you don’t! You brought it up! And
you know how the Mai ‘JX are! As soon as you thought it, Rocky knew
it!” Red smiled hugely. “Too late now. Lazarus has already told me
enough for me to be reasonably sure that what you just proposed will
be agreed upon within the next few weeks.”
“Damn!”
Red laughed. “Yea, damn.”
Gage’s bike began to rise slowly. “I’m going to see how
Madison’s doing. Want to come?”
“No thanks.” Red laughed. “I’ve still got a lot to do here.
Boyd and J’Mal are going to work right up to dinner time and it’d be
rude to do less work than people outside of family volunteering to
help.”
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Gage smiled warmly at his friend. They both knew Gage’s
opinion of what he termed the government-licensed institution of
marriage. Gage felt privileged that Logan accepted the compromise that
his friend and his sister had made and treated him like family despite
the fact that he and Madison did not intend to marry.
The vows they intended to make to each other had already
been made. To each other and the only witnesses necessary to those
vows were also, each other.
“See you later then.” Gage said as his bike moved away from
that of his friend.
Red waved as he turned his attention back to his task of
eliminating one of the ways curious Triceratops could find a way out of
three horn valley.
Gage flew around the bend in the valley and came upon a
group of darting, glowing scoops. At the center of the mass of one
cubic yard, square steel buckets, Dawn hovered with her arms
outstretched. The buckets shook dirt into pools of glowing light that
emanated from Boyd’s hands.
The pools of light filled depressions across the ground and the
scoops full of dirt turned top down and sifted their loads through their
screen-covered tops. Each glowing pool was filled in turn toward the
end of what was becoming a wide shallow canyon that was nearly
perfectly flat, with vertical walls at least three yards high.
The longest stretch of cement and stone walls enclosed the
entire end of the valley and included a shallow stone pit that looked big
enough to hold several full grown Triceratops. When the cement set
and the next rain came, the pit would begin to fill.
“How much you want to bet this becomes everybody’s
favorite swimming hole by August.” Boyd’s wife, Joann said as Gage
settled down to the ground by the driver’s side door of the full-sized
pickup. Her infant son, Tiger waved his arms and gurgled from his car
seat.
Gage looked at the dry, rock bumpy pit and asked. “Think it’ll
fill?”
“Oh yea, according to Logan’s grandpa, this whole spot is
usually pretty wet up to July. The way we’ve re-landscaped it with
stone, he’s going to have a pond instead of a swamp.”
“Won’t somebody complain about the loss of wetlands?”
Gage asked.
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“No, I was talking to Red about it earlier today. He said it was
because of the way his grandpa plowed this valley that caused the
problem. About ten years ago his grandpa tried some sort of new crop
and plowed the far end of the valley deeper than in a normal planting.
He must have stirred something up cause the tiny drainage creek that
ran along the south side of the valley dried up.”
“The whole end of the valley has slowly turned into a swamp
ever since. I guess Red’s grampa figures that cleaning up this one spot
is worth it just to stop the rotting smell that sometimes hits the main
house. You and I haven’t been here when the conditions are just right,
or just wrong. I hear it can get pretty rank!”
Gage nodded. He had heard what it could be like and was glad
to have missed the pleasure. “Didn’t Red say his grandpa knew from
the beginning how to fix the problem?” Gage asked. He knew the
answer from his own conversations with Madison, but Joann was fun to
talk with. It didn’t matter what they talked about he enjoyed her
company.
“Yea, he did, but even though the cause took very little
plowing, by the time they became aware of the problem, the damage
was such that the repair effort was considerably more.” Joann smiled.
“It would have been expensive, but we work cheap!”
Gage smiled back. “Yea. We might eat like dinosaurs, but we
do good work!”
At that moment, J’Mal, Madison, and Dawn flew over to join
them while Boyd walked over from the last spot he’d marked for
Dawn’s scoops.
“That was fun! Can we do it again after we eat?” Their young,
glowing guest said breathlessly. “I sure am hungry! Are we going to eat
soon?”
The adults burst into laughter, but the child didn’t notice.
She’d found the coolers full of food and drinks in the back of the
pickup.
“You guys better hurry!” Gage called over his shoulder as he
moved out of their way. “We got a hungry one at the front of the line!”
When Dawn looked up guiltily, Joann chided him. “Don’t be
mean Gage!” She swatted playfully at him, then turned toward the
young child. “Don’t listen to him honey. I always have twice as much
as even this bunch of gluttons can eat. There’ll be some left even after
those magical food pits are full.” She gestured at the approaching
adults.
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Dawn grabbed several sandwiches, two kinds of bags of chips,
and a liter bottle of water and made a dash for the log by the truck.
Dropping to the ground, she sat with her back to the log, using it as a
backrest instead of a seat. As she ate, she watched the adults dig into
the sandwiches and snacks in the coolers.
Madison and Gage came over to her with their hands full just
as the rest of the workers flew into sight around the bend in the valley.
Red, Ben, and Skyler joined the boisterous group around the tailgate of
the pickup as Gage and Madison sat on either side of Dawn.
“There’s fried chicken, squirrel, and rabbit in the cooler under
the sandwiches.” Gage said as a way to start conversation.
“Ewww! You eat rabbits?” Dawn asked in mock horror.
“Well, uh.” Gage stammered, caught off guard.
Dawn smiled, said, “So do we.” and took a bite of her
sandwich.
Madison almost choked on her drink of water as she tried to
hide a laugh by taking a drink.
Gage smiled with embarrassment. “Got me!”
“So.” Madison came to his rescue. “I hear you’re having
trouble in school?”
Dawn finished chewing a bite, swallowed, and said. “Not with
school itself. It’s the other kids. They won’t leave me alone. There’s
always somebody who wants me beat somebody else up for them, or
find out if some boy likes them or help them cheat on a test. They think
I can get away with anything. They don’t understand that Methuselah
won’t let me do anything like that anymore.”
Gage and Madison recognized the adult way the child talked
and knew it was the mental influence of the child’s Mai ‘JX.
Methuselah had learned all that the child knew and her father had told
Gage over the phone that his daughter spent a lot of time at the library
reading books even he couldn’t understand.
“Mom and dad won’t let me quit school even though I already
know more than my teacher. They say I need to spend time with kids
my own age, but they just don’t understand! I’m not like them
anymore!” Her voice cracked slightly and she took a bite of her
sandwich to keep from crying in frustration.
Madison put a hand on the child’s shoulder. “That’s where we
come in honey. We can help you learn how to deal with being magic
and live with people who aren’t.”
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“It’s usually OK, till they want something. Then they get mad
if I won’t do it. They tease me for being magic then they get mad when
I won’t do things for them that are wrong! What can I do? No matter
what I do somebody gets mad at me. And now Methuselah won’t play
with me unless some adult says its OK.” The child put her head in her
hands for a second as if she were going to cry, took a shuddering breath
and raised her head like a trooper going into a battle she knew she
couldn’t win. She took another bite of her sandwich and chewed
methodically.
“Well. We’ll just have to see what we can do about that!”
Gage exclaimed. “As of right now,” he pounded his right fist softly into
his open, left hand, “you can do any magic you want to when you’re
here at Triceratops Ranch!”
Dawn looked up at him with eyes glistening from almost shed
tears. “Really?” When both Gage and Madison shook their heads yes
she continued in a rush. “I promise I won’t pick on anybody who’s not
magic. Even if they’re mean to me! And I won’t do ANYTHING that I
know I shouldn’t do!”
Madison patted the child on the shoulder. “We know you
won’t honey. We have talked to Methuselah and she assures us that
your word is good. She says she is very proud to have you as a host.”
The child smiled hugely at the compliment. “She’s the best
friend I’ve ever had. And she’s taught me so many things! I didn’t
know there was so much to learn, and it’s EASY! My brothers always
say how hard math is, and that girls have a harder time learning it, but I
just read it in a book ONCE, and now I know more than both my
brothers!”
Her face fell again. “That makes Robby mad at me. He has to
get better math grades next year or he might not get to play soccer.
Why would he be mad at me for THAT!” The child’s lip quivered with
a renewal of her dilemma.
Gage and Madison conversed quietly and quickly with their
Mai ‘JX and the child’s, then Gage said. “We might have a solution for
that, Dawn.” The child looked at him with renewed hope. “Has
Methuselah explained to you how she helps you learn so fast?”
Dawn waved a hand nonchalantly. “Oh, yea. I even read a
book about it in the school library. When you learn something, the
neuron that holds the memory is connected to the brain by chemical
receptors. The more you practice something, the more of these
chemicals build up around the neuron that holds that memory.”
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“Practice makes perfect.” Madison interjected when the child
took a breath.
“Yea, just like that.” The child said wisely. “Methuselah just
increases the chemicals in my brain and when I learn something for the
first time, she piles the chemicals around the memory neurons just as if
I’d practiced that memory forever. I learn something once, and I always
know it. She even seeks out all the memories that are alike and
connects them too. That way I don’t just know things, I understand
them!”
“I couldn’t have explained it better myself!” Gage exclaimed,
receiving another prideful smile from the child. He pointed to the EMag disk peeking out from her half-open jacket. “You know how much
stronger Methuselah is with that?”
Dawn glanced at the disk, the nodded as she looked back at
Gage. “Uh-huh.”
“Before you leave, with the rest of us around to make sure
nothing goes wrong, we’ll see if Methuselah can reach your brother’s
minds when they read something. If she can, then she might be able to
help them remember almost as good as you.”
“Oh can we? That would be REALLY rad. Then Robby could
stay on the team! He’s the best goalie they ever had at our school, the
coach told my dad but dad’s not supposed to tell.” She looked
embarrassed for a moment. “I kinda’ overheard them talking.” She
looked up at Gage. “I promised my magic I wouldn’t tell either.”
Gage smiled in silent approval, then said. “What do you think
about our idea? Do you want to try it when we get back to the house?”
Dawn looked over her shoulder at the approaching tractor,
with the rest of her family on the trailer behind. “How about now?
Robby has one of his books in his pack.” Her voice lowered
conspiratorially. “If he doesn’t get a real good grade on his finals next
month, he’s going to get a D in math, and he has to have at least C’s or
dad won’t let him play on the team next fall no matter what the coach
says. He’s been cramming.” She whispered as if anyone could hear
over the noise of the approaching tractor.
She finished the last of her last sandwich, took a hasty chug
from her water bottle, wiped the excess from her mouth with her
sleeve, jumped up, and said. “Excuse me.” Then ran toward the trailer
as her family jumped to the ground. “Hey Robby, guess what?” She
yelled as she ran toward her brother.
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“What do you think?” Gage asked as he set his water bottle on
the spot where the girl had been sitting.
“I don’t see any reason at all why it won’t work.” Madison
replied as she set her own water bottle beside his. “But I do see it
causing a whole new set of problems if it works.” She added, then took
a huge bite of her sandwich.
Gage chewed, then swallowed the bite he’d taken while
Madison was talking. “Yea, I know. What are the other kids at school
going to do when they find out? Every kid in school is going to want
her to do the same for them. And if she doesn’t have time to do them
all, well, eventually somebody’s going to take it personal and want to
get back at her for being different from them.”
“I agree.” Said Madison, picking up her water bottle to wash
down her last bite. “I really think we ought to convince Budd and
Juanita to take her out of school.”
“But what about her brothers? If our little experiment
works…” He looked vacant for a moment. “OK Rocky. WHEN our
little experiment works, they are going to get the same treatment. Only
it’ll be worse cause they won’t be magic and won’t be able to defend
themselves. If they get harassed enough, then they might start blaming
Dawn for making them outcasts. What a mess.”
“Oh don’t worry about that!” Madison laughed. If it works,
Red and I have a bunch of nieces and nephews, PLUS all of our own
cousin’s kids. There’s about a gazillion of them! If this wor… OK Mad
‘Sn… When this works, Red and I’ll have to do the same for all of
them. Then there’s you and Ben and Skyler. And Boyd and J’Mal. By
the time we’re done, we’ll have our own little Hoggwhatsit School for
magicians.
At that moment, the three Saunders children ran up to them,
followed by their parents.
“We’re ready!” Dawn exclaimed excitedly.
Gage looked up at Budd and received an affirmative nod. His
wife hesitantly copied the headshake.
“OK then. We might as well see what we can do.” He gestured
toward a cut section of log that was not currently being used as a seat.
A glowing tendril leapt from his fingers to the log and it lifted into the
air and floated to a spot between Gage and Madison’s extended feet.
As Madison picked up the two water bottles, Gage said.
“Come over here Dawn and sit between us.”
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When she did, Gage gestured again and the log section moved
closer till it crowded the child’s feet and legs. When she pulled her
knees up, he moved the log section just a little closer.
“OK Robby, come over here and sit facing your sister with
your book on this log.” Gage said. When the boy was situated he
continued. “All you have to do, Robby, is read when we tell you to,
OK?”
“Uh, Mr. Alexander?”
Gage looked down and raised his eyebrows.
“He won’t have to read it again. He’s already read it. All
Methuselah has to do is pack more memory chemicals around the
neurons that already have the memories.”
“Oh. Yea. You’re right of course. My mistake.” He smiled
sheepishly at the people standing around watching to see if the
experiment would work. Dawn saved him more embarrassment as she
took her brother’s hands in her own and began to glow.
She stayed that way for almost two full minutes then slumped
back with an exhausted sigh. “So tired.” She mumbled.
“You should…” Gage began when he got a mental signal from
Madison. He looked at her, then down at the limp young girl with a
smile. When Dawn glanced up at him, he winked with the eye that the
observers couldn’t see. “… get some food into you as quick as
possible.” He finished instead of what he’d been about to say.
“Is she OK?” Asked Juanita as she pushed her way through
the crowd to try to get to her daughter’s side.
“Oh yes!” Madison assured the worried mother. “Since she
had to work outside of her own body, it took a lot of energy. A little
food and rest and she’ll be as good as new.”
“I don’t want you to do this too much!” Juanita emphasized
her command with an extended finger. She turned to her two sons.
“Remember, don’t try to get her to do anything like this unless your
dad or I say it’s OK. OK?”
Both boys shook their heads up and down energetically as
Dawn continued to act exhausted. Robby picked up the still-wrapped
sandwich he’d placed on the log beside his book and said “Here, take
this.”
As the seven-year old child with the billion-year old symbiote
accepted the gift from her brother, she asked in a strong voice that
belied her actions. “Did it work?”
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Roberto’s eyes went vacant for a moment, and then his face lit
up. “Wow! I remember all kinds of stuff!” He looked around in
astonishment till his eyes caught those of his father and laughed. “I
remember peeing in your face the first time you changed my diapers!
Heh-heh. Oops, sorry.”
Budd’s jaw dropped. “You remember!? You were only a
couple of weeks old. How could you remember that?” Before his son
could answer, Budd went on. “How about your math? Can you
remember any of that?”
“I sure can!” Robby exclaimed as he held the book up
triumphantly. “I can recite to you, word for word, this whole book. In
fact, I can remember every word of every book I’ve ever read! And I
understand! That’s the best part!”
“How about ME!?” Hollered the middle Saunders child.
Juanita hurried to mend a rift before it could form. “You’re
next Pietro. Just as soon as your sister gets her strength back. OK? Can
you wait a little while?”
“How long?” Pete demanded looking suspiciously at his sister.
He wasn’t fooled by her act.
Juanita looked to Gage for her answer.
Gage smiled. “I don’t see why we have to wait.” He saw her
start to go into ‘protective mother’ mode and hurried to finish. “Any
one of the rest of us can do the same thing, and we won’t get as tired as
Dawn.”
“Oh goody! Make me remember!” Pete said as he pushed past
his mother to Gage’s side.
“Pietro!” Juanita admonished her impetuous son.
“That’s OK Mrs. Saunders. How much do YOU want to
remember?”
As her jaw dropped with the full realization of what was
happening Gage took her son’s hands and gave Rocky the signal. When
he came out of his trance-like state, he saw Madison’s glowing hands
holding those of Juanita. Looking around he saw several other pairs of
Mai ‘JX hosts and normals.
It was over five minutes before Madison released Juanita’s
hands. “Wow!” Was her only response, then she looked at her daughter
and smiled slyly. “Still tired?”
“I’m sorry mommy. I didn’t want anyone to know how easy it
was. If they did nobody would ever leave me alone again.” She hung
her head.
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Juanita stooped down to look her daughter in the eyes. When
Dawn looked back she said. “I understand why you did it and I’m not
mad. It’s OK. I might even have done the same thing if it was me.”
The others gradually came out of their trances with Tom
O’Riordan, who was the oldest with more memories, coming out last.
“I heard on the news about some shaman or witch doctor or
something in Africa who’s wiping out AIDS there.” Madison mused.
“Give anybody any ideas?”
Gage’s smile was mirrored by those of the other Mai ‘JX
hosts. With their improved cognitive abilities, it was only moments
before the normals in the group began to smile also.
Gage gestured to Madison and looked at Juanita. “You want to
go first?” When she smiled and wordlessly sat in front of Madison, he
pushed himself up off the ground and continued as he dusted off his
pants. “I’ll go help Logan with grandpa.”
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* TEN *
Gage slowed his bike as he came across the gravel-covered
compound ringed by two pairs of silos, two barns, and the main house.
As he lost altitude to settle gently on the ground he saw Madison
beckoning him from the equipment barn.
He set the center stand on his bike and walked toward the
barn. In the distance he could hear the calling of the growing
Triceratops herd. The summer had been productive. Lazarus had been
able to use the experience gained in ‘healing’ humans to continue to
artificially stimulate his former host’s reproductive processes.
They now had forty-three living dinosaurs and ten more eggs
in the temperature controlled sands of the hatching craters. The sale of
twenty-five other eggs had financed the growing enclave of magicians.
The first group of five had gone for sixty-two million at auction, but
then the news was out.
There were just enough other dinosaurs and other extinct
animals showing up with the arrival of more Mai ‘JX that they couldn’t
get much more than ten million for each of the next three groups of
five. When they got less than seven million for the fifth group of five,
they quit selling eggs. It was time to advance stage one into overdrive.
He walked up the dirt ramp to the upper level of the
equipment barn. As he passed through the wide open doors he heard
J’Mal yell from somewhere below.
“Almost finished.” Then more softly as he talked to himself.
“Just let me tighten the lid.” Then loudly again. “OK. I’m going to fire
it up.” The sound of a gasoline powered engine was soon followed by
the flash of a welder in the booth directly above where J’Mal must have
been refueling the generator.
Gage took the last steps around the wall to his left and saw the
rest of his cohorts. “Hi gang!” He yelled his greeting with a wave. “Hi
hon.” He added as Madison came over to give him a hug and a kiss.
“Are we ready?”
“Yep! All set!” She pulled him through the wall of people.
“Check it out!”
When he broke through the blocking bodies he saw their ideas
and drawings made real. There, in racks along the wall of the barn was
a row of enclosed pods with tiny wings. He knew from the specs on the
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drawings that each pod was just under nine feet long, just over four feet
high, with a wing span that didn’t push seven feet very hard.
All were facing to the left so their left sides faced him and he
looked at the side door. He turned to Madison and said. “Sweet.”
She smiled back and pointed her finger down at the electrical
flashing coming from below. “Yours is down there.”
“You made one for me?”
“Nope.” She smiled. “I guess I should have said, ‘the parts for
yours are down there’. All we did was put together a bunch of frames
around each of the seats we bought. There’re still five framed car seats
left and a couple without frames that nobody liked. Take your pick.
Lunch is at noon.” Turning to the others, she said. “Anybody want
make a test flight?”
Gage moved out of the way as five of the group opened the
perfectly molded, side, hatch-doors to their pods. He saw the white
sheepskin pad that draped the black leather bucket seat of Madison’s
pod, then she waved to him and pulled the hatch shut. The reflective
glass of her hatch window hid her from his sight.
The pod glowed, lifted slowly, and began to drift toward the
barn door with the others. Gage watched them until they had passed out
of the barn then he turned and jumped over the side of the upper level
platform. He began to glow before he’d cleared the edge and drifted
softly down to the lower level.
“Its about time you showed up!” J’Mal yelled over his
shoulder as he stood in a blaze of light with his hands extended.
Gage looked at what his friend was doing. On the floor
between J’Mal’s feet were the two cords from the welder. Glowing
tendrils reached from the cords to his feet and up his body to emanate
from his extended hands. The tendrils that came from his hands
focussed on a flat, metal plate. Gage knew from the specs of their
design that the metal plate was solid titanium.
As he watched, the plate began to glow fiercely and start to
fold itself around the tapered frame below. The plate kept bending till it
fit the gap that showed wiring bundles around the leg and foot shaped
well. When it molded into a smooth fit, the edges began to glow even
more fiercely. When the glow diminished a few seconds later, there
were no seams to show that the sleek pod’s surface had not been solid
moments before.
“There! Done!” J’Mal rubbed his hands together eagerly as the
glow dropped to nothing in an instant.
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“What about the stinger?” Gage asked pointing to the solid,
circular plate on the top-center support beam above and behind the
seat’s head rest.
“Only five of the gimbals showed up yesterday. If the rest
don’t make it by noon they won’t come till Monday.” He worked the
side hatch several times then swung into the seat. Pointing to the stacks
of crates scattered across the barn floor he said. “There’s the parts, see
ya.”
Gage watched as J’Mal’s pod began to glow then wove its
way around the upper level’s support beams and out the open door on
the far end of the barn. He turned to walk up and down the lines of
crates, scanning labels and verifying shapes, positions, and mental feel.
Then he walked over to the stack of pre-made chair and frame
pieces. He chose a black leather bucket seat with built in heater and
vibrator, from an American luxury car, quickly reading the owner’s
manual. As he walked over to the assembly rack a glowing tendril from
a casually extended hand lifted the frame enclosed luxury car seat and
set it on the rack.
The welder began to glow and the glow spread from the
extended cords, up his legs and body, and out of his extended hands.
Several objects rose from their crates and flew to the assembly rack to
fit themselves into the recesses of the frame. Where metal surfaces
touched, they glowed, merged, and became solidly anchored to the
frame.
Two hours later Gage was out on the compound in front of the
doors to the lower level when six glowing shapes shot by overhead. He
glanced at his watch as they circled back and landed around him and
his pod. “Just in time for lunch.” He said as they popped their hatches
and exited the pods.
“Now THAT’S a ride!” Shouted Logan. He looked at Gage. “I
can’t wait to eat and go back for more!” Glowing tendrils reached out
from him to play across sections of his pod. At Gage’s glance he said.
“We didn’t go into space but we went high enough to find leaks.”
Gage nodded knowingly. Although the pods didn’t have the
power of the welder, they had enough to make any repairs the pods
would need. Including patching holes. At that moment Madison’s
grandmother came out on the porch and began ringing the triangle
hanging by the door to the dining room.
“She just loves to do that.” Madison said as she headed for the
house.
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They made their way inside and were soon seated at the big
oak table, dishing food onto their plates from the bowls filling the
center. As he filled his plate, Logan flapped his elbows. “I’m not used
to this much room.”
From the counter where she was already collecting empty
bowls to refill, Dela said. “What with school started and everybody else
working on the nursery barn or on dino watch, you’re all that’s eating
here for lunch. Tom and I are going to take theirs out to them in the
truck after you’re all done.”
“We could take it out Mrs. O’Riordan, no problem.” Said
J’Mal around a mouthful of food, then at her mock glare, he hastily
chewed, swallowed, and said. “Sorry.”
“That’s OK honey, you folks have more important stuff to do.
Besides it’s no problem at all. We may look old, but thanks to all of
you we’ve got twenty-year old bodies under this wrinkly skin. You kids
go ahead and save the world, we’ll keep you fed.”
J’Mal wisely let her have her way. It was not only easier, it
was also smarter. Instead, he refilled his plate and concentrated on
emptying it again.
They quickly demolished the bowls of food and got up to
leave, thanking Dela and Tom as they prepared to resume testing their
new spacesuit pods.
“Here.” Tom said as he and his wife pulled the cover from a
box by the door. He pulled out several canvass bags and began filling
them with wrapped and bagged food and bottles of juice and water.
“For the road, or sky I should say. Or would it be space?”
“For the void?” Put in Boyd.
“For the vacuum?” Came from Skyler.
“For the great beyond!” Declared Dela. “Now git!” She
shooed them out the door.
The others had made their way to their pods and lifted into the
air with Gage and Madison being the last to say their thanks to the
elderly couple. Gage had just taken the first step off the porch when
Madison took off running.
“I’ll race you!” Madison yelled as she dashed for her suit-pod.
She had a split second lead that initiating the impromptu race gave her
and had no trouble beating Gage to her new spacecraft. Glowing, she
leapt feet first the last thirty or more feet into the seat of her suit-pod.
The pod had begun to glow as she yelled her challenge and the side
door hatch had opened just in time for her so slide into the seat. The
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hatch had started to close just as Gage left his feet in his own thirty-foot
leap.
Gage was only a second behind, but watched her pod lift into
the air before he could switch the E-Mag coils on to give Rocky the
power he needed to lift their own suit-pod. Watching her acrobatic
flight from behind, he and Rocky were amazed at how well Madison
and Mad ‘Sn had meshed into their symbiosis. They did not seem to
pass information between themselves as much as they did, think and act
as one.
Better than any of the other Mai ‘JX and their hosts. Skyler
and Sky ‘Lr were the same. The older Mai ‘JX theorized that it was the
result of the younglings being born within the influence of the mind of
their host bodies.
Without hesitation as his mind wandered, Gage urged Rocky
on and the glow around his tiny craft grew more intense. He was not
surprised when the exuberance of the Mai ‘JX youngling, propelled
suit-pod ahead of him kept Madison well ahead of his more safely
executed dash into the sky.
He looked out the curved glass of the front windshield and
saw Madison’s pod at the rear of the group of six pods he chased. As he
gained altitude several E-Mags imbedded within the pod began to glow.
Glowing tendrils played from his body to several points along the pod’s
surface as Rocky patched holes in the titanium shell.
He caught up to his friends and they formed into wedge
behind Ben, with three to each side. They flew this way for nearly an
hour as Gage got used to his new suit-pod. They talked over their
radios and by Mai ‘JX links as they each tested sensors and mentally
inspected their pods for defects and shortcomings.
After gaining altitude slowly to give them time to find and
repair all their leaks they decided to head for orbit. They broke off into
separate trajectories as they raced each other upward.
It was only minutes before the sky darkened to the pitch black
of low orbit. The black deepened and the band of diffused light
surrounding the planet narrowed as he chased Madison’s pod into low
earth orbit.
“I beat you again!” Came Madison’s voice over the tight band
radio link their pods shared.
“I let you win!” Gage yelled into his dashboard-mounted
mike. “It’s all a part of raising baby Mai ‘JX!”
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[Mad ‘Sn says to tell you that your statement is contrary to the
facts.] Raq ‘Ma said in Gage’s mind.
Gage laughed out loud. “OK! OK! You win cause you care
less about safety than I!”
“We’re as safe as we need to be!” Madison taunted over the
radio link between the two pods. “Let’s see who can probe deeper into
space from LEO. I bet you a dinner at any restaurant Mad ‘Sn and I can
probe farther than you and Rocky!”
“You’ve got a bet!” Gage yelled back over the radio
enthusiastically. He knew that he was making a sucker’s bet, but didn’t
really care.
He turned his concentration to the toggles and screens on the
console of his tiny craft. He knew Madison had exactly the same
systems he did, but each of the many sensors could be operated at any
of several power levels. Any combination of sensor type, directional
projection, and power level would determine what would or could be
detected by their probes.
But despite the similarity in their sensors and the amount of EMag power, Madison and her magic were just better. Mad ‘Sn could do
anything Rocky could do and she wasn’t quite a year old yet.
Everything the younglings did, they did better than their energy
donators.
Except one.
Neither Mad ‘Sn nor Sky ‘Lr could stand to exist outside of
the bodies of their hosts. The other Mai ‘JX sometimes left their hosts
to engage in purely Mai ‘JX activities. They had invited the younglings
to participate in these activities but when the younglings tried, they
became disoriented and fearful.
Mad ‘Sn had tried to stay outside her host’s body the longest
and had almost lost energy cohesion. Madison had awakened from her
sleep next to Gage screaming in terror. It had taken Gage and Rocky
several minutes to calm the two. After that, the two younglings had
flatly refused to even discuss another attempt at leaving their host’s
bodies.
The fliers formed a phalanx that made a hundred mile wide
wedge and flew around the world. After a couple of hours, Gage began
to get hungry and started to dig into his food bag. He was working on
his third piece of chicken when Madison yelled over the radio. “I’ve
got something here!”
“What?” Came Ben’s voice.
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“What do you see?” Gage said just behind his brother.
“What is it?” Two garbled voices asked at once.
Voices began to walk across each other as questions flew
across the shared radio frequency. Gage sent a mental query to
Madison and waited for Rocky to relay the answer.
[The Mai ‘JX sensors seem to work perfectly well.] Rocky
said in his mind. His magic gave him a mental picture of the planet,
their position in orbit, and the position of the sensor targets.
As he gave the signal to intercept, Gage wondered if the
absence of his and J’Mal’s pod’s main weapons would bite them in the
ass. If it came to a battle, the two of them would just have to use the
rigidly mounted weapons in the nose of their pods.
The seven pods raced toward their target and radios became
silent as their hearts raced in anticipation. They closed on the Mai ‘JX
sources they had detected and each brought up the shields they had
devised so long ago. A muted glow surrounded each of the pods and
the spots of light that identified each of them on the other’s screens
dimmed.
Gage wasn’t worried. Friend or foe, those they now stalked
would not have the advantage of human technology. He was certain
that they could see while not being seen themselves.
As they grew closer, Gage thought he could see a tiny glow
ahead. He adjusted a couple of knobs on his control panel and gave
Rocky more power in two separate energy frequencies.
Rocky probed more deeply.
“Friendlies!” Yelled Skyler.
“They look like Sol Mai ‘JX.” Boyd’s voice followed Skyler’s
just as Gage bit back the instinct to yell his own evaluation into the
shared comm link.
They all relaxed a little and flew on toward the approaching
object. Soon, radar and lidar began to paint a better picture of what
approached.
Rocky confirmed mental contact with the arriving Mai ‘JX
just as Gage made out the shape of a barren asteroid the size of a bus.
Standing on the slowly tumbling rock was a spider shape that definitely
didn’t originate on Earth.
The spider shape drifted out of sight as the rock tumbled, to be
replaced by what looked like the armored body of an Ankylosaur.
Darting around the asteroid was several glowing spheres of light. As he
grew closer, he could see tiny shapes within the spheres of diffuse light.
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After a few more seconds he recognized them as tiny herbivorous
dinosaurs.
Rocky and the others flew the wedge of pods around the
asteroid and relayed the ongoing conversation to their hosts. “They say
they are here to obtain fresh mobile carbon vessels to fight our ancient
foe.”
“Did you tell them we have an offer they can’t refuse?” Came
J’Mal’s laughing voice over the radio as he answered aloud the same
thought response they’d all had to the relay of information.
“Yes. And they agree.” Rocky answered J’Mal’s question in
Gage’s mind.
As the seven pods paced the asteroid toward the planet, Logan
spoke first. “Uh. Now what?”
“I say its time to show how much we want to be friends.” Said
Skyler’s voice over the speaker.
Gage knew what she was referring to and flicked a switch on
his console. Immediately, one of the line of disks connected to the top,
rear edge of his pod disengaged and shot toward the asteroid. Similar
disks sped from four other pods, one to each of the five entities riding
the rock toward Earth.
Rocky continued to relay information about the new arrivals
as their seven symbiotes spoke with their kin. After a few minutes, they
formulated a plan and began to implement it. They quickly trained the
new arrivals how to use their new E-Mag disks and the twelve of them
encircled the asteroid.
The Mai ‘JX started to glow with greater intensity than Gage
had ever seen as the twelve of them attempted to slow the rock’s
immense velocity in as short a time as possible. It was not apparent that
they were having any affect to the naked eye, but their sensors showed
a dramatic difference.
By the time they struck the first wisps of the Earth’s upper
atmosphere, the asteroid had a speed of less than a thousand miles an
hour. By the time they were fifty miles above Triceratops Ranch, their
speed had dropped to a couple hundred miles and hour.
In no time at all, the strange sight of a bus sized rock, seven
suit-pods, three small dinosaurs, a big dinosaur, and a seven-foot furry
spider settled to the ground inside the retaining wall of three horn
valley. The glow surrounding all but the fish and spider cut off
completely.
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The next hour was spent presenting the new Mai ‘JX with
additional E-Mag disks and convincing them to stay with the bodies
they now wore till preparations for care could be made.
The Ankylosaur wouldn’t need much more than a little genetic
work on its brain to grow the organ that would allow mental and verbal
control. Then the Mai ‘JX symbiote would transfer to Tom.
The three smaller dinosaurs were another problem. One was
brain dead and would cease to live as soon as its Mai ‘JX transferred to
another body. They discussed what to do and decided to let the Mai ‘JX
transfer to Dela as soon as life support equipment could be arranged.
The body would be kept alive till it could be delivered to the college in
Athens as a gift.
The other two Mai ‘JX would keep their current host bodies
till a better perimeter could be constructed for three horn valley. The
walls were good enough for Triceratops and Ankylosaurs, but the
Hypsilophodon were too small and nimble to be kept in. They would be
gone the first day after their Mai ‘JX left them for human hosts.
Another enclosure would have to be built for them. After that was taken
care of, the two Mai ‘JX agreed to transfer to Joann and Budd.
The Martian spider was another matter.
That Mai ‘JX agreed to stay with the spider for a while longer
in exchange for an E-Mag disk big enough to ride. The humans and
Mai ‘JX talked for a while longer as they took a few more minutes to
scoop a pit in the ground outside the entrance and stand the bus-sized
asteroid on its fatter end. After packing the excavated dirt around the
base of the monolith, they continued to talk while they headed for the
main house as the sun began to set.
The next day, they were all up early and the life support
equipment was set up for the brain dead dinosaur. That’s where they hit
their first snag.
“Why can’t I wait for Tom? We’ve done everything else
together for nearly sixty years.” She crossed her arms with finality. “Str
‘Lt says she doesn’t mind waiting, do you Star?” She turned to the
glowing disk by the dinosaur’s head.
[This body’s cognitive organ has been damaged beyond repair
for nearly thirty years.] Came the voice from the disk’s speaker. [Ever
since I almost lost the battle in my encounter with one of the first
returning Centauri. Though I do admit to being eager to experience a
sentient vessel, I can wait for a little while longer.]
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Logan and Madison looked at each other then to their
grandfather, Tom. He smiled and shrugged back at them.
Madison looked at Gage and he laughed. “Looks like we wait
or Rou ‘Fz transfers before he’s finished toying with his Ankylosaur’s
brain.”
Before anybody else could speak, Dela turned to the disk
operated by the Mai ‘JX they had started calling Rufus. “What do you
say, Rufus? You have a say in this too!”
The disk rose a few inches. [I have agreed to perform genetic
alterations on my current vessel before transferring, but I also am eager
to obtain a human vessel.]
Wagging her finger at the disk, Dela scolded. “See here now!
We are not your vessels! We share these bodies! Hear?”
The disk rose a few inches and backed a few more. [I hear. I
apologize for any misunderstanding.]
Half those in the room put their foreheads in their hands and
shook their heads in amazement. The other half just chuckled.
“See!” Dela raised her hands as if to display her faultless logic
for further debate. When no one spoke up she continued. “Then it’s
settled. Rufus agreed to a plan that is just not necessary. He shouldn’t
be held to that promise. So Star and Rufus should both transfer now
and then everybody can get back to work saving the world.”
Nobody wanted to be the focus of Dela’s anger by renewing
the discussion, so they made preparations for the transfer.
To do that they flew the life support box to three horn valley
where the Ankylosaur would be safe when Rufus transferred. They
connected the tubes and hoses under Star’s directions, then the humans
made a ring around Dela and Tom with the life support box and the
armored dinosaur just outside the circle.
The transfer took only a few moments.
When they were sure the transfers were complete, Logan and
Madison rushed to their grandparent’s sides. “You OK?” They both
asked at the same time.
“We’re just fine.” The two replied, also in unison. Then they
laughed together and turned to gaze into each other’s eyes. As their
bodies began to glow brightly, they ignored those around them.
After a while the rest of the magic group flew away toward the
main house with the life support box and its brain dead occupant. They
spent the next hour constructing a five-foot diameter disk with foot
high, inward sloping walls. Six disks rested in niches ringing the outer
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base of the larger disk, with another six inside the enclosed bowl. As a
backup power source and gravity support, a harness with E-Mag coils
was strapped to the bulbous body of the Martian spider.
The spider, promising to return by sunrise, took off into the
night sky to test his new powers and explore the Earth with a new
perspective on carbon based life forms.
The elderly couple and their new Mai ‘JX didn’t return to the
house until long after everyone else had gone to bed or flown home.
The next weekend they gathered again at the main house and
waited for their Ohio University guests to arrive. They had finally
talked the four students into coming to Triceratops Ranch for a Mai ‘JX
birthing. They offered only a few C-60 molecules cause every human
on Earth knew where to find them or how to make them by now. The
newborn Mai ‘JX would have to use that knowledge to accumulate
their own additional buckyballs.
The four students had more buckyballs than the whole
Triceratops gang and wouldn’t be impressed by the offer. But they
didn’t have the funds to buy a lot of parts to assemble suit-pods. They
all wore only simple, economic battle suits.
They also didn’t have access to living dinosaurs.
They had finally agreed to the sharing of portions of birthing,
energy matrix for the price of the gifts of a pod, a young Triceratops,
and a pair of eggs from the smaller dinosaurs. For each of the four of
them.
Since Joann and Budd had received the two Mai ‘JX wearing
the remaining two small dinosaurs the day before, other hosts had been
chosen.
Juanita Saunders would get one, as would Boyd and J’Mal’s
widowed father, George. Another would go to Skyler’s older brother
Shawn and the fourth to Ben and Gage’s father.
Rocky and Mac had cured their hosts’ father’s altzheimers
weeks earlier and Joe was eager to join the marvel he had awakened to.
A few hours later, the four rode away in their new pods,
leaving their chosen dinosaurs and eggs in the care of their new friends.
They also left four Mai ‘JX younglings who spent the night learning the
world and hosts they’d been born to.
Over the next few weeks the group, which now numbered
nineteen Mai ‘JX hosted humans and a six foot tall Martian spider,
trained together and patrolled space around the Earth. When Halloween
came, the street party in Athens became famous around the world.
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Thanksgiving saw another first as roast dinosaur was served
for the first time. It took two of the young Hypsilophodon, but the
living mated pair had already produced over a hundred growing young.
Joann and Budd’s Mai ‘JX had had to stop inducing egg laying
whenever they visited cause the pair had lain more eggs than there was
room for with cold weather upon them.
By Christmas, they had been joined by two more Mai ‘JX
without mobile carbon vessels and another with a plesiosaur for a body.
Ven ‘Za, or Venus as they called her, stayed in the pond when she
wasn’t swimming the warmer oceans of Earth. They had no idea that
Venus had been birthing plesiosaur young into the waters of the Gulf of
Mexico. Not till the young had started to show up near the beaches and
in the shallows around the Caribbean islands. The other two bodiless
Mai ‘JX eagerly accepted the human hosts the Triceratops gang
presented.
By January, Venus had left her plesiosaur body in the care of
Gordon and Kathleen Gray in Key West. With a little financial help
from the Triceratops gang, the Grays bought shoreline property and got
permits to build a sunken stone enclosure for their new pet. Venus now
wore the body of Ben and Gage’s older sister Melinda who had been
traveling Europe and Asia for the past two years. And the breast cancer
that had brought her home was now cured.
On the last day of January, a house-sized asteroid was reported
smashing into the Indian Ocean, but by the time anyone could get to the
location, there was nothing to find. Two weeks later, an abandoned
fishing boat was found adrift in the area. On board were several rotting
carcasses that were identified as Martian life forms.
On the fourth of April the first government organized patrol
routes around Earth were in place. Centauri Mai ‘JX were intercepted
and destroyed for eight consecutive days before any Sol Mai ‘JX were
encountered. On the twentieth of April, a mile wide asteroid was
spotted by the newly installed telescope patrols.
Humanity began to quickly prepare for the impact predicted
for March sixth.
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* ELEVEN *
“Shh…shh!” Madison said as she waved a hand and looked
toward the big TV screen now hanging on the barn wall. It could be
seen and heard from any part of the upper level as well as the back half
of the barn at ground level.
The many separate conversations and the noise from suit-pod
construction and upgrading dropped to a fraction of its volume. A
glowing tendril from someone below reached out to the controls below
the screen and the volume rose.
They watched as the newscaster spoke over the picture from
the probe ship built by the U.S. government. Several private ships led
by another American ship and a few ships built by other governments
followed at various distances.
“The American spaceship, Sorcerer is now a mere quartermillion miles from the oncoming asteroid.” She said from her desk as
the screen showed a schematic of the ship and the approaching object.
“At the speed the ship is going, it will reach the object in one hour.”
She then went off on a tangent with two ‘experts’ who
explained the way Mai ‘JX were able to twist the energies of
gravitational waves to create artificial gravity on board the ship as well
as propulsion. Then they had to explain how the two were balanced so
that the crew felt almost nothing of the forces that would have slammed
an unprotected crew to paste within the ship’s hull.
“Come on, come on, get with it!” Came J’Mal’s voice from
below.
The newscaster didn’t hear him, but she left the experts and
returned to describing the scene on the screen. Instead of a schematic,
there was now a live picture with the word ‘live’ obscuring the lower
right corner of the screen.
“We are live now.” She said for those who couldn’t recognize
the obvious. “What we are now seeing is a picture of the asteroid from
the U.S. Spaceship Sorcerer. The ship has established radio contact
with Earth and we now go to the live feed from NASA.”
“… an asteroid.” Came a voice with the electronic sound
recognizable from shuttle transmissions. “I repeat, the object is not an
asteroid. Radar and lidar, as well as enhanced Mai ‘JX sensors show
the object to be a hollow sphere three miles in diameter. Not the one
mile estimated by Earth based calculations.”
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“There also seems to be gases escaping from the object in the
manner of a comet. The gases are extremely diffuse as if they are the
seepage through thick rock instead of the cracks and fissures of a
normal comet.” As the voice continued, the telescope relayed picture
showed the objects glow increasing.
“Wait! Something’s happening! The glow around the object
has increased and continues to do so!” The excited voice continued as
the TV screen showed the scene he was describing.
“It appears the object is shedding streamers of light similar to
what a Mai ‘JX projects when… wait. Those aren’t tendrils of magic
energy!” The voice grew agitated as the man began yelling into his
mike.
“They’re Mai ‘JX! Thousands of them! Millions! They’re
attacking!” Static and silence came over the audio feed but the picture
stayed in sharp focus.
The tendrils of energy from the sphere came closer to the
screen and began to resolve into tens of thousands of individual points
of light. The operator of the telescope withdrew the focus of his
instrument and the field of view expanded. What could be seen as a
point of light instead of a sphere was now surrounded by a glowing
corona somewhat like the kind that surrounds a normal comet.
But the glow seemed alive. And it was reaching toward the
ship. As they watched in horror, the solid tendrils again resolved
themselves into individual points of light. In the center of each point
was a darker shape.
The telescope locked onto one of the approaching tendrils and
the focus became sharper.
The points of light within the tendril became steadily clearer
till the shapes within began to take on recognizable form.
The first shape to become clear enough to recognize was that
of a long necked, long tailed dinosaur. Very quickly then, other smaller
dinosaur shapes as well as aquatic creatures and Martian spiders of
varying sizes and shapes began to resolve clearly in the panning
telescope’s view. The point of view drew back twice more as the
glowing shapes grew closer and the telescope operator compensated.
“Hey, what kind of dinosaur is that?” Joann yelled from the
upper level of the barn.
They all looked more closely as the operator of the telescope,
obviously intrigued as well, locked onto one of the unusual dinosaur
shapes.
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“Looks like a cross between a man and a raptor.” Gage gave
his assessment aloud.
It was just that. The shape locked onto the screen showed a
raptor with a short, thick tail that hung down at an angle. The torso was
not held horizontally, but at what looked to be a 45-degree angle. The
arms looked about right, but the head was off. The jaws and muzzle
were smaller than fossil samples and the cranium was considerably
larger.
“Uh-oh. Smart dinosaurs.” Madison said aloud what they all
suspected in an instant.
The telescope’s field of view panned backwards until a few
lights with their own shapes within began to move away from the
screen.
“There go our guys.” Said Logan.
It was apparent that the good guys were outnumbered, but they
went to meet the enemy regardless. They had no choice as they were
too close to change direction or come to a stop to retreat before they
were engulfed.
The converging lights clashed and meshed and the defenders
disappeared. The oncoming hoard continued toward the screen.
Seconds later the feed was broken and static took over the screen for a
second before the female newscaster’s stunned face exploded across the
screen.
She took a couple of seconds to regain her composure and
continue her report. She held a finger over her ear as she listened to a
report from somewhere. She dropped her hand and looked directly at
the camera. “It seems the USS Sorcerer has been destroyed. There is no
information on survivors.”
She looked down at the papers she shuffled, but the tilt of her
head gave away the fact that she was listening to the prompter in her
ear. Looking up she said. “Word has reached us from the fleet of ships
following the American ship. They report that the ship has completely
disappeared within the glowing presence of the enemy. As yet there
have been no reports from within the sphere of light.”
She tilted her head again. “The combined Earth fleet is now
firing missiles at the enemy. We have reestablished our live feed from
the fleet.” She said as she looked to her left at her monitor before the
view switched.
The view on the screen, complete with its view obscuring logo
in the lower right corner, showed the point of glowing light that was the
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oncoming, hollow comet. Reaching from the comet was a tendril of
light that ended in a ball. The ball of light glowed too brightly to see
the ship within.
Several tiny points of light sped away from the screen toward
the ball of light. The ball of light seemed to take notice and move
toward the closest approaching pinpoint. Just before it touched, the
missile exploded. There was a blinding flash on the screen that quickly
dimmed.
There were no glowing tendrils within the farthest reaches of
the ball of nuclear flame. Mai ‘JX couldn’t exist there. It would have
been like trying to absorb the energy of the sun. They couldn’t do it.
The Triceratops gang cheered the TV.
Then they noticed the remaining missiles still streaking toward
the ball of light. More tendrils reached for the approaching pinpoints
and disappeared within the balls of nuclear flame. Seven in all.
The ball of light surrounding the USS Sorcerer was a little
smaller.
The disembodied voice of the newscaster spoke into the
silence as more pinpoints of light sped away from the screen. “The
missiles seem to be working! The fleet has fired again.”
This time there were three times as many missiles. They sped
on but most did not stop at the ball of light. Instead, they arced to the
side and curved back toward the tendril, followed at different angles by
all but the last few.
“I think we’d better look away.” Gage yelled as he shielded
his eyes from the giant TV screen on the barn wall. He heard a few
exclamations from beside him and from above at the same time as the
screen washed out in a bright light.
“They exploded all at once along the whole line!” Skyler
yelled. “Hurray for our side!”
As the screen cleared, they saw only chunks of the tendril
from about halfway to the hulk of the American ship. Some of these
dissipated as they watched. The undamaged end of the tendril waved in
space but didn’t stretch toward the screen.
Bits of the tendril broke off to head for the drifting hulk of the
Sorcerer but a single missile to the ship destroyed it and most of the
bits of light.
The screen switched to the smiling face of the newscaster.
“The combined Earth forces have avenged the deaths of all those
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aboard the American ship and proven that we can fight this new foe.”
Her voice showed the emotion she also felt.
Tilting her head again she said. “I am told that the Earth fleet,
led by the American ship Sorcerer’s Apprentice has changed course.
They are not now heading directly for the enemy. This station has been
informed that this is due to the number of missiles they have with
them.”
“She looked directly at the screen. “To keep the enemy from
learning any more, the fleet has asked that we not broadcast too much
information to our audience. They say that our broadcasts are reaching
them so they must also be reaching the enemy.”
As the camera panned back to show another woman sitting
beside her, she said. “With me is Ms. Lydia Gates from this station’s
legal office.”
“That was quick.” Laughed Gage.
“Probably keep one in a box by the door just in case.” Added
Logan.
The newscaster droned on. “Tell me Ms. Gates, as a
commercial news agency, does the government have the right to tell us
not to let the people of the world know about what is being done to
protect them from this danger?”
“I’ve heard about enough.” Gage said and turned back to the
task of upgrading his suit-pod as the TV droned on.
The pod’s overall shape was still basically the same but was
fatter at the bottom and extended back another foot. The extra
dimensions held projectors of the same kind as the one he’d used to
disengage the host and Mai ‘JX links of the three who’d attacked him
and J’Mal so many months ago. They would create an even greater
shell of protection from the overwhelming numbers that seemed to be
coming at the Earth. Any Centauri Mai ‘JX that made it past his stinger
and nose guns would shatter their matrix against his shield.
“Looks like this is going to be even more important than we
thought.” He said as he patted the bulge surrounding his pod. He next
inspected his dismantled stinger.
Riding a perfectly balanced pad of rings and gyroscopes, the
bulging cylinder measured fifteen inches long. The largest part of the
bulge was located at the back third of the cylinder and measured six
inches just ahead of the five-inch connecting rings. The business end
was just a little more than four inches in diameter.
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He didn’t need to look in the end of the tube to see the interior,
but he did need to test the newly installed weapon.
“I’m going for a test flight, anybody else want to come?” He
called out loud.
Several people spoke up and those that declined began to work
faster to get their pods finished. The scenes from the TV were still fresh
in their minds. Their chances had seemed to get worse but had ended
with hope still undiminished.
Now they were even gladder that their symbiote’s abilities had
been able to improve their minds to the point of genius. They could not
only imagine highly technological devices, they could build them too.
Sharing these ideas and the work involved had made them a fleet in
their own right. Not capable of easily traveling the millions of miles the
Earth fleet currently engaging the enemy had gone, but sufficient for
their part in the coming battle.
Gage opened the side hatch and climbed into his pod. He
pulled the hatch closed and shifted around in his seat to get
comfortable. He pulled the helmet on and connected the two commlines, one to each side, then the two lines to the visor display.
Instantly, the visor lit up with a view of the barn overlaid with
highlighting coronas as the pod computer interpreted the information
coming from the six, one-inch sensors surrounding the two-inch laser in
the stinger. He looked around the barn and watched the stinger move
with his head through his link with Rocky.
The American military had basically the same equipment on
its attack helicopters. The unclassified information and Mai ‘JX
assisted minds had allowed the Triceratops gang to build their own.
“Scorpion one to scorpion two. How do I sound J’Mal?”
“Loud and clear, one. How about me?”
“Just like we were standing next to each other.” Gage replied.
“Scorpion five to scorpion one.” Came Madison’s voice.
“How far do you want to go?”
“Everybody and their brother is going to be jumpy after what
we saw on TV. I suggest we stay at low altitude and close to home.
There’s no sense giving any twitchy trigger fingers something to shoot
at.”
“Scorpion three here.” Came Ben’s voice. “If anyone around
here shoots one of us down, at least the rest will know how to make
better upgrades.”
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The fleet of pods began to glow and silently rose into the air
and turning as one, sped off across the hills.
Several hours later, the scorpion fliers congregated in the
dining room of the main house. Most sat in chairs around the big oak
table with the remainder scattered around the room on taller barstools
from the rec. room.
While Tom was taking food to the dinosaur watch, Dela was
telling them what the news stations had reported while they were gone.
“The fleet finally quit reporting home when the TV stations
wouldn’t stop broadcasting everything they sent with full commentary
and ‘expert’ evaluation.” Dela explained. “Some of the stations
continued to use Earth based observations though, but even they finally
quit reporting on the location of our fleet and any speculations on what
they’re up to. One good piece of news they did release was that the
comet has slowed and changed direction.”
The noise level began to rise but she continued after raising an
admonishing hand and receiving silence. “Instead of coming straight at
Earth, the comet is now in a spiraling approach that seems to be taking
it toward the moon.”
“Won’t get many mobile carbon specimens there.” J’Mal
drawled sarcastically.
“But more important, it gives us more time.” Gage said.
“Them too.” Budd replied.
“At its current deceleration,” Dela continued, “the latest
estimates are that the comet will achieve lunar orbit on March
Fifteenth.”
“Thirteen days instead of four. That’s a pretty big deceleration
rate. Must be a lot of them inside that thing.” Madison said softly. Gage
put his hands over her clasped ones and squeezed gently. She smiled at
him and continued. “Are we ready? Have we thought of everything?”
“Yes and no, honey.” Dela replied with a smile of her own.
“I’ve been around long enough to know, even without the help of my
magic, that no matter how well prepared you are, something’s going to
bite you in the ass! The trick is to have the right medicine handy.”
They continued their plans on into the night and the morning
sun caught them still at it. Their Mai ‘JX kept them awake and alert
despite the lack of sleep that they had found their hosts needed to
remain sentient. They had found that out from the experiments many
hosted humans around the world had subjected themselves to. Either on
purpose or by accident.
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At the end of the second day, the Mai ‘JX had less-than-gently
encouraged their hosts to go to sleep.
The pattern repeated until the comet went into orbit around the
moon. It angled its orbit with each revolution until it had a polar orbit
that kept it in view of Earth at all times. They stayed awake for three
days before their symbiotes were again able to encourage them to sleep.
They had been getting regular sleep and patrolling during the
day for a week now and the routine, except for the missile
bombardment that constantly left Earth, was starting to wear on those
on Earth with nothing to do but wait.
Several of their patrols had been interrupted to help with riots
and rescues caused by people doing dangerous things out of frustrated
anticipation.
They were pulling the survivors of a demolition derby with
speedboats, from the Ohio River when the report came that the
Centauri were attacking.
The hollow comet had revolved around the moon for just over
a week, its shielding glow absorbing nuclear explosions that took
chunks of the glowing shell away with each blast. The missiles had quit
coming from the fleet long before the comet had achieved orbit, but
continued to come from Earth. The human made missiles from the
planet continued to harass the enemy at the extreme of the sphere’s
defensive reach of about ten thousand miles, tearing chunks of glowing
energy from the shell around the sphere.
On the sixth day of the bombardment, the receding glow
stopped short of the surface of the sphere when the Centauri learned
how to defeat the missiles. On the seventh and eighth days, tendrils of
energy had begun to reach out to destroy the missiles well short of their
goal. Shortly after, the Centauri began to pour from inside the hollow
asteroid and the invading tendrils of glowing energy beings reached
toward the Earth.
By the ninth day, glowing spheres had encircled the Earth at
one hundred thousand miles from the surface. The combined Earth fleet
continued to harry the Centauri with lasers from outside the
Earth/Moon system. The Triceratops pod pilots studied the videos of
each individual skirmish for tactical information and weapons ideas and
made additions and changes to their pods at the beginning of each day.
They were just finishing a humongo-breakfast in the main
house when Dawn ran into the dining room. “They’re coming! The
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Centauri are attacking!” She yelled then ran back into the living room
where the younger folks were eating their own breakfast.
A tendril of light reached out to the corner ceiling mounted
TV that had been left off while they exchanged ideas during breakfast.
The TV came on and showed the Earth from outside the blockading
sphere of Centauri. The hundreds of encircling lights were rushing
towards the Earth.
As they did, nuclear flashes from missiles held to the last
came from the combined Earth fleet. Many of the largest blobs of
attacking light never got within seventy thousand miles. The live logo
glowed ominously in the lower right hand corner of the screen.
The ten scorpion pilots left the house at a run and were in their
pods and in the air in minutes. The others made their way to their
Triceratops Ranch defense posts while those without Mai ‘JX cleaned
up from the departing whirlwind.
Gage’s heart raced despite the help from his Mai ‘JX. His
hands tapped keys, twisted knobs, and flipped toggles on his console.
With each move he studied the resulting information on three screens,
through his helmet display, and through his link with Rocky.
As they gained altitude, the ten of them split into five pairs.
On their way to defend their planet from an alien invader. They flew
upward with the confidence of several months of training and millions
of dollars worth of tested equipment. They were the space fleet of
Triceratops Ranch.
Others would defend the ranch and as much surrounding land
as they could, but only if their fleet failed to stop the enemy at a farther
distance.
“Ready hon?” Gage said softly into his mike after he switched
from his open frequency to that of his wingmate.
“Let’s kick some ass for the crew of the Sorcerer!” She
replied in a serious voice.
The ten of them held formation in a tight line as the sky turned
from spring blue to space black.
The sight they beheld boggled the mind.
They had known for months that there were tens of thousands
of Sol Mai ‘JX on and around the Earth. The actual number was quite a
bit more than that.
There were tens of thousands of ascending lights just on this
quadrant of the Earth. And those were just the ones that rushed to meet
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the oncoming attackers. Many more remained at lower altitudes, more
closely protecting the mantle of life that covered the planet.
But the number of defending Mai ‘JX was dwarfed by the
numbers of those attacking.
As the sky darkened to the black of deep space, Gage could
see the nuclear flashes of defending missiles exploding in and around
the attacking spheres of light. There were so many that it was
impossible to miss. Some of those dissolved while others shunned the
nuclear fire. The last of the missiles from the combined Earth fleet did
more damage than the more numerous, but slower missiles from the
surface.
When the defending and attacking forces merged, the results
were even more pyrotechnic than the nuclear fire that had preceded the
clash of combatants.
“Take that spider face!” Gage yelled into his mike as the first
Centauri target came into his field of view.
The more numerous Centauri were able to overrun the first
defenders or those they outnumbered by several thousand to one, but it
was soon evident that despite their overwhelming numbers, the
momentum of the attack was not spherically complete.
There were thousands of Sol Mai ‘JX who occupied lesser
Terran life forms but many of those had tech equipment supplied by
humans. From simple E-Mag coils strapped to their bodies, to ships the
size of a house, Sol Mai ‘JX rose to defend their mobile carbon nursery.
Gage watched as a spear of dolphins in glass-ended torpedoes
of steel shot by and swept through a knot of attackers. Off to another
side he saw a fleet of Cadillacs sweep through another knot of attackers
with laser headlights burning everything they touched.
“Bronto-what’sit on my tail!” Ben’s voice came over the
shared frequency. His Mai ‘JX was twisting the pod into a loop when
he saw a flash of light in his rear view mirror. “Thanks Skyler.”
“My pleasure sweetie.” Skyler replied silkily over their private
channel, then made exaggerated kissing noises.
They swept into the mass of Centauri and energy matrices
dissolved like smoke as they passed. Before long the defenders broke
through the attacking shell and began to loop back around to dive onto
the backs of the closest Centauri.
“Tyrannosaurus at twelve o’clock!” Yelled Budd’s voice. He
looked at the T-Rex and gave a silent command. His Mai ‘JX rotated
the end of the stinger with his host’s gaze and at the signal activated the
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main weapon. The massive prehistoric carnivore disappeared in a puff
of smoke and dissipating energy.
The heavy lasers and shields created by the humans made the
difference when the large group of attackers finally noticed the
destruction the defenders wrought. The Centauri shifted the focus of
their attention and converged on the defenders with interest.
“Here comes a whole herd of spiders!” Screamed J’Mal.
“Take THAT bug-face! Oh, you want some too? Well come and get it
boot stain!” His pod twisted in space and raked stinger fire through
dozens of Martian hosted Centauri. Energy glows shredded and
dissolved in tatters, leaving a few spider shapes flailing in space at the
edge of the blast. The shapes quickly froze in the airless vacuum.
The scorpion pods of Triceratops Ranch dissolved a tunnel
through the enemy and when they came out of the converging energy
glow they looped around the back of the invading Mai ‘JX. In seconds
they dove back into the mass of their foe with weapons firing nonstop.
“There’s no end to them!” Madison’s voice said in awe over
the shared comm channel.
The bare bodied Centauri raiders were no match in a ratio of
less than hundreds to one when facing suited human/mai’jx teams. The
glow surrounding Earth dimmed momentarily as the Centauri
registered surprise, then grew intense again as the raiders focused on
the defenders within their ranks.
“Hey, I’ve got a school of kronosaurs over here and a short in
my stinger laser. How about a little help?” Came Logan’s voice.
“All pods form up in a sphere around Logan. Maintain current
vector and speed.” Gage gave the protective order they’d practiced
several times over the past few weeks. “How’re your shields and nose
guns?” Asked Gage.
“No problem there.” Came the answer. “I just need to shift
focus to complete the repairs and don’t want to not be there if
somebody needs help. I’ll just be a moment.”
The Triceratops gang encircled their teammate in a protective
shield as they flew on through the Centauri raiders. While he made
repairs, the tiny fleet of pods mowed through Centauri groups of up to a
thousand attacking individuals. Other groups of human hosted Sol Mai
‘JX duplicated their feat all around the planet. On the night side of
Earth, the pyrotechnic display held half the world in a trance of
amazement.
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“Here comes another group!” Gage yelled as his gaze swept
laser fire through the middle of a group of raptors. “A couple of
hundred thousand at least. They’re swarming around a submarine!
Watch your laser fire! There are friendlies in the middle of that pack!”
They fought for what seemed like hours, but no matter how
hard they fought, and how many energy matrices of attacking Centauri
were disrupted, the attack continued. They continued to sweep through
the slowly moving Centauri, killing without aiming there were so
many. Still, the invading tide swept on toward Earth without pause.
Gage didn’t notice that they were slowly losing ground despite
their success till he saw the first geostationary satellite in his screens.
Around it, the leading edge of the converging Centauri Mai ‘JX
swarmed in a mass that tapped the satellite’s energy as if at a rest stop
on their way to plunder the world below.
Gage looked at his screen as he spoke into his mike. The
submarine, or another like it, it was hard to say in the confusion,
approached the satellite and fired weapons all around the encircling
glow. “It looks like somebody was sent to watch somebody else’s
property.” He casually blasted the few Centauri Mai ‘JX who noticed
his pod as the small fleet flew by.
“Anybody want to bet on whether it’s a commercial satellite
or military? I put my money on military.” Came J’Mal’s voice. “Hey, is
anybody else hungry? What about it boss? Can we pull over at the next
exit and get a burger?”
“There’s plenty of barbecued dinosaur floating around outside
your pod. Why don’t you just snag a hunk as you go by?” Madison
taunted.
Gage looked out his canopy and noticed for the first time the
mass of dead dinosaurs and dinosaur parts floating toward the Earth.
The frozen flesh was no longer controlled by Mai ‘JX, but still had the
velocity it had when the symbiote was killed. “Take up a circling
position one hundred miles below and behind the submarine and
initiate ‘musk ox’.”
For the fourth time since they’d come into space, the pods
rotated in relation to each other to form a compact sphere and the
human hosts rested or guarded in pairs. Their rest was brief but allowed
them to refuel their drained bodies with pre-made meals and stretch
stiff, unused muscles. As they had three other ‘musk ox’ breaks,
circumstances interrupted the defenders before their allotted fifteen
minutes was up.
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“There’s a big group below us!” Came Ben’s voice. “They’re
moving fast!”
“Speed dive!” Came the order from Gage.
The tiny fleet resumed its battle and soon they lost track of
how many Centauri had been destroyed. After a while longer defending
weapons fire became ineffective as the sphere of attackers condensed
further and their numbers began to make up for their lack of human
technology.
Despite their continued victories and relative lack of
casualties, the defenders were slowly pushed back. Before long Gage
could see the International Space Station surrounded by a sphere of
energy that blocked the Centauri at several miles. “I’d say that those
upgrades that were made on Station Alpha did the trick.”
Centauri enveloped the station and dissolved into nothing as
they passed the invisible boundary. When the leading ranks of the
attacking hoard began to notice that something was wrong and slowed
cautiously, those behind pushed them through the barrier.
“Like a moth to a flame.” Joann’s voice whispered softly in
their ears.
They grew closer to the Earth and began to cross paths more
often with other defenders. The debris from earlier successes grew
thicker also. Before long they were also avoiding clumps of falling
dinosaur carcasses as they darted around blasting Centauri Mai ‘JX.
“The atmosphere is diffusing the lasers!” Madison called out
over the shared frequency. “You have to get closer to make a kill!”
The ten scorpion pods of the Triceratops Squadron slowly
dropped lower and lower till they squatted over the states of Ohio and
West Virginia in the North American continent. They continued to fight
as they gradually lost altitude, their position finally settling over the
South East corner of Ohio. With the planet’s surface within weapons
range they fought for what seemed an eternity before the numbers of
Centauri began to dwindle.
“Sensors show massed Centauri fifty miles to the East.” Gage
looked at his console screen as Boyd continued. “Joann and I are going
to assist.”
“All other teams shift to compensate for the gap.” Gage said
into his mike. “If anybody has any food left I suggest you eat it now.
This is as much of a lull in the action as we’ve seen in a while and I
want everybody’s energy levels at peak.”
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As they wolfed down the last of their food they listened to the
local radio traffic.
Other groups of humans hosting Mai ‘JX around the world
defended overlapping patches of the planet’s surface while the majority
continued with the battle in space. When the attackers shunned the
more heavily defended areas to attack the spaces between, bordering
groups of defenders converged from all sides. They also discovered that
the submarines they had seen were defending commercial satellites
while carrying their own Mai ‘JX proofed, military comm equipment.
“Here comes another group from the northwestern quadrant.”
Gage said as he looked at his sensor readings. “They’re at extreme
sensor range so they might not see us yet. Go silent and spread to
engulf.”
The scorpion pods spread out and went into silent mode as
they neared the tendril of descending Centauri raiders and split into two
groups. When the mass of invading spiders and dinosaurs passed
between them, they dissected the Centauri in a mass of crisscrossing
lasers and energy matrix disrupters.
The scorpion pods slowly settled lower in the atmosphere as
the battle raged on.
“I can see the ranch below us.” Madison reported. “Current
altitude is forty miles.”
The squadron of fiercely glowing pods began to see less of the
enemy and began to slow their descent. In a short time they ceased
descending and the gaps between attackers increased. At a mile above
the ground they hovered with all scanners on full and rose only to meet
the few Centauri that descended over their home.
“Smarties in three horn valley!” Shouted Dela’s voice over the
shared comm frequency.
A glowing ball of shapes descended to the ground among the
Triceratops herd when the pods were assisting neighbors and ventured
too far from home. At Dela’s alert the pods raced back with a
vengeance.
Gage came in low over the trees and caught three of the
Smarties coming over the trees toward the main house. As he swept
above them, the newly installed disrupter field padding the lower
portion of his pod engulfed the three. The Centauri lost control of their
links with their vessels and bobbed free as gravity pulled the dinosaurs
to the ground. The flailing bodies fell to the ground as Gage swept his
gaze across the glowing blobs of disoriented energy.
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His stinger followed his eyes and when he gave the fire signal,
he dissolved the two of them on the one side and was trying to turn to
rake the one on the other side of his pod when Madison’s laser
obliterated it from behind him. He saw one of the fallen dinosaurs
shake its head and rise from the ground before he passed over the trees
and came upon more of the genetically advanced, enemy raptor hosts.
Several lasers from as many different directions converged on
the scattering enemy as he reached the edge of the pack. As he ground
to a halt on the edge of the group and circled them at close range, he
laser blasted the balls of energy that remained when their hosts fell to
the ground. Some of the Smarties, now without controlling Mai ‘JX
symbiotes, rose and began to move away from the commotion.
When the last invader had been dispatched, the scorpion pods
lost altitude and herded the stunned dinosaurs back toward a fold in the
valley wall. As they worked Gage studied the Smarties, estimating that
they looked to be about three-and-a-half to four feet tall. There were
dozens of healthy Smarties so the ones that refused to be herded were
lasered to keep them from causing human injuries.
One pair of scorpion pods raced around the ranch looking for
any Centauri that had escaped while another took up a one mile high
guard position.
“Hello the main house!” Gage called into his mike. “Status!”
He and Madison lifted to share guard position while the remaining
teams watched the Smarties.
“We’re all OK.” Came Tom’s voice. “A Smarty without a Mai
‘JX ran through the patio window, but the kids chased it off with CO2
extinguishers. Literally scared the shit out of it.”
“Yea.” Came Dawn’s voice over the radio with the drop in
volume that indicated she was further from the mike than Tom. “That
thing wasn’t living on tapped zero-energy sources. That critter has been
eating real food!”
“Good job!” Gage said into his mike. “Hang in there for a
while longer. It looks like we might be just about through with this
thing for now. If you can get anybody out to the valley with food for
the Smarty watch, I’d appreciate it.”
“We’ll see what we can dig out of the fridge.” Tom O’Riordan
replied. “In fact, I think we’ll start on a complete buffet and serve it to
you on the deck a team at a time. How’s that sound?”
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“Perfect!” Said Gage an instant before his shared comm was
drowned out by the voices of the other nine members of the Triceratops
Squadron as they gave their support for the suggestion.
They patrolled the skies for an hour more, intercepting only
two more small groups of Centauri before the report came over the TV.
The first Battle of Earth was over.
The defenders had won.
With the help of human technology the Sol Mai ‘JX had
enjoyed their greatest victory in hundreds of millions of years.
The defenders who remained in space easily intercepted the
few Centauri who tried to flee back to their comet base.
Almost immediately the sky dripped the flaming streaks of the
thousands of biologic bodies being cremated by entry into the Earth’s
atmosphere. The fiery rain lasted for nearly a week.
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* EPILOGUE *
Gage and Madison looked up at the metal framework. It gave
just a hint of the ship that would grow upward from the six, spider-like
legs that ringed the bowl-shaped frame. They turned to the south as a
large three-horned shape flew toward them. In moments the form of
Logan riding on the back of a Triceratops came into view.
The multi-ton animal settled to the ground as daintily as a
small ballerina and Logan jumped from his mount’s back. “What’s up
kids!” He exclaimed with a smile.
“We were just about to ask you the same thing.” Gage called
out to his approaching friend. “What did you hear?”
“The combined Earth fleet has been restocked with missiles
and has taken up positions around the Centauri comet.” Logan
answered as he fed the beast a whole stalk of celery from a bag slung
over his shoulder. The dinosaur munched contentedly as he continued.
“It’s just hanging there in orbit like it belongs. Every time somebody
tries to get closer than about seven thousand miles, the surface glows a
little, but otherwise nothing. As long as it doesn’t do anything
everybody seems content to just want to let it alone.”
He fed his three-horned mount another stalk of celery. “Some
people are saying to blast it out of the air right now along with any
Centauri Mai ‘JX still alive. Others are saying we should try to talk to
them, make a treaty or something.”
“Oh, and the disrupters worked a little too good. Besides
raining dinosaurs for two days, the ones that made it to the ground alive
are running around all over the place. They’re causing more damage
than the actual attack.” He smiled hugely and nodded his head toward
Gage’s charges. “What about you?”
Gage looked at the hastily penned Smarties. “They are
definitely smarter, but not by too much. About like a slow dog. Most of
the cranial mass is taken up by an organ that produces C-60.”
At Logan’s whistle of amazement Gage smiled then
continued. “There’s also a set of fibrous strands extending out from the
spine. These are a sort of biological E-Mag and give the Mai ‘JX
symbiote about half the power of one of our smaller, three-inch disks.”
“Here’s the good part.” Gage said as he reached through a gap
in the chain link fence where two posts held different parts of the gate.
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At Logan’s gasp he smiled and stroked the muzzle of the nearest
Smarty. “Rocky has been all through these guy’s brains.”
“It seems the comet is a hollow world with a forest covering
the inside of the shell. Like a thick-shelled, miniature Dyson sphere.
The Centauri needed to get as many Mai ‘JX as possible into the craft
so carnivores and herbivores had to be balanced just right. Since a
Tyrannosaur eats a lot, it needs more herbivores than a smaller
predator.”
He continued to stroke the muzzle of the docile beast. “It
would be just as easy to keep a lot of useful herbivores without a lot of
predators eating them all the time. This old girl’s ancestors were meat
eaters, probably Deinonychus, but a few million years of genetic
tampering has steered her to the ways of the veggan. We’ve tried to
feed them meat, but they only eat it if it’s mixed in a big salad.”
“How’s that good?” Asked Logan.
“There’s thousands of these things scattered across the planet,
right?” At Logan’s nod yes, Gage went on. “Could you imagine what a
bunch of hungry raptors could do to a civilian population. The
tyrannosaurs and sea critters have been bad enough!”
“But that’s not the best part. I said they’re as smart as a slow
dog but they have great potential. The organ that makes buckyballs is
connected to the rest of the brain with an organ sort of like the one
Lazarus put in Trigger there.” Gage gestured to Logan’s Triceratops
mount. The early joke had become the dinosaur’s name by default
when Lazarus had transferred to his new human host.
“Rocky says that with a little bit of neural chemical memory
adjustments, they can be conditioned to obey certain commands in
English.” He reached back to stroke the muzzle of the Smarty when it
crooned softly at him. “And if they’re all as friendly as this girl, dogs
are going to have some competition.”
“Anyway, that hollow world up there is a completely
functional starship as well as a working biosphere of Earthly and
Martian life. What do you think we could do with it with a little human
technology?”
Gage looked up at the sky, with its full moon and the moon’s
new satellite and smiled.
“I think things are just going to get more interesting from here
on.”
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